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Preface

Software engineering is the application of a systematic, disciplined, quantifiable approach
to the development, operation, and maintenance of software. The discipline of software
engineering encompasses knowledge, tools, and methods fordefining software require-
ments, and performing software design, computer programming, user interface design,
software testing, and software maintenance tasks. Such software can contain millions of
lines of source code, making it comparable in complexity to the most complex modern
machines. For example, a modern airliner has several millions of physical parts, while its
software can run to 4 million lines of code. Software engineering also draws on knowl-
edge from fields such as computer engineering, computer science, management, math-
ematics, project management, quality management, software ergonomics, and systems
engineering.

The design, implementation and extension of computer programs is a very complex
process. For keeping an overview of large programs it is necessary toorganizeandstruc-
ture the source code. For small programs, having about hundred lines of source code, it
is often sufficient to use a simple editor. But if a program grows, Integrated Development
Environments (IDEs)are needed for supporting programmers. IDEs help both newcom-
ers and expert programmers in implementing, organizing, structuring and extending their
programs. Using an IDE foranalyzingsource code,calculating metrics, refactoringor
visualizingmethods is useful. Call graphs can be used for human understanding of pro-
grams, or as a basis for further analyses, such as tracking the flow of values between
procedures [69].

The declarative language PROLOG is very appropriate for analyzing and refactoring
source code. Using its symbolic computation and meta-programming techniques, we can
nicely analyze source code in a structural representation such as XML . We have designed
the tool SCAV (Source Code Analysis and Visualization) consisting of the libraries RAR
(Reasoning about Rules), VISUR (Visualization of Rules), and the software repository
PROSORE. These libraries support

• software metrics and source code statistics,

• program slicing and refactoring, and

• visualization of code structures.
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This dissertation is organized in five parts: Part I, theBackground, introduces source
code analysis and visualization. Chapter 1 explains some well known software develop-
ment processes. We sketch basic software engineering methods, and we explain software
metrics, design patterns, and software repositories. In Chapter 2, we introduce the declar-
ative programming language PROLOG, we list some existing Integrated Development En-
vironments (IDE) for PROLOG, and we present some typical PROLOG refactorings.

Part II deals with themanagement and analysisof source code. Chapter 3 explains
the structure of the used software repository PROSORE in detail. We use XML as the
basic data structure for complex data, such as programs or graphs. Chapter 4 introduces
the basic RAR methods and contains some examples of source code analysisin PRO-
LOG, such as source code statistics, and predicate spectra. We give some examples how
to change the basic predicates, in order to visualize and analyze languages other than
PROLOG, and we present case studies for PHP, and JAVA . Chapter 5 describes slicing of
PROLOG source code.

Part III deals with thevisualizationof source code. We have implemented a graph li-
brary based on the Graph eXchange Language GXL . Our graph library, which we explain
in Chapter 6, contains methods to validate and to transform GXL graphs, to layout graphs,
and to classify nodes and edges. Chapter 7 describes the GUI ofSCAV. The case studies
in Chapter 7 give some examples of visualizations.

Part IV, theConclusion, summarizes the essential parts of this work and gives an
outlook on possible extensions by further methods for source code analysis, visualization
and refactoring.

In Part V, theAppendix, we describe some configurations, XPCEprogramming tech-
niques and useful tools, which we have implemented.
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Part I

Background
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Software engineering is the application of a systematic, disciplined, quantifiable ap-
proach to thedevelopment, operation, andmaintenanceof software. It encompasses tech-
niques and procedures, often regulated by asoftware development process, with the pur-
pose of improving the reliability and maintainability of software systems. The effort is
necessitated by the potential complexity of systems, whichmay contain millions of lines
of source code.

Up to now, software engineering techniques are primarily applied within large projects
implemented in C, C++, C#, JAVA , PERL, FORTRAN, DELPHI, etc. For these lan-
guages, there exists many tools supporting the developmentof software. In the last few
years, more and more people deal with software development in logic programming lan-
guages, such as PROLOG [72]. There exist a lot of PROLOG implementations, e.g., Amzi!
PROLOG, B-PROLOG, GNU PROLOG, IF/PROLOG, Quintus PROLOG, SICStus PROLOG,
Visual PROLOG, SWI-PROLOG.
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Chapter 1

Software Engineering, Development
and Programming Tools

Software engineers use a wide variety of technologies, e.g., compilers, code repositories,
text editors. They also use a wide variety of practices to carry out and coordinate their
efforts: pair programming, code reviews and daily stand up meetings. The International
Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE) is the biggest and oldest conference devoted
to software engineering. This annual conference discussesimprovements in research,
education, and practice [80].

Software development is usually done in teams. Each developers is assigned a spe-
cific task and is responsible for a certain functionality or module of the software. For
these modules to work together properly, it is essential that interfaces are defined and are
designed very well. Furthermore, it may be happen that developers need to swap respon-
sibility. This requires that the code is well documented andis written according to general
guidelines, allowing a new developer to quickly become familiar with the code function-
ality. This requires an adherence to those guidelines, without individuals usingtheir own
style, which often cannot be comprehended by their colleagues.

In Section 1.1, we introduce some software development tools, processes, and soft-
ware engineering methods. Section 1.2 gives some examples of well known software
metrics, Section 1.3 explains design patterns, Section 1.4introduces call dependencies
and program slicing and Section 1.5 explains common software repositories.

1.1 Software Development

Software Development today is usually a process divided into two parts: the creation and
editing of files which contain thesource code, and the compiling and testing/debugging
of the executable. As software system grew more complex, thesoftware developer (or the
software development team) is required to manage an enormous amount of lines of source
code (cf. Figure 1.1). For example, the current kernel of Linux has about 9 Million, and
Windows XP about 40 Million lines of source code [74, 75].
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Chapter 1 Software Engineering, Development and ProgrammingTools

Figure 1.1: Increasing Number of Lines of Source Code of the Linux Kernel

Software, which consists of an immense number of lines of source code is difficult
to comprehend and to maintain without using corresponding tools. E.g., some well-
known problems of software development areduplicated source code, undefined methods
or methods, which are not used anymore (dead code). These problems especially appear
during team software authoring. In order to put things right, refactoringsource code is
helpful. It is important to apply refactoring methods at regular intervals, in order to im-
prove the design of large software projects, and to keep an overview of the whole source
code. Also, refactoring source code improves the design of asoftware project, which
initially is well designed, but which is incrementally extended without thinking about the
architecture of the software.

Generally, in order to obtain a better structured source code, we first detect the prob-
lems of badly structured and implemented source code. Here,special software tools,
which contain software engineering metrics, and visualizethe structure of the source code
are useful. Then, after detecting software design faults, we refactor the source code.

Integrated Development Environments

It is necessary to have two types of tools: on the one hand, we need tools, which detect
badly structured source code, design faults, and necessaryrefactorings and on the other
hand, we need tools, which support refactorings. This may besimple tools like a syntax
highlighting editor, or more complex tools, which visualize the source code and which
even allow for interactive refactorings of source code.

To understand difficult coherences, it is useful tosee a simple visualization of complex
structures. It is important that the visualization is scaleable in order not to overload the
view with too detailed information. Too many visualized nodes and edges are not helpful.
It is useful, if the source code can be divided into several components, whereby each
component is visualized in an own picture.
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1.1 Software Development

For the management of complex source code and a large number of lines of source
code, special tools have been developed. In the following, we list some well known
software development environments.

• Microsoft Visual Studiois the main Integrated Development Environment (IDE)
from Microsoft. It can be used to develop console and GUI applications along with
windows forms applications, web sites, web applications, and web services in both
native code as well as managed code for all platforms supported by Microsoft Win-
dows, Windows Mobile, the .NET Framework, the .NET Compact Framework and
Microsoft Silverlight. Visual Studio includes a code editor supporting IntelliSense
as well as code refactoring.

• Borland DELPHIis an IDE created by Borland, and now owned by Borland’s sub-
sidiary, CodeGear. DELPHI 2007 supports the DELPHI programming language
and C++ for the 32 bit Microsoft Windows platform, and DELPHI and C# for the
Microsoft .NET platform. Borland Kylix is the equivalent to DELPHI for the Linux
platform. DELPHI is mainly used for the development of desktop and enterprise
database applications, but it is a general-purpose software development tool suitable
for most software projects.

• Borland C++ Builder is a popular rapid application development (RAD) environ-
ment produced by the CodeGear subsidiary of Borland for C++. C++ Builder com-
bines the Visual Component Library and IDE as found in DELPHI with a C++
compiler.

• Eclipseis an open-source IDE written primarily in JAVA . The initial codebase orig-
inated from VisualAge. In its default form it is meant for JAVA developers, con-
sisting of the JAVA Development Tools (JDT). Users can extend its capabilitiesby
installing plug-ins written for the Eclipse software framework, such as develop-
ment toolkits for other programming languages, and can write and they contribute
their own plug-in modules. Language packs provide translations into over a dozen
natural languages.

• Xcodeis Apple’s suite of tools for developing software on Mac OS X.

A well-engineered designof source code helps to understand and extend the functionality
of methods, too.

Software Development Processes

A software development process is a structure imposed on thedevelopment of a software
product. Synonyms include software life cycle and softwareprocess. There are several
models for software development processes, each describing approaches to a variety of
tasks or activities that take place during the process. A model is then used to measure what
a development organization or project team actually does during software development.
This information is analyzed to identify weaknesses and to drive improvement.

7



Chapter 1 Software Engineering, Development and ProgrammingTools

Waterfall Process

The waterfall processis the best-known and oldest process. As the origin of the term
waterfall process often an article published in 1970 by Winston Royce is cited, although
Royce did not use the term "waterfall" in this article [89]. In the waterfall process the
developers (roughly) follow these steps:

• state requirements,

• analyze requirements,

• design an approach to solving the problem,

• develop the architecture of a software framework for that solution,

• implement code,

• test (perhaps unit tests then system tests),

• deploy, and

• post implementation.

After each step, the process proceeds to the next step, just as builders don’t revise the
foundation of a house after the framing has been erected. There is a misconception that
the process has no provision for correcting errors in early steps (for example, in the re-
quirements). The problems in waterfall do not arise from immature engineering practices,
particularly in requirements analysis and requirements management. Often the supposed
stages are part of a joint review between customer and supplier, the supplier can, in fact,
develop at risk and evolve the design but must sell off the design at a key milestone called
Critical Design Review. This shifts engineering burdens from engineers to customers who
may have other skills. [81]

V-Model

TheV-modelis a software development model which can be considered to bethe exten-
sion of the waterfall model [84]. Instead of moving down in a linear way, the process steps
are bent upwards after the coding phase, to form the typical Vshape (cf. Figure 1.2). The
V-model demonstrates the relationships between each phaseof the development life cycle
and its associated phase of testing. The ’V’ can also stand for the termsVerificationand
Validation.

The V-model is more helpful and profitable to companies as it reduces the time for
whole development of a new product and can also be used to somecomplex maintenance
projects.

8



1.1 Software Development

Requirements

Analysis

System Design

Architecture Design

Module Design

Coding

Unit Testing

Integration Testing

System Testing

Acceptance Testing
failed

failed

failed

failed

Figure 1.2: V-Model

Requirements Analysis In this phase, the requirements of the proposed system are col-
lected by analyzing the needs of the users. Usually, the users are interviewed and a doc-
ument called theuser requirements documentis generated. The user requirements doc-
ument will typically describe the system’s functional, physical, interface, performance,
data, security requirements etc. as expected by the user. The software will not be de-
signed or built, yet. The useracceptance testsare designed in this phase.

System Design System engineers analyze the proposed system by studying the user
requirements document. They figure out possibilities and techniques by which the user
requirements can be implemented. If any of the requirementsare not feasible, the user is
informed of the issue. A solution is found and theuser requirement documentis edited
accordingly. Thesoftware specification document, which serves as a blueprint for the de-
velopment phase, is generated. This document contains the general system organization,
menu structures, data structures etc. Thedocuments for system testingis prepared in this
phase.

Architecture Design In this phase, the typical list of modules, brief functionality of
each module, their interface relationships, dependencies, database tables, architecture di-
agrams, technology details etc., are realized. Theintegration testing designis carried out
in this phase.

Module Design Now, the designed system is broken up into smaller units or modules
and each of them is explained so that the programmer can startcoding directly. Theunit
test designis developed at this stage.

9



Chapter 1 Software Engineering, Development and ProgrammingTools

Unit Testing Unit testing implies the first stage of a dynamic testing process. According
to software development expert Barry Boehm [2], a fault discovered and corrected in
the unit testing phase is more than a hundred times cheaper than a fault detected after
delivery to the customer. It involves the analysis of the written code with the intention
of eliminating errors. Testing is usually white box. It is done using theunit test design
prepared during themodule designphase.

Integration Testing In integration testing the separate modules will be tested together
to expose faults in the interfaces and in the interaction between integrated components.
Testing is usually black box as the code is not directly checked for errors. It is done using
the integration test designprepared during thearchitecture designphase.

System Testing System testing will compare the system specifications against the actual
system. The system test design is derived from the system design documents and is used
in this phase. Sometimes system testing is automated using testing tools. Once all the
modules are integrated, several errors may arise.

User Acceptance Testing The purpose of acceptance testing is to verify the system
and the changes according to the original needs. We test whether a system satisfies its
acceptance criteria or not. The customer can accept the system or not, and we can test the
software in the "real world" by the intended audience.

Iterative and Incremental Development

Iterative and incremental development is a cyclical software development process devel-
oped in response to the weaknesses of the waterfall model. Itprescribes the construction
of initially small but ever larger portions of a software project to help all those involved
to uncover important issues early before problems or faultyassumptions can lead to dis-
aster. Iterative processes are preferred by commercial developers, because they allow a
potential of reaching the design goals of customers who do not know how to define what
they want.

Figure 1.3: Iterative Development Model
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1.1 Software Development

The basic idea behind iterative enhancement is to develop a software system incre-
mentally, allowing the developer to take advantage of what was being learned during the
development of earlier, incremental, deliverable versions of the system (cf. Figure 1.3).
Learning comes from both the development and the use of the system. At each iteration,
design modifications are made and new functional capabilities are added [81, 85]. There
exists several types of iterative and incremental development.

Agile Software Development is an iterative and incremental (evolutionary) approach
to software development processes. It is a conceptual framework for software engineer-
ing that promotes development iterations throughout the life cycle of the project. Agile
processes use feedback, rather than planning, as their primary control mechanism. The
feedback is driven by regular tests and releases of the evolving software. Some of the
principles ofagile software developmentare [86]:

• customer satisfaction by rapid, continuous delivery of useful software,

• working software is delivered frequently (weeks rather than months),

• working software is the principal measure of progress,

• even late changes in requirements are welcome,

• close, daily cooperation between business people and developers,

• face-to-face conversation is the best form of communication,

• projects are built around motivated individuals, who should be trusted,

• continuous attention to technical excellence and good design,

• simplicity,

• self-organizing teams,

• regular adaptation to changing circumstances.

E.g., Joachim Baumeister [4] introduces an agile process model for developing diagnostic
knowledge systems.

Agile Software Development uses a process model that is inspired by the popular
methodology eXtreme programming known in software engineering research. The de-
velopment process is structured by the following agile phases: Definition of the system
metaphor, the planning game, the implementation phase, andthe integration phase.

Thesystem metaphordefines a common system of names for the knowledge system
project. With the system metaphor, the semantics of, e.g., adiagnosis, a question, a ques-
tion set, and a case are defined. The remaining phases are repeatedly traversed in a cyclic
manner. Theplanning gametypically considers the short-term scope and requirementsof
the running project. It is designed to provide an early and concrete feedback, a flexible
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Chapter 1 Software Engineering, Development and ProgrammingTools

schedule of the development process, and it lasts as long as the system lasts. Theimple-
mentation phaseconsists of a test and a code implementation: in principle, the coding of
new knowledge or the restructuring of existing knowledge isalways preceded by the cod-
ing of appropriate test knowledge. Theintegration phaseguarantees an always running
system by continuously integrating the new and modified knowledge into a production
version of the knowledge system. The production version of the system is always vali-
dated using additional integration tests, extensive teststhat are usually time-consuming,
and that are covering the expected behavior of the knowledgesystem as a whole [4, 5, 6].

Test Driven Development is a software development technique consisting of short it-
erations where new test cases covering the desired improvement or new functionality are
written first, then the production code necessary to pass thetests is implemented, and
finally the software is refactored to accommodate changes. The availability of tests be-
fore actual development ensures rapid feedback after any change. Practitioners emphasize
that test-driven development is a method of designing software, not merely a method of
testing [87].

Rapid application development is a software development process developed initially
by James Martin in 1991 [34]. The methodology involves iterative development, and
the construction of prototypes. Traditionally the rapid application development approach
involves compromises in usability, features, and/or execution speed. It is described as
a process through which the development cycle of an application is expedited.Rapid
Application Developmentthus enables quality products to be developed faster, saving
valuable resources [88]. One problem with previous methodologies was that applications
took so long to build that requirements had changed before the system was complete,
resulting in inadequate or even unusable systems.

Software Engineering Methods

The process of gathering and analyzing an application’s requirements and incorporating
them into a program design is a complex one, and the industry currently supports many
methodologies that define formal procedures (e.g., waterfall process, v-model, agile soft-
ware development process). These methodologies are complemented by models.

Unified Modeling Language (UML) In the field of software engineering, UML is a
standardized visual specification language for object modeling, developed by theObject
Management Group(OMG). Modeling is the design of software applications before cod-
ing. It is an essential part of large software projects, and helpful to medium and even small
projects as well. UML helps to specify, visualize, and document models of software sys-
tems, including their structure and design. It is a general-purpose modeling language that
includes a graphical notation used to create an abstract model of a system, referred to as
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a UML model. UML has allowed software developers to concentrate more on design and
architecture [56].

Model-Driven Engineering (MDE), Model-Driven Development (MDD) MDE re-
fers to the systematic use of models as primary engineering artifacts throughout the en-
gineering life cycle. MDE can be applied to software, system, and data engineering. As
it pertains to software development, MDE, and MDD refer to a range of development
approaches that are based on the use of software modeling as aprimary form of expres-
sion. Sometimes models are constructed to a certain level ofdetail, and then code is
written by hand in a separate step. Sometimes complete models are built including exe-
cutable actions. Code can be generated from the models, ranging from system skeletons
to complete, deployable products. With the introduction ofUML, MDD has become very
popular today with a wide body of practitioners and supporting tools. More advanced
types of MDD have expanded to permit industry standards which allow for consistent ap-
plication and results. The continued evolution of MDD has added an increased focus on
architecture and automation.

MDD technologies with a greater focus on architecture and corresponding automation
yield higher levels of abstraction in software development. This abstraction promotes sim-
pler models with a greater focus on problem space. Combined with executable semantics
this elevates the total level of automation possible.

The OMG has developed a set of standards calledModel Driven Architecture(MDA),
building a foundation for this advanced architecture-focused approach [82].

Some examples, with which among others software engineering methods deal, are [39]:

• Too much code. Hundreds of thousands, or millions of lines ofsource code for an
application. This causes that the source code is difficult to understand and it is not
possible to get a whole overview and understanding of the source code.

• No one really understands exactly what the code is doing, sometimes even, if it is
only short source code.

• There is insufficient documentation. In fact, since it is so unusual to have documen-
tation, it is ignored when it does exist.

• We have little chance of ever understanding all of the interactions between different
parts of a large system.

• The people who do have a chance of understanding the code, very often don’t un-
derstand the application.

• People do not reuse existing software, either because they don’t trust it or because
it is not general enough.

Therefore, it is important to use tools, which help to understand and handle the source
code in an easy way.
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1.2 Software Metrics

A software metric is a measure of some property of a piece of software or its specification.
Since quantitative methods have proved so powerful in othersciences, computer science
practitioners and theoreticians have worked hard to bring similar approaches to software
development [83]. Tom DeMarco stated,

"You can’t control what you can’t measure [9]."

Software metrics help to assess the quality and testabilityof code. Many different aspects
of source code can be measured. In the following, we briefly list some software metrics
used in software engineering [25, 83].

• Variable Level Metrics

– Functions Readingis the number of functions in the source files which read
the variable.

– Functions Settingis the number of functions in the source files which set the
variable.

– Functions Usingis the number of functions in the source files which read or
set the variable.

• Function Level Metrics

– Cyclomatic complexity, which was developed by Thomas McCabe, is used
to measure the complexity of a program. It directly measuresthe number
of linearly independent paths through a program’s source code. Cyclomatic
complexity is computed using a graph that describes the control flow of the
program. The nodes of the graph correspond to the commands ofa program.
A directed edge connects two nodes if the second command might be executed
immediately after the first command.

– Code coverageis a measure used in software testing. It describes the degree
to which the source code of a program has been tested.

– Timespent executing the function (profile data).

– Lines in Functionis the number of lines in the function.

– Global Variables Usedis the number of global variables set or read by the
function.

• File Level Metrics

– Lines of Source Codemeasures the size of a software program by counting
the number of lines in the text of the program’s source code. LoC is typically
used to predict the effort that will be required to develop a program, as well as
to estimate programming productivity or effort once the software is produced.
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– Lines of Commentsis the number of lines of comments in the file.

– Variables in Fileis the number of variables and parameters defined in the file.

• Class Level Metrics

– Cohesionis a measure of how strongly-related and focused the variousrespon-
sibilities of a software module are. Cohesion is an ordinal type of measure-
ment and is usually expressed ashigh cohesionor low cohesion. Modules with
high cohesiontend to be preferable becausehigh cohesionis associated with
several desirable traits of software including robustness, reliability, reusabil-
ity, and understandability whereaslow cohesionis associated with undesirable
traits such as being difficult to maintain, difficult to test,difficult to reuse, and
even difficult to understand.Cohesionis often contrasted withcoupling, a
different concept. Nonethelesshigh cohesionoften correlates with loose cou-
pling, and vice versa.

– Thenumber of concrete and abstract classes and interfacesin the package is
an indicator of the extensibility of the package.

– Couplingor dependencyis the degree to which each program module relies
on each one of the other modules.

– Member Classesis the number of nested classes (member classes) of the class.

Software metrics help to decide, if source code should be refactored or not. They can also
be used to verify the progress and the improvements of software development.

1.3 Design Patterns

In software engineering, adesign patternis a general, repeatable solution to a commonly
occurring problem in software design. Design patterns cover knowledge of software ex-
perts, which has been built up along many years of software engineering, e.g., problems
such as adapting the interface of one object to that of another object or notifying an object
of a change in another object’s state. It is not a finished design that can be transformed
directly into code. It is a description or template for how tosolve a problem that can be
used in many different situations. The idea is to use sophisticated design ideas to solve
problems that often waste time solving over and over again inthe programming.

Solutions are presented in generalized diagrams of data andlogic structures. Object-
oriented design patterns typically show relationships andinteractions between classes
or objects, without specifying the final application classes or objects that are involved.
Algorithms are not thought of as design patterns, since theysolve computational problems
rather than design problems.

Design patterns can speed up the development process by providing tested, proven
development paradigms. Effective software design requires considering issues that may
not become visible until later in the implementation. Reusing design patterns helps to
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prevent subtle issues that can cause major problems, and it also improves code readability
for coders and architects who are familiar with the patterns[78]. In Chapter 4, we show
some examples how we retrieve design patterns in PROLOG source code.

1.4 Call Dependencies and Program Slicing

Debugging or refactoring software is a complex process. In general, it is easier to under-
stand complex facts, if they are visualized in graphs or figures instead of the descriptions
in words, formulas or mathematical definitions. Therefore,it is preferable tovisualize
facts whenever it seems to be helpful to facilitate the comprehension of the user. We gen-
erate diverse visualizations in order to show dependencies, e.g., between predicates, files
(cf. Figure 1.4) or packages.

Figure 1.4: Call Dependencies between Predicates and Files

All these visualizations are based on the predicatecall dependencies. Predicate call
dependencies can be used for visualizing the structure of a program and forprogram
slicing.

If we want to debug a large program, it is useful to consider only a part of the program.
Therefore, it helps to extract a program slice of the source code. The termprogram slicing
denotes the analysis of a computer program with the aim to findout what instructions of
a program influences or are influenced by acertain instruction of a particular topic. We
differ between several types of slicing [79]:

• Static slicingis the analysis of a program which is independent of a certainstartup
configuration.

• Dynamic slicingis the analysis of a program depending on a specific startup con-
figuration.

• Approximate dynamic slicingis nearly the same asstatic slicing. But instead of
slicing the whole program, only those parts of the program, which are executed
using a special startup configuration are sliced.

Slicing source code is useful, e.g., in order to debug software or in order to apply refactor-
ing methods on parts of a large software system. We try to separate only full executable
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parts of the source code. We can even pass sliced parts to other persons, which only
need/want a subsystem of a large system. If someone wants to import additional func-
tionalities to his own program, without importing the wholesystem, we extract a program
slice. Considering only parts of the system is easier to understand and integrate into an-
other system. This minimizes the effort of importing PROLOG methods.

In order to calculate a slice, we have to determine all dependencies of the necessary
methods. Therefore, we need among other things, the knowledge about the predicate call
dependencies. We generate the transitive closure of the corresponding methods. How to
retrieve all dependencies for a program slice is described in detail in Chapter 5.

1.5 Software Repositories

A repository is a place where data is stored and maintained. It can be, e.g., a place where
digital data is stored, a site where eprints are located, a place where multiple databases
or files are located for distribution over a network, a computer location that is directly
accessible to the user without having to travel across a network, or a place where anything
is stored for probable reuse.

The following examples show, where repositories are useful: component repository
management, data warehouse, data mining, digital repository, institutional repository, di-
rectory, national repository, revision control, repository Open Service Interface Defini-
tions (OSID), repository for academic publishing, or software repository [76].

A software repositoryis a storage location from which software packages may be
retrieved and installed on a computer. Many software publishers and other organizations
maintain servers on the Internet for this purpose, either free of charge or for a subscription
fee. Repositories may be solely for particular programs, such as CPAN for the PERL
programming language, or for an entire operating system. Operators of such repositories
typically provide a package management system, tools intended to search for, install and
otherwise manipulate software packages from the repositories. For example, many Linux
distributions useAdvanced Packaging Toolor yum[77].

A special case of a repository is themeta data repository, which is a database, which
is used to administrate meta data. These meta data provide a basis of highly interactive
systems, including all necessary descriptions of the system and its environment. By means
of such meta data repositories, systems can react flexible tochanges without programming
effort [76].

An XML repositoryis a repository for storing and querying collections of XML docu-
ments. XML can be used to represent the source code of various programming languages,
too, such as PROLOG, PHP or JAVA . We use an XML repository in order to store the source
code of the programming language, which we want to analyze. We parse the source code
into an abstract syntax tree and we transform it into an XML representation. Then, we
store the parsed XML representation of the source code into an XML repository. Using
an XML repository has the advantage, that we can use the same methods of the repository
for different programming languages.
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There exists several possibilities to represent rules in XML , e.g., RULEML[40, 41],
SWRL [57, 58] or PROLOGML (cf. Section 3.1.3). All these possibilities are modeling
the PROLOG term structure in a similar way using different tags.

RULEML (Rule Markup Language) is a markup language developed to express both
forward and backward rules in XML for deduction, rewriting, and further inferential-
transformational tasks. It is defined by theRule Markup Initiative, an open network of
individuals and groups from both industry and academia thatwas formed to develop a
canonical web language for rules using XML markup and transformations from and to
other rule standards/systems.

SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language) is a proposal for a semantic web rules-lang-
uage, combining sublanguages of the OWL (Web Ontology Language, a markup language
for publishing and sharing data using ontologies on the World Wide Web [36, 37]) with
those of RULEML.

In order to manage, update and query the XML representation in PROLOG, we use the
XML query and transforming language PL4XML (cf. Section 3.1.3).
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Software Engineering and PROLOG

PROLOG was one of the first logic programming languages, and remainsamong the most
popular such languages today, with many free and commercialimplementations avail-
able. It was first conceived by a group around Alain Colmerauerin Marseille, France,
in the early 1970s, while the first compiler was written by David H. D. Warren in Edin-
burgh, Scotland. Having its roots in formal logic, and unlike many other programming
languages, PROLOG is declarative: the program logic is expressed in terms of relations,
and execution is triggered by running queries over these relations. Often, PROLOG is as-
sociated with artificial intelligence and computational linguistics. While initially aimed
at natural language processing, the language has since thenstretched far into other areas
like theorem proving, expert systems, games, automated answering systems, ontologies
and sophisticated control systems. It is particularly useful for database, symbolic math-
ematics, and language parsing applications. Modern PROLOG environments support the
creation of graphical user interfaces, as well as administrative and networked applications.

For this work, we use SWI-PROLOG. SWI-PROLOG offers a comprehensivefree soft-
ware PROLOG environment, licensed under theLesser GNU Public License. Together
with its graphics toolkit XPCE, its development started in 1987 and has been driven by
the needs forreal-world applications. SWI-PROLOG is robust. and has excellent de-
velopment facilities. It supports a graphical debugging environment and a range of li-
braries that allows to implement GUIs, use object-orientation, use modules, implement
a multi-threaded HTTP server or client, TCP/IP sockets and many other functionalities.
It scales well for large applications. SWI-PROLOG supports multi-threading, is well-
maintained and is available for all major platforms. The bigadvantage of SWI-PROLOG

is the friendly development environment: the graphical debugger is indispensable, and
even the command-line interface offers some goodies like a help system, command com-
pletion and command history.

SWI-PROLOG is widely used in research and education as well as for commercial
applications. But in the field of software engineering, PROLOG is only scarcely used [38,
61, 70].
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2.1 Integrated Development Environments for PROLOG

IDEs support interactions between methods and users in an easy, graphical way. Since
the logic programming community is comparatively small, only few tools exist for com-
fortably programming and for analyzing source code in PROLOG. SWI-PROLOG by Jan
Wielemaker probably has the most comprehensive PROLOG IDE.

SWI -PROLOG

SWI-PROLOG contains some tools in order to debug and analyze software. Using this
software we can search for failures in PROLOG source code using a graphical environ-
ment. The following describes some parts of SWI-PROLOG.

MANPCE is one part of the SWI-PROLOG IDE (cf. Figure 2.1), which opens

". . . the graphical gateway to the PCE environment and the PCE manual. It
contains four pull-down menus and a field for (short) generalfeedback mes-
sages." [61, 63]

Using the IDEmanpce, we open the SWI-PROLOG help, view demo programs, open
diverse browsers and other useful tools, e.g., the PROLOGemacs editor, a thread monitor,
agraphical tracer, anevent vieweror theProlog Navigator.

Figure 2.1: XPCE Manual

The PROLOG Navigator of SWI-PROLOGprovides an explorer-like view of a directory
holding PROLOG source code files. PROLOG source code files can be expanded, showing
their contents. The screen-dump of theProlog Navigator(cf. Figure 2.2) shows the
hierarchy structure of the file system. Menus provide consulting and editing files, and
access to the manual and debugger.

GXREF is across-referencer(cf. Figure 2.3), which operates on the currently loaded
files. Therefore, it must be run after loading an application. After loadinggxref, the
dependencies window displays a graphical overview of dependencies betweenfiles. Un-
fortunately, it is not possible to sum up several files to packages. There is no possibility
to scale dependency views.
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Figure 2.2: Prolog Navigator

Figure 2.3: Cross referencer: gxref

Visual PROLOG

Another IDE for the MS operating systems isVisual Prolog(cf. Figure 2.4). One of the
features ofVisual Prologis an IDE, which is fully object oriented, and which is based on
logical programming with horn clauses.

"Visual PROLOG is a logical programming language that counts PROLOG

Development Center (PDC), and Turbo PROLOG as predecessors. The goal
of Visual PROLOG is to support industrial strength programming of complex
knowledge emphasized problems . . . " [60].

Some features of theVisual PrologIDE are, e.g., logical programming concepts (back-
tracking, pattern matching), algebraic data types, multi-threading, unicode support, au-
tomatic memory management (garbage collection), a tree representation of modules, a
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text editor, a dialog editor, a menu editor, which creates pull-down and pop-up menus, a
help generator tool, extra library support, COM support, ISAPI support, multi-threading,
ODBC, Sockets, pipes and many extra GUI controls.

Figure 2.4 shows the part of the Visual PROLOG IDE, which is used to generate GUIs.
Corresponding to the well known developer suites of Borland, Microsoft, . . . (cf. Sec-
tion 1.1), there exist buttons for simple graphical elements, which can be put on a user
defined GUI.

Figure 2.4: Visual Prolog Studio Shell

CIDER: The Curry Integrated Development EnviRonment

CIDER is a graphical programming and development environment for the multi-paradigm
declarative language Curry. Curry is a universal programminglanguage aiming at amalga-
mating the most important declarative programming paradigms, namely functional pro-
gramming and logic programming. Moreover, it also covers the most important opera-
tional principles developed in the area of integrated functional logic languages:residua-
tion andnarrowing.

CIDER is intended to be a platform for integrating various tools for analyzing and
debugging Curry programs. Currently, CIDER consists of

• a program editor with the usual functionality,

• various tools for analyzing properties of functions in Curryprograms (types, over-
lapping definitions, complete definitions, non-determinism, operational complete-
ness, dependencies etc),

• a tool for drawing dependency graphs,

• a graphical debugger, i.e., a visualization of the evaluation of expressions.
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Figure 2.5 shows the main window after starting CIDER and loading a program. The
main window in the middle is an editor window for editing the current program. On the
left- and right-hand side, there is a list of the top-level functions in the current file and
a list of the currently available analysis tools, respectively. After selecting a function
and an analysis in the corresponding list boxes, the function is analyzed and the result
is either shown in the bottom window (if it is a textual result) or, if it is a graph, it is
visualized [15, 16].

Figure 2.5: CIDER

ViPReSS: the PROLOG Refactoring Browser

ViPReSS is a PROLOG refactoring browser [45], which is designed by Tom Schrijvers
and Alexander Serebrenik. It is construed for SICStus PROLOG and it integrates refac-
torings for PROLOG programs into the VIM editor. Some of the features of ViPReSS
are: computing the call graph of a source file, replacing ’cut’ with ’if-then-else’, extract-
ing predicates locally, finding dead, non-exported code, finding dead project code, and
reordering ’if-then-else’ branches.

Tools of the DISLOG DEVELOPERS’ K IT (DDK )

The DISLOG DEVELOPERS’ K IT (DDK) is developed by Dietmar Seipel. The function-
ality of the DDK ranges from reasoning in disjunctive deductive databases to applications
such as the management and visualization of stock information [50, 52, 55].

It contains several tools in order to refactor PROLOG source code, too. We report
about three tools, which have been implemented in diploma thesis in the past few years.
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ECLIPSE Plug-in Dian Dochev has implemented an Eclipse plug-in (cf. Figure 2.6)
for PROLOG in his diploma thesis [10, 17]. He has defined an interface between PROLOG

and the JAVA environment ECLIPSE. Then, he has analyzed PROLOG source code, using
a model driven architecture (MDA, cf. Section 1.1), in whichhe has defined some of the
PROLOG refactoring methods mentioned in Section 2.2.

Figure 2.6: PROLOG Plug-in for Eclipse

V ISUR/RAR Marbod Hopfner has implemented the tool VISUR/RAR in his diploma
thesis [20]. This tool visualizes call dependencies between methods and manages rules in
deductive databases. SCAV (Source Code Analysis and Visualization), which has been
designed in this dissertation, is the continuation of VISUR/RAR. In comparison to the
previous system, SCAV has been completely redesigned, enhanced and extended. E.g.,
calculation speed has been increased. RAR has been split into the software repository
PROSORE and the library RAR. PROSORE stores the data in XML . PROLOGML has been
defined in order to represent PROLOG in XML . We have added the graph exchange library
GXL . Now, all important configurations are written in XML . Slicing, visualizations,
reasoning and retrieval are largely extended and more configurable and further analysis
methods and statistical information about the source code are available.

PROLOG Refactoring Browser Michael Müller has implemented a tool called PRO-
LOG refactoring browser(cf. Figure 2.7) in his diploma thesis [35]. He has examined
and implemented some of the refactorings mentioned in Section 2.2. Thereby, he has
defined, e.g.,design patternsin order to find and replace repeated code fragments in the
source code by a common method. Using the refactoring browser, he marks methods
containing redundant code and replaces these methods by an abstract method. Using
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an abstract method in order to combine several methods decreases the number of clones
in the source code. Another way to combine several methods isto use a method with
additional parameters.

Figure 2.7: PROLOG Refactoring Browser

Michael Müller has defined an extended XML representation of PROLOGsource code,
too, by extending the DTD of PROLOGML. Using the extended PROLOGML representa-
tion, it is possible to represent the complete layout of PROLOG source code and to write
the XML representation of PROLOG source code back to a PROLOG file. Thereby, even
the comments are included.

In comparison to the theses of Dian Dochev and Michael Müller, which both make
Predicate Scope RefactoringsandClause Scope Refactorings, we analyze in this thesis
the backboneof a PROLOG system. We analyze the architecture of the whole system
and make a graph based analysis for subsequent refactoring.These analyses are useful
for System Scope Refactoringsand Module Scope Refactorings. We make the macro-
analyses, whereby Dian Dochev and Michael Müller make the micro-analyses.

2.2 PROLOG Refactorings

Refactoring source code means to modify the source code in order to make it better read-
able and to simplify its structure. At the same time, the functionality is not changed. We
can understand refactoring ascleaning up. Automatic tests should exist and assure that
the source code does not change its behavior. Martin Fowler,the leading refactoring per-
sonality, who is one of the first persons making refactorings, suggests about 100 possible
refactorings in order to make source code more transparent.He created a list of good
refactorings, which he describes in detail [13]. He defines refactoring in the following
way:
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Refactoring is a disciplined technique for restructuring anexisting body of
code, altering its internal structure without changing itsexternal behavior. Its
heart is a series of small behavior preserving transformations. Each transfor-
mation (called arefactoring) does little, but a sequence of transformations
can produce a significant restructuring. Since each refactoring is small, it’s
less likely to go wrong. The system is also kept fully workingafter each small
refactoring, reducing the chances that a system can get seriously broken dur-
ing the restructuring [13].

Tom Schrijvers, Alexander Serebrenik, and Bart Demoen give acatalog of refactorings
for PROLOG programs [45, 46, 47]. They say, refactoring is asource-to-source program
transformationthat changes program structure and organization, but not program func-
tionality. The major aim of refactoring is to improve readability, maintainability and
extensibility of the existing software. It is important to find the right parts of the source
code and the best time to make refactorings. Both is decided bythe programmer itself.
The following items are according to [46] the most frequently mentioned problems with
which software developers have to deal.

System Scope Refactorings The system scope encompasses the entire code base. The
user does not transform a particular subpart; he affects theentire system as a whole. An
example is dead code detection and removal. The deadness property can in general only
be inferred with the entire system in scope. This scope is evidently appropriate for all
programming paradigms. It might even apply to multi-language systems:

• extract common code into predicates,

• hide predicates (remove them from export lists),

• remove dead code,

• remove duplicate predicates,

• remove redundant arguments,

• rename functor.

Module Scope Refactorings The module scope considers a particular module. Usually
a module is implementing a well-defined functionality and istypically arranged as one
file. For example, a module can be renamed, split into separate modules or several mod-
ules can be merged together. This scope corresponds to refactorings operating on classes
in JAVA or C++:

• merge modules,

• remove dead intra-module code,

• rename module,

• split module.
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Predicate Scope Refactorings The predicate scope targets a single predicate. The
counterparts of predicates in PROLOG are methods in JAVA or C++. For example, the
moving of a predicate to a different module, affects the predicate directly. The code that
depends on the predicate may need updating as well. But this isconsidered an implication
of the refactoring of which either the user is alerted or the necessary transformations are
performed implicitly:

• add argument,
• reorder arguments,
• move predicate,
• rename predicate.

Clause Scope Refactorings The clause scope affects a single clause in a predicate.
Usually, this does not affect any code outside of the clause directly. An example is when
a part of the clause body is replaced by a call to a new predicate that consists of the
original goal. Code outside of the clause scope is affected inas much as that the new
predicate is introduced and the necessary import declarations are added or removed. In
object-oriented and functional programming languages, this scope affects methods and
function bodies respectively:

• extract predicate locally,
• invert if-then-else(negate condition and reorder branches),
• replacecutby if-then-else,
• replace unification by (in)equality test.

Tool support for refactoring is highly desirable because checking the preconditions for a
given refactoring often requires nontrivial program analyses, and applying the transfor-
mations may affect many locations in the program.
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Part II

Management and Analysis of Source
Code
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This part deals with the management of PROLOGsource code in a repository, and with
the analysis, refactoring and slicing of the source code. Figure 1 shows the architecture of
SCAV. The basic methods of PROSORE are used by RAR to reason about source code,
and they are used by VISUR to generate visualizations.

SCAV

V ISUR/ GUI RAR

PROSORE

Query Methods

XML Representation PROLOGML

Figure 1: Architecture of SCAV

Call Dependencies In order to structure and comprehend the design of source code,
we consider the hierarchy of the source code and the call spectra of packages. The call
dependencies of predicates play an important role, becausewe can use them to decide
to which package a predicate can be assigned. To obtain a transparent structure of the
source code, we can group predicates of the same scope. Usingthe PROSORE database
and the methods of PROSORE, we can retrieve call dependencies between predicates. For
example, the following call determines the calls of the predicatewriteln/1:

?- A = (user:writeln)/1,
rar:calls(predicate:A, predicate:B).

B = (user: write)/1 ;
B = (user:nl)/0

Yes

We can detect the calls of meta-call predicates, such aschecklist/2, maplist/3,
or findall/3, calling further predicates, too.

?- A = (user:writeln_list)/1,
rar:calls(predicate:A, predicate:B).

B = (user:checklist)/1 ;
B = (user: writeln)/1 ;

Yes

Call dependencies can help to determine undefined predicates, dead code or cross refer-
ences between packages. Having the predicate call dependencies and knowing in which
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file a predicate is defined, we are able to determine the cross references between files,
modules, and, in general, packages. Figure 2 visualizes thecall dependencies between
the units of the DDK. Edges between units which represent only very few calls have been
faded out.

Figure 2: Cross Reference Graph

Call Spectra contain information about the calls of predicates or packages. We can
either determine which packages a predicate is calling, or we can determine the calls
between one package and the other packages. Two predicates having similar call spectra
are considered to belong to the same package.

The spectra help us to organize the source code of a project. We try to refactor the
source code into a hierarchical structure. Each package belongs to a certain scope, col-
lecting all predicates of the same scope. We minimize calls between basic packages and
higher level packages. Calls from higher level predicates tobasic predicates are favored.
If there exist undesired calls, we try to reorganize the corresponding predicates into other
packages. It is not always possible to get a complete hierarchical structure, because there
exist predicates, which are called and defined in each package, e.g.,dportray/2 or
test/2.

Figure 3 shows the spectrum of the unitbasic_algebra. Each bar shows the
number of calls to another unit. The 4 units on level 1 and 2 arebasic units, and the 4
units on level 3 are higher level units.

Slicing Using the predicate call dependencies, we can slice source code. The intention
is to retrieve a fully working part of the source code, which is restricted to a certain part
of the whole functionality. This makes it easier to refactorsource code, to search for bugs
in the source code, or to integrate a certain functionality into another project.

Figure 4 shows a report which summarizes the result of a slice. One column shows
the number of predicates of a package, which are necessary for the slice; another column
shows the number of predicates, which are chosen. As we always choose complete files,
the number of chosen predicates always is greater or equal tothe number of necessary
predicates.
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Figure 3: Calls of the Unit basic_algebra

Figure 4: Percentage of Use of the Predicates in each Unit andModule of the Sliced
Predicate slice/3

Software Repository To manage source code, we have developed the PROLOG soft-
ware repository PROSORE. It consists of the PROSORE database which stores the source
code in facts, a method to parse PROLOG source code, and methods to query and update
the PROSORE database. Each fact of the PROSORE database represents a PROLOG rule
in the XML language PROLOGML. In order to query and update PROLOGML, we use the
powerful XML library PL4XML of the DDK [50, 52, 55].

So far, the analysis is mainly tailored to PROLOG. Nevertheless, we can use the
PROSORE database to store the XML representation of other languages like JAML , and
PHPML, too. Thereby, either the corresponding XML representation of the language has
to be transformed into a suitable XML representation, which can be used together with
the existing query methods, or the language specific XML representation is used and the
basic query methods are adapted.

We present some case studies to demonstrate the usage of RAR. We introduce adapted
query methods for JAVA source code, and we show, how to extract design information
from JAVA which is represented in JAML [12] and how to extract design information from
PHP which is represented in PHPML [14]. Moreover, we describe how to detect and
refactor PROLOG design patterns. E.g., we search for the directly recursivepredicates
which can be replaced by the meta-call predicatemaplist/3 [53]. A statistics shows
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the result of the directly recursive predicates found in thesource code (cf. Figure 5).

Figure 5: Rules with Directly Recursive Predicates (in %)
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The Software Repository PROSORE

We have developed the PROLOG tool SCAV (Source Code Analysis and Visualization),
which is integrated in the DDK [50, 52, 55]. SCAV consists of the repository PROSORE,
and the libraries VISUR (Visualization of Rules), RAR (Reasoning about Rules) and GXL

(Graph eXchange Language). The XML processing is done using PL4XML (Program-
ming Language for XML , or PROLOG for XML ) [49, 51]. Each library of SCAV is re-
sponsible for a certain scope. SCAV provides a graphical user interface (GUI), for the
repository PROSORE and the libraries VISUR, RAR, and GXL .

The software repository PROSORE uses an XML representation of the source code,
which is saved using PROLOG facts. Together with a corresponding DML and a query
language these facts constitute the database of the software repository PROSORE. The
software repository PROSORE supports basic methods for reasoning about the source
code. The tool is very flexible; it can also be applied to XML representations of other
programming languages, e.g., of C++, JAVA , or PHP, which can be imported into the
repository, if there exists an appropriate XML representation of the source code. E.g., we
import JAVA source code using JAML [12], or PHP using PHPML [14].

The library PL4XML is a declarative XML query, transformation and update language,
which is implemented in and fully interleaved with the logicprogramming environment of
SWI-PROLOG. It is part of the DDK and it is implemented by Dietmar Seipel [49, 51]. The
library RAR supports complex methods, for reasoning about source codeand for gener-
ating statistical information about source code. The library V ISUR provides methods for
creating reports such as tables, graphs, polar diagrams, and histograms. We visualize call
dependencies or cross references, predicate memberships,and statistics. The PROLOG

library GXL makes the common Graph eXchange Language accessible to PROLOG. GXL

is designed to offer the possibility of using diverse graph tools by importing or exporting
graphs between these tools. Thus, each user can choose a toolwith the best functionality
for his purposes. VISUR computes various graphs in GXL format. This may be entity
relationships, rule goal graphs, or cross reference graphs, which show the dependencies
between several units, modules, or files. All of our transformation and visualization meth-
ods are based on GXL .

The combination of the repository PROSORE, and the libraries VISUR, RAR, GXL
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and PL4XML is called SCAV. SCAV can be used for code inspection, code analysis,
design pattern detection, refactoring and visualization of source code. We retrieve in-
formation about the architecture of source code. Visualizing the dependencies between
packages of a given hierarchy structure supports us in reorganizing the source code. An-
alyzing the given structure, we can detect cycles in cross references of packages and we
can rearrange methods in the source code in order to retrievea hierarchical structure of
the packages, each package being of a certain scope.

In order to test source code, or to export the necessary partsof the source code, in-
cluding a certain functionality, we isolate the necessary parts of the source code; in other
words, we extract aprogram sliceof the source code. This slice includes all necessary
methods, global variables, and tests. Considering just a small part of the source code
makes it sometimes easier to find bugs in the source code.

We calculate statistics, determine coherences betweenunits, modules, files, andpred-
icatesand we visualize these information in tables, trees, graphs, histograms or polar
diagrams.

The software repository PROSORE consists of a transformation from PROLOGsource
code to the XML representation PROLOGML, the PROSORE database, and multiple query
methods (cf. Figure 3.1). Via PL4XML of the DDK, we access and query the XML

representation in the repository.
The XML documents are defined using DTDs. We decided using DTDs instead of

XML schemas, because the defined XML documents are not complex. In our case, using
DTDs is completely sufficient in order to describe the structureof an XML document.

The repository just contains a view of the source code, whichwe want to analyze. The
parsed PROLOG files do not belong to the repository. The content of the repository is not
automatically updated, if a parsed file is changed in the file system. Only, if we execute
the update process manually after a file has been changed, input files and repository are
consistent, again.

PROLOG

Source Code File

.pl

Software Repository PROSORE

- PROLOG Parser

- PROLOGML (X ML Representation)

- PROSORE database

- PROSORE Basic Query Methods

PROLOGML

XML Document

.xml

Proprietary

Format

.rar

Figure 3.1: Software Repository PROSORE

We use the software repository PROSORE, e.g., for the following software analysis:

• to determine the files, which contain rules of a certain predicate,

• to determine the predicates, which call a certain predicateand vice versa,

• to classify predicates, files, modules or units into certaingroups,
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• to determine dependencies between files, modules, units, orpackages

• to create statistics, e.g., about cross reference calls, about the frequency of occur-
rence of certain predicates, about unnecessary predicates, about dead code,

• to calculate, e.g., a slice of a predicate. A slice of a predicate consists of all files,
containing all necessary predicates and variable settings, which are needed to run
this predicate.

As it is also possible to write the XML representation back to PROLOG [35], it is conceiv-
able to use refactoring methods directly on the XML representation, and write the result
back to the original PROLOG source code. In order to analyze the source code of other
languages, we can change the parser, which reads the source code and generates an XML

representation.
In Section 3.1, we first describe PROLOGML, which is used to represent PROLOG

source code in XML . Then, we describe the XML data managing library PL4XML . Fi-
nally, Section 3.2 describes the PROSORE database.

3.1 Representation of Source Code in PROLOG ML

PROLOGML represents PROLOGsource code in an XML document. It allows to represent
disjunctive formulas in the head of a rule. Thereby, the top-disjunction of the rule head
is represented as a list, just like the top-conjunction of the rule body. Further disjunctions
and conjunctions, which are nested in the head or body are marked with special tags.
This XML representation of PROLOGsource code is about five times larger as the original
source code.

In PROLOG, we use the term representation called field notation to represent XML

documents. The structure of the field notation is similar to an XML document, and it can
easily transformed into an XML document and vice versa. We always talk about an XML

document, although we are not using an XML document in PROLOG.
PROLOGML represents the whole source code of all files inonesingle XML docu-

ment. It consists of three main parts (cf. Figure 3.2): theprogram, including thesource
code, the source tree, and theexported predicates. The structure of the corresponding
XML document contains the three main elements

<source_tree>, <exported_predicates>, <program>.

The XML document looks as follows:

<?xml version=’1.0’ encoding=’ISO-8859-1’ ?>
<rar>

<program>...</program>
<source_tree>...</source_tree>
<exported_predicates>...</exported_predicates>

</rar>

The DTD of this part of the XML document looks as follows:
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DTD:

<!ELEMENT rar source_tree exported_predicates program>

The element<program> contains the rules and directives of the PROLOG files. The
element<source_tree> contains thehierarchy treeof the system. It stores the file
paths and associates the files to diverse sub-hierarchies. In the DDK, the hierarchy tree
contains the levelssystem, sources, unit, module, andfile. At last, the element
<exported_predicates> contains the names of the exported predicates of the SWI-
PROLOGmodules. In the following, we explain each part of this XML document in detail.

PROLOGML Source Tree

Exported Predicates

Program Source Code

File 1

File 2

.......

Rule 1

Rule 2

.......

Figure 3.2: The Structure of PROLOGML

3.1.1 Source Code

The element<program> contains the parsedsource code, which we want to examine.
The element consists of multiple<file> elements. The content of a parsed file – the
predicate rules – are stored in these<file> elements. Each<file> element contains
<rule> elements, and the<rule> elements contain the PROLOG rules. In the follow-
ing, we show an example of the XML structure of the element<program>. Then, we
give the corresponding DTD and at last, we explain how we represent PROLOG rules in
XML .

Example 3.1 (Program Section) The <program> section of PROLOGML contains
multiple <file> elements. The content of each parsed file – the rules – is written into
an own<file> element.

<program>
<file name="..." path="..." date="...">
<rule ...>...</rule>
...

</file>
...

</program>
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The DTD of the element<program> looks as follows:

DTD:

<!ELEMENT program (file*)>

<!ELEMENT file (rule*)>
<!ATTLIST file

name CDATA #required
path CDATA #required
date CDATA #implied
mouse_click CDATA #implied>

A <file> element consists of<rule> elements, and the attributesname,path,date,
andmouse_click. The attributename contains the name of the file.path contains
the path to the file. The path begins relative to the root, which we specify in theroot
attribute of theroot elementof the hierarchy tree. The attributemouse_click is a
reference to an XML configuration document, which is used to configure the visualization
of graphs, and which is passed as an additional parameter to the corresponding methods.
The attributemouse_click will be explained in Appendix B.2 in detail.

The element<file> is not to be mixed with the element<file> of the hierarchy
tree. In the hierarchy tree, it is used to locate files on the physical storage device, and in
<program>, it is used to store the content of a file. In the following, we describe how
we store the content of a file – the rules – in PROLOGML.

Rules in PROLOG ML In PROLOGML, each rule is represented by a<rule> element.
Each<rule> element has the attributemodule and the optional attributeoperator.
The<rule> element contains a<head> element and a<body> element, which are
both optional. The<head> element contains<atom> elements and the<body> ele-
ment contains<atom> and<formula> elements. An<atom> element contains the
attributesmodule, predicate, andarity. A <formula> element contains the at-
tribute junctor. <atom> and<formula> elements contain<term> and<var>
elements. Additionally, the<formula> element contains<atom> elements, too (cf.
Figure 3.3). Thus, the DTD looks as follows:

DTD:

<!ELEMENT rule head? body?>
<!ATTLIST rule

module CDATA "user"
operator CDATA implied>

<!ELEMENT head atom*>
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<!ELEMENT body atom* formula*>

<!ELEMENT atom term* var*>
<!ATTLIST atom

module CDATA "user"
predicate CDATA #required
arity CDATA #required>

<!ELEMENT formula atom* term* var*>
<!ATTLIST formula

junctor CDATA #required>

<!ELEMENT term term* var*>
<!ATTLIST term

functor CDATA #required>

<!ELEMENT var EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST var

name CDATA #required>

rule
module

operator

head body

atom
module

predicate

arity

atom
module

predicate

arity

formula
junctor

term
functor

var
name

... ...
atom
module

predicate

arity

term
functor

var
name

term
functor

var
name

... ... ... ...

... ...

Figure 3.3: The DTD of the Element <rule>
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The attributes of the element<rule>:
module

determines the module name, in which the rule is defined.

operator
contains the operator of the rule. The default value is “:-”.

The attributes of the element<atom> are:
module

contains the module name of the predicate. If the predicate in the rule has no module
name, the module name is added. The module name is either derived from the list
of exported predicates(cf. Section 3.1.2), or it is the default module nameuser.

predicate
contains the name of the predicate.

arity
contains the arity of the predicate.

The element<formula> contains the attributejunctor, which determines the name
of the junctor. The element<term> contains the attributefunctor, which determines
the name of the functor. Constants are represented by the element<term>, too.

Example 3.2 (Term Element)

<term functor="1"/>

The element<var> contains the attributename, which determines the name of a vari-
able. In the following examples, small PROLOG methods are given and we show, how
these methods are represented in PROLOGML.

Example 3.3 (PROLOG in X ML ) Assume that the PROLOGfile increment.pl con-
tains the following rule:

increment(X, Y) :-
Goal = add(1, X, Y),
call(Goal).

If the file is not configured as a module, then the rule belongs to the default moduleuser.
In PROLOGML this rule looks as follows:

<rule module="user" operator=":-">
<head>
<atom module="user" predicate="increment" arity="2">
<var name="X"/>
<var name="Y"/>

</atom>
</head>
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<body>
<atom module="user" predicate="=" arity="2">

<var name="Goal"/>
<term functor="add">
<term functor="1"/>
<var name="X"/>
<var name="Y"/>

</term>
</atom>
<atom module="user" predicate="call" arity="1">
<var name="Goal"/>

</atom>
</body>

</rule>

Example 3.4 (PROLOG in X ML ) Assume that the PROLOG file delete.pl contains
the following rule:

delete(Xs, E, Ys) :-
findall( X,

( member(X, Xs),
not( E = X ) ),

Ys ).

The file is not configured as a module, too. Therefore, the rulebelongs to the default
moduleuser. In PROLOGML this rule look as follows:

<rule module="user" operator=":-">
<head>
<atom module="user" predicate="delete" arity="3">

<var name="Xs"/>
<var name="E"/>
<var name="Ys"/>

</atom>
</head>
<body>
<atom arity="3" module="user" predicate="findall">

<var name="X"/>
<term functor=",">
<term functor="member">
<var name="X"/>
<var name="Xs"/>

</term>
<term functor="not">
<term functor="=">

<var name="E"/>
<var name="X"/>

</term>
</term>

</term>
<var name="Ys"/>
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</atom>
</body>

</rule>

Example 3.5 (PROLOG in X ML ) Assume that the PROLOGfile list.pl contains the
following rule:

list_info(Ys) :-
( Ys = [],
writeln(’Empty List.’) )

;
writeln(’Full List.’) )

Again, the file is not configured as a module. The rule belongs to the default module
user. In PROLOGML this rule looks as follows:

<rule module="user" operator=":-">
<head>
<atom module="user" predicate="list_info" arity="1">
<var name="Ys"/>

</atom>
</head>
<body>
<formula junctor="or">
<atom arity="2" module="user" predicate=",">

<term functor="=">
<var name="Ys"/>
<term functor="[]"/>

</term>
<term functor="writeln">
<term functor="Empty List."/>

</term>
</atom>
<atom arity="1" module="user" predicate="writeln">

<term functor="Full List."/>
</atom>

</formula>
</body>

</rule>

PROLOG ML to P ROLOG

The call

prologml_to_prolog(+PrologML)

writes the rules contained in PROLOGML back into PROLOG files. The method above
calls iteratively the methodxml_to_prolog/2 for each represented file contained in
PROLOGML. Using this method, all comments are lost and the layout ofthe source code
is changed by rewriting the source code to PROLOG files.
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Michael Müller has refined the XML representation PROLOGML and the method
xml_to_prolog/2 [35]. He keeps the comments and the layout of the original source
code, because his parser inserts layout positions and comments into the XML structure,
which can be rewritten back using his methodxml_to_prolog/2.

3.1.2 Hierarchy Tree and Exported Predicates

In order to locate the source code files, we use thehierarchy treewhich contains the paths
and filenames of the source code files. The hierarchy tree is anXML document. In the
hierarchy tree, we do not only store paths and filenames, we group files together, too,
independent of their real location in the file system.

In SWI-PROLOG, there exists the possibility to define PROLOG modules. All predi-
cates which are defined in a module are encapsulated. They only can be called outside the
module with leading module name, except predicates which areexported.

The Hierarchy Tree

Having the hierarchy tree, we call a method which extracts all contained filenames of
the hierarchy tree. Then, we parse the extracted files and transform the content to PRO-
LOGML. The original XML hierarchy tree is completed with some further attributes, e.g.,
the attributedate. This attribute contains the file date and is used to organizeupdates.
The completed hierarchy tree is added to PROLOGML (cf. Figure 3.4).

XML

Hierarchy Tree
create_repository

File1.pl File2.pl File...

PROLOGML

Program Source Code

XML Hierarchy Tree

Exported Predicates

Figure 3.4: Usage of the Hierarchy Tree

Structure of the Hierarchy Tree In PROLOGML, the hierarchy tree is given by the
element<source_tree>. It contains avirtual hierarchy of all files of the system. The
hierarchy tree does not have to be identical with the file system hierarchy. It can be an
arbitrary hierarchy, too. The DTD of the hierarchy tree looks as follows:
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DTD:

<!ELEMENT source_tree level* file*>

<!ELEMENT level sub_level* file*>
<!ATTLIST level

name CDATA #implied
path CDATA #required
root CDATA #required
xml_root CDATA #implied
lowest_level CDATA #required
source_code dislog|prolog|php|java #required
alias CDATA #implied
open CDATA #implied
close CDATA #implied
mouse_click CDATA #implied>

<!ELEMENT sub_level sub_level* file*>
<!ATTLIST sub_level

path CDATA #required
name CDATA #implied
alias CDATA #implied
open CDATA #implied
close CDATA #implied
mouse_click CDATA #implied>

<!ELEMENT file sub_level*>
<!ATTLIST file

name CDATA #implied
date CDATA #implied
path CDATA #required
consulted_from CDATA #implied
alias CDATA #implied
open CDATA #implied
close CDATA #implied
mouse_click CDATA #implied>

Each element of the hierarchy tree can have further nested elements. The hierarchy tree
can have any depth.

Except for the elementfile, the tag names are arbitrary. It can be any name, e.g.,
using the hierarchy of the DDK, the tag names aresystem, sources, unit, module,
file, and potentiallypredicate.

We append each contained predicate of a file to the corresponding branch of the hierar-
chy tree. Therefore, we use the element<predicate>, containing the attributename.
We just do this in order to be able to view the corresponding predicates defined in a file,
e.g., in the hierarchy browser of the GUI of SCAV.

Each element can have further attributes, too, e.g., to specify the mouse click actions
or pop-up menus.

The following example shows a part of the DDK hierarchy tree. Later, we explain how
to generate the hierarchy tree of the DDK, automatically.
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Example 3.6 (DDK Hierarchy Tree)

<source_tree>
<system name="DisLog" source_code="dislog"
path="dislog" root="/home/DisLog/">
<sources name="sources" path="sources">

<unit name="basic_algebra"
path="sources/basic_algebra">
<module name="basics"
path="sources/basic_algebra/basics">
<file name="increment.pl"

path="sources/basic_algebra/basics/increment.pl"/>
<file .../>

...
</system>

</source_tree>

The used attributes of the elements in the hierarchy tree have the following meaning:

name
Each element can have the attributename. The value of this attribute will be dis-
played in the hierarchy browser (cf. Appendix A.4). If this attribute is missing, we
display the tag name of the corresponding element in the hierarchy browser.

path
Each element has the attributepath. This is a unique ID of each element in the
tree, which is used by some methods.

The attributepath in the element<file> determines the relative path of a file in
the file system. We get the absolute filename of a file, if we concatenate the value
of the attributeroot (which only is an attribute of the root element in the hierarchy
tree) with this relative path.

The absolute filename is needed in order to find the location ofa file, e.g., if we
generate the<program> section of PROLOGML or if we want to show the content
of a file in an editor.

root
This attribute has to be defined in the root element of the hierarchy tree. It completes
the relative path of the source code files (attributepath of the elements<file>)
to an absolute path.

xml_root
If we want to insert JAVA or PHP source code into the software repository, we need
corresponding XML documents, which represent the source code. These documents
can be JAML or PHPML documents.

Like the attributeroot, the attributexml_root determines the prefix of the JAML

or PHPML files. This attribute has to be defined in the root element ofthe hierar-
chy. The XML files will only be used by JAVA or PHP source code. Using PROLOG
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source code, the original source code files are parsed and transformed into the PRO-
LOGML representation by the internal parser.

lowest_level
The lowest level in the hierarchy tree contains the name of the leaf level. Some-
times, we add to the leaves further levels. Then we have to know, which was the
original lowest level. For the DDK, the lowest level isfile and we add levels with
the namepredicate.

source_code
This attribute has to be defined in the first level of the hierarchy. It tells the parser
the language of the source code files. Currently, we can parse PROLOG source
code files and XML representations of JAVA (JAML [12]), or PHP (PHPML [14]).
Correspondingly, the value of the attributesource_code is java, phpml, or
dislog.

consulted_from
While generating PROLOGML, we check if the currently parsed file consults further
files. We add all consulted files automatically to the hierarchy tree. In PROLOGML,
we mark the consulted files with the attributeconsulted_from, containing the
relative filename of the original file, from which the file is consulted.

alias
This attribute is a reference to an element of an additional XML configuration docu-
ment. This additional configuration document is passed to some methods. It is used
to configure, e.g., the visualization of the hierarchy tree in a hierarchy browser.
Depending on the reference, the visualization of the corresponding element has,
e.g., a certain thumbnail in the browser beside the item. Files, which are consulted
from another file, automatically get the valuealias=consulted_file. We
describe the corresponding XML configuration file in Appendix A.4.

mouse_click
This attribute is a reference to an element of the additionalXML configuration doc-
ument mentioned above. Depending on this reference, we configure the action, if
we click in the hierarchy browser on a text item.

open, close
The attributesopen andclose are references to the attributealias of the ele-
ment<icon> in the XML configuration document. These attributes define the icon
of an expanded and collapsed node in the visualization of thehierarchy tree. The
attributeopen defines the icon of a node in the tree, which is expanded, and the
attributeclose defines the icon of a node in the tree, which is collapsed.

date
After generating PROLOGML, we add the attributedate to the elements<file>.
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This attribute contains the date of the last modification of the file. It is needed
for observing updates of the file and updating an existing PROLOGML representa-
tion. The date and time of the file are retrieved using the PROLOG built-in methods
time_file/2 andconvert_time/2. The formatted date value looks as fol-
lows:

date="Mon Aug 23 13:01:37 2004"

The hierarchy tree can be visualized in the hierarchy browser of SCAV. We can use the
hierarchy tree to select certain sub-hierarchies and to execute certain methods on a part
of the PROLOGML representation. These actions can be configured in the corresponding
XML configuration document of SCAV (cf. Section 7.1).

Generating a Hierarchy Tree There exist several ways for generating a hierarchy tree.

• In order to map the subdirectories and the contained files of agiven directoryDir
in a hierarchy tree, we call

file_system_to_xml(+Dir, -Tree_1).

This method is based on the file system interaction of SWI-PROLOG.

We have to prepare the result, such that we can use it togetherwith SCAV. We add
the attributeroot to the root element of the hierarchy tree. This attribute hasthe
value of the starting directoryDir. Therefore, we call

filter_redundant_paths(Tree_1, Tree_2).

• The hierarchy tree of the DDK can be computed automatically calling

dislog_sources_to_tree(-Tree).

Using this method, we generate the hierarchy tree of the DDK using the facts of the
predicatesdislog_unit/2 anddislog_module/3. These facts contain the
unit and module structure of the DDK and all files, which belong to the DDK and
which will be consulted, when we start the DDK.

dislog_unit(?Unit, ?Modules).
dislog_module(?Module, ?Path, ?Files).

The consultation order is kept, too. We retrieve the path of the DDK by calling

dislog_variable_get(home, -DDK_Path).
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Just as described above, we have to callfilter_redundant_paths/2, too,
in order to retrieve a hierarchy tree which can be used together with the parser. The
parser transforms PROLOG source code into the XML representation PROLOGML.
We describe the parser in Subsection 3.2.2.

• In general, we call

sources_to_tree(+Mode, +Root, -Tree), or
sources_to_tree(+Mode, +Root, +XML_Root, -Tree),

in order to generate a hierarchy tree of an arbitrary directory.

Mode
can bedislog, prolog, java, or php. For PROLOG, we parse the orig-
inal source code files. For JAVA , we need JAML [12] and for PHP, we need
PHPML [14]. JAML is an XML representation of JAVA source code files, and
PHPML is an XML representation of PHP source code files.

Root
is the directory, containing the source files. The path to thefiles will be stored
relative to the value ofRoot.

XML_Root
contains the root path of the corresponding XML files of the source code files.
Can be omitted, if there exists no corresponding XML files.

Tree
is the XML tree of the source code files.

Usingsources_to_tree/4, the resulting tree can be used directly together with the
parser. We do not need to call the methodfilter_redundant_paths/2 before.

The Global Variable of the Hierarchy Tree The hierarchy tree is saved into a global
PROLOG variable and can be retrieved after the source code has been parsed. In order to
retrieve the hierarchy tree , we call

sca_variable_get(source_tree, Source_Tree).

The Exported Predicates of PROLOG Modules

In SWI-PROLOG, there exists the possibility to define PROLOG modules. In order to
define a module, themodule definitionhas to be the first directive of the file. Each module
only can be defined inonefile.

All predicates which are defined in a module are encapsulated. They only can be called
outside the module with leading module name, except predicates which areexported.
Exported predicates can be called without leading module name, although they are defined
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in a module. The predicates have to be exported in the corresponding module, in which
they are defined. Predicates, which are already defined and exported in another module,
cannot be exported a second time.

Example 3.7 (Header of a PROLOG File) The following example shows the header of
a PROLOG file, which defines the modulerar. The predicatexml_file_to_db/1 is
exported. Calling this predicate, we do not need to write the module name in front of the
predicate name.

:- module( rar, [ xml_file_to_db/1 ]).

If we want to call a non-exported methodxml_file_to_db/2, we have to put the
module namerar in front:

?- xml_file_to_db(’file.pl’).

Yes

?- rar:xml_file_to_db(’file.pl’, Exp_Preds).

Yes

We need the list of exported module predicates to determine the module affiliation of a
predicate, if it is called without its module prefix. Otherwise, it would be allocated to
the default moduleuser, which all other predicates, which are not defined in a module,
belong to. The element<exported_predicates> contains a list of the exported
predicates of each SWI-PROLOG module.

<exported_predicates>
<module name="rar" file="/.../rar.pl">
<atom module="rar" predicate="xml_file_to_db" arity=1"/>
...

</module>
...

</exported_predicates>

The corresponding DTD looks as follows:

DTD:

<!ELEMENT exported_predicates (module*)>

<!ELEMENT module (atom*)>
<!ATTLIST module

name CDATA #required
file CDATA #required>

<!ELEMENT atom EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST atom

module CDATA #required
predicate CDATA #required
arity CDATA #required>
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The Global Variable of the Exported Predicates The list of exported predicates is
saved into a global PROLOG variable and can be retrieved after the source code has been
parsed. In order to retrieve the list of exported predicates, we call

sca_variable_get(exported_predicates, -Exp_Preds).

3.1.3 Management of PROLOG ML using PL 4XML

We use semi-structured data – such as XML data – as method-input and output, and as
representation of the examined source code. In order to represent and manage the semi
structured data, we use PL4XML .

PL4XML is a declarative XML query, transformation and update language [49, 51],
which is implemented in and fully interleaved with the logicprogramming environment of
SWI-PROLOG. It is designed and developed by Dietmar Seipel and has been continuously
improved and extended in the last years. It is part of the DISLOG DEVELOPERS’ K IT.
The acronym PL4XML can be read as

• programming language for XML , or

• PROLOG for XML .

PL4XML uses two alternative representations for XML data in PROLOG, the field notation
and the graph notation. It consists of the two modulesfn_query andgn_querywithin
the unitxml of the DDK. In this work, we only use the modulefn_query. This mod-
ule is divided into the following components, which form thesub-language FNQUERY:
FNPATH, FNSELECT, FNTRANSFORM, and FNUPDATE.

PL4XML supports mechanism, which facilitate the easy access of theattribute values.
Reading, writing and updates are supported. The library PL4XML has been used in other
projects, too. For example, in [18] it is shown how mathematical knowledge in MATHML

can be managed nicely using PL4XML . We use PL4XML , in order to represent and query
the semi-structured data in this work. In the following we summarize elementary facts of
PL4XML . For detailed information about PL4XML we refer to [49].

Syntactically, both XML and PROLOG are based on nested term structures. The fol-
lowing subsection shows how XML structures can be represented and queried in PROLOG.
Since XML can be used for representing complex objects, this gives theway of handling
complex objects in PROLOG or deductive databases.

Complex Objects in PROLOG The field notation consists ofassociation listsfor repre-
senting lists of attribute/value pairs. This data structure is familiar to LISP programmers.
An association list[a1 : v1, . . . , an : vn] uses the infix operator “:” for pairing attributes
ai with their associated valuesvi (whenai andvi are PROLOG terms).

For example,

[module:user, predicate:increment, arity:2]
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is an association list. Association lists are PROLOG terms themselves; thus, it is possible
to have nested association lists, where some of the valuesvi are association lists. E.g.,

[atom:[module:user, predicate:increment, arity:2]]

is an association list with the attributeatom, whose the corresponding value is itself an
association list.

Association lists have got several advantages when compared to ordinary PROLOG

facts: Firstly, the sequence of attribute/value pairsai : vi is arbitrary. Secondly, valuesvi

can be accessed by attributesai rather than by argument positions. Thirdly, the database
schema can be changed at run time. Fourth, null values can be omitted, and new values
can be added at run time.

The following section introduces a PROLOG representation – called field notation – of
XML elements that represents the attribute/value pairs and thesub-elements as association
lists. This section shows that XML elements in field notation can be queried and modified
very elegantly.

XML Objects in PROLOG The following XML example shows the head of a PROLOG

rule. The head consists of the element<atom>, which contains the attributesmodule,
predicate, andarity. Furthermore, the<atom> element contains two elements
<var>, each containing the attributename.

Example 3.8 (Head of a PROLOG Rule)

<head>
<atom module="user" predicate="increment" arity="2">
<var name="U"/>
<var name="V"/>

</atom>
</head>

An XML element

<T a1="v1" ... an="vn">...</T>

with the tagT can be represented as a PROLOG termT:As:C, where

As = [a1 : v1, . . . , an : vn]

is an association list for the attribute/value pairs andC represents the contents. Thereby,
T:As:C is called an FN-triple. For example, the XML element above can be represented
by the following FN-triple:

head:[]:[
atom:[module:user, predicate:increment, arity:2]:[
var:[name:’U’]:[],
var:[name:’V’]:[] ] ]
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Definition (Field Notation):

1. If T andC are PROLOG terms andAs is an association list, then the PROLOG term
O = T:As:C is called an FN-triple with the tagT and the contentsC.

• If As = [a1 : v1, ..., an : vn], then eachai is called an attribute ofO andvi is
called the corresponding value.

• If As = [ ], thenO can alternatively be represented asT : C.

2. Given an FN-triple O = T : As : C, such thatC = [c1, ..., cm] is a list of FN-triples,
then eachci is called a sub-element ofO.

In the following, the abbreviationHead for a frequently needed FN-triple contains the
head of a rule with one entry, which is given by the XML element of the example above.

Selection Given an FN-triple O and two PROLOG termsA andX. The binary infix-
predicate “:=” allows for accessing the sub-elements and the attribute values ofO.

• The callX := O/A computes all most general substitutionsθ, such thatXθ is a
sub-element with the tagAθ of Oθ. Equivalently, it is possible to writeX := O^A.

• The callX := O@A computes all most general substitutionsθ, such thatXθ is the
value of the attributeAθ of Oθ.

The predicate “:=” can handlecomplex path expressionsfor selecting sub-components.

Example 3.9 (Selection)

?- X := Head/atom, Y := Head/atom@predicate.

X = atom:[module:user, predicate:increment, arity:2]:[
var:[name:’U’]:[], var:[name:’V’]:[]]

Y = increment

Yes

It is also possible to usevariablesas selectors. Then, all possible selection paths (using
child or attribute selectors) can be computed:

?- X := Head/atom/S.

X = var:[name:’U’]:[]
S = var;

X = var:[name:’V’]:[]
S = var;

X = ’U’
S = var@name;
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X = ’V’
S = var@name

Yes

Example 3.10 (Selection) Now, the three rules of the examples 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 are
added to the XML documentXML. We want to find the rules in the XML document, which
contain a disjunction in the body.

?- X := XML/rule::[/body/formula@junctor=or].

X = rule:[module:user]:[
head:[]:[
atom:[module:user, predicate:list_info, arity:1]:[

var:[name:’Ys’]:[] ] ],
body:[]:[
formula:[junctor:’or’]:[

atom:[arity:2, module:user, predicate: (’,’)]:[
term:[arity:2, functor: (=), module:user]:[
var:[name:’Ys’]:[],
term:[functor:[]]:[] ],

term:[arity:1, functor:writeln, module:user]:[
term:[functor:’Empty List.’]:[] ] ],

atom:[arity:1, module:user, predicate:writeln]:[
term:[functor:’Full List.’]:[] ] ] ] ]

Yes

Example 3.11 (Selection) Again, the three rules of the examples 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 are
added to the XML documentXML. We want to find the rules in the XML document, which
have at least arity 3.

?- X := XML/rule::[/head/atom@arity > 2].

rule:[module:user]:[
head:[]:[atom:[module:user, predicate:delete, arity:3]:[
var:[name:’Xs’]:[],
var:[name:’E’]:[],
var:[name:’Ys’]:[] ] ],

body:[]:[...]:[...]]

Yes

Assignment It is possible to assign new values to attributes or elements. The following
statement updates thepredicate attribute of the<atom> element of the<head>
elementHead.
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?- X := Head*[/atom@predicate:’inc’].

X = atom:[module:user, predicate:inc, arity:2]:[
var:[name:’U’]:[],
var:[name:’V’]:[]]

Yes

A is obtained by first selecting the sub-element with the tagatom, and by then modifying
thepredicate attribute. The following statement inserts a new sub-element into the
selected<atom> element:

?- X := Head/atom*[/var:[name:’W’]:[]].

X = atom:[module:user, predicate:increment, arity:2]:[
var:[name:’U’]:[],
var:[name:’V’]:[],
var:[name:’W’]:[] ]

Yes

Updates in Elements The following query selects an<var> element containing the
attributename = ’U’ and modifies the value ofname to ’W’:

?- X := Head/atom *
[/var::[@name=’U’]@name:’W’].

X = atom:[module:user, predicate:increment, arity:2]:[
var:[name:’W’]:[],
var:[name:’V’]:[] ]

Yes

The following query selects the<atom> element with the attribute

predicate = increment

and modifies the attributename in all its <var> elements toW:

?- X := Head/atom::[@predicate=increment]*[/var@name:’W’].

atom:[module:user, predicate:increment, arity:2]:[
var:[name:’W’]:[],
var:[name:’W’]:[]]

Yes

The following query adds the attribute assignmenttime="10:00" to all <atom> ele-
ments of all<var> elements with attributename = ’V’:
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?- X := Head/atom*[/var::[@name=’V’]@time:’10:00’].

X = atom:[module:user, predicate:increment, arity:2]:[
var:[name:’U’]:[],
var:[name:’V’, time:’10:00’]:[]]

Yes

3.2 The PROSORE Database

The PROSORE database is a mixture of PROLOG facts and an XML representations of
rules. Thereby, each fact stores a part of PROLOGML, namely the rules. The PROLOG

source code files are not part of the software repository PROSORE. They are just the input
of the repository and are not continuously consistent with the repository.

All methods and facts described in the following sections belong to the PROLOGmod-
ulerar, and therefore, using these methods, we have to write the module namerar in
front of the methods, separated by a colon. In general, this looks as follows:

Predicate = Module:Predicate_Name(...).

Thereby,Module is the module namerar, andPredicate is the called method. In
the following, we omit the module name in order to shorten long lines.

In Subsection 3.2.1, we describe the PROSORE database, which is an indexed data-
structure of PROLOGML. The indexes allow fast access to the rules. Subsection 3.2.2
describes the basic methods to access the PROSORE database, and how to create, re-
set, save and load the PROSORE database. Subsection 3.2.3 describes how to update
the PROSORE database, Susbsection 3.2.4 explains how to retrieve call dependencies
between predicates and cross references between files, Subsection 3.2.5 introduces the hi-
erarchy of the DDK, and at last, we describe some special predicate groups and meta-call
predicates in Subsection 3.2.6

3.2.1 The Structure

Unfortunately, XML documents in field notation are not accessible in a fast way. In order
to search for a certain element, we have to go through the whole document. To ensure a
fast access of the rules and directives represented in PROLOGML, the PROSORE Database
splits the XML representation into rules.

In the PROSORE database, each represented rule and directive contained inPRO-
LOGML is extracted and stored as PROLOG fact, which is indexed by predicate name,
by filename and by the called predicates. So, this internal representation of PROLOGML
in the software repository is a mixture of indexed PROLOG facts. Thus, we can quickly
search for

• all rules defining a given predicate,
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• all rules in a given file, or

• predicates calling a certain predicate and vice versa.

The whole PROSORE database consists of thefactsmentioned above and some further
global variables. The global variables contain the hierarchy tree and the list of exported
module predicates. Both are stored using field notation, too.

All facts and variables of the PROSORE database belong to a certain namespace. This
enables us to use several sets of the PROSORE database at the same time by using different
namespaces.

In the following subsections, we describe the PROSORE database in detail. First,
we describe theglobal variablesof the PROSORE database, and the PROSORE database
facts. Then, we explain how to use the PROSORE databasenamespacesand at last, we
compare the PROSORE database with an alternative possibility of data storage.

The Hierarchy Tree and the Exported Predicates

There is nearly no change in the storage of the hierarchy treeor the exported predicates
compared with PROLOGML. These two parts of PROLOGML are just extracted from
PROLOGML and saved in the two global variables:

source_tree, exported_predicates.

The PROSORE database variablesource_tree stores the hierarchy tree of the system.
It is the same XML document, which we describe on page 44; the hierarchy tree iswritten
and saved in field notation.

The PROSORE database variableexported_predicates stores the predicates,
which are exported from PROLOG modules. It is the same XML document, which we
describe on page 49; it is written and saved in field notation,too. Both PROSORE data-
base variables are defined globally and can be accessed by themethod calls

sca_variable_get(+Variable, -Value).
sca_variable_set(+Variable, +Value).

Using these methods, we pay attention to the current namespace (cf. page 61) of the
PROSORE database, too.

The PROSORE Database Facts

The facts of the PROSORE database are stored in the modulerar. Although, we some-
times suppress the module namerar in order to shorten long lines, we always have to
put the module namerar in front of each database fact. Otherwise, we cannot access the
PROSORE database.

The facts are divided into three groups with the predicates

rar:rule/6, rar:is_called_by/6, rar:leaf_to_path/4.
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Only the factsrule/6 are extracted from PROLOGML. The other facts are calculated
and only exist in the PROSORE database.

Using SWI-PROLOG, facts can be accessed very fast. We can accelerate the access
of facts, if we index them. In order to index a fact, we use the SWI-PROLOG predicate
index/1, which can index up to four parameters of a fact.

Example 3.12 (Indexing) In order to index the first and second parameter ofrule/6
facts, we write:

:- index(rar:rule(1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0)).

Each indexed parameter should be an atom. It should not be atermor astring. Oth-
erwise, we slow down searching for a certain fact. We need a fast index for the filenames
and the predicates. But each filename is a string and each predicate consists of the term

Predicate = (Module:Predicate_Name)/Arity.

In order to access the facts in a fast way – even though the important parameters consists
of terms and strings – we additionally calculate hash valuesfor the predicate name (first
parameter) and the filename (second parameter) and use thesehash values as first and sec-
ond parameter of a fact. The third an fourth parameter of the fact are the original values,
then. The hash values are calculated using the PROLOG built-in methodhash_term/2.

The rule/6 facts store the source code (the<program> section of PROLOGML) in
fragments. The source code of the examined system is split into predicate rules. Each rule
is represented in field notation and each field notation is stored in a fact of the PROSORE

database. So, each rule is contained in a separate fact. Additionally, each fact has indices,
in order to access the definition of an predicate quickly. Thefacts have the following
arguments:

rule(Hash_1, Hash_2, Predicate, File, Rule, Namespace).

Hash_1, Hash_2
these arguments are hash values of the argumentsPredicate andFile, respec-
tively, which accelerate the access to the rule head and the access to the filename of
the file, in which the rule is defined. Using the DML methods, the corresponding
hash values are calculated automatically. Usually, the user does not get in touch
with the hash values.

Predicate
is the head predicate of the rule in(M:P)/A notation:M is the module name,P is
the predicate name andA is the arity of the head predicate.

File
is the name of the file in which the predicate is defined.
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Rule
is the XML representation of the rule, in field notation.

Namespace
is the namespace of the current PROSORE database (cf. page 61).

Remark: In PROLOG, directiveshave no head atom. Directives start directly with the
operator “:-” or “?-”. PROLOGdirectives are represented in PROLOGML like rules, ex-
cept, that the head of the rule has no atom. In order to access rules without head predicate
in the PROSORE Database, each rule without head predicate is indexed by thepredi-
cate nameno_head_ with a consecutive number as suffix (third parameter of the fact
rule/6). In order to differ between directives and rules in the PROSORE Database, we
just compare the head of the rule in PROLOGML and its index. We retrieve all directives
of a file calling

file_to_directives(+File, -Directives).

The is_called_by/6 facts build an inverted search index for quickly finding all predi-
cates, which are called by a given predicate. There exists severalis_called_by facts
for onerule fact, depending on the number of called predicates of a rule.

After a rule fact is asserted, we assert for each called predicate of the rule one
is_called_by fact to the PROSORE database.

Implementation:
1 insert_rule(File_1, P_1, Rule) :-
2 rar:insert(rule, P_1, File_1, Rule),
3 ( forall( rar:calls_pp(Rule, P_1, P_2),
4 rar:insert(is_called_by, P_2, File_1, P_1) ) ).

The methodinsert_rule/3 first inserts a ruleRule of file File_1 and with head
predicateP_1 to the PROSORE database (line [2]). Then, the method looks for all called
predicatesP_2 in the ruleRule and insert for each called predicateP_2 the inverse rule to
the PROSORE database, too (lines [3-4]).

Theis_called_by/6 facts have the following arguments:

is_called_by(Hash_1, Hash_2,
P_1, File_2, P_2, Namespace).

Hash_1, Hash_2
are hash values of the argumentsP_1 andFile_2.

P_1, File_2, P_2
P_1 is the name of a predicate, which is called from predicateP_2 of the file
File_2.

Namespace
is the namespace of the current PROSORE database (cf. page 61).
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Example 3.13 (The Representation of a Rule in the PROSORE Database) The fol-
lowing predicatep/0 is defined in the filef.pl:

p :-
q1,
q2.

This rule is represented in the PROSORE database by three facts:

rule(16652038, 33196, (user:p)/0, ’f.pl’,
rule:[module:user]:[
head:[]:[

atom:[module:user, predicate:p, arity:0]:[]],
body:[]:[

atom:[arity:0, module:user, predicate:q1]:[],
atom:[arity:0, module:user, predicate:q2]:[]] ],

standard).

is_called_by(16588069, 33196,
(user:q1)/0, ’f.pl’, (user:p)/0, standard).

is_called_by(16588037, 33196,
(user:q2)/0, ’f.pl’, (user:p)/0, standard).

Theis_called_by/6 facts differ in the first and third parameters.

The leaf_to_path/4 facts are used for accessing the hierarchy of the parsed source code
quickly. The facts have the following arguments:

leaf_to_path(Hash, File, Path, Namespace).

Hash
is a hash value of the argumentFile.

File
is a leaf of the source tree, stored in the global variablesource_tree.

Path
contains the name of each element/hierarchy level on the path from the file to the
root of the hierarchy tree.

Example 3.14 (The Content of the Argument Path)

<leaf_to_path level="file" name="algebraic.pl">
<leaf_to_path level="module" name="basics">

<leaf_to_path level="unit" name="basic_algebra">
...
</leaf_to_path>

</leaf_to_path>
</leaf_to_path>

The corresponding DTD looks as follows:
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DTD:

<!ELEMENT leaf_to_path leaf_to_path?>
<!ATTLIST leaf_to_path

level CDATA #required
name CDATA #required>

The hierarchy in this tree is reversed to the hierarchy of thesource tree. This means
that the hierarchy begins with a leaf and ends with the root ofthe source path.

Namespace
is the namespace of the current PROSORE database (cf. page 61).

The Namespaces

The namespace of the facts and variables of the PROSORE database can be accessed and
changed using

sca_namespace_get(-Namespace).
sca_namespace_set(+Namespace).

The PROSORE database facts and variables, which have different namespaces will not
interact with each other. After PROLOG has been started, the initial namespace is always
standard. If we want to use another database, we have to change the namespace before
using one of the following elementary methods.

insert/3, insert/4,
replace/3, replace/4,
replace_or_insert/3, replace_or_insert/4,
update/3, update/4,
select/3, select/4,
delete/3, delete/4
sca_variable_set/2,
sca_variable_get/2,

The changed namespace will be active until it is changed again. If we reload a saved
PROSORE database from a file, the data will be loaded into the currently, active names-
pace.

Analyzing the PROLOG Database

There exists another possibility to generate the database containing the source code. In-
stead of representing the source code in XML , we could consult the corresponding PRO-
LOG files, which we want to analyze, into the current running PROLOG system. This has
the following advantages:
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• We can use the PROLOG internal built-in predicates to analyze the source code; e.g.,
in order to retrieve properties of predicates and clauses ordependencies between
predicates, we could use the built-in methods

predicate_property/2,
clause_property/2,
clause/[2,3].

• Incremental updates are easier to manage, because we would work directly on the
source code files without a further intermediate level.

But, consulting the source code into the PROLOGsystem has the following disadvantages:

• We have to consult the system, which we want to analyze into the same system,
which makes the analysis; interferences of predicate symbols and namespaces could
cause problems.

• Incorrect source code could prevent consulting the source code.

Using the PROSORE database for representing the source code has the followingadvan-
tages:

• We do not have problems with names and namespaces between therunning system
and the analyzed source code.

• We can insert the source code of other languages to our database, e.g., we can use
PHPML [14], representing PHP source code in XML , or JAML [12], representing
JAVA source code in XML .

• The syntax of the analyzed source code does not need to be essentially correct;
incorrect source code can be analyzed, too.

Considering the runtime, there is no advantage or disadvantage. Using the PROSORE

database, we are in some operations slower, and in other operations faster than the method,
which consults the source code into the PROLOG system.

3.2.2 Basic Access Methods

We have implemented basic methods to create, save and load the PROSORE Database. To
select the facts of the PROSORE Database easily, we have implemented special selection
methods.
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Creating the Repository

The set of files which we want to insert to the PROSORE database has to be given in the
hierarchy tree. Adding a large collection of PROLOG files to the PROSORE database can
take some time. But the PROSORE database can be saved into a file, such that it can be
quickly reloaded later. Given a hierarchy treeTree_1, the method

create_repository(+Tree_1, -Tree_2)

creates the PROSORE database. If the source code, which we want to add, contains PRO-
LOG, then the method executes the following steps in detail:

Implementation:

1 create_repository(T_1, T_3) :-
2 Type := T_1@source_code,
3 memberchk(Type, [prolog, dislog]),
4 retrieve_files_from_tree(T_1, Root, Existing_Files),
5 init_parsing(T_1, T_2),
6 parse_files(T_2, Root, Existing_Files, T_3).
7
8 retrieve_files_from_tree(T, Abs_Root, Existing_Files) :-
9 Rel_Root := T@root,
10 tilde_to_home_path(Rel_Root, Abs_Root),
11 tree_to_files(T, Relative_File_Names),
12 maplist( concat(Abs_Root),
13 Relative_File_Names, Absolute_File_Names),
14 sublist( exists_file,
15 Absolute_File_Names, Existing_Files ).
16
17 init_parsing(T_1, T_2) :-
18 reset_rar_database,
19 clear_tree(T_1, T_2),
20 alias_to_fn_triple(predicate_groups, PG),
21 assert_predicate_groups(PG).
22
23 parse_files(T_1, Root, Existing_Files, T_3) :-
24 maplist( program_file_to_xml,
25 Existing_Files, Xmls ),
26 sca_variable_get(exported_predicates, Exp_Preds),
27 checklist( xml_file_to_db(Root, Exp_Preds),
28 Xmls ),
29 rar:add_date_to_files(T_1, T_2),
30 rar:add_ps_to_file_content(T_2, T_3),
31 reverse_tree(T_3),
32 sca_variable_set(source_tree, T_3).

The following steps are executed in order to add PROLOG files to the PROSORE database
(lines [1-6]):

• First, we verify the attributesource_code of the treeT_1 and check, if the source
code is PROLOG (lines [2-3]).
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• Then, we retrieve all files contained in the tree. We get the commonfile system rootof
the files, too (line [4]).

• We initialize the system (line [5]), so that we can start parsing the files (line [6]).

In order to retrieve all files of the tree, we executeretrieve_files_from_tree/3
(lines [8-15]):

• We get the root path of the source code. The root path is given in the hierarchy tree.
We replace theUnix shortcut tilde “~”, which is possibly in the root path, with the
correspondinghome pathof the current user (lines [9-10]).

• Then we extract all relative filenames of the hierarchy tree (line [11]).

• The filenames are relative to the root path. We concatenate the root path and the
relative filenames (lines [12-13]).

• At last, we check, if all files of the generated file list exist and delete none existing
files of the file list (lines [14-15]).

In order to prepare the PROSORE database, so that we can insert new facts to the database,
we callinit_parsing/2 (lines [17-21]):

• We reset the PROSORE database in ordernot to have old parts of a previously parsed
source code. Thereby, we just retract the corresponding facts and global variables of
the PROSORE database (line [18]).

• We clear the tree: we delete the content of each<file> element in the hierar-
chy tree, and we delete additional added<file> elements, which do not belong
to the hierarchy tree (line [19]). These additional<file> elements have the attribute
alias:consulted_file. The additional elements are added automatically to
the hierarchy tree during parsing the corresponding files contained in the hierarchy
tree before. So, if we parse the tree a second time, we first have to delete these entries.

• We get the predicate groups, which are saved in a file, and we assert them to have fast
access to these groups (lines [20-21]).

At last, we parse each PROLOG file and insert the content into the PROSORE database (lines
[23-32]):

• The content of each file is pre-parsed into a rudimentary XML structure. Additionally,
an XML document of all exported predicates is generated. The corresponding field
notation is stored in the variableexported_predicates (lines [24-26]).

• Now the rudimentary XML structure is parsed and the rules and directives are inserted
into the PROSORE database (line [27]).

– The rudimentary XML structure is parsed and transformed into the XML structure
described in Section 3.1.1. Thereby, we also search for calls, which consult
further files. We parse these additionally consulted files, too, and we add these
files to the hierarchy tree. In the hierarchy tree, we add to the corresponding
<file> elements three additional attributes:

alias, mouse_click, consulted_from

– The hash values for the indices of the factrule/6 are calculated and the fact
rule/6, with the hash values, the predicate name, the file name, and the gener-
ated field notation of the rule is asserted to the PROSORE database.
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– The inverse call dependencies of the rule are determined andthe facts
is_called_by/6 are added to the PROSORE database.

• For each parsed file of the hierarchy treeT_1 the attributedate is added to the ele-
ment<file>; the attributedate contains the file date (line [29]).

Using this attribute, we identify the files, which are updated after generating the
PROSORE database. Thus, we are able to make incremental updates.

• We add the corresponding<predicate> elements to the content of each element
<file> of the hierarchy tree, in order to be able to visualize the corresponding pred-
icates of a file in the hierarchy browser (line [30]).

• At last, an inverse tree index is generated and the extended hierarchy treeT_3 is
returned (lines [31-32]). We store the new hierarchy tree, charged with additional
information in the global PROSORE database variablesource_tree using

sca_variable_set(source_tree, T_3).

During parsing the source code files, we print each name of thecurrently parsed file to the
console.

Example 3.15 (File Parsing) If we just want to parse all PROLOGfiles contained in the
directory and subdirectories of the directorytest_environment, we call

?- rar:sources_to_tree(prolog, ’~/test_environment’, Tree_1),
rar:parse_sources_to_rar_database(Tree_1, Tree_2).

Yes

And, if we just want to parse all files of the DDK, we call

?- rar:sources_to_tree(dislog, ’~/DisLog’, Tree_1),
rar:parse_sources_to_rar_database(Tree_1, Tree_2).

Yes

Remark: If we want to parse only one source code file, we do not need the hierarchy
tree. The filename is sufficient. We call

rar:file_to_db(+File),

in order to fill the PROSORE database with the content of the fileFile. We cannot
use this method to parse more than one file using, e.g.,checklist/2. Each time the
methodfile_to_db/1 is called, the PROSORE database is reset. The consequence
is that files cannot be aggregated using this method. In Section 3.2.3 we describe an
incremental update method for inserting additional rules of a file to the PROSORE data-
base.
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Resetting the PROSORE Database

In order to delete all content of the PROSORE database and to reset the global PROSORE

database variables, we call

repository_reset.

Saving and Loading the PROSORE Database

The PROSORE database can be saved in two different formats.

• It is possible to save the PROSORE database as a listing of all PROLOG facts and
global variables in a file; this is the proprietary format. Files saved in this format
have the extension “.rar”. This format can be saved and reloaded from the soft-
ware repository PROSORE very quickly. Saving the PROSORE database in therar
format, the following information is stored in the file:

– all rule facts in the format

rule(Predicate, File, Rule),

– all is_called_by facts in the format

is_called_by(Predicate_1, File_2, Predicate_2),

– all leaf_to_path facts in the format

leaf_to_path(File, Path),

– the global variablesource_tree in the format

sca_variable(source_tree, Tree),

– and the global variableexported_predicates in the format

sca_variable(exported_predicates, EP).

• The other possibility is to export the PROSORE database to PROLOGML and save
it as XML document. Files saved in this format have the extension “.xml”. The
advantage of the XML format is that XML is a general standard, which ishuman-
readable. The disadvantage is that saving or loading PROLOGML is about 10 times
slower than saving or loading the proprietary PROSORE database format.

Saving the PROSORE database in the XML format, only therule facts, the global
variablessource_tree andexported_predicates are saved. The hash
values of facts will not be saved. They will be restored by loading a saved database.
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Importing PROLOGML from a file, the content is transferred into the PROSORE

database format and the hash values of the PROSORE database will be recon-
structed. Inverse indices are reconstructed, too, becausethese indices are not con-
tained in PROLOGML.

The following calls are used for saving and loading a fileFile in the formatrar orxml:

save_repository(+rar|xml, +File).
load_repository(+rar|xml, +File).

The following elementary methods, modify the PROSORE database, regardless, if the
consistency of the PROSORE database is still guaranteed or not. Dependencies between
the program rules and the reversed indices are not proven andadapted. In Section 3.2, we
describe methods, which keep consistency.

Arguments First of all, we describe theargumentsof the methodsselect, insert,
delete, replace andupdate, because all of these methods use the same arguments.
The methods look as follows:

Method_Name(+Type, +Index, +Object).
Method_Name(+Type, +Index_1, +Index_2, +Object).

Type
can berule, is_called_by, or leaf_to_path. The value of parameter
Type refers to the corresponding facts of the PROSORE database. IfType has the
valuerule, we considerrule facts, ifType has the valueis_called_by, we
consideris_called_by facts and ifType has the valueleaf_to_path, we
considerleaf_to_path facts.

Index, Index_1, Index_2
are indices, with which we can find a fact very quickly. Each index refers to a hash
value, which enables a fast search of a given value. Thereby,Index, Index_1
often is the name of a predicate, andIndex_2 is the corresponding filename.

Object
contains the information, which we want to insert, e.g., aRule.

Selection

We select facts with the methods

select(+Type, ?Predicate, ?Object).
select(+Type, ?Predicate, ?Filename, ?Object).

select/[3, 4] selects the fact of the PROSORE database, which corresponds with
the argumentType and the parametersPredicate, or Filename. If there does not
exists a proper fact, this call fails.
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Example 3.16 (Selection) In order to select a rule of the PROSORE database we call

?- rar:select(rule, (user:increment)/2, ’increment.pl’, Rule).

Yes

and if we want to retrieve the head predicates, which call(user:increment)/2, we
call

?- rar:select(is_called_by, (user:increment)/2,
’increment.pl’, Head_Predicate).

Yes

Example 3.17 (Finding Meta-Call Predicates) We need a list of all meta-call predi-
cates in order to slice a predicate correctly. If we want to find meta-call predicates, there
exists several possibilities. One possibility is to searchfor a predicate, which

• is called in the body of a rule, and which

• contain at least one atom in the passed arguments.

We look, if there exists rules of the passed atoms. If this is the case, it is possible that the
predicate calls a rule which has the head predicate of the passed atom. We suggest the
predicate as a meta-call predicate.

Implementation:

1 find_possible_meta_predicate_1((M:P)/A) :-
2 rar:select(rule, _Predicate, _File, Rule),
3 Functor := Rule/body/atom::[
4 @module = M,
5 @predicate = P,
6 @arity = A ]/term@functor,
7 rar:select(rule, (_:Functor)/_, _, _).

Another possibility is to search for rules, which contain known meta-call predicates in
the body, e.g., the meta-call predicatecall/1. One of the arguments of the meta-call
predicate has to be bound to a argument of the head predicate of the rule. Then, we
suggest the head predicate as meta-call predicate, too.

Implementation:

1 find_possible_meta_predicate_2(P) :-
2 rar:select(rule, P, _File, Rule),
3 [user, call, 1] := Rule/body/atom@[
4 module, predicate, arity],
5 not( rar:special_predicate(P, _, _, _, _) ).
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3.2.3 Updates

We have implemented methods which update the PROSORE database by simultaneously
keeping the consistency of the PROSORE database. These predicates build on the ele-
mentary DML predicates described later. Using these methods, it is easyto change, and
update the PROSORE database. The dependencies between the facts

rule/6, is_called_by/6, leaf_to_path/4

and the hierarchy tree are kept consistent.

Insertion of Rules The following method is used to insert the rules of a certain file into
the PROSORE database. We have to pass a hierarchy branch, to which the rules of the file
belongs to. If the path of the branch does not exist in the hierarchy tree, yet, it will be
created. The rules of the file will be added to the PROSORE database, even if the rules
already exist.

insert_rules(+Hierarchy_Branch, +File).

The rules will be indexed with the filenameFile. The method computes and inserts
all inverse rules, adds the filename to the corresponding branch of the hierarchy tree and
determines and inserts the correspondingleaf_to_path facts.

Deletion of Rules The call

delete(+File)

deletes all rules and inverse rules, which are indexed with the filenameFile in the
PROSORE database. Thereby, it does not matter, if the original source code file exists, or
has been changed in the meantime. This is ignored, because the original source code files
are not a part of the software repository PROSORE. All corresponding file entries in the
branches of the hierarchy tree will be deleted, too.

Updating Rules After one or more files have changed, we incrementally updatethe
PROSORE database by calling

update_repository.

• First, this searches for the changed, the deleted and the newly added files by com-
paring thefile dateof the files written in the hierarchy tree with thefile dateof the
files in the file system.

• All corresponding rules of thedeletedandchangedfiles will be deleted from the
PROSORE database. We delete theis_called_by and theleaf_to_path
facts, too, so that the PROSORE database is kept consistency.
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• Then, the rules from the changed files are inserted to the PROSORE database.

• At last, the rules of the files, which are newly added to the hierarchy tree are inserted
to the PROSORE database and thefile datesof the hierarchy tree, which is stored in
the global PROSORE database variablesource_tree will be refreshed.

Elementary Update Methods

First, we describe two methods, which add new facts to the PROSORE database. Then,
we describe two different methods in order to substitute facts, and at last, we describe
how to delete facts of the PROSORE Database.

Insertion of Facts The following method always adds the fact, disregarding, iffacts
with the same indices are already existing. We insert a fact to the PROSORE database
with the methods

insert(+Type, +Predicate, +Object).
insert(+Type, +Predicate, +Filename, +Object).

insert/[3, 4] asserts a fact to the PROSORE database, regardless, if there exists
such a fact yet or not. If there exists such a fact or not is decided by the indicesIndex,
Index_1, orIndex_2. If we useinsert, it is possible that there exist more than one
fact with the same indices.

Example 3.18 (Insertion) In order to insert the predicate(user:increment)/2 to
the PROSORE database, we call

?- rar:insert(rule, (user:increment)/2, ’increment.pl’, Rule).

Yes

whereasRule contains a rule written in field notation, as we described above. We use a
generic method, which asserts the facts

rule/6, is_called_by/6+, leaf_to_path/4

to the PROSORE database by using only one method:

Implementation:

1 insert(Type, V1, V2, Object) :-
2 sca_namespace_get(DB),
3 hash_term(V1, H1),
4 hash_term(V2, H2),
5 Fact =.. [Type, H1, H2, V1, V2, Object, DB],
6 assertz(rar:Fact).
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Thereby,Type is eitherrule, is_called_by, or leaf_to_path. V1 is the first in-
dexed parameter, which is usually a predicate in(M:P)/A notation. V2 is the second in-
dexed parameter, which is usually a filename. We have implemented a method without the
second parameter, too.Object is the payload of the fact. This is usually a rule in field
notation.

• First, the method retrieves the current namespace (line [2]).

• Then, the method calculates corresponding hash values for the first and second passed
parameters (lines [3-4]).

• All values are built to a fact (line [5]) with the predicate symbolType.

• The fact is asserted to the PROSORE database (line [6]).

Insertion of Facts Conditional This method first proofs, if an fact with the same index
or indices is already existing. If we insert facts with the methods

update(+Type, +Predicate, +Object),
update(+Type, +Predicate, +Filename, +Object),

we first check up, if a fact with the same indices exists yet. Ifthere exists one fact with
the same index/indices, nothing will be done. If there does not exists the fact, it will be
asserted. In both cases the method-call will be true. We insert facts to the PROSORE

database in dependency of already existing facts.

Substitution of Existing Facts The following justsubstitutesanexistingfact, the next
substitutesor insertsa fact.

We substitute facts with the methods

replace(+Type, +Predicate, +Object),
replace(+Type, +Predicate, +Filename, +Object).

replace/[3, 4] first checks up, if a fact with the same index/indices exists yet. If
there exists no such fact, the call fails. If there exists oneor more facts with the same
index/indices, all of these existing facts will be retracted and the new fact will be asserted.

Example 3.19 (Replacing) In order to replace the rule(user:increment)/2 in
the PROSORE database, we call

?- rar:replace(rule,
(user:increment)/2, ’increment.pl’, New_Rule).

Yes

whereasNew_Rule contains the new rule written in field notation.
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Substitution or Insertion of Facts Wesubstitute or insertfacts with the methods

replace_or_insert(+Type, +Predicate, +Object).
replace_or_insert(+Type, +Predicate, +Filename,

+Object).

replace_or_insert is similar to replace. First, it checks up, if a fact with
the same index/indices exists yet. If there exists one or more facts with the same in-
dex/indices, they will be retracted and the new fact will be asserted. If there exist no such
fact with the same indices yet, the new fact will be asserted.The difference toreplace
is that the call willnot fail, if the fact does not exists, yet. The fact will be inserted,
regardless if there exists such a fact or not.

Deletion We delete facts with the methods

delete(+Type, +Predicate, ?Object),
delete(+Type, ?Predicate, ?Filename, ?Object).

delete/[3, 4] retracts all facts of the chosenType with the chosen indices and
payload. In the second variant ofdelete, it is not allowed that at the same time, both
indices are unbound. Either the indexIndex_1, or the indexIndex_2 have to be
bound.

3.2.4 Call Dependencies

In the following, we describe basic methods, with which we determine coherences be-
tween predicates, and files. Using these methods, we query the PROSORE database and
we find out call dependencies between predicates, and cross references between files, or,
in general, between packages.

In order to speed up requests, the PROSORE database stores PROLOGML internally
in several facts using hash indices as mentioned in Section 3.2.1. We have implemented
methods for querying the PROSORE database, taking advantage of this matter.

Call Dependencies between Predicates

The following methods of the modulerar relate predicates and called predicates. One
of the two last parameters always have to be bound:

calls(predicate:?Pred_1, predicate:?Pred_2).
calls_pp(+Rule, ?Pred_1, ?Pred_2).

The methodcalls/2 selects a rule of the PROSORE database with the headPred_1,
and determines all called predicates in the body of the rule,even if they are called from a
meta-call predicate. The format ofPred_1, Pred_2 is

(Module:Predicate_Name)/Arity.

The methodcalls_pp/3 is used in order to retrieve the calls of an already selected
rule.
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Implementation:

1 calls(predicate:?P_1, predicate:?P_2) :-
2 ground(P_1),
3 select(rule, P_1, _File, Rule),
4 calls_pp(Rule, P_1, P_2).
5
6 calls_pp(Rule, P_1, P_2) :-
7 ground(Rule),
8 Head := Rule/head/atom,
9 term_to_predicate(Head, P_1),
10 not( ignore_calls_pp(P_1) ),
11 Element := Rule/body/descendant::atom,
12 subelement_to_predicate(Element, P_2),
13 not( ignore_calls_pp(P_2) ).

First, we check, ifRule is ground (line [7]); otherwise, some operations of PL4XML do not
work. Then, we retrieve the headP_1 of the ruleRule (lines [8-9]). We check, if the head
does not belong to a list of predicates, which we ignore permanently (line [10]). Afterwards,
we query for the body element of the rule and retrieve the elements contained in the body
element. We search for all predicates in the elements, including predicates called from meta-
call predicates (lines [11-12]). At last, we check if the called predicate belongs to the list of
ignored predicates (line [13]).

If the first parameterP_1 is unbound, and the second parameterP_2 is bound, we
can search for calling predicates, too. Thereby, we use the inverse index of the facts
is_called_by.

Implementation:

1 calls(predicate:P_1, predicate:P_2) :-
2 ground(P_2),
3 calls_pp_inv(P_1, _File_1, P_2).
4
5 calls_pp_inv(P_1, File_1, P_2) :-
6 not( ignore_calls_pp(P_2) ),
7 rar:select(is_called_by, P_2, File_1, P_1),
8 not( ignore_calls_pp(P_1) ).

Example 3.20 (Call Dependencies) In the following we show some examples for ac-
cessing the PROSORE database. Assume that the following rules are defined in the PRO-
LOG file basic_algebra/basics/incremental.pl:

increment(X, Y) :-
Goal = add(1, X, Y),
call(Goal).

add(I, X, Y) :-
Y is X + I.
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• Predicates, which are called within a meta-call predicate such ascall/1 are found
by the methodcalls/2, too. If predicates are composed within the body of a
predicate and it is traceable how these predicates are composed, then these predi-
cates are found:

?- calls(predicate:(user:increment)/2, predicate:P).

P = (user:call)/1;
P = (user:add)/3

Yes

• If we want to know, which predicates call the predicate(user:is)/2, we call

?- calls(predicate:P, predicate:(user:is)/2).

P = (user:add)/3

Yes

In this call, the second parameter is ground and the variableP is unbound. Because
of this, the methodcalls/2 calls the methodcalls_pp_inv/3, which uses
theis_called_by facts of the PROSORE database to find the result.

Cross References between Files

The following computes calling relationships between files, based on the rules contained
in the files.

calls(file:?File_1, file:?File_2).

One of the two parameters always have to be bound:

Implementation:

1 calls(file:F_1, file:F_2) :-
2 ground(F_1),
3 select(rule, P_1, F_1, Rule),
4 calls_pp(Rule, P_1, P_2),
5 select(rule, P_2, F_2, _).

The methodselect/4 determines the rules of the fileF_1 (line [3]), then the method
calls_pp/3, which is defined above, determines the predicates called inthe rule body
(line [4]), and again, the methodselect/4 determines the fileF_2 containing rules for
these predicates (line [5]).

The method below retrieves the files, which call a certain file:
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Implementation:

1 calls(file:F_1, file:F_2) :-
2 ground(F_2),
3 select(rule, P_2, F_2, _),
4 select(is_called_by, P_2, F_1, _).

In order to determine the predicates of fileF_1, which call predicates of fileF_2, we
have implemented the methods

calls(file:?F_1, predicate:?P_1,
file:?F_2, predicate:?P_2).

Remark: At least two Variables have to be ground. This can be eitherF_1 andP_1,
or, for a reverse search,F_2 andP_2.

Cross References between Packages

The following method computes calling relationships between packages, based on the
rules contained in the files. One of the two method parametersLevel_1:Path_1 and
Level_2:Path_2 always have to be bound.

calls(?Level_1:Path_1, ?Level_2:Path_2).

Thereby,Level is a certain level in the hierarchy tree andPath is the path of the corre-
sponding level. For the DDK, Level can besources, unit, module or file.

We visualize the cross references between packages in orderto structure the source
code hierarchically. Thereby, we determine the calls from one package to another pack-
age. If a package containing only basic predicates calls a predicate of a package con-
taining only higher level predicates, we reorganize the corresponding predicates of the
packages. But sometimes, there are unavoidable calls between packages. Predicates,
which are defined asmultifileand which are distributed over several packages cause cross
references between packages, although these calls are not relevant. E.g., the predicate
test/2 is called in nearly every package. This predicate is used to test the functionality
of the methods defined in a file, module, or unit. The definitionalways is contained in the
corresponding package. Another example would be the predicatedportray/[1-4],
which is used to pretty print the output of a method. These predicate calls cause unwished
cross references. In order to hide these calls, we put these predicates on a list of ignored
methods.

In the following subsection, we explain methods in order to retrieve the predicates
defined in a file or package.

3.2.5 The Hierarchy

The DDK has the following structure: the whole source code is contained in the package
system, which contains packages namedsources. Eachsources package contains
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several packages namedunit, eachunit package contains several packages named
module and eachmodule package contains several files (cf. Figure 3.5).

system

sources sources ......

unit unit .......

module module .......

file file .......

predicate directive .......

Figure 3.5: The Structure of the DDK Hierarchy

In order to query the available instances of the packagessystem, sources, unit,
module, orfile, we call

package_names(+system|sources|unit|module|file,
-Names).

We want to query the PROSORE database in order to retrieve which file or package con-
tains which predicates, file or sub-package.

In order to retrieve the predicates, which are defined in a file, we call

contains(file:?File, predicate:?P).

Implementation:

1 contains(file:File, predicate:P) :-
2 rar:select(rule, (M:P)/A, File, Rule),
3 [M, P, A] := Rule/head/atom@[module, predicate, arity].

The methodexcludesdirectives contained in the file (line [3]). It can be used reverse, too, in
order to retrieve the filename, in which a predicate is defined.

Example 3.21 (Containment) We determine the predicatesP_1, which are defined in
file F_1.
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?- F_1 = ’basic_algebra/basics/incremental.pl’,
contains(file:F_1, predicate:P_1).

P_1 = (user:incremental)/2;
P_1 = (user:add)/3

Yes

In general, if we want to retrieve all predicates or sub-packages of a package or file, we
call

contains(?Level_1:Path_1, ?+Level_2:Path_2).

Thereby,Level is predicate or one of the hierarchy levels of the DDK andPath is
the corresponding name of the predicate or the path of the hierarchy level.

It is not allowed that both arguments are unbound. Either thefirst argument, or the
second argument has to be bound. The method can be used reverse, too, in order to
determine to which higher level packages a given package belongs to.

3.2.6 Predicate Groups and Meta-Call Predicates

We assign each predicate to a certainpredicate-group. The different predicate-groups
are additional divided into classes. The most important predicate-group is the group of
meta-callpredicates.

Location and Assertion The associations between predicates and predicate-groupsare
defined in an XML configuration document. The corresponding file, containingthe XML

configuration document, is associated to the alias

predicate_groups.

The content of this file and the association between this alias and the file can be changed
at any time by the user (cf. Appendix A.5).

This XML configuration document is shared by the software repositoryPROSORE

and the libraries RAR and VISUR. The content of the XML configuration document is
asserted to PROLOG. This accelerates the access to the diverse predicate-groups. The
methods which use the content of this file load and assert the last used configuration
associated to the aliaspredicate_groups automatically.

Example 3.22 (Predicate Groups) In this example, we first retrieve the filename of the
XML configuration document of the predicate groups, and then, weassert the content of
the file.

?- alias_to_file(predicate_groups, Filename),
assert_predicate_groups(Filename).

Yes
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The asserted facts look as follows:

rar:special_predicate(P, Group, Class, Type, Calls).

These facts are queried and used by the corresponding methods, e.g., the PROLOG source
code parser, and the visualization methods. In the following, we explain the parameters
of these facts.

Configuration Each group of the XML configuration document defines certain pred-
icate properties, which specify, e.g., if the predicate should be hidden or duplicated in
a graph, or if the predicate is ameta-callpredicate, which calls further predicates. The
SWI-PROLOG built-in predicates are automatically added to the groupbuilt_in and
the classprolog.

The knowledge about which predicate belongs to the group ofmeta-callpredicates is
needed during parsing the PROLOG source code into the PROSORE database. Otherwise,
we do not obtain all call dependencies.

Every other predicate that is not a member of one of the groupsdefined in the con-
figuration file belongs to the groupdefault and the classdefault. The following
example shows an extract of the XML configuration document. In Appendix D.2, we
present a further example of this document.

Example 3.23 (Configuration)

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1" ?>
<predicate_groups>

<predicates group="meta" class="a">
<atom predicate="maplist" arity="2" module="user"

calls="[1, n]"/>
...

</predicates>
<predicates group="built_in" class="rar" type="duplicate">

<atom predicate="sca_variable_get" arity="2" module="user"/>
...

</predicates>
<predicates group="built_in" class="prolog" type="duplicate"/>
<predicates group="default" class="default" type="single/>

...
</predicate_groups>

The DTD of this XML document looks as follows:

DTD:

<!ELEMENT predicate_groups (predicates*)>

<!ELEMENT predicates (predicate*)>
<!ATTLIST predicates
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group CDATA #required
class CDATA #required
type (single|

duplicate_node|hide_node|
single_node_hide_subtree|
duplicate_node_hide_subtree|
hide_sub_tree|
hide_node_hide_subtree) #required>

<!ELEMENT atom EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST atom

module CDATA #required
predicate CDATA #required
arity CDATA #required
calls CDATA #implied>

The element<predicate_groups> contains<predicates> elements. Each ele-
ment<predicates> defines a group of predicates with the same properties. The ele-
ment<predicates> contains several elements<atom> and the following attributes:

group
This attribute is used to differ between multiple groups, and can be any group name,
except for the group of meta-call predicates.

If group=meta, the predicates in this group belong to the group of meta-call
predicates. Creating a call graph, we look in the passed parameters of a meta-call
predicate. There, we are looking for predicates that are called by this meta-call
predicate in order to create the complete call graph. In the call graph, an edge will
connect the meta-call predicate and the called predicates.

Remark: Meta-call predicates, which call predicates with changingarity cannot
be added to the list of meta-call predicates. E.g., the meta-call predicate

dislog_file_to_file(Operator, I_Files, O_Files)

cannot be added to the list of meta-call predicates, becausethe arity of the called
predicateOperator depends of the list-length of the argumentI_Files of this
meta-call predicate. A possibility would be to add this meta-call predicate repeat-
edly to the list, each repetition with an incremented arity.

class
can be any name, too. It is for subgrouping a group.

type
This attribute is used in order to specify the appearance of predicates in rule/goal
graphs. It can be one of the following values:
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• single
This node is only visualized one time in the picture. This causes a lot of
crossing edges, which are connected to this node.

• duplicate_node
In the visualization, the node is duplicated each time the corresponding predi-
cate is called. E.g., the node for the predicatewriteln/1 will be duplicated
each timewriteln/1 is called. This reduces the amount of crossing edges
so that we obtain a better overview in graphs.

• hide_node
The corresponding node of this predicate is not visualized in a picture; but
all nodes, which corresponding predicates are called by thepredicate of the
hidden node are shown.

• single_node_hide_subtree
The node is visualized one time, but all following predicates, which are called
by the corresponding predicate are not shown.

• duplicate_node_hide_subtree
Every time this node is called, it is visualized without its subtree.

• hide_node_hide_subtree
The whole subtree of a predicate is not visualized.

Each<atom> element has the following attributes:

predicate
contains the name of the predicate.

arity
contains the arity of the predicate.

module
contains the module name of the predicate.

calls
For meta-call predicates, this attribute contains the positions where the meta-call
predicate calls a predicate. It is a list. Each position of the list isn or an integer.n
means that the meta-call predicate does not call the corresponding argument. Any
integerI means, that there is a call at this position and the call changes the arity of
the called predicate by the value of the integerI.

Example 3.24 (Assertion of Predicate Groups) The following fact can be retrieved in
PROLOG, after the XML configuration documentpgroups.xml is asserted:

pgroups.xml:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1" ?>
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<predicate_groups>
<predicates group="meta" class="a">
<atom predicate="maplist" arity="2" module="user"

calls="[1, n]"/>
</predicates>

<predicate_groups>

Calling the following asserts the predicatemaplist/2 to the group of meta-call predi-
cates. Afterwards, we query for the properties of this meta-call predicate.

?- assert_predicate_groups(’pgroups.xml’).

Yes

?- rar:special_predicate((user:maplist)/2,
meta, a, duplicate_node, [1, n]).

Yes
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Chapter 4

Source Code Analysis

The library RAR (Reasoning about Rules) contains complex methods to query the source
code, to support refactoring, and to view the results in tables. It is possible to calculate
bad smells (anomalies) in the source code. Bad smells are, e.g., duplicated code, dead
code, calls toundefined methods, or certainrecursive methods, which can be implemented
iteratively.

• Duplicated source code inflates the source code unnecessaryand increases the time
and effort of changing methods ([66, 67]).

• Dead code overloads the programmer of a software project. Source code, which is
not used anymore should be determined and deleted.

• Undefined methods are methods, which are called somewhere inthe source code,
but which are not defined anywhere. The result is that parts oreven the whole
program does not work. To avoid undefined methods, the sourcecode should on
the one hand containtestmethods, which test the functionalities of the program.
E.g., a possibility is to call the necessary methods of a program with a certain set of
parameters and compare the calculated results with well known results. To be sure
that everything works fine, the tests have to be regularly executed, especially after
extensive programming. On the other hand, we can search for undefined methods,
using call dependencies.

• Using PROLOG, methods are often implemented recursively. But not every method
needs to be programmed recursively. Certain methods can be programmed itera-
tively, too. Using design patterns, it is possible to detectthese methods (cf. [53]).

For organizing a large source code project, it is important to know about thedependencies
between methods, files, and, in general, between packages. We assume that methods
which depend on each other, belong to a similar scope. Knowing about the source code
dependencies, we summarize related methods in files. Then, depending on the size of the
program, we arrange files to packages with similar scopes. Wearrange files to packages,
which depend on each other and which belong to an equivalent scope. Finally, we arrange
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packages to further, bigger packages and so on. Thereby, we try to obtain a hierarchical
structure of files and packages, too.

A typical way of programming in PROLOG is to write a new method in an arbitrary file
or in a test file. If the new method is tested and it works correct, we move the method to
the file, to which the method really belongs. This is the file, which has a similar scope like
the new method itself. If we know about call dependencies of anew method and about
the call dependencies of the existing methods, it is much easier to assign a new method
to the right file. Assigning methods to appropriate files, which are additionally sorted in
a hierarchical structure, makes source code much more readable. Knowing about method
dependencies helps to maintain the source code. We can extend the functionality of a
method or change existing methods, because we know about further consequences.

We use dependency graphs to visualize the method dependencies of a software project.
Visualizing dependencies makes it easy to trace and to understand the coherences between
the methods.

The DDK has a hierarchical structure consisting of several abstract levels. Each level
contains packages. Using call spectra of predicates, we relate predicates to corresponding
packages, which have a similar spectrum.

4.1 Call Dependencies

The knowledge about call dependencies between predicates,files, modules, and units
helps understanding the structure of a software project. Knowing about the structure helps
to refactor and to improve the structure of the source code. Additionally, the visualization
of these dependencies facilitates the source code handling. E.g., it makes it easy to delete
predicates, to move predicates from one file to another, or toplace new predicates in the
source code.

All call dependencies between different packages trace back on the call dependencies
of predicates. Therefore, it is necessary to know about the call dependencies between
predicates, the memberships of each predicate to the files, and to know to which pack-
age a file belongs to (cf. Figure 4.1). In Section 3.2, we introduced elementary methods
for retrieving the memberships of predicates, elementary methods for retrieving call de-
pendencies between predicates, and elementary methods forretrievingcross references
between files.

The methods of this section build on these elementary predicates of the software
repository PROSORE. In the following subsections, we first define call dependencies be-
tween predicates, and we treatfile-file call dependenciesand in general,package-package
call dependencies. Then, we determine the strongly connected components of a calls, and
at last, we show how to extract design information of JAVA source code using JAML and
how to extract design information of PHP source code using PHPML.
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Project

Package A

File A

Predicate A

calls

Package B

File B

Predicate B

Figure 4.1: Memberships and Dependencies

4.1.1 Calls between Predicates, Files and Packages

In this subsection, we first define the call dependencies between predicates. Especially,
we have to pay attention to meta-call predicates. Using the call dependencies between
predicates and the membership of a predicate to a package, wedetermine the call depen-
dencies between files and packages.

Calls between Predicates

We define thegeneralrule/goal graph and theextendedrule/goal graph. Theextended
rule/goal graph – which we always use – can handle the fact that some predicates are able
to call a predicate, which is passed in one of their arguments. We call these predicates
meta-callpredicates. Meta-call predicates allow for higher-order programming and are
used to call terms constructed at run time. Well-known examples of meta-call predicates
in PROLOG are

apply/2, bagof/3, call/1, checklist/2,
findall/3, forall/2, ignore/1, maplist/[2,3],
not/1, once/1, setof/3, sublist/3.

Example 4.1 (Meta-Call Predicates) The evaluation ofmaplist/2 in the following
rulewrite_list/1 callswrite(A) for each elementA of the listAs:

write_list(As) :-
maplist( write,

As ).

The extended rule/goal graph visualizes meta-call predicates in a way that also shows
the predicates called in the arguments of the meta-call predicate. Figure 4.2 shows the
extended rule/goal graph of the rule mentioned above; it wasgenerated using SCAV.

The definition of the extended rule/goal graph is based on thegeneral definition of the
rule/goal graph.
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Figure 4.2: The Extended Rule/Goal Graph of write_list/1

Definition (Rule/Goal Graph):

The rule/goal graph is a bipartite graph, which visualizes the head predicates of a rule in
dependency of their rules and their body predicates. Thereby, one partition are the head
and body nodes, and the other partition are the rule nodes.

• Each head predicate (predicate symbol) is visualized by a node. If a predicate is
defined by several rules, the corresponding head predicate only is visualized byone
node.

• Each rule is visualized by an own node.

• Each predicate of the body is visualized by a node.

• The node of the head predicate is connected to the rule nodes,which belong to this
head predicate. The edges are directed.

• The rule node is connected to each of its body predicates. Theedges are directed,
too.

The general rule/goal graph of aprogramis created by iteratively executing the definition
above for each rule of the program. Thereby, it is possible that a head predicate is called
within the body of another predicate. Depending on the configuration of SCAV, we either
generate for the called body predicate a new node, or, we onlyuse one node and connect
an edge to this node for each call.

Given a PROLOG programP and a ruler of P

r = A ← B1 ∧ . . . ∧ Bm ∈ P,

with body atomBi. pX is the predicate symbol of an atomX = p(t1, ..., tn), i.e.pX = p.
We visualize this rule as follows:

Example 4.2 (Rule/Goal Graph) Let us assume that our program consists of the fol-
lowing two rules:

write_list(Xs) :-
maplist( write,

Xs ).

writeln_list(Xs) :-
maplist( writeln,

Xs ).
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pA r

pB1

...

pBm

Figure 4.3: Rule/Goal Graph

We visualize the corresponding rule/goal graph in Figure 4.4. There, we add the arity of
an atom to the predicate symbol, too, e.g., we writewrite/1 instead ofwrite.

Figure 4.4: The rule/goal graph of write_list/1

Having a large program, we have a lot of rules, which call the same atom, e.g., the
atommaplist/2. Therefore, we configure SCAV, so that certain predicates are always
replicated in the graph, each time they are called. This makes it easier to arrange the
nodes, so that we get a better overview of the visualization (cf. Figure 4.5).

Figure 4.5: The Rule/Goal Graph of write_list/1

Embedded Calls Meta-call predicates call further atoms, which are passed in their ar-
guments. Meta-call predicates are able to change the arity of the called atom, which is
passed in their arguments. E.g., in the example above, we do not see the arity of the atom
with the predicate symbolwrite. Only the predicate symbolwrite is passed in the
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arguments of the meta-call predicatemaplist, butwrite/1 is called. We can specify
the arity of the called atom in dependency of the meta-call predicate (cf. Section 3.2.6).

In Figure 4.6, we visualize thecall of the meta-call predicatemaplist/2 calling
the atomwrite/1. Thus, we draw meta-call predicates using a rhombus, and we draw
normal predicates using circles. Using SCAV, the appearance of a predicate can be indi-
vidually configured (cf. Section 6.1).

Figure 4.6: Embedded Call from a Meta-Call Predicate

In order to be able to see which predicate transitively callswhich other predicates, the
meta-call predicates have to be always duplicated. Otherwise, it is not possible to relate
the transitive called predicates of several meta-call predicate calls to the corresponding
rules (cf. Figure 4.7).

Figure 4.7: Comparison of not duplicated and duplicated Meta-Call Predicate

The Extended Rule/Goal Graph takes meta-call predicates into account. The graph
visualizes the head predicates of a rule in dependency of therules, the body predicates
and the meta-call predicates. The definition of the extendedrule/goal graph is similar to
the definition of the general rule/goal graph.

Definition (Extended Rule/Goal Graph):

• Each head predicate is visualized by a node. If a predicate isdefined by several
rules, the corresponding head predicate only is visualizedby onenode.

• Each rule is visualized by an own node.

• Each predicate of the body is visualized by a node, independently, if it is a meta-
call predicate or not. Meta-call predicates are always duplicated each time they are
called.
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• Each predicate, which is passed as parameter of a meta-call predicate is visualized
by a node. Thereby, we have to know, which predicates are meta-call predicates. We
have to know in which of the parameters of a meta-call predicate further predicates
are passed and we have to know if the meta-call predicate changes the arity of a
passed and called predicate, too.

• The node of the head predicate is connected to the rule nodes,which belong to this
head predicate.

• The rule node is connected to each of its body predicates.

• Body predicates, which are meta-call predicates are connected to the nodes of their
passed predicates. All edges are directed.

The extended rule/goal graph of aprogram is created by iteratively executing the rules
above for each rule of the program.

The Goal Graph We define further graphs, implying the definition of the extended
rule/goal graph. The goal graph visualizes the dependencies between the head predicates
and the body predicates. Each head and body predicate is visualized by a node. Thegoal
graph, does not create rule nodes. We draw an edge from each head predicate to all of
its body predicates, independently to which rule of the headpredicate the body predicate
belongs to.

The extended Goal Graph is defined analogous to the goal graph and the extended
rule/goal graph. It takes meta-call predicates into account. There exist no rule nodes and
each head and body predicate is visualized by a node.

Further Graphs We visualize further graphs, too. Thefile dependency graph(cf. Fig-
ure 4.8) shows the dependencies between the files. For each file, we draw a corresponding
node in the graph. If a method of fileF_1 calls a method of fileF_2, we draw a directed
edge from fileF_1 to fileF_2. Another way to obtain the file dependency graph is to use
the goal graph and to condense all nodes, which represent methods of the same file to one
node.

Other graphs are themodule dependency graph, the unit dependency graphor any
otherpackage graph. In SCAV, the user can define further graph structures, and visualize
them in a picture.

Calls between Files

We have implemented diverse methods to retrieve call dependencies between files. If we
want to retrieve the predicates, which are calling a predicate of file F_1, but which are
not defined in fileF_1 (external predicates), we call
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Figure 4.8: File Dependency Graph of the ModuleSlice

file_dependency:file_called_from_external_predicates(
+F_1, -Calls).

This generates a list of the calls fromexternal predicates; this means, each call comes
from a predicate, which is not defined in fileF_1, but which calls a predicate of fileF_1.
The method is defined in the following way:

Implementation:

1 file_called_from_external_predicates(F_1, F_Ps_2) :-
2 findall( F_2:P_2-F_1:P_1,
3 file_predicate_is_external_called(
4 F_1:P_1, F_2:P_2),
5 F_Ps_1 ),
6 list_to_ord_set(F_Ps_1, F_Ps_2).
7
8 file_predicate_is_external_called(F_1:P_1, F_2:P_2) :-
9 rar:select(rule, P_1, F_1, _),
10 rar:select(is_called_by, P_1, F_2, P_2),
11 not( F_1 = F_2 ).

In line [9], we select a head predicateP_1 and the corresponding fileF_2 of a rule. Then,
we look for calls of this predicate, using the inverse rule facts of the PROSORE database
(line [10]). We extract the corresponding fileF_2 of the predicateP_2. At last, we verify
that the two filenamesF_1 andF_2 are different. Usingfindall/3, we get allexternal
predicatesand usinglist_to_ord_set/2, we get a sorted list without duplicates (lines
[2-6]).

Each element of this list has the following structure:

Element = F_2:P_2-F_1:P_1.

This means that predicateP_2 of file F_2 calls predicateP_1 of file F_1.

If we want to know the reverse calls, this means, if we want to know the predicates of file
F_1 calling external predicates, we call
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file_dependency:file_calls_external_predicates(
+F_1, -Calls).

Each element of this listCalls has the following structure:

Element = F_1:P_1-F_2:P_2.

Again, this means that predicateP_1 of file F_1 calls the predicateP_2 of file F_2.
To determine the external predicates, which are called by the directives of a file, we

call

file_dependency:
directive_of_file_calls_external_predicates(

+F_1, -Calls).

This methods retrieves the directives and determines the called predicates. Afterwards, it
looks if the called predicates are defined in another file. Theformat of each element of
the resulting listCalls is the same as described above:

Element = F_1:P_1-F_2:P_2.

Thereby, the name ofP_1 always contains the prefixno_head_.

Calls between Packages

Knowing about the membership of predicates and files, and knowing about the predicate-
and file-dependencies, we derive the dependencies of modules, units or in general of
packages. In order to determine the cross over dependenciesof a package, we call

rar:calls(?Package_1, ?Package_2).

Thereby,Package_1, Package_2 has the following structure:

Package_1 = Level_1:Path_1,
Package_2 = Level_2:Path_2.

Either the level or the path of the term package has to be bound. For the DDK, Level_1,
andLevel_2 can besystem, sources, unit, module, or file. This call deter-
mines the name of the packagesPath_2, which belong to the levelLevel_2 and which
contain at least one predicate that is called by a predicate of the packagePath_1 of level
Level_1. calls/2 uses basic methods in order to retrieve the dependencies between
the packages.
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Implementation:

1 calls(Package_1, Package_2) :-
2 Package_1 = Level_1:Path_1,
3 ground(Level_1)
4 ; ground(Path_1),
5 !,
6 rar:contains(Package_1, predicate:P_1),
7 rar:calls(predicate:P_1, predicate:P_2),
8 rar:contains(Package_2, predicate:P_2).
9 calls(Package_1, Package_2) :-
10 Package_2 = Level_2:Path_2,
11 ground(Level_2)
12 ; ground(Path_2),
13 !,
14 rar:contains(Package_2, predicate:P_2),
15 rar:calls(predicate:P_1, predicate:P_2),
16 rar:contains(Package_1, predicate:P_1).

In order to speed up requests,calls/2 consists of two rules. Depending if either a part of
the first argument is ground, or a part of the second argument is ground, we call the predicates
in a different order (lines [6-8] and [14-16]). Line [6] retrieves a predicateP_1 contained in
the chosen packagePackage_1. Then, we search for a predicateP_2, which is called by
P_1 (line [7]). At last, we look for the package to which the predicateP_2 belongs to (line
[8]).

4.1.2 Strongly Connected Components

A strongly connected componentof a directed graph is a maximal set of vertices, such that
every vertex is reachable from every other vertex. The call dependency graphs are directed
graphs, which may contain cycles and strongly connected components, respectively.

In our statistics, we differentiate between the number of vertices, and predicates re-
spectively, which a strongly connected components contains. Figure 4.9 shows a table
with the summary of the strongly connected components. The first column shows the
number of predicates of a strongly connected component. Thesecond column shows
the number of strongly connected components having a certain number of predicates.
Strongly connected components having only one predicate are directly recursive predi-
cates. In PROLOG, such predicates are often used to process lists.

In order to generate this table, we just call

table_strong_components.

This generates a temporary database (cf. Section 4.2) of thestrongly connected com-
ponents, using methods of the PROLOG library ugraphs. Then, it visualizes the table
containing the results. We can query the facts of this temporary database after it has been
created, by calling

strong_component(-SCC).
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Figure 4.9: Strongly Connected Components

Each fact contains a list of predicates belonging to the samestrongly connected compo-
nent.

We need to know about the strongly connected components, in order to determine the
called levels.

4.1.3 Dependencies in PROLOG , JAVA or PHP

[22], [23], and [53] demonstrate reasoning about various types of source code such as
PROLOG rules or JAVA programs. Using VISUR, the call dependencies between the meth-
ods, modules, units or classes of PROLOG, JAVA , or PHP source code can be visualized.

Consulted PROLOG Source Code

In the Sections 3.1 and 4.1, we showed how we represent PROLOG in XML and how to
define corresponding predicates, which can be used to detectdependencies in this repre-
sentation. In Section 3.2.1, we compared this possibility of detecting call dependencies
with following possibility: instead of using an XML representation in order to reason on
the source code, we can define querying predicates which workdirectly on the consulted
source code of the PROLOG environment using the built-in predicateclause/2.

Example 4.3 (Querying Consulted Predicates)

calls_consulted(P/A, Functor/Arity) :-
functor(Term, P, A),
clause(Term, Body),
body_to_predicate(Body, Element),
functor(Element, Functor, Arity).

body_to_predicate(Body, Element) :-
Body = (Element, _).

body_to_predicate(Body, Element) :-
Body = (_, Body_Part),
body_to_predicate(Body_Part, Element).
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This possibility works fine for small projects. Unfortunately, we can not useclause/2
to search for all predicates, which are called by a certain predicate.

JAVA Code in JAML

The following JAVA class implements the well-known sorting algorithmmerge sorton a
globally definedarray. The method for merging two sorted sub-arrays is not shown here.

class MergeSort {
...
public void sort (int l, int r) {

if (l<r) {
int m = (l+r)/2;
sort(l,m);
sort(m+1,r);
merge(l,m,r);

}
}

}

We show the JAML representation for a small portion of the JAVA code from above,
namely the method invocationsort(l,m):

<method-invocation
name="sort" qualifier=""
argument-count="2"
argument-0="l" argument-1="m"
signature= "sort(int, int)"
return-type-ref="void">
<literal-expression

literal="sort" type-ref="">
<identifier>sort</identifier>

</literal-expression>
<symbol kind="left-parenthesis">

( </symbol>
<literal-expression

literal="l" type-ref="int">
<identifier>l</identifier>

</literal-expression>
<symbol kind="comma">

, </symbol>
<literal-expression

literal="m" type-ref="int">
<identifier>m</identifier>

</literal-expression>
<symbol kind="right-parenthesis">

) </symbol>
</method-invocation>
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Extracting Design Information

We can recover design information from JAVA source code in JAML representation in
two steps; the rules for analyzing the code are separated into the two filesbasic and
analysis.

The first file,basic, defines some basic relations between methods and classes us-
ing path expressions in FNSELECT. For example,references_cc/3 describes that
the classC1 has an attribute of the typeC2. This holds, if at arbitrary depth in the
JAML representationCode of the source code there exists aclass-definition-
elementU which itself contains afield-declaration V (at arbitrary depth) with an
identifier-subelement. In that caseC1 is taken to be thename-attribute ofU andC2
is thetype-attribute ofV.

references_cc(Code,C1,C2) :-
U := Code/_/class-definition,
V := U/_/field-declaration,
C1 := U@name,
C2 := V@type,
_ := V/identifier.

calls_mm(Code,M1,M2) :-
U := Code/_/method-declaration,
V := U/_/method-invocation,
M1 := U@signature,
M2 := V@signature.

owns_cm(Code,C,M) :-
U := Code/_/class-definition,
V := U/_/method-declaration,
C := U@name,
M := V@signature.

creates_mc(Code,M,C) :-
U := Code/_/method-declaration,
V := U/_/instance-creation,
M := U@signature,
C := V@class-type.

The second file,analysis, contains another layer of rules that are based on the
basic predicates. These rules allow for a more complex analysis of the JAVA source code.
They have been proposed in [48] for the pattern-based designrecovery of JAVA software.
For example,aggregationsandassociationsprovide a higher-level view of the original
designin contrast to the implementational view of the source code:

calls_cc(Code,C1,C2) :-
calls_mm(Code,M1,M2),
owns_cm(Code,C1,M1),
owns_cm(Code,C2,M2).

creates_cc(Code,C1,C2) :-
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owns_cm(Code,C1,M1),
creates_mc(Code,M1,C2).

assoc_cc(Code,C1,C2) :-
calls_cc(Code,C1,C2),
references_cc(Code,C1,C2).

aggreg_cc(Code,C1,C2) :-
assoc_cc(Code,C1,C2),
creates_cc(Code,C1,C2).

We have implemented a plug-in to manage JAML source code files, which we explain in
Appendix C.2 in detail.

Dependencies of PHP Source Code

In the diploma thesis [14], Christian Graiger defines the XML representation PHPML of
PHP source code. Using PHPML, we can visualize the class hierarchies and the method
calls of PHPML.

Example 4.4 (Class-Declarations Representation in PHPML) The attributename of
the element<class-declaration> contains the name of the class; the subelements
<superclass> and<interfaces> contain information about the superclass and the
implemented interfaces.

Using SCAV, the PHPML documents of each file is split into parts, each part con-
taining the XML representation of a class. We select a class usingselect/4 of the
PROSORE database.

<class-declaration name="PhpParseTree" is-interface="false"
is-userdefined="true" is-abstract="false" is-final="false">
<superclass>
<class name="ParseTreeImpl" is-interface="false"

is-userdefined="true" is-abstract="false" is-final="false"/>
</superclass>
<interfaces>
<class name="ParseTree" is-interface="true"

is-userdefined="true" is-abstract="true" is-final="false"/>
</interfaces>
<keyword>class</keyword>
<identifier>PhpParseTree</identifier>
<keyword>extends</keyword>
<extends-expression>
<identifier>ParseTreeImpl</identifier>

</extends-expression>
<block>...</block>

</class-declaration>

To visualize the class hierarchy, the predicatecalls/2 can be implemented as follows:
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calls(class:C_1, superclass:C_2) :-
rar:select(rule, C_1, _, Xml),
Class := Xml/_/’class-declaration’,
C_1 := Class@name,
C_2 := Class/superclass/class@name.

calls(class:C, interface:I) :-
rar:select(rule, C_1, _, Xml),
Class := Xml/_/’class-declaration’,
C := Class@name,
I := Class/interfaces/class@name.

To visualize the method calls, the predicatecalls/2 can be implemented as follows:

calls(method:M_1, method:M_2) :-
rar:select(rule, _, _, Xml),
D := Xml/_/’method-declaration’,
\+ (’true’ := D@’is-constructor’),
M_1 := D@name,
I := D/_/’method-invocation’,
M_2 := I@name.

4.2 Anomalies, Software Metrics, and Design Patterns

A PROLOG file contains rules and directives. Several rules, having the same predicate
symbol, define a predicate or method, respectively. These rules build the definition of a
predicate. The directives are instructions, which are executed when the file containing
directives is consulted.

PROLOG Modules Predicates can be encapsuled in PROLOG modules. In order to de-
fine a PROLOG module, the first statement of a file has to be the module definition. In
a file, onlyonePROLOG module can be defined. Conversely, the content of several files
can be combined to one PROLOG module. Although several files can be combined to one
PROLOG module, this should only be done rarely. It is not easy to maintain PROLOG

modules, which are divided into several files.

Dynamic Predicates Dynamicdefined predicates are facts or predicates, which defini-
tions can be changed during runtime. We change the definitionof a predicate by asserting
further facts or rules to or by retracting existing facts or rules of the program during run-
time.

Multifile Predicates If the rules of a predicate are spread of over several files, weget a
warning of the PROLOG interpreter. However, the rules ofmultifiledefined predicates can
be written in several files.
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Discontiguous Predicates Normally, the rules of a predicate are in succession. The
succession of rules ofdiscontiguousdefined predicates can be interrupted by rules of
other predicates.

The DDK The DDK has a hierarchical structure. The top level of this hierarchy are the
libraries andsources. The libraries contain external source code. Thesourcescontain
the source code of the DDK. It is divided intounits, which summarize in the next level
themodules. Themodulessummarize thefiles. In order to navigate through the diverse
hierarchy levels of the DDK, we summarize thesources, units, modules, or files in the
following way topackages:

Package = Level:Path

Thereby,Level can besources, unit, module, orfile andPath is the complete
path to the corresponding package.

The hierarchical structure of the DDK corresponds to the file system hierarchy. The
root directoryDisLog/sources/contains the unit-directories, each unit-directory contains
module-directories and each module-directory contains the source-code files.

Actually, the DDK contains about 9 units, 90 modules and about 750 files. It has
about 138.000 LoC and about 9.700 predicates, whereby each predicate has averaged 2
rules. The DDK consists of about 320dynamicdefined predicates, 70multifile defined
predicates, and about 80discontiguousdefined predicates. Figure 4.10 compares the
statistics of the year 2007 with the statistics of the year 2004. The last column shows the
percentage of changes. We see, in the past three years, all scopes increased.

Figure 4.10: System Statistics of the DDK

We generate an actual statistics of the DDK calling the method

statistics:table_system_statistics/0.
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Figure 4.11 shows for eachunit of the DDK the number of predicates, rules and LoC. Fur-
thermore, we show the averaged rules per predicate and the averaged LoC per predicate.
We see that a predicate consists of averaged approximately two rules and twelve lines of
source code. The last column shows the percentage part of theunit of the whole DDK.

Figure 4.11: Unit Statistics of the DDK

We generate an actualunit statistics of the DDK calling the method

statistics:table_units_ps_rules_loc/0.

Remark: In order to speed up the creation of this table, the methods above generate a
temporary database (cache), which stores the results for further usage. This temporary
database is used in Section 4.2.3, too. In the following subsections, further temporary
databases are created. Once a temporary database is generated, all further, equivalent
requests are calculated very fast. If a certain method is called again, the corresponding
temporary database will not be generated again. The temporary database facts are only
deleted aftergenerating, reloading, or updatingthe PROSORE database. They are not
saved anywhere on disc for later usage.

For both statistical methods mentioned above, the PROSORE database of the software
repository PROSORE has to be generated or loaded before. We can do this using the GUI
of SCAV. In order to start the GUI, we just callvisur_gui.

We have implemented further statistics about the usage of the source code. We present
these statistics in tables, too. In the following subsections, we present how often a pred-
icate is called, which predicates are not defined and which predicates are never called
(dead code). At last, we describe the detection and the refactoring of PROLOG using
design patterns.

4.2.1 Undefined Predicates and Dead Code

Undefined predicates are predicates, which are called by a method, but which are not
defined somewhere in the source code. The source code contains no rules, defining these
predicates. These predicates may cause problems.
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Dead code is source code which is defined in the source code, but which is not called
by any method of the source code. But not every method, which isnot called by any other
method is automatically dead code. Only source code, which never isusedor neededis
called dead code. In the following, we describe how to detectdead code and undefined
predicates in the source code.

Undefined Predicates

In order to find undefined predicates, we first generate a list of all called predicates of the
source code. Thereby, we also pay attention to predicates, which are called from meta-call
predicates. Then, we search for the definition of each predicate of this list. We call

undefined_code:list_undefined_code(-List),

in order to get a simple list of the undefined predicates.

Implementation:

1 list_undefined_code(Undefined_2) :-
2 findall( P,
3 undefined_code(P),
4 Undefined_1 ),
5 list_to_ord_set(Undefined_1, Undefined_2).
6
7 undefined_code(P) :-
8 rar:select(is_called_by, P, _, _),
9 not( rar:select(rule, P, _, _) ),
10 not( excluded_undefined_code(P) ).
11
12 excluded_undefined_code(P) :-
13 built_in:predicate(P),
14 !.
15 excluded_undefined_code(P) :-
16 dead_and_undefined_code_excluded:
17 excluded_undefined_code(P, _).

First, we select all predicates, which are called in the bodyof a method (line [8]). Therefore,
we generated theinverse rulefacts, which are part of the PROSORE database. Then, we
exclude the predicates, for which a rule exists using therule facts of the PROSORE database
(line [9]).

Normally, there exists no definition of built-in predicatesin the analyzed source code. There-
fore, built-in predicates would be wrongly identified as undefined predicates. We exclude
PROLOG and XPCE built-in predicates, too (line [10]). These predicates do not have rules
in the PROSORE database. They are defined internally. We query, if a predicate is a built-in
predicate or not, using the method

built_in:predicate/1.

We complete the list of built-in predicates (line [16]) by adding further predicates to the file
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source_code_analysis/rar/built_in.pl

In order to exclude further predicates from the list of undefined predicates, we have anex-
clusion list. Each predicate mentioned in this list does not appear in theresult list, too. The
exclusions are defined in the file

source_code_analysis/statistics/
dead_and_undefined_code_excluded.pl

Last, we remove duplicates and sort the result alphabetically (line [5]).

In order to search for all undefined predicates in the source code, and to list them in a
table (cf. Figure 4.12), we just call

undefined_code:table_undefined_code/0.

This table includes some statistical information, too. Thefirst column of the table shows
the predicate nameof the undefined predicate, the second shows how many rules this
predicate has and the third column shows, how often this predicate is called from other
predicates. Undefined predicates always have zero rules; this means that the value of the
second column always is zero.

Figure 4.12: Statistics about “Undefined Predicates”

Instead of a statistical analysis of the calls of the undefined predicates, we generate an
extended table of undefined predicates, too. The following call shows a table listing files
and predicates, which call undefined predicates (cf. Figure4.13).

undefined_code:table_undefined_code_extended/0.

Again, the first column lists the predicates, for which we didnot find any rules (undefined
predicates). The second column lists the files, which contain one or more predicates call-
ing the undefined predicate of the first column. The third column lists the corresponding
predicates.

Not every suggested undefined predicate is really an undefined predicate. Sometimes,
a method just calls a fact, which only is asserted at runtime.As we cannot differentiate
between the call of a predicate and the call of a fact, we search for the definition of each
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Figure 4.13: Undefined Predicates

called predicate. If it is a fact, which is only asserted at runtime, no definition exists and
we would wrongly identify this fact as an undefined predicate.

Facts, which are asserted at runtime should always be declareddynamic, in order
to avoid runtime exceptions. In PROLOG, this is not obligatory necessary; but in SWI-
PROLOG, it is recommended to declare such factsdynamic. We synchronize the result
of the search with the list of the dynamic defined facts. Therefore, we have implemented
a method for searchingdynamic, multifile, anddiscontiguous defined predi-
cates. The method

statistics:find_predicate_property(
+dynamic|multifile|discontiguous, -P_Files)

returns the corresponding listP_Files of predicate files tuples. Each tuple contains
a predicate and the corresponding file, in which the predicate is defined. In order to
find dynamically defined facts, we have implemented the method mentioned above in the
following way. Thereby, we search for directives in the PROSORE database, which look
in the original PROLOG file as follows:

:- dynamic rule/6, is_called_by/6, leaf_to_path/4.

This source code snippet is represented in PROLOGML in the following way:

<rule module="rar">
<head/>

<body>
<atom arity="1" module="user" predicate="dynamic">

<term functor=",">
<term functor="/">
<term functor="rule"/>
<term functor="6"/>

</term>
<term functor=",">
<term functor="/">

<term functor="is_called_by"/>
<term functor="6"/>
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</term>
<term functor=",">
<term functor="/">

<term functor="leaf_to_path"/>
<term functor="4"/>

</term>
</term>

</term>
</term>

</atom>
</body>

</rule>

Implementation:

1 find_predicate_property(Type, P_File_2s) :-
2 findall( P-File,
3 predicate_of_type(Type, File, P),
4 P_File_1s ),
5 list_to_ord_set(P_File_1s, P_File_2s).
6
7 predicate_of_type(Type, File, (M:P2)/A) :-
8 rar:select(rule, (M:-)/-, File, Rule),
9 Atom := Rule/body/atom::[
10 @module=user, @predicate=Type, @arity=1],
11 ( Term := Atom/_/term::[@functor=’/’]
12 ; Term := Atom/term::[@functor=’/’] ),
13 P2 := Term-nth(1)/term@functor,
14 A := Term-nth(2)/term@functor.

We search for all rules in the PROSORE database (lines [2-4]). There, we filter the rules
without head predicate, because dynamic defined facts are defined in a PROLOG directive
(line [8]). Then, we search, if the first predicate of the rulehas the predicate symbolType,
in our case “dynamic” (lines [10-11]). At last, we retrieve the predicates and the arities
using PL4XML (lines [12-15]) and sort them alphabetically (line [5]). The listP_File_2s
consists of the following structure:

P_Files = [P_1-File_1, P_2-File_2, ...].

In this list, the predicate and the corresponding filename, in which the predicate is defined
eitherdynamic, multifile, or discontiguous, are separated through a minus. We
subtract thedynamicdefined predicates from the list of undefined predicates.

Sometimes, we just want the undefined predicate calls of a certain unit, module, or file.
In order to retrieve the undefined predicate calls of one of these packages, we call one of
the following methods

undefined_code:undefined_code_of_package(
+Package, -List).

undefined_code:undefined_code_of_package_extended(
+Package, -List).
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Example 4.5 (Undefined Code)

?- undefined_code:undefined_code_of_package(
unit:’sources/basic_algebra’, List),

writeln_list(List).

List = [(user:dislog_module_description)/2,
(user:graphicals)/2,
(user:manual_test_example)/2,
(user:xml_file_to_db)/3],

Yes

?- undefined_code:undefined_code_of_package_extended(
unit:’sources/basic_algebra’, List),

writeln_list(List).

List = [
[ (user:dislog_module_description)/2,
’utilities/code_analysis.pl’,
(user:dislog_module_to_files)/2],
... ],

Yes

The first call just retrieves an alphabetically sorted list of the undefined predicates, which
are called in the specified package. The second call retrieves an alphabetically sorted list
of lists. The first entry of each list is an undefined predicate, the second entry is the file,
in which the predicate – third entry – calling the undefined predicate, is defined. Thereby,
each undefined predicate is called from a predicate of the specified package.

Dead Code

We try to detect dead code by searching for predicates, whichare not called by any other
predicate. But not every predicate, which is not called by another predicate is dead code.
E.g., test predicates(user:test)/2 or methods, which are used to start a GUI, are not
called by another method. Methods, which are stand alone methods and are just designed
to do certain calculations are not dead code, too. These predicates are often defined in
PROLOG modules and are exported in the corresponding file using the source code in the
following example.

Example 4.6 (Directives) The following directive defines the modulerar and exports
the predicatexml_file_to_db/3.

:- module( rar, [xml_file_to_db/3] ).

We assume that all predicates of the list of exported predicates do not belong to dead
code and we delete all exported predicates from the list of dead code. We exclude the test
predicates of all modules and with arbitrary arity, too.
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In some further cases, necessary source code is wrongly identified as dead code. Calls,
by which the called predicate is constructed at runtime are difficult to detect, because,
there exists many ways of doing so. A simple way for constructing a call is shown in the
following example. This example contains two facts, which can be called.

Example 4.7 (Call Construction)

parent(Name) :-
( Type = father
; Type = mother ),
apply(Type, Name).

father(mayer).
mother(mueller).

Calling parent(Name) constructs the factsfather(Name) andmother(Name),
which are, then, called by the methodapply/2.

It is even more complex to find call dependencies, if the predicate name is passed as
an argument to the constructing method. The following example passes the called fact as
argumentType to the methodparent/2.

Example 4.8 (Call Construction)

parent(Type, Name) :-
apply(Type, [Name]).

In order to findfather/1 or mother/1 facts, we call

?- parent(father, Name).

Name = mayer

Yes

?- parent(mother, Name).

Name = mueller

Yes

We use this construction method to call differentdynamicfacts of the PROLOGML data -
base. In order to find predicates in the PROSORE database fast, we have added supple-
mentary hash values to the called fact. In the following example,select/4 constructs
a predicate call. A further example is given on page 70.
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Example 4.9 (Call Construction) We call

?- rar:select(rule, P, File, Rule).

Yes

?- rar:select(is_called_by, P_1, File_2, P_2).

Yes

in order to select the following facts:

rule(H_1, H_2, P, File, Rule, NS).
is_called_by(H_1, H_2, P_1, File_2, P_2, NS).

The implementation ofselect/4 looks as follows:

Implementation:

1 select(Fact, V_1, V_2, Result) :-
2 sca_namespace_get(NS),
3 hash_term(V_1, H_1),
4 hash_term(V_2, H_2),
5 apply(Fact, [H_1, H_2, V_1, V_2, Result, NS]).

There exists further possibilities to compose calls. E.g.,we can useatom_concat/3,
concat_atom/2, sub_atom/5, atom_prefix/2 to generate new callable atoms.
As long as the called predicate parts are named in the source code, and as long as there
exists a path to the constructed predicate parts in the source code, it is possible to detect
and reconstruct the called predicate by knowing the method of how it is constructed.
But searching for all of those possibilities in the source code would heavily increase the
runtime during searching call dependencies.

Additionally, there also exists possibilities to construct predicates without having the
called predicate named in the analyzed source code; they canbe defined in an additional,
non PROLOG document.

Example 4.10 (Call Construction) We define calls of the menus of SCAV in an XML

document. The menu methods, which we want to execute by selecting a certain menu item
are read from the XML document and are constructed at runtime. These call dependencies
do not appear in the PROLOG source code. The calls to the methods are implemented
using a variable and, e.g., the meta-call predicatecall/1. It is practically impossible to
search for such dependencies.

To exclude these predicates from dead code, we have implemented the method

dead_code:list_dead_code(-Dead_Code_Ps)

in the following way:
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Implementation:

1 list_dead_code(DCs_2) :-
2 exported_ps(Exported_Ps),
3 findall( P,
4 ( select(rule, P, _, _),
5 not( member(P, Exported_Ps) ),
6 not( is_called_from_another_predicate(P) ) ),
7 DCs_1 ),
8 list_to_ord_set(DCs_1, DCs_2).
9
10 is_called_from_another_predicate(P_1) :-
11 rar:select(is_called_by, P_1, _, P_2),
12 not( P_1 = P_2 ).
13
14 exported_ps(Exported_Ps_2) :-
15 sca_variable_get(exported_predicates, XML_Exported_Ps),
16 findall( (M:P)/A,
17 ( member(Element, XML_Exported_Ps),
18 [P, A] := Element/atom@[predicate, arity],
19 M := Element@name ),
20 Exported_Ps_1 ),
21 list_to_ord_set(Exported_Ps_1, Exported_Ps_2).

We exclude the list of exported predicates from dead code, because the exported predicates
can be main predicates of interfaces or starting predicatesof GUIs. Therefore, first, we
retrieve the list of exported predicates (line [2]). Then, we search for all predicates, which
are not member of the list of exported predicates and which arenot called from another
predicate (lines [3-7]).

In order to find the predicates, which are called from anotherpredicate, we defined the
methodis_called_from_another_predicate/1 (line [10]). First, we select an
inverse rule (line [11]). All predicates stored in the first parameter of an inverse rule is called
by the predicate, stored in the third parameter of an inverserule. It is possible that predicates
call themselves (recursive predicates). These recursive predicates are not identified as dead
code, if we only use the trivial constraint

not( select(is_called_by, P_1, _, _) ).

Using the constraintis_called_from_another_predicate/1 instead, we include
predicates, which call themselves recursively, but which are not called by other predicates
(line [12]) in the list of dead code, too.

We list all possible dead code predicates of the source code in a table by calling the
method

dead_code:table_dead_code.

Figure 4.14 shows a table of dead code predicates of the unit

source_code_analysis.
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The first column of the table shows the file, containing dead code. The second column
shows the name of the predicates, which are not called, the third column shows the number
of rules and the fourth column shows, how often this predicate is called from any other
predicates. Recursive calls are not counted in this column. Dead code is not called from
other predicates, and therefore, all entries of the fourth column have the value0.

Figure 4.14: Dead Predicates

Sometimes, we just want the dead code of a certainunit, module, or file. In order to
retrieve the dead code of one of a packages, we call

dead_code:dead_code_of_package(+Package, -List).

Example 4.11 (Dead Code)

?- dead_code:dead_code_of_package(
unit:’sources/source_code_analysis’, List),

writeln_list(List).

List = [[’source_code_analysis/common/basics.pl’,
(user:add_slash)/2, 1, 0],
[’source_code_analysis/common/basics.pl’,
(user:atom_to_term_sure)/2, 1, 0],
...],

Yes

We retrieve an alphabetically sorted list of lists. Each list contains a filename, and a
predicate belonging to the selected package. Furthermore,the lists contains the amount of
rules of the predicates and how often this predicate is called. “0” means that the predicate
is not called in the whole source code.

In order to exclude the predicates mentioned above from the list of dead code, we use
a manually created list of predicates, which are surely no dead code. We add theexported
predicatesmentioned above to this list, too. This list can be also manually completed. It
is stored in the file

source_code_analysis/statistics/
dead_and_undefined_code_excluded.pl.
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In order to view the excluded predicates, which have been deleted in the meantime from
the source code, we call

dead_code:
not_existing_but_excluded_dead_code(-Ps).

This method extracts all predicates from the list ofexcludeddead code predicates, which
are evennotdefined in the source code. We can manually delete these predicates from the
list of excluded dead code. If we want to search for predicates in the excluded dead code,
which are in the meantime called by any predicate or exportedand which need not to be
excluded from the list of dead code anymore, we call

dead_code:called_but_excluded_dead_code(-Ps).

In order to view a table with the list of allexcluded predicates, we call

dead_code:table_excluded_dead_code.

This table lists in the second column, if there exists any rules of the predicate, and in the
third column, if the predicate is called or not (cf. Figure 4.15).

Figure 4.15: Excluded Dead Code Predicates

4.2.2 Predicate Properties

The DDK contains about 10.000 predicates. The following call generates a table of the
predicates of a file, which lists statistics properties of the predicates:

table_predicate_statistics.

First, this method opens a dialog with a list of all files of theproject. We choose a filename
and we click the button “Show Predicates in Table”. Only the predicates defined in the
chosen file are visualized in the table. Instead of choosing afile of the list, we call

table_predicate_statistics(+Filename).

The table (cf. Figure 4.16) shows the predicate name in the first column; the second
column shows how many rules this predicate has, the third column shows, how often a
predicate is called from a predicate defined in the same file, the fourth column shows the
number of calls to predicates defined in the same file, the fifthcolumn shows the number
of calls from predicates defined in another file, and the last column shows the number of
calls to predicates defined in another file.
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Figure 4.16: Predicate Statistics

Predicate Types

We differentiate between two types of predicates:

• distributedpredicates are predicates, for which rules in several files exist, regardless
of, whether the predicate is defined as multifile or not. We retrieve distributed
predicates by calling

distributed_predicates(-Ps, -Number_Of_Ps).

Implementation:

1 distributed_predicates(Ps_4, Length) :-
2 rar:package_to_ps(file:_, Ps_1),
3 sublist( is_distributed_p,
4 Ps_1, Ps_2 ),
5 length(Ps_2, Length),
6 findall( [P, File],
7 ( member(P, Ps_2),
8 rar:select(rule, P, File, _) ),
9 Ps_3 ),
10 list_to_ord_set(Ps_3, Ps_4).
11
12 is_distributed_p(P) :-
13 rar:select(rule, P, File_1, _),
14 rar:select(rule, P, File_2, _),
15 not( File_1 = File_2 ).

First, we retrieve all predicates of the project (line [2]).Then, we filter the predicates,
which consist of rules written in two different files (lines [3-4]). Therefore, we use
the methodis_multifile_p/1. This method searches for a given predicateP two
rules (lines [13, 14]), which are written into two differentfiles (line [15]). Finally, we
just assign all files, containing corresponding predicate rules to the multifile predicates
(lines [6-9]) and sort the resulting listPs_3 of distributed predicates (line [10]).
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• multifile predicates are predicates, for which a directive exists, defining the pred-
icate multifile. We retrieve predicates, which are multifile(implementation cf.
page 103), by calling

predicates_of_type(multifile, -Ps).

In order to retrieve a table of the predicates, which are multifile or distributed, we call

table_multifile_predicates/0.

We show the result in a table (cf. Figure 4.17). The table shows each predicate together
with the files, in which at least one rule of the predicate exists. Predicates, which are
assigned to only one file are multifile predicates and predicates, which are assigned to
several files are distributed predicates.

Figure 4.17: Multifile and Distributed Predicates

If we want to view the files, in which a predicate property is defined, we call

table_defined_predicates(
+dynamic|multifile|discontiguous).

In order to determine predicates, which contain rules in different packages, we call

multilevel_predicate(
+Package_1, +Package_2, -Predicate).

Thereby, each packagePackage consists ofL:N, the level of a packages and the corre-
sponding name or path of the package.L has to be bound andN can be a free variable.

Implementation:

1 multilevel_predicate(L_1:N_1, L_2:N_2, P) :-
2 findall( P-N_1-N_2,
3 ( rar:select(rule, P, File_1, _),
4 rar:select(rule, P, File_2, _),
5 not( File_1 = File_2 ),
6 rar:select(leaf_to_path, File_1, Element_1),
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7 rar:parse_element(Element_1, _, L_1, N_1),
8 rar:select(leaf_to_path, File_2, Element_2),
9 rar:parse_element(Element_2, _, L_2, N_2),
10 not( N_1 = N_2 ) ),
11 Ps_1 ),
12 list_to_ord_set(Ps_1, Ps_2),
13 member(P-_-_, Ps_2).

First, we search for a predicate defined in two different files(lines [3-5]). Then, we look to
which package with levelL_1 andL_2 each of the two files belong to (lines [6-7, 8-9]). We
retrieve the corresponding level names and compare, them (line [10]). In order not to retrieve
duplicated results, we search for all predicates usingfindall/3, then we sort the result
and at last, we return the predicates, one by one usingmember/2 and backtracking.

4.2.3 File Statistics

Now, we introduce some statistics, which present useful information about files. E.g., we
list the average number of rules of a predicate or we show thefilescontaining directives,
defining certain predicate properties.

We have implemented a method which generates a statistics ofthe parsed files (cf.
Figure 4.18). This statistics lists for each file

• the LoC,

• the number of directives,

• the number of outgoing calls of the directives,

• the number of predicates,

• the number of rules,

• the average number of rules per predicate,

• the average number of LoC per predicate,

• the number of predicates, which are called from predicates of other files (external
predicates), and

• the number of calls from external predicates to predicates of the file (incoming
calls),

• the number of predicates, which are calling external predicates, and

• the number of outgoing calls.

The call

file_statistics:table_file_statistics,

generates a statistics table of all parsed files. We can specify the files, which we want to
see in the statistics table, too. We just call

file_statistics:table_file_statistics(+Files).
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Figure 4.18: File Statistics

In order to speed up viewing this table next time, this generates a temporary database. It
is the same database as mentioned in the introduction of Section 4.2 and which is used by
theunit statistics.

A file, which only contains predicates, which do not call external predicates, and
which simultaneously contains no predicates, which are called from external may be un-
necessary. In this case, we have to pay attention to thedirectivesof such a file. The
directives could include parameter settings, which are necessary for the whole source
code, e.g., definitions of multifile, dynamic, and discontiguous predicates, or there can be
further files consulted in a directive. We highlight such files yellow in the table. If the
files additional haveno directives, we highlight themred. The label of the table gives
information about the number of yellow and red files.

Several files, combined to one PROLOG module is not recommend and can confuse
inexperienced programmers. Doing so is unusual in SWI-PROLOG. In order to generate a
table (cf. Figure 4.19) of the PROLOG modules, which consists of at leastNumber files,
we call

module_statistics:table_prolog_module_to_files(
+Number).

The argumentNumber determines the minimum number of files, in which a PROLOG

module is split.

Figure 4.19: Table, showing the Modules consisting of several Files
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Implementation:

1 prolog_module_to_files(Number, Module_Files_3) :-
2 get_prolog_modules(Modules),
3 findall( [Module, File],
4 ( member(Module, Modules),
5 rar:select(rule, (Module:_)/_, File, _) ),
6 Module_Files_1 ),
7 list_to_ord_set(Module_Files_1, Module_Files_2),
8 sublist(
9 composed_of_at_least_files(Number, Module_Files_2),
10 Module_Files_2, Module_Files_3 ).
11
12 composed_of_at_least_files(N, Module_Files, [Module, _]) :-
13 findall( File,
14 member([Module, File], Module_Files),
15 Files ),
16 length(Files, L),
17 L >= N.

First, we retrieve all PROLOG modules of the project (line [2]). Then, we retrieve for each
file the corresponding module name (lines [3-7]). If a file contains a module, the predicates
defined in this file belong to this module. Otherwise, they belong to the common module
user. Afterwards, we filter all modules, which consists of at least N files (lines [8-10]).

4.2.4 PROLOG Design Patterns

Now, we describe the detection and the refactoring of patterns (cf. [53]). We detect
directly recursive predicates having a special form that could in fact be replaced using
the meta-call predicatemaplist/3. Other interesting patterns are the accumulator pat-
tern for traversing a list – as it can be found in the predicatesumlist/2 of the library
lists.pl of SWI-PROLOG.

Sometimes, meta-call predicates, such asmaplist/3 or checklist/2 can be
used instead of directly recursive calls. In many cases theyare a better choice, since they
are more readable. Moreover, meta-call predicates are often implemented in the kernel,
and they are faster than directly recursive calls. Figure 4.20 shows a statistics about how
many rules with directly recursive predicates are contained in the DDK units. Sometimes,
we can replace these recursive calls usingmaplist/2or maplist/3.

The following two rules define the predicatevector_multiply/3 using direct
recursion:

vector_multiply(F, [X|Xs], [Y|Ys]) :-
Y is F * X,
vector_multiply(F, Xs, Ys).

vector_multiply(_,[],[]).

Every list elementX of the input list is multiplied byF to obtain a list elementY of the
output list. A more abstract implementation ofvector_multiply/3 can be obtained
using the meta-call predicatemaplist/3:
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Figure 4.20: Rules with Directly Recursive Predicates (in %)

vector_multiply(F, Xs, Ys) :-
maplist( multiply(F),

Xs, Ys ).

multiply(F, X, Y) :-
Y is F * X.

The version usingmaplist/3 is shorter, since the predicatemultiply/3 already ex-
ists in the DDK. For complex transformations – where the input elementX is transformed
into the output elementY using a complex sequence of operations – the version using
maplist/3 in most cases is much more readable. The same holds for predicates with
many parametric arguments such asF in vector_multiply/3.

An alternative implementation is possible using the PROLOG library loops.pl,
cf. [44], where it is argued that the enhancement of PROLOG by concepts – such as log-
ical loops – that are familiar from other programming languages increases productivity
and maintainability:

vector_multiply(F, Xs, Ys) :-
( foreach(X, Xs), foreach(Y, Ys) do

Y is F * X ).

Thus, we have implemented an automatic detection and refactoring of maplist patterns.
The following two important predicates are applied to a linear recursive rule for the pred-
icate symbolP.

list_argument/4 is applied to the head atomAtom of the rule; it detects a list
patternX:Xs and returns its argument positionN. variable_argument/4 is applied
to a body atomAtom of the rule; it checks if the argument at positionN is Variable:

Implementation:

1 list_argument(Atom, (M:P)/A, N, X:Xs) :-
2 [M, P, A] := Atom@[module, predicate, arity],
3 Argument := Atom-nth(N)^_,
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4 ’.’ := Argument@functor,
5 X := Argument-nth(1)^var@name,
6 Xs := Argument-nth(2)^var@name.
7
8 variable_argument(Atom, (M:P)/A, N, Variable) :-
9 [M, P, A] := Atom@[module, predicate, arity],
10 Argument := Atom-nth(N)^_,
11 Variable := Argument@name.

Line [3] selects theN-th argument ofAtom, independently of its tag, and, ifArgument is a
list (i.e., its functor is "."), then line [5] selects the headX of the list and line [6] selects the
tail Xs.

For our recursive rule we can apply these predicates to the head and the body atom,
respectively, with the predicatevector_multiply/2.

Example 4.12 (Design Patterns)

?- Atom_1 =
atom:[module:user, predicate:vector_multiply, arity:3]:[

var:[name:’F’]:[],
term:[functor:’.’]:[

var:[name:’X’]:[], var:[name:’Xs’]:[]],
term:[functor:’.’]:[

var:[name:’Y’]:[], var:[name:’Ys’]:[]]],
Atom_2 =
atom:[module:user, predicate:vector_multiply, arity:3]:[

var:[name:’F’]:[],
var:[name:’Xs’]:[],
var:[name:’Ys’]:[]],

list_argument(Atom_1, P, N, X:Xs),
variable_argument(Atom_2, P, N, Xs).

P = (user:vector_multiply)/3, X = ’X’, Xs = ’Xs’, N = 2;
P = (user:vector_multiply)/3, X = ’Y’, Xs = ’Ys’, N = 3

Yes

If we find a pairN, N’ of corresponding positions (above we foundN = 2 andN’ = 3),
then further predicates have to check that there is no other recursive rule for predicate
P, that the list variablesXs andYs do not occur in the remaining body atoms (i.e., in
“Y is F * X” in our example), that the arguments in the other positions in the recur-
sive atom in the head and the body, respectively, are identical (i.e., the first argumentF),
and that the non-recursive rule for predicateP is just an atom with “[]” in the positions
N, N’ and underscore variables in the remaining positions.

An analysis in [53] turned out that there exist 176 maplist patterns in the 4 basic
level units of the DDK; on the other hand, we have computed that there are 78 calls to
maplist/3 in these 4 units. In the 4 higher-level units, there exist 54 maplist patterns,
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and there are 388 calls tomaplist/3. Obviously, over the years the style of program-
ming has changed towards using more meta-call predicates, which are seems to be typical
for the PROLOG community.

4.3 Spectra

The spectrum of a predicate consists of the respective number of basic predicates transi-
tively called by the predicate. Basic predicates are all built-in predicates, predicates of the
level zero and predicates, which we manually defined as basicpredicates.

We have implemented a possibility to assign aspectrumto each predicate of the parsed
source code. We use this spectrum as a kind of signature of a predicate. Usingpredicate
spectra, we assign predicates to packages.

Other spectra arepackage spectra. A package summarizes a set of predicates belong-
ing to the same scope. We can visualize the number of calls from one package to all
other packages in a spectrum. Using package spectra helps todesign the source code
hierarchical.

4.3.1 Predicate Spectra

In order to determine the spectrum of each predicate, we firstneed to sort the recursive
clusters of predicates into the called levels (cf. page 124). All built-in predicates and the
predicates of the level zero in the called levels are basic predicates. These predicates do
not call further predicates of the examined source code. To calculate the spectrum of the
predicates, we start with the predicates of level one and determine their spectra. Then,
we consider the predicates of level two, three and so on. Due to the fact of our sorting, a
predicate only calls predicates with a lower level. Considering the next higher level, the
spectra of all called predicates are already calculated.

To generate the spectrum of a predicate, we just union the already existing spectra of
all called predicates. The spectra of the called predicatesare already existing, because
they have been determined in the step before. This means, in order to determine the
spectrum of a predicate, we iteratively add the basic predicates of the transitive closure
to the spectrum. Never ending loops are impossible, becausewe determined cycles, and
strong components respectively, before.

The notation of the spectrum of a predicate is a multiset, which consists of terms
BPi : Ai, wherebyBPi is the name of thei-th basic predicate andAi is the corresponding
number of calls of thei-th basic predicate.Ai is the sum of all calls in the transitive closure
of the predicate. If the numberAi of calls is zero, the corresponding term is omitted in
the multiset. In this multiset, the basic predicates are sorted alphabetically.

If we want to generate the temporary database of all predicate spectra, we call

create_spectra,

and in order to list the multiset of a predicate, we call
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predicate_to_spectrum(?Predicate, -Multiset).

If the temporary database for the predicate spectra is not created yet, then, this first calls
the method mentioned above in order to generate the temporary database of all predicate
spectra. Then, the multiset and spectrum respectively of the queried predicate is shown.

Example 4.13 (Spectrum of a Predicate) Figure 4.21 shows the rule/goal graph of the
following predicate:

writeln_list(Xs) :-
checklist( writeln,

Xs).

writeln(X) :-
write(X),
nl.

We call

?- predicate_to_spectrum((user:writeln_list)/1, H).

H = [(user:checklist)/2:1, (user:nl)/0:1, (user:write)/1:1]

Yes

The resulting multiset contains for each basic predicate the number of transitive calls of
the basic predicate. The spectrum of the predicatewriteln_list/1 contains the basic
predicateschecklist/2, write/1, andnl/0, each called one time.

Figure 4.21: Call Graph of writeln_list/1

Example 4.14 (Spectrum of a Predicate)

writeln_list_with_notice(Notice, Xs) :-
writeln(Notice),
writeln_list(Xs).

In this example, we add to the body of the predicate an additional writeln/1. The
spectrum of this predicate looks as follows:
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?- predicate_to_spectrum((user:writeln_list_with_notice)/2, H).

H = [(user:checklist)/2:1, (user:nl)/0:2, (user:write)/1:2]

Yes

The spectrum of the predicatewriteln_list_with_notice/2 contains one call of
the basic predicatechecklist/2, two calls of the basic predicatenl/0, and two calls
of the basic predicatewrite/1.

In the following example, we visualize the spectrum of a complex predicate.

Example 4.15 (Spectrum of a complex Predicate)

?- predicate_to_spectrum((basic_gxl:gxl_color_set)/5, H).

H = [(user:apply)/2:25,
(user:assert)/1:8,
(user:checklist)/2:19,
...]

Yes

Figure 4.22 shows the spectrum of the predicategxl_color_set/5 in a histogram.
Each vertical line represents a basic predicate. The basic predicates are listed alphabeti-
cally along the x-axis. The height of each line shows how often a basic predicate is called
in the transitive closure of the predicate. The predicate ofthe example calls 53 basic
predicates.

Figure 4.22: Spectrum of a Predicate

To view the spectrum of a predicate, we call

spectrum_to_picture(?Predicate),

which opens a new picture and visualizes the spectrum of the predicatePredicate as
shown in Figure 4.22.
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Remark: A simple way to count the called basic predicates of a predicate could be to
use the Linux methodgrep, which can be used to count all occurrences of a certain
expression, e.g., in a file. But usinggrep is not sufficient to generate the spectrum of a
predicate. We need the call dependency graph to assign the calls of the basic predicates
to the corresponding predicate and to count transitive calls of basic predicates.

Classifying Predicates

We classify predicates on the basis of their spectra and assign predicates to available
modules or units of the DDK. Assigning predicates to packages has the advantage that we
can move similar predicates together into the same module orunit. Thereby, the clearness
of the source code increases and the maintenance of the source code is much easier.

In order to associate predicates to modules or units of the DDK, we first have to gen-
erate corresponding package spectra.

Defining Basic Predicates Basic predicates are predicates, which are not defined in the
source code. These are the built-in predicates, and all predicates of the level zero of the
sorting mentioned on page 124. The basic predicates are automatically determined during
the calculation of the predicate spectra, and they are asserted as facts in the temporary
database:

basic_predicate(BP, N, Packages, Direct_Calls).

In order to customize the automatically determined basic predicates, we can change or add
manually further basic predicates to the temporary database by retracting and asserting
new facts from and in the temporary database. Thereby, a factconsists of the following
arguments:

BP
is the name of the basic predicate,

N
is an according to the alphabetical order of the predicate names,

Packages
is a list, which contains the percentage allocation to the packages (modules or units),

Direct_Calls
is the number of direct calls (not transitive calls) in the whole source code. This
is equivalent to the result of a search over all source code files using the method
grep.

We have implemented a statistics, which gives an overview about all basic predicates, too.
Calling

table_basic_predicate_call_statistics(
+alphabetical|calls, +Min).
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creates a table (cf. Figure 4.23) listing the basic predicates and the respective number of
calls. Thereby, the argumentalphabetical determines that the predicates are sorted
alphabetically, and the argumentcalls determines that the predicates are sorted by the
number of calls.Min is an integer, with which we determine the minimum number of calls
which a basic predicate has to have in order to be included in the statistics. The headline
of the table shows the number of basic predicates. E.g., someof the most frequently called
basic predicates are

!, =, member, findall, write.

Figure 4.23: Number of Calls of Basic Predicates

Basic Predicate Association For each basic predicate we determine the number of di-
rect calls. We prorate the calls of each basic predicate to the packages by determining
to which packages the caller predicates belongs to. Then, wenormalize each number of
calls by dividing the number of basic predicate calls through the number of all direct calls.
For each basic predicate we retrieve a multiset

[Package_1:N_1, Package_2:N_2, ...]

of packages. Thereby,Package_i is the name of the package andN_i is the percentage
of direct calls of the basic predicate from predicates belonging to the package. Packages
containing no predicates calling the basic predicate are not listed in the multiset. All basic
predicate associations are calculated at once by calling

assign_bps_to_package(+module|unit).

The result of each basic predicate is stored in the factbasic_predicate/4, which
is mentioned above. Depending on whether we want to assign the basic predicates to
module-or unit- packages, the argument of this method ismodule, orunit.
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Example 4.16 (Basic Predicate – Unit Allocation) The allocation of the basic predi-
cate(user:checklist)/2 with respect to theunitsof the DDK looks as follows:

?- basic_predicate((user:checklist)/2, _, S, DC).

S = [ basic_algebra:6.7,
databases:1.1,
development:0.8,
nm_reasoning:3.2,
projects:32.1,
source_code_analysis:28.1,
stock_tool:15.9,
xml:12.1 ]

DC = 371

Yes

This means that 6.7 % of the 371 direct calls calling(user:checklist)/2 are from
the unitbasic_algebra, 1.1 % are from the unitdatabases, 0.8 % are from the
unitdevelopment, 3.2 % are from the unitnm_reasoning, 32.1 % are from the unit
projects, 28.1 % are from the unitsource_code_analysis, 15.9 % are from the
unitstock_tool, and 12.1 % are from the unitxml. Units having 0.0% are not listed.

The method

table_basic_predicate_call_statistics_ext(
+alphabetical|calls, +Min).

creates a table (cf. Figure 4.24) listing the basic predicates, the respective number of calls,
and the packages to which a basic predicate belongs to.

Figure 4.24: Package Association of Basic Predicates

After we have generated the predicate spectra and the classification of the basic pred-
icates, we assign each predicate to several packages. Each package has a percentage
quota, which is proportional to the number of basic predicate-calls. We retrieve the list of
package-associations calling

predicate_to_package(+module|unit, +P, -Packages).
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We determine the predicate/package association in the following way: first, we retrieve
the spectrum of the predicate. The spectrum contains the number of all called basic pred-
icates of thetransitive closureof the predicate. Then we query to which packages the
corresponding basic predicates belong to. We multiply eachpackage percentage of a
basic predicate with the number of calls of the basic predicate and then, we summarize
identical packages. At last, we normalize the package percentage.

Example 4.17 (Classifying Predicates)

?- predicate_to_package(unit, (user:writelq)/1, MS).

MS = [ library:0.129032
basic_algebra:8.3871
databases:4.45161
development:0.645161
nm_reasoning:26.1525
projects:9.80645
source_code_analysis:25.566
stock_tool:5.48387
xml:19.3783 ]

Yes

Calling

polar_diagram_predicate_package_association(
+module|unit, +Border, +Predicate).

visualizes the package-association of a predicate in a polar diagram (cf. Figure 4.25).
Thereby,module, or unit determines the package size,Border determines the min-
imum relevance of the corresponding package in percent, andPredicate is the predi-
cate, which partition we want to visualize.

Figure 4.25: Polar Diagram showing the Package Associationof a Predicate
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Called Level Sorting

We use the call dependencies between predicates in order to sort all predicates intocalled
levels. Thereby, the called level 0 contains those predicates, which are not calling further
predicates. These are, e.g., the built-in predicates, and undefined predicates. We name the
predicates of the called level 0basic predicates. The basic predicates are used to define
the spectra.

A predicate which calls another predicate, has the same or a higher level than the
called predicate. If the predicates are mutually recursive, then they belong to the same
level; otherwise, the calling predicate belongs to a higherlevel than the called predicate.
This sorting is equivalent to a topological sorting of the predicates, with the exception,
that predicates belonging to the same strongly connected component are sorted into the
same called level.

As it is not possible to generate a topological sorting on source code, which has cycles,
we first determine the strongly connected components of the considered source code (cf.
Section 4.1.2). All elements of the same strongly connectedcomponent are considered as
one predicate, having the same level in the called level sorting.

Figure 4.26 and Figure 4.27, shows the result of the sorting of the DDK. In Figure 4.26,
the first column shows the level of the sorting, the second column shows the number of
predicates, which are not called from another predicate, and the last column shows the
number of predicates belonging to this level. Predicates, which are not called could be
starting predicates of calculations or GUIs. These predicates are comparable with, e.g.,
the.exe files of aDOSoperating system.

Figure 4.26: Sorting of Predicates

In order to create the statistics table of the sorting, we just call

table_sorting.

If this is the first time we call this method, this generates two temporary databases (cf.
Section 4.2). First, it generates a database of the stronglyconnected components, if this
database does not yet exist. Second, it generates a temporary database of the sorted pred-
icates, which is used every time the table or the histogram isrequested. This temporary
database can be queried, calling the facts
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sorting(?Predicate, ?Level,
root|no_root|directive|excluded_dead_code).

The predicates can be divided into diverse categories. The last argument of the facts
determines to which category a predicate belongs to.

root
This attribute means, that the corresponding predicate is aroot in the sorted called
levels. Predicates, which have the attributeleaf are not called in the source code.
These predicates may be dead code (cf. Section 4.2.1).

no_root
This attribute means, that the corresponding predicate is not a root. These predicates
are called from other predicates in the source code.

directive
These predicates belong to the directives in the source code. The directives are not
explicitly called from another predicate in the source code, but they are executed
once after a file has been consulted.

excluded_dead_code
These are predicates, which are not called, but which are manually excluded of the
list of dead code (cf. Section 4.2.1).

To view the histogram of the predicate sorting (cf. Figure 4.27), we call

histogram_sorting.

Thereby, the dark lines represent the number of predicates belonging to a certain level
and the bright part of the line shows the number of predicates, which are not called in this
level.

Figure 4.27: Distribution of the Predicates in the Called Levels

We show the statistical distribution of the levels of a certain package, e.g., aunit, in
polar diagrams. Therefore, we call
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sorting_to_polar_diagram(
+sources|unit|module|file:?Name).

The polar diagram shows all available levels. The number of predicates in a package is
shown by the red line (cf. Figure 4.28).

Example 4.18 (Polar Diagram of the Called Levels)

called_level:sorting_to_polar_diagram(
unit:’sources/source_code_analysis’).

Figure 4.28: Distribution of the Predicates of the Called Levels of a Package

4.3.2 Package Spectra

We can visualize the number of calls from one package to all other packages in a spectrum.
In order to retrieve all outgoing calls between a package andall other packages, we have
implemented the following method:

Implementation:

1 outgoing_calls(Level:Path_1, Multiset) :-
2 rar:package_to_ps(Level:Path_1, Ps),
3 findall( Path_2,
4 ( member(P_1, Ps),
5 rar:calls(predicate:P_1, predicate:P_2),
6 rar:contains(Level:Path_2, predicate:P_2),
7 not( Path_1 = Path_2 ) ),
8 Calls ),
9 list_to_multiset(Calls, Multiset).

Line [2] retrieves all predicatesPs defined in packagePath_1. Then, we search for all
predicates, which are called from a predicate ofPs (lines [4, 5]). We determine the corre-
sponding package ofP_2 and proof, that the called predicate does not belong to the same
package (lines [6, 7]). At last, we generate a multiset.
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Figures 4.29, 4.30, 4.31, 4.32 show the number of outgoing calls of the DDK units in
diagrams. Thereby, the number in the headline of each diagram shows the internal calls
of the corresponding unit. In each unit, the maximum of callsare internal calls. Further
on, we see that the units

basic_algebra, databases, nm_reasoning, xml

are the basic units, which are called from the other units.

Figure 4.29: Calls of the Unitsbasic_algebraandnm_reasoning

Figure 4.30: Calls of the Unitsxmlanddatabases

Figure 4.33 visualizes the number of call dependencies between the units. We have
faded out edges between units, which represent only few calls.
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Figure 4.31: Calls of the Unitssource_code_analysisanddevelopment

Figure 4.32: Calls of the Unitsstock_toolandprojects

Figure 4.33: Unit Dependency Graph of the DDK in SCAV
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Slicing

"A program sliceconsists of the parts of a program that affect the values
computed at some point of interest. Such a point of interest is referred to as
a slicing criterion, and is typically specified by a location in the program in
combination with a subset of the program’s variables. The task of computing
program slices is calledprogram slicing. The original definition of a program
slice was presented by Weiser in 1979. Since then, various slightly different
notions of program slices have been proposed, as well as a number of meth-
ods to compute them. An important distinction is that between a static and
a dynamic slice. Static slices are computed without making assumptions re-
garding a program’s input, whereas the computation of dynamic slices relies
on a specific test case." [59]

Generally, in literature,program slicingis a technique to identify statements that may
influence the computation in other statements. Program slicing can be distinguished in
forward andbackwardslicing. Searching all statements, which influence a statement is
calledbackward slicing, and searching all statements, which are influenced by a statement
is calledforward slicing[27].

Our slicing method is a kind ofstatic forward program slicing. We have adapted the
general definition of program slicing as it is described, e.g., in [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 59].
We search for and extract all methods of a large software project, which can be reached
in the extended call dependency graph from a certain method.Our purpose is to have a
full functionally and stand alone part of a large software system, including all necessary
methods and variable settings. In [24], we demonstrate how we slice PROLOGsource code
using SCAV and FNQUERY/FNSELECT. If we just want to use a certain functionality of
a large software system, then we can extract the parts of a system which are necessary to
run this functionality. Reasons for obtaining a slice of a software system are debugging
and refactoring a certain part of the system or exporting methods to another system.

We start slicing with a predicate, which is responsible for acertain program function-
ality. We extract all further called predicates in the call dependency graph of the software
system, which are necessary to run the chosen predicate, andwe try to find all correspond-
ing variables, including the proper variable settings, too. Finally, we complete the slice
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by adding corresponding tests to the slice.
This may be necessary, e.g., for debugging, or if we want to make only a part of the

source code available to someone else. In order not to confuse him with all functionality
of a software system, we don’t want to give him the whole source code. We only give him
this necessary part of the source code. Therefore, we extract the parts, which belong to a
certain functionality. This kind of slicing is useful, too,if we want to port a large project
from one platform to another platform. We can port step by step parts of the source code.
In each step, we can adapt the necessary parts of a slice to thenew platform.

5.1 Basic Concepts

In the following, we first describe the method, which generates the transitive closure of a
predicate. Then, we describe the configuration and execution of the slicing method. We
have the possibility to slice more than one predicate in one step. The slicing method ap-
plies step by step – depending on the user configuration – the methods which we introduce
in Section 5.2.

Transitively Depended Predicates

In order to calculate the transitive closure of one or more predicates, we use theex-
tended predicate dependency graph(call graph for predicates) of the source code (cf.
Section 4.1). In the extended predicate dependency graph, we consider if a predicate is
called from a meta-call predicate and include these calls.

The following call, which is defined in the PROLOG moduleslice, calculates the
transitive closure. Additionally, we give the list of files,in which the predicates of the
transitive closure are defined.

slice:tc_calls(+Ps, -TC_Ps, -TC_Files),

Ps
is a list of predicates(M:P)/A, which we want to slice.

TC_Ps
contains the names of the predicates in the transitive closure, respectively, it con-
tains all predicates, from which the predicatesPs are depending.

TC_Files
contains the files, in which the resulting predicates are defined.

Slicing

In this section, we describe the configuration of the slicingmethod. In order to slice
several methods and to create a working subsystem of a large software project, we call
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slice(+XML, -Necessary_Files, -Necessary_Ps).

This call creates a subdirectory with a random generated name in the directory:

DisLog/results/slicing/

We copy all necessary files including their paths into this subdirectory. Additionally, we
create the fileslice_package.pl. This file contains theconsult directivesof all files
of the slice and it can be used in order to load the slice easily. The consulted files in the file
slice_package.pl are ordered in the proper order, as it is specified in the original
consulting order of the whole system.

XML
contains the input, e.g., the predicates, which we want to slice and some further
arguments, which specify the execution of the methods of Section 5.2. We describe
the input XML document and its DTD in the following.

Necessary_Files
This list contains the necessary files of our search having the proper consulting order
as it is specified in the original source code. The corresponding files, which declare
the predicate properties, e.g., the directives ofmultifile, discontiguous or
dynamic predicates are included, too.

Necessary_Ps
This list contains the necessary methods of our slicing.

The DTD of the XML documentXML, which configures the methodslice/3 looks as
follows:

DTD:

<!ELEMENT slice (predicates* files*)>
<!ATTLIST slice

multifile (true|false) #required
dynamic (true|false) #required
discontiguous (true|false) #required
twins (true|false) #required
current_num (true|false) #required
directives (true|false) #required
consults (true|false) #required
tests (true|false) #required>

<!ELEMENT predicates atom*>
<!ATTLIST predicates

type (include|exclude|dynamic|
multifile|discontiguous) #required>

<!ELEMENT atom EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST atom
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module CDATA #required
predicate CDATA #required
arity CDATA #required>

<!ELEMENT files file*>
<!ATTLIST files

type (include|exclude|libraries) #required>

<!ELEMENT file EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST file

path CDATA #required>

Attributes of the element<slice>:
We configure the slicing of a predicate using diverse attributes.

multifile, dynamic, discontiguous
If one of these booleans is set totrue, we are trying to find out if there exists
predicates in the slice result, which are defined asmultifile, dynamic
or discontiguous predicates. If we find such predicates, we check, if the
corresponding directives are contained in the slice resultand if not, we add the
files containing the corresponding directives to the slice result. We can skip
this search, because it is a time-consuming search.

twins, current_num
If one of these booleans is set totrue, we search for certain variables (cf.
Section 5.2) used in the slice results and add all files in which these variables
are set to the slice result. The variables for which we are looking are defined
in the body of the methodtwin_predicates_to_files/2, which is
contained in the fileslice\slicing.pl.

directives
If this boolean is set to true, we search for all directives inthe slice result and
add the files containing the rules of predicates called in thedirectives to the
slice result.

consults
If this boolean is set to true, we search for files, which are consulted in the
files of the transitive closure and we add these files to the slice.

tests
If we want to include the corresponding tests of a slice, too,we set the value of
this variabletrue. Normally, the tests of a slice are not completely contained
in the slice. Often necessary predicates of the tests, or thetest predicates
themselves are missing.

Attributes of the element<predicates>:
We differentiate between several types of predicate, whichwe can add to the slice
result or exclude from the slice result. We configure our tackusing the attribute
type. type can have the following values:
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include
All methods, which we want to slice are contained in this element.

exclude
If we want to exclude certain methods from the slice, then we list them in this
element.

dynamic, multifile, discontiguous
Methods, which we want to define additionaldynamic, multifile or
discontiguous are contained in this element. This is useful, if we de-
activated the argumentdynamic, multifile ordiscontiguous of the
element<slice> in order to save runtime. If we know, which methods have
to be defineddynamic, multifile or discontiguous, then we can
list these methods here.

Attributes of the element<files>:
We differentiate between three types of files, which we can include in the slice result
or exclude from the slice result. We configure our tack using the attributetype.
type can have the following values:

include
Files, which we want additional include to the slice result.

exclude
Files, which we want exclude from the slice result.

libraries
Files, which we want to be added to the slice result, but whichwe do not
want to be consulted, because they are libraries, which willbe loaded inde-
pendently, e.g., usinguse_module.

Example 5.1 (Slice)

?- Slice =
slice:[multi:false, dyn:false, discont:false,

twins:false, current_num:false, directives:false,
tests:true, consults:true]:[

predicates:[type:include]:[
atom:[module:user, predicate:dread, arity:3]:[],
atom:[module:user, predicate:dwrite, arity:3]:[],
atom:[module:user, predicate:’<=’, arity:2]:[]],

predicates:[type:exclude]:[],
predicates:[type:dynamic]:[
atom:[module:user, predicate:test, arity:2]:[]],

predicates:[type:multifile]:[
atom:[module:user, predicate:test, arity:2]:[]],

predicates:[type:discontiguous]:[],
files:[type:include]:[
file:[path:’library/loops.pl’]:[]],

files:[type:libraries]:[
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file:[path:’library/static_swi.pl’]:[],
file:[path:’library/lists_swi.pl’]:[]],

files:[type:exclude]:[] ],
slice:slice(Slice, Files, Preds).

Yes

Result Report about the Slicing

After we have generated a slice, we can calculate some statistics about the slice, e.g., how
many methods of the whole system are used in the slice. We display the results in percent
for eachunit, module, andfile in a table (cf. Figure 5.1).

We calculate this statistics and extend the XML hierarchy tree of Section 3.1.2 by
adding the corresponding values to the tree. Then, we display the content of theextended
XML hierarchy tree in a table. In order to generate the extended XML hierarchy tree of
the table, we need the names of the necessary files and the names of necessary predicates
of the slice. We obtain this information from the slicing method. Additionally, we need
the hierarchy tree of the system, which we obtain from the corresponding variable. The
method

statistics:tree_to_statistics_tree(+Files, +Ps,
+Tree, -Extended_Tree)

generates the extended hierarchy tree. TheextendedDTD of the tree contains the addi-
tional attributes

chosen, loc, predicates, necessary, rules

which we add to the tree elements

<system>, <sources>, <unit>, <module>, <file>.

DTD:
<!ELEMENT sub_level sub_level* file*>
<!ATTLIST sub_level

chosen CDATA #required
loc CDATA #required
predicates CDATA #required
necessary CDATA #required
rules CDATA #required
...>

<!ELEMENT file sub_level*>
<!ATTLIST file

chosen CDATA #required
loc CDATA #required
predicates CDATA #required
necessary CDATA #required
rules CDATA #required
...>
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loc
number of lines of source code included in the current tree element, which repre-
sents the system, a unit, module, or file. E.g., if the elementrepresents a file,loc
just contains the lines of source code of the file. If the element represents a mod-
ule,loc represents the sum of all loc of the corresponding files, belonging to the
module.

predicates
number of predicates included in the current tree element, which represents the
system, a unit, module, or file.

rules
number of rules included in the current tree element, which represents the system,
a unit, module, or file.

necessary
number of methods, which are necessary for the slice of this element. Not every
method of a file is necessary in the slice, because we always put the whole file to
the slice, even if only one method of the file is needed.

chosen
number of methods, which are chosen in the slice. This numberis often larger
than the necessary number of predicates, because we always summarize all meth-
ods of the files, and not single methods. Therefore, the number chosen and
predicates for files is always the same.

In order to display this statistics in a table, we call

statistics:table_slice_statistics(+Extended_Tree,
+Columns, +Limit).

Extended_Tree
contains the statistics results of theextendedXML hierarchy tree mentioned above.

Columns
is a list with an arbitrary combination of the elements

(system, ’System’),
(sources, ’Sources’),
(unit, ’Unit’),
(module, ’Module’),
(file, ’File’).

Each element determines a column, which we see in the statistics table.
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Limit
is a percentage between 0 and 100. We specify a minimum of usedpredicates in
percent. Only rows having a larger value will be shown in the table, e.g., 30 means
that only rows with a percent usage of 30 percent and more of the predicates will
be displayed in the table.

Figure 5.1: Percentage of Use of the Predicates in each Unit and Module of the Sliced
Predicate slice/3

Example 5.2 (Visualizing the Statistics Tree) The following code slices a predicate,
retrieves the source tree, transforms the tree to the statistics tree using the result of the slice
(files and predicates), sets the visualized columns and the limit and visualizes the statistics
tree in a table (cf. Figure 5.1). Thereby,Slice is, e.g., taken from Example 5.1.

?- Slice = slice:[...]:[...],
slice:slice(Slice, Files, Ps),
sca_variable_get(source_tree, Tree),
statistics:tree_to_statistics_tree(Files, Ps, Tree, E_Tree),
Columns = [(unit, ’Unit’), (module, ’Module’)],
Limit = 25,
statistics:table_slice_statistics(E_Tree, Columns, Limit).

Yes

5.2 Special PROLOG Constructs

Our slicing method is divided into several steps. Each step deals with a special PRO-
LOG construct. We consider the problems of thetest predicates, predicate properties,
variable settings, directive calls, andfurther consulted files. We describe these steps in
the following subsections. Depending on the user settings,each step can be switched on
or off. The user can determine, if he needs a certain slice functionality and if he wants to
invest some runtime in the corresponding step, or if he wantsto exclude a step from the
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processing in order to save time. In the following subsections, we describe each step in
detail.

5.2.1 Directives

It might be the case that there existdirectivesin the files of a slice. PROLOGdirectivesare
executed during consulting a file. In order to avoid error messages during consulting a file
of the slice which has directives, the methods occurring in the directives have to be sliced,
too. First, we collect all methods, which are called from directives in the slice. Then, we
delete the methods of the directives, which are already in the slice result. Finally, we slice
the remaining methods of the directives and add the result tothe slice.

It might be the case that there are directives in the added files, too. Hence, we call the
following method recursively until no further predicates are added.

directive_ps(+Necessary_Ps, +Necessary_Fs,-Ps, -Fs).

Necessary_Ps
is the result of the sliced method and contains a list of the necessary methods.

Necessary_Fs
is the result of the sliced method and contains a list of the necessary files.

Ps
this list contains the methods, which should be added to the slice result.

Fs
contains the files, which contain necessary methods for directives and which should
be added to the slice result.

Dynamic, Multifile, and Discontiguous Declarations

PROLOG source code sometimes contains declarations, which specify additional proper-
ties of a predicate, e.g.,dynamic, multifile, anddiscontiguousdeclarations. Such declara-
tions are defined in directives and look like the following example.

Example 5.3 (Predicate Declarations)

:- multifile test/2, test/3.
:- discontiguous test/2.
:- dynamic temporary_result/4.

The declarations of predicate properties can be defined anywhere in the source code. We
scan all files of the whole source code and search for directives containing the properties
dynamic, multifile anddiscontiguous. If we find such a directive, then we compare the
predicates defined in the directive and the predicates of theslice. If a predicate of the
directive is contained in the slice, then we add the file containing the declaration to the
slice. In order to find the files with necessary predicate declarations, we call
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files_defining_p_property_in_slice(
+Type, +Necessary_Files, -Files).

Type
can bedynamic, multifile or discontiguous.

Necessary_Files
is the result of the sliced method and contains a list of the necessary files.

Files
The additional files, in which predicates of the slice are defineddynamic, multifile
or discontiguousand which should be added to the slice result.

5.2.2 Consults

There exists different possibilities to summarize the filesof a software project and to pass
the files to PROLOG, such that PROLOGconsults these files. There exists a list, containing
all corresponding files of a software project. But sometimes,additional files are consulted
from a file inside the project. We assume that someone who consults a file in another
file aims something by doing this. We are able to search for additional files, which are
consulted in the files of the slice, and we can add these files tothe slice, too, no matter
whether the methods in the additional consulted files are used by the sliced method or not.
In order to find the consulted files of a given set of files, we call

consulted_files(+Files, -Consulted Files).

Files
are the files of the slice.

Consulted_Files
are the files, which are consulted from files in the slice.

5.2.3 Global Variables

It is a common technique to access variables not directly. Often a special implemented
getor setmethod is used, to get or set variable values. We call these predicate pairstwin
predicates. Twin predicates are, e.g.,

get_num/2 - set_num/2,
dislog_flag_get/2 - dislog_flag_set/2,
sca_variable_get/2 - sca_variable_set/2,
dislog_variable_get/2 - dislog_variable_set/2.
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In order to retrieve the variable settings including the values of a variable, we could search
for predicates having the prefix or suffixgetor set. But this is not a sure method, because,
it could be that someone does not use this prefix or suffix. We use a list, in which all twin
predicates are defined and we only select those twin predicates, which appear in the rules
of the transitive closure.

It could be the case that a certain variable is set in a file, which does not occur in
the transitive closure, but which is needed, if we want to runa certain method. If the
getmethod of a twin predicate appears in a file of the transitive closure, we add all files,
which contain thesetmethod of the twin predicate to the files of the transitive closure,
too.

twin_predicates_to_files(+Necessary_Ps, -Files).

Necessary_Ps
is the result of the sliced method and contains a list of the necessary predicates.

Files
are the additional files, which contain necessary twin predicates and which should
be added to the slice result.

There exists no additional configuration file for the twin predicates. The list of the current
twin predicates is written into the body of this rule.

Additionally, we search for files containing predicates, which assert the fact

current_num.

Often, in PROLOG systems, this variable is asserted or retracted without using special
methods, and sometimes, there are necessary arguments set by asserting facts with the
namecurrent_num.

find_files_containing_current_num(
+Necessary_Ps, -Files).

The argumentsNecessary_Ps andFiles are analogous to the arguments mentioned
above.

5.2.4 Test Predicates

It is a common technique to addtest predicatesto a software project. These predicates
test the correct working of important methods. In order to besure that a method works
correct and that we do not change the behavior of a method, especially after refactoring a
method, we need these tests. Slicing a method causes that thecorresponding tests of the
method are missing. All tests of the sliced methods are no more or not completely present
in the slice, and have to be added in a separate step again.
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In the DDK, most tests have the predicate nametest/2. Just slicing the method
test/2 causes that we retrieve all tests of all methods. If the testsare defined in one
file, we cannot extract the corresponding tests of a sliced method. However, this is not
probably. Hence, we assume that the corresponding tests of asliced method are written in
an own file. In order to retrieve only the tests, which belong to a certain sliced method, we
first calculate the slice without the test predicates. Having a list of all necessary methods,
we create abackward sliceof these methods. This means, we search for all methods
iteratively, which call one of the methods belonging to the slice result. Then, we search
this result for methods with the predicate nametest/2, and keep in mind, in which files
the test methods are defined.

The result of this procedure contains only test predicates,having a high probability in
belonging to the slice. After this, we search for all methods, which are called by these test
methods, considering the files, in which these tests are defined. In the next step, we slice
the resulting methods, which are called by the located test predicates.

Sometimes, we get some more test predicates than necessary;if further tests are de-
fined in a file in which a necessary test predicate of the slice is defined, then these tests
are added to the slice, too, even though they are not belonging to the sliced method.
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Visualization of Source Code
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V ISUR is used to visualize results, such as graphs, diagrams or tables. E.g., VISUR
can be used to visualize call dependencies between methods or packages, links of web-
sites, and DTDs in the hierarchy browser. We explain how to construct and visualize
PROLOG call dependency graphs and cross references between packages.

Figure 2: VISUR

GXL is a general Graph eXchange Language, which is used to exchange graphs be-
tween diverse programs. Using GXL , we can export graphs to other tools, execute tool
specific calculations and import the result into VISUR. The graphs are represented by
XML elements for their nodes and edges, respectively.

There are various methods for transforming a GXL document into another document.
We have implemented methods for layouting graphs, validating, deleting or highlighting
nodes or edges, and merging nodes into a single node. The transformations are configured
by XML documents. Figure 3 shows a GXL graph with integrated bar charts as node
symbols.

Figure 3: A Graph with Bar Charts
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V ISUR To visualize a GXL document, we have implemented the classpicture. We can
configure pop-up menus for each node, edge or the picture. We can extract the GXL

document of a visualized graph in an arbitrary picture. VISUR visualizes the hierarchy
of the source code in a hierarchy browser (left side in Figure2). We have chosen parts of
this hierarchy to perform methods on parts of the source code. Each item of the hierarchy
browser contains a pop-up menu, which allows certain actions, which are adapted to the
type of the chosen item. The content of a chosen file is visualized in the right window.

V ISUR can be used in a wide area of source code visualization and reasoning. Hav-
ing a suitable XML representation of the source code, e.g., PROLOGML, JAML [12] or
PHPML [14], and having adapted basic methods, we apply methods for visualization,
statistics, code reasoning, and refactoring. We generate cross reference graphs between
different packages. In order to visualize dependency graphs containing meta calls, we
have defined the extended Rule/Goal graph. Figure 5.2 shows, e.g., the meta-call predi-
catefindall/3, which is called bycalls_uu/2 and bycalls_uu_reduce/3. Pred-
icates belonging to the group of meta-call predicates are able to call other predicates in
their arguments. We have extended the rule/goal graph in order to include meta-calls.
We show a visualization of rule based knowledge representedby XML documents. Fi-

calls_uu_reduce/3

rar_graphs

findall/3

(>)/2

calls_uu/2

rar_graphs

findall/3

calls_uu_pred/2

rar_graphs

calls_fp/3

rar_graphs

defines_or_calls_fp/4

rar_graphs(:=)/2

defines_fp/3

rar_graphs

path_extract/3

(=\=)/2 length/2

unit/1

edges_to_reduced_graph/2

Figure 5.2: Extended Rule/Goal Graph in VISUR

nally, we visualize ER diagrams, and DTDs and give some ideas how to visualize HTML

documents.
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A Graph Library Based on G XL

We have implemented a Graph library based on GXL , which can treat graphs in GXL

documents [19, 64]. There are different possibilities to obtain GXL documents, e.g., GXL

documents can be the export result of a graph visualization tool, it can be the result of
calculations of SCAV based on the PROSORE database (cf. Chapter 3, Chapter 7), or it
can be a manually created graph saved in a file.

"GXL is a general Graph eXchange Language in XML , which is designed
to be a standard exchange format for graphs. GXL is an XML sublanguage
and the syntax is given by a XML DTD (Document Type Definition). This
exchange format offers an adaptable and flexible means to support interoper-
ability between graph-based tools." [64]

The library GXL has been used in several applications; e.g., the diploma thesis [14], [68]
use the GXL library in order to visualize graphs.

We have extended the GXL DTD and implemented multiple methods, which operate
on GXL documents, e.g., generating a graph, calculating different layouts for graphs, sav-
ing and loading GXL documents or visualizing the embedded graph of a GXL document in
an XPCEpicture. In order to use GXL documents together with other tools, our extensions
can be easily added or extracted.

All X ML documents, which are passed to PROLOG methods, are represented in field
notation.

6.1 Layout of Extended GXL Documents

The GXL DTD can be extended by redefining certain entities of the GXL DTD, which are
specially designed for this purpose. Each extension, is embedded in the newly defined
element<prmtr>. If we want to get a pure GXL document, then we just have to remove
all <prmtr> elements from the GXL document. In the following subsection, we describe
the main parts of the original GXL DTD, and we describe our specific extensions of the
GXL DTD. For further details on a pure GXL document and the original DTD of a GXL
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document see [19, 64]. In Section 6.1.1, we give, among otherthings, an example of a
default GXL document including our extensions.

6.1.1 The GXL Document Extensions for Layout

We extend the three main GXL elements<gxl>, <node> and<edge>. Using the
extensions of these elements allows us to configure the layout of the nodes, the edges and
the picture. Furthermore, we define user defined menus and pop-ups, as well as diverse
actions, which will be executed by clicking on a picture, node or edge. In the following
subsections, we describe the extended GXL elements with their new attributes including
all configuration possibilities.

The Extended <gxl> Element

The body of a GXL document is enclosed in<gxl> tags. All further elements are em-
bedded in these<gxl> tags. Some elements of a GXL document containIDs. In our
SWI-PROLOG implementation of the GXL library, all IDs have to beatomic. It will cause
failures, if an ID is atermor anunbound variable.

Example 6.1 (Parts of a GXL document)

<?xml version=’1.0’ encoding=’ISO-8859-1’ ?>
<gxl ...>

<graph ...>
<node ...>...</node>
...
<edge ...>...</edge>
...

</graph>
</gxl>

The elements<node> and<edge> have further subelements. In particular, they can
nest the element<graph> in their tags. This means, e.g., a GXL node can have further
embedded graphs. The GXL specification of the element<gxl> contains more elements.
The complete DTD of a GXL document can be downloaded and realized on the website
of [64].

For our purposes, we add the element<prmtr> to the element<gxl> by redefin-
ing the parameter entity%gxl-extension;. The element<prmtr> contains the at-
tributeslabel, width, height, mouse_click, andbackground. We specify the
layout of the visualization window with these attributes.

DTD:

<ENTITY % graph-extension "prmtr?">
<!ELEMENT prmtr EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST prmtr
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label CDATA #implied
width CDATA #implied
height CDATA #implied
mouse_click CDATA #implied
background CDATA #implied>

label
contains the headline of the visualization window/picture.

width
is an integer, which determines the width of the visualization window/picture.

height
is an integer, which determines the height of the visualization window/picture.

mouse_click
is a reference to the attributealias of the element<mouse_clicks> in a sec-
ond XML document. This XML configurationdocument contains common param-
eters and defines, e.g., menus, pop-ups, and mouse clicks of apicture, edge symbol
or node symbol. In this case, the XML configuration document defines the mouse
click actions of the picture and the pop-up windows, which appear by a right mouse
click on the picture. The value of this attribute can be composed of integers and
letters. We describe the element<mouse_clicks> of the XML configuration
document in Appendix B.2.

The GXL document and the XML configuration document are passed to the visual-
ization method and are appended to the visualizing window/picture. We can retrieve
these documents any time from the picture (cf. Section 6.4.2, page 200).

background
determines the background color of the visualization window. Color can be either
an alias name or a RGB value in hexadecimal format. RGB values have the format
colour(HEX), e.g.,colour(’#FF0000’) for red.

We can get a list of proper color alias’ using the demo tool of SWI-PROLOG. To
start this tool, we callmanpce in the PROLOG command line, then we choose the
menuFile and thenDemo programs. At last, we choose the itemColours
and we click the buttonOpen.

The <graph> Element A GXL document can contain several<graph> elements.
Nodes and edges of a given graph are defined by the<node> and<edge> elements
(listed in any order), which can be addressed by their attributeid. In the specification of
GXL , it is not allowed to make references between node IDs of different graphs, even if
they are contained in the same GXL document. We do not change the original GXL DTD

of the element<graph>.
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The Extended <node> Element

Analogously to the element<gxl>, we add the element<prmtr> to the embedded ele-
ments of the element<node> by redefining the parameter entity%node-extension;.
Some of the attributes of the element<prmtr> are required in order to visualize the
graph. Others are optional. The value of the attributeid of the element<node> must be
unique. In PROLOG, the value of the attributeid has to be atomic.

Example 6.2 (GXL node)

<node id="node_1">
<prmtr mouse_click="node"

handles="node" color="grey" size="medium"
symbol="circle" x_pos="60" y_pos="40">

<string bubble="Bubble" font_style="(times, roman, 12)">
This is the label of the node

</string>
</prmtr>

</node>

The DTD of the element<prmtr> of a node looks as follows:

DTD:

<ENTITY % node-extension "prmtr">
<!ELEMENT prmtr string chart?>
<!ATTLIST prmtr

symbol (circle|box|rhombus|
honeycomb|triangle|
no_symbol|text_in_box|
text_in_ellipse|chart|CDATA) #required

size (small|medium|large|CDATA) #required
color CDATA #required
mouse_click CDATA #implied
handles CDATA #implied
x_pos CDATA #implied
y_pos CDATA #implied>

<!ELEMENT string #CDATA>
<!ATTLIST string

bubble CDATA #implied
font_style CDATA #implied>

<!ELEMENT chart bar+>
<!ATTLIST chart

type (v_bar_graph|h_bar_graph) #required>

<!ELEMENT bar EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST bar

height CDATA #required
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color CDATA #required
position CDATA #required>

The Element <prmtr> contains the following attributes. These attributes are required:

symbol
can be either a filename of a picture (gif or jpg) with absolutepath, or it can be
one of the following symbol names:chart, circle, rhombus, honeycomb,
triangle, no_symbol, text_in_box, text_in_ellipse, andbox. If
we usechart, a configurable chart diagram will be shown as symbol of the node.
We can specify this chart diagram in the subelement<chart> of the element
<prmtr>.

size
If the attributesymbol is a filename of a picture, then the value of the attribute
size can be either a decimal number or a pair of numbers. If it is a decimal
number between 0 and 100, then the size of the symbol will be scaled in percent
referring to this number.

If it is a pair of numbers, e.g.,size="(34, 45)", it determines the x and y
length of the picture in pixels. The symbol will be scaled to this absolute pixel size.
If one value of the pair is unbound, then the symbol will be resized proportionally
to the bound value.

If the specific symbol names mentioned above are used, then this attribute can be
either an integer or one of the following aliases:small, medium, large. The
numerical values of these aliases are defined in the XML configuration document
(cf. Appendix B.2), which is – beyond the GXL document – passed to the visu-
alization method, too. We can add further aliases for different sizes to this XML

configuration document, which we can use, in the GXL document.

color
determines the color of the symbol, if the specific symbol names are used. The
value of the color is analogous to the background color (cf. attributebackground,
page 147). If we use a picture for the symbol, this attribute is ignored.

The following attributes of the element<prmtr> are optional:
mouse_click

This attribute is – analogous to the elementmouse_click of the element<gxl>
(cf. page 147) – a reference to an XML configuration document.

handles
is a reference to the attributealias of the element<handles> of an XML con-
figuration document (the same XML configuration document as mentioned by the
attributemouse_click). The value can be composed of integers and letters. The
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XML configuration document defines the positions of the anchor points of a node.
The edges are mounted on these anchor points. We describe thecorresponding
element<handles> of the XML configuration document in Appendix B.2.

x_pos, y_pos
is the X and the Y position of the node. Each value is an integer. Negative values
are allowed. The point (0, 0) is located on the upper left corner of the visualization
window. If one of the attributesx_pos or y_pos is not set, then this coordinate
of the node will be set to a randomly value.

The Element <string> contains the attributesbubble andfont_style. The text
of the attributebubble appears in a bubble for some seconds, when the mouse pointer
points on a node and is not moved.

The attributefont_style defines the font style. It is a triple with the following
format:(Font, Format, Size).
Font

can becourier, helvetica, screen, times.

Format
can bebold, italic, roman, oblique.

Size
is an integer. Not all combinations betweenSize andFont are possible. Common
values forSize are10, 12, 14, 18, 24.

Example 6.3 (The Element <string>)

<string bubble="Example 1" font_style=(screen, roman, 10)>
Example of defining a font style

</string>
<string bubble="Example 2" font_style=(times, italic, 14)>

Example of defining a font style
</string>

The text embedded in the element<string> contains the label of the node. Each new
line will be written in a new line under the symbol of the node.

The Element <chart> Visualizing a node, the symbol of a node can be a small chart,
too. The element<chart> defines a chart diagram as symbol of a node (cf. Figure 6.1).
The element<chart> has the attributetype and the optional elements<bar>.

type
The attributetype specifies the position of the bars in the chart. It can be a vertical
or a horizontal bar chart. The value of the attributetype is v_bar_graph for
vertical bars andh_bar_graph for horizontal bars.

A chart element can have several subelements<bar>.
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The Element <bar> Each bar in the chart is defined through the subelement<bar>.
The appearance of a bar is determined through the attributesheight, color, and
position.

height
is an integer, which determines the height (vertical bar) orlength (horizontal bar)
of the bar in pixel.

color
Each bar can have a certain color. The value of the color is analogous to the back-
ground color (cf. attributebackground, page 147).

position
is an integer, which defines the position of the bar relative to the first bar. Thereby,
the position of the first bar is0. If we want to place a further bar beside the first bar,
the position number is1. We can place a further bar on the first bar, too. The second
bar overlaps the first bar. If the length of the first bar is larger than the second bar,
we see the rest of the first bar, too. In Figure 6.1, we see that the blue bar overlaps
the white bar.

Example 6.4 (Chart as Node-symbol)

<chart type="v_bar_graph">
<bar height="67" color="white" position="0"/>
<bar height="44" color="blue" position="0"/>
<bar height="44" color="red" position="1"/>
<bar height="23" color="green" position="2"/>

</chart>

Figure 6.1: A Graph with Integrated Bar Charts as Node Symbol
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The Extended <edge> Element

We add the element<prmtr> to the specification of a GXL edge by redefining the pa-
rameter entity%edge-extension;. There exists the same restrictions for the attribute
id of an edge as for nodes. The value of the attributeid of the element<edge> must
be unique and theid has to be atomic. The example below shows a GXL edge with the
extension<prmtr>.

Example 6.5 (GXL Edge)

<edge id="edge_1" from="node_1" to="node_2">
<prmtr mouse_click="edge"

arrows="both" color="black" pen="2" weight="5"
first_arrow="arrow_1" second_arrow="arrow_2">

<calls/>
<string bubble="Edge">

Label of the edge
</string>

</prmtr>
</edge>

The DTD of the element<prmtr> of an edge looks as follows:

DTD:

<ENTITY % edge-extension "prmtr">
<!ELEMENT prmtr string calls?>
<!ATTLIST prmtr

arrows (none|first|second|both) #required
color CDATA #required
pen CDATA #required
first_arrow CDATA #implied
second_arrow CDATA #implied
mouse_click CDATA #implied
weight CDATA #implied>

<!ELEMENT string #CDATA>
<!ATTLIST string

bubble CDATA #implied
font_style CDATA #implied>

<!ELEMENT calls call*>

<!ELEMENT call* #CDATA>
<!ATTLIST call

from CDATA #implied
to CDATA #implied>
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The Element <prmtr> contains the following attributes. These attributes are required:

arrows
determines, if the arrows of the edge are shown. The following values are allowed:
none, first, second, andboth. none shows no arrows,first shows an
arrow at the beginning of the edge,second shows an arrow at the end of the edge
andboth shows an arrow at the beginning and at the end of the edge.

color
determines the color of the edge. The value of the color is analogous to the back-
ground color (cf. attributebackground, page 147).

pen
is an integer, which determines the thickness of the edge line.

The following attributes of the element<prmtr> are optional:

mouse_click
This attribute is – analogous to the elementmouse_click of the element<gxl>
(cf. page 147) – a reference to an XML configuration document.

first_arrow, second_arrow
These attributes refer to the attributealias of the element<arrow> of an XML

configuration document (the same XML configuration document as mentioned by
the attributemouse_click). The value can be composed of letters and integers.

The XML configuration document defines the appearance of an arrow. The attribute
first_arrow defines the appearance of the arrow at the beginning of an edge,
and the attributesecond_arrow defines the appearance of the arrow at the end
of an edge.

It is not necessary to specify the arrows of an edge. If the attributefirst_arrow
or the attributesecond_arrow is missing in the element<prmtr> and the at-
tributearrows of the element<prmtr> has the valuefirst, second orboth,
then the standard arrows will be used. We describe the corresponding element
<arrows> in detail in Appendix B.2.

weight
We can give each edge a certain weighting. Some methods use the value of the
attributeweight as a criteria in order to decide whether to, e.g., fade out an edge
or to mark the edge with a certain color (cf. Section 6.3.2 andSection 6.3.3).

The Element <string> of the element<edge> is analogous to the element<string>
of the element<node> (cf. Section 6.1.1, page 150).
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The Element <calls> is only used in some call graphs. This element has no attributes.
It has the optional subelement<call>. Each subelement<call> contains information
about which calls from the source node to the target node the edge is representing. E.g., in
a module dependency graph, the subelement<call> contains information about which
predicates of a file in the module, which is represented through the starting node of the
edge, are calling which predicates of another file of anothermodule, which is represented
though the target node of the edge.

The Element <call> contains information about which predicates from a file callwhich
predicates of another file. The element<call> contains the following attributes:

from
contains information about the source file, and

to
contains information about the target file.

In the content of the element<call>, the called predicates are listed.

Example 6.6 (The Element <calls>)

<calls>
<call from="file_handling.pl" to="input_output.pl">
(user:concat_file_and_name)/3-(user:read_file_to_string)/2
(user:concat_files)/3-(user:read_file_to_string)/2
...

</call>
...

</calls>

The Default GXL Configuration

We store a default GXL document containing our GXL extensions in a file associated to
the aliasgxl_presettings (cf. Appendix A.5). The associated file can be changed
by the user at any time. The settings of this GXL document are used to complete an
incomplete GXL document, or to retrieve a GXL document from an arbitrary picture. If
GXL elements or attributes in a GXL document are missing, then we query necessary GXL

elements from the default GXL document and add them to the new GXL document. We
explain the corresponding methods, which use the default settings in Section 6.2.3, 6.3.1
and 6.4.2. In Appendix D.3, we present a copy of the default GXL document.

To retrieve the location of the default file, we call the method

alias_to_default_file(gxl_presettings, -File).

Starting the SCAV, the corresponding file is consulted and the PROLOG fact

gxl_presettings(-GXL)
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is asserted. This fact contains the default GXL document represented in field notation.
The fact is queried by all corresponding methods, which complete an incomplete GXL

document. If the file containing the default GXL settings is changed, then we reload the
new content into this fact by calling

load_gxl_presettings.

We can also choose another default GXL document. We load the content of another file
into the factgxl_presettings/1 calling the method

load_gxl_presettings(+File).

Again, the content of the file is stored in the factgxl_presettings/1. The previous
content is deleted.

In order to get an element of the default GXL settings, we call

gxl_presetting(+Type, -Gxl).
gxl_presetting(+Type, ?ID, -Gxl).

gxl_presetting/2 returns a GXL element of the typeType. The following values
of Type are possible:

gxl
returns the complete default GXL document.

head
returns the part of the GXL document, in which the element<prmtr> and the
element<graph> without node or edges is embedded.

head_pure
returns only the header of the GXL document and the element<prmtr>.

graph
returns the element<graph> containing a node and an edge element.

node
returns the element<node> and

edge
returns the element<edge> of the default GXL document.

gxl_presetting/3 does the same, but we can set or receive the attributeid of the
elements<graph>, <node>, and<edge>. If the attributeid is not set, then it is
generated using

gensym(id_, ID).

The attributesx_pos andy_pos of a node element are always set to random integers
between 0 and 300.
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Example 6.7 (Retrieving GXL Presettings)

?- gxl_presetting(head, id, Gxl).

Gxl =
gxl:[’xmlns:xlink’:’http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink’]:[
prmtr:[label:’Default GXL’, width:450, height:400,

background:white, mouse_click:picture]:[],
graph:[edgeids:true, edgemode:directed,

hypergraph:false, id:id]:[]]

Yes

6.1.2 Layout Methods

In order to layout a graph, we have several possibilities: depending on the size of the
graph, we can use internal layout algorithms, a built-in layout algorithm, which is offered
by SWI-PROLOG, or external layout algorithms. The internal algorithms are especially
useful for hierarchical graphs, e.g., trees. The external layout algorithms are for all other
graphs and can be configured for certain layout purposes.

We have implemented the abstract method

gxl_to_gxl(+Actions, +Gxl_1, -Gxl_2).

which transforms a GXL document in depending on the XML configuration document
Actions. We use this abstract method in Section 6.3 for further transformations. In
order to layout a GXL document, we have to set the configuration documentActions
as it is described in the following subsections. For each node, the layout algorithms add
or change the x- and the y-position in the XML documentGxl_1. The resulting XML

document isGxl_2. This method is not only used for layouting. Other transformation
are performed, too, depending on the XML configuration documentActions. In the
following, we explain how to configure the XML document, in order to determine the
layout algorithm, and we describe how to set possible parameters of the layout algorithm
in the XML document.

The Internal G XL Graph Layouter

We have implemented some basic tree layout algorithms.
We call

gxl_to_gxl(+Actions, +Gxl_1, -Gxl_2)

wherebyActions is an XML document.
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Example 6.8 (The Element <actions>)

<actions>
<action name="layout">

<gxl_layout mode="bfs" x_start="10" y_start="10"
x_step="50" y_step="50" y_variance="10">
<roots>

<node id="id_1"/>
...

</roots>
</gxl_layout>

</action>
</actions>

The corresponding DTD of the configuration looks as follows:

DTD:

<!ELEMENT action gxl_layout>
<!ATTLIST action

name layout #required>

<!ELEMENT gxl_layout roots?>
<!ATTLIST gxl_layout

mode (bfs|bfs_inv|dfs|dfs_inv|xpce|
dot|twopi|neato|circo|fdp) #required

x_start CDATA #required
y_start CDATA #required
x_step CDATA #required
y_step CDATA #required
y_variance CDATA #required>

<!ELEMENT roots node+>

<!ELEMENT node EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST node

id CDATA #required>

The Element <gxl_layout> We can set the following attributes of this element:
mode

selects between different layout algorithms. In order to execute one of the self im-
plemented layout algorithms,mode can bebfs, bfs_inv, dfs, ordfs_inv (cf.
Figure 6.2, 6.3).bfs, bfs_inv creates a tree layout using abreadth first search
algorithm, anddfs, dfs_inv creates a tree layout using adepth first searchalgo-
rithm. The additional suffix_inv means that thex andy values are interchanged.
This effects that ones the graph runs from top to bottom, and others, the graph runs
from left to right. The four algorithms use the subelements<node> of the element
<roots>, if available, as starting nodes. Otherwise, the root nodeswill be deter-
mined by the algorithms themselves. These layout algorithms are implemented in
SWI-PROLOG.
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We can use external layout algorithms, too. If theGraph Visualization Software
graphviz [11] is installed, further possible values ofmode aredot, twopi,
neato, circo, andfdp (only for Unix based systems). Using the external lay-
outer graphviz, the following steps are processed: first theGXL document will be
transformed into thedigraph/dotformat, whichgraphviz accepts as input graph
format. The digraph will be saved in a temporary file. After this, the layouter is
called with the temporary file as input argument. The layouter calculates the layout
and saves the new layout information in a second temporary file. The layout infor-
mation has thesvgformat. We read this file, get the layout information and write
them into the original GXL document, which we display in the picture. At the end
of this section and in Section 6.1.2, we describe further layout methods.

x_start
sets the x-position of the first node (only used by the self implemented layout algo-
rithms).

y_start
sets the y-position of the first node (only used by the self implemented layout algo-
rithms).

x_step
sets the x-distance to the next node (only used by the self implemented layout algo-
rithms).

y_step
sets the y-distance to the next node (only used by the self implemented layout algo-
rithms).

y_variance
The y-distances between the nodes are split into 6 intervalsbetween the borders
y_step - 3 * y_variance andy_step + 3 * y_variance. This ef-
fects that the text of nodes does not overlap each other, because it is staggered (only
used by the self implemented layout algorithms).

Figure 6.2: File Dependency Graph of the Module Slice: BFS Layout
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Figure 6.3: File Dependency Graph of the Module Slice: DFS Layout

The Element <roots> This element contains multiple node IDs, which will be used as
initial nodes. If this element is missing, then we determinethe roots automatically. The
element<roots> is only used by the internal layout algorithmsbfs, bfs_inv, dfs,
or dfs_inv.

The SWI -PROLOG Layout Algorithm

After a graph is displayed in a picture, we can apply a furtherlayout algorithm to the
nodes of the picture, which does not use the underlying GXL document:

xpce_graph_layout(xpce, +Picture).

xpce is a layout algorithm implemented by Jan Wielemaker (cf. Figure 6.4). This layout
algorithm is written in SWI-PROLOG. It only works on the node addresses of a picture.
Therefore, the new coordinates of the nodes are not yet savedin the GXL document,
but we have implemented the methodpicture_to_gxl/3 to transfer the nodes and
edges of a picture to a GXL document, including the node positions in the picture (cf.
Section 6.4.2, page 200).

The callxpce_graph_layout/2 can be used together with the othermode argu-
ments described above. Using another argument thanxpce, the call

xpce_graph_layout(+Mode, +Picture)

first writes the nodes and edges of a picture into a GXL document. Then it layouts the
graph. After this, it clears the picture and at last, it visualizes the graph with the new layout
in the picture. Summarized,Mode can bebfs, bfs_inv, dfs, dfs_inv, xpce, dot,
twopi, neato, circo, andfdp.

The External Visualization Tools or Layouter

In order to use an external visualization tool, e.gGXLGraphpad [33], we can separate
the pure GXL elements and the additional elements of our GXL document in an extra file.
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Figure 6.4: File Dependency Graph of the Module Slice: XPCE Layout

We receive two documents, one with pure GXL (GXL document) and a second with all
elements of our GXL extension (layout document). The corresponding elements of each
document are referenced by their IDs. This allows us to mergethe two documents again
later.

Separating Layout and GXL In order to separate the layout information from a GXL

document, we call one of the following methods:

gxl_to_gxl(+Actions, +Gxl_1, -Gxl_2).
gxl_to_gxl(+Actions, +Gxl_1, -Layout, -Gxl_2).

In this case, the configurationActions only contains the element<action> with the
attributename="separate_gxl_and_layout".

Example 6.9 (The Element <actions>)

<actions>
<action name="separate_gxl_and_layout"/>

</actions>

Gxl_1
is a GXL document including our GXL extensions.

Layout
is the resulting XML document containing only our GXL extensions of the docu-
mentGxl_1. In other words, this XML document contains only the<prmtr>-
elements.

The DTD of this XML layout document looks as follows:
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DTD:

<!ELEMENT gxl_layout gxl? layout*>

<!ELEMENT gxl prmtr>
<!ATTLIST gxl

id #required>

<!ELEMENT layout prmtr>
<!ATTLIST gxl

id #required>

Each element<prmtr> is a copy of the corresponding element<prmtr> of the
GXL document. Each element pair contains the same IDs.

Gxl_2
is a pure GXL document without any foreign elements, which can be used in exter-
nal tools.

We can use this pure GXL document in an external visualization tool. If this tool is able
to calculate a layout for the nodes and save this layout in a file in XML format, we can
extract these layout information and add them to our layout document or to our original
GXL document. The node positions of the original document will be replaced.

Merging Layout and GXL We can merge the layout document and the pure GXL doc-
ument again:

gxl_to_gxl(+Actions, +Gxl_1, +Layout, -Gxl_2).

In this case, the configurationActions contains the element<action> with the at-
tributename="merge_gxl_and_layout".

Example 6.10 (The Element <actions>)

<actions>
<action name="merge_gxl_and_layout"/>

</actions>

Gxl_1
is a GXL document with or without our GXL extensions. We recommend to use
the GXL document with our GXL extension, if we want to merge the layout infor-
mation of an external layout tool. If we want to merge a layoutdocument, which
we generated ourself usinggxl_to_gxl/4, we recommend to use the pure GXL

document. Doing so, we avoid missing or double entries in theresulting GXL doc-
ument.
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Layout
is an XML document containing the node positions. We can process the layout in-
formation, which are generated from our separation method,or which are generated
by GXLGraphpad, or which are in thesvgformat.

Gxl_2
is the merged GXL document.

6.2 Basic Methods for GXL Documents

We have implemented multiple methods, which operate on GXL documents. In this sec-
tion, we describe the basic methods. These methods do not return a GXL document. The
input of the method is a GXL document, and the results are either booleans or lists, con-
taining the IDs of nodes and edges. In Section 6.3, we describe methods, which return
modified GXL documents. These methods build on the methods of this section.

Extended Reading and Writing for GXL Documents

We have extended the methods of the field notation, which reador write an XML docu-
ment into or from a file. In the following sections, we explainhow to use the read and
write methods together with GXL documents.

Reading a GXL Document from a File

In order to load a GXL document from a file and to represent the content in field notation,
we use

dread(xml(+Attribute_Types), +File, -Gxl).

We specify theattribute typeof an XML document using the argument

Attribute_Types = dtd:[a_1:V_1, a_2:V_2, ...]:[],

or

Attribute_Types = Alias.

Thereby, the argumentAttribute_Types can either be in field notation, containing
the specification itself, or it can be an alias of a predefined attribute type specification. For
each attribute of an XML document, we specify the corresponding type in the following
format (cf. Example 6.11). The attributes consists of a listof attribute name and type
pairs.

Attribute_Name:Type.

Each pair of this list defines the type of an attribute of the read XML document.
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Example 6.11 (Attribute Types)

<dtd size="int" prmtrs="list" font_style="sequence"/>

The default type of each attribute isatom. This means, if anattribute typeof an attribute
is not specified, it will be transformed to anatom. Thereby,terms, lists, sequencesand
integerswill be set intoapostrophes. We specify the following types:

int
used in order to specify that the corresponding attribute value is an integer.

term
used in order to specify that the corresponding attribute value is a term.

list
used in order to specify that the corresponding attribute value is a list in squared
brackets.

sequence
used in order to specify that the corresponding attribute value is a sequence in paren-
thesis.

Example 6.12 (Attribute Types) We read the file’graph.gxl’, containing a GXL

graph and parse the attributes into the corresponding typesgiven inDTD:

?- File = ’graph.gxl’,
DTD = dtd:[size:int, color:term, font_style:sequence]:[],
dread(xml(DTD), File, Gxl).

Gxl = gxl:[...]:[
graph:[]:[

node:[id:...]:[
prmtr:[color:colour(35, 84, 84), size:24, ...]:[

string:[font_style:(times, roman, 18)]:[...] ] ],
...

Yes

Otherwise,color, size, andfont_style would be atoms.

?- File = ’graph.gxl’,
dread(xml, File, Gxl).

Gxl = gxl:[...]:[
graph:[]:[

node:[id:...]:[
prmtr:[color:’colour(35, 84, 84)’, size:’24’, ...]:[

string:[font_style:’(times, roman, 18)’]:[...] ] ],
...

Yes
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Instead of the XML documentAttribute_Types we can use an alias of a predefined
attribute specification, too. The corresponding attributespecification of each alias is de-
fined in the file

source_code_analysis/common/alias_to_dtd.pl

and can be extended. The following aliases for attribute specifications already exist:

gxl_graph, gxl_presettings, gxl_config,
visur_config, visur_browser, config_arrow_types,
hierarchy_browser_config, alias_browser, file_history.

In order to load a GXL document, we usually use the aliasgxl_graph.

Example 6.13 (Reading an XML Document) Reading an XML document, using the
predefined attribute type specificationgxl_graph.

?- dread(xml(gxl_graph), ’gxl_graph.gxl’, Gxl).

Gxl = ...

Yes

Remark: A GXL document can be loaded into a PROLOG variable without using an
attribute type specification:

dread(xml, +File, -Gxl).

But then, it is necessary that we convert the type of some attributes fromatom to int,
term, or sequence, ourself. We also have to pay attention to the fact thatdread/3
used without the argumentDTD_Types, encloses the resulting term in squared brackets,
e.g.,

Gxl = [xml:[...]:[...]]

instead of

Gxl = xml:[...]:[...].

Remark: We can split large XML documents into an XML main documentand several
XML sub-documents. We refer to the XML sub-documents using the attributeref. ref
contains the name of the file, containing the XML sub-document. In the XML main doc-
ument, the XML element with the attributeref will be completely replaced by the XML

sub-document.
This is useful, if we use several, different XML documents for configuring diverse

tools, but which have some common elements. If we want to share a certain part of the
configuration in all XML documents, we spare to replicate the same parts of the XML
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documents again and again. Even if we want to use the same partof an XML docu-
ment several times in one XML document, it is useful just to reference the repeating part.
Thereby, the referenced filename is either an absolute path or a path relative to the path of
the XML main document.

dread only includes further referenced documents, if it is used together with the
argumentAttribute_Types.

Example 6.14 (XML Documents with References) We have two XML documents.
The XML documentXML_Main contains all main elements which are not shared with
other XML documents. The XML documentXML_Sub contains elements, which are
shared from several other XML documents or which can be found several times in an XML

document. Using the methoddread/3 together with the argumentDTD_Types embeds
the XML documentXML_Sub in the XML documentsXML_Main at the corresponding
position.

XML documentXML_Main

<?xml version=’1.0’ encoding=’ISO-8859-1’ ?>
<config>
<gxl_layout .../>
<mouse_clicks ref="mouse_clicks.xml"/>
...

</config>

XML documentXML_Sub

<?xml version=’1.0’ encoding=’ISO-8859-1’ ?>
<mouse_clicks>
<mouse_click alias=...>
...
</mouse_click>
...

</mouse_clicks>

Resulting XML document:

<?xml version=’1.0’ encoding=’ISO-8859-1’ ?>
<config>
<gxl_layout .../>
<mouse_clicks>

<mouse_click alias=...>
...
</mouse_click>
...

</mouse_clicks>
...

</config>
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Writing a G XL Document into a File

In order to save a GXL document in a file, we use

dwrite(xml_2, +File, +Gxl).

Instead of the argumentxml_2, other values are possible, too, which are specialized to
save other kinds of documents. But onlydwrite/3 used with the argumentxml_2
saves a GXL document in a proper way.

6.2.1 Correctness of GXL Documents

Before using an imported GXL document, it is recommendable to check the correctness of
the GXL document. It is also recommendable to check a GXL document before exporting
it. Therefore, we have implemented several methods, which check a GXL document
for obvious faults, which could cause problems during processing or visualizing a GXL

document.

Verifying IDs

We use the node- and edge-IDs of a GXL document in order to generate a corresponding
XPCEaddress of a node- or edge object of a picture. These XPCEobject-addresses have
to be atomic. For this reason, the IDs of a GXL document in PROLOG have to be atomic,
too. Otherwise, there will arise problems sending a GXL document to a picture. The
method

check_atomic_ids_in_gxl(+Gxl)

checks, if the IDs of a GXL document are atomic or not. This method searches for the
attributesid, from, andto of the elements<node>, <edge>, and<graph> and
checks, if the corresponding values are atomic.

Locating Inconsistencies of Nodes or Edges

We have implemented methods to retrieve extraordinary nodes or edges. Extraordinary
nodes are nodes, which are referenced by an edge in the graph,but which are not contained
in the graph. Extraordinary edges are the edges, which contain references to not existing
nodes in the graph. Finally, we search for all single nodes, which are not referenced by
any edge, too.

Locating Missing Nodes

It is possible that there exists edges, which are connected to nodes, which are not included
in the GXL document. Such a invalid GXL document may be imported from another
graph tool. Our algorithms can treat such GXL documents. We just write a warning to the
console. But if we want to export such an invalid GXL document, e.g., in order to use it
together with another tool, we have to delete these edges. The method call
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gxl_to_missing_nodes(+Gxl, -Missing_Nodes)

detects all node IDs, which are referenced by an edge, but which are not existing in the
GXL document. In Section 6.3.2, we describe a method, which generates a new GXL

document without edges that reference a missing node.

Locating Edges with Missing References In order to retrieve the edges, which refer-
ence not existing nodes in a GXL document, we have implemented the method

gxl_to_edges_with_empty_reference(+Gxl, -Edges).

In Section 6.3.2, we describe a method, which deletes these edges from the GXL document
and generates a new GXL document without these edges.

Locating Single Nodes Nodes in a GXL document, which are not referenced from any
edge are single nodes. In order to find the IDs of the single nodes, we call

gxl_to_single_nodes(+Gxl, -Single_Node_IDs).

Single_Node_IDs contains a list of the single node IDs of the GXL documentGxl. In
Section 6.3.2, we describe a method call, which generates a new GXL document without
single nodes.

6.2.2 Classifying Nodes and Edges

The methods of this section classify the nodes and edges of a GXL document into diverse
types.

Classifying Nodes

We classify the nodes of a GXL document into five different types. Some of our methods
described later are based on this classification. The method

gxl_to_node_types(+Gxl,
-Fathers, -Embedded, -Not_Embedded,
-Deduced_Nodes, -D_Node_Fathers).

generates five sets, each set representing a certain class ofnode types. The sets contain
the corresponding node IDs of the GXL document.
Gxl

is the GXL document, which nodes we want to classify.

Fathers
Nodes can haveembedded graphs, containing further nodes, edges and graphs. In
this set, all node IDs are listed, which are not contained in an embedded graph of a
node but which contain themselves an embedded graph (in other words, these nodes
are in the XML structure on the top level and have an embedded graph).
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Embedded
contains all node IDs, which are contained in an embedded graph of a node.

Not_Embedded
contains the nodes, which have no embedded graphs and which are not embedded
themselves in an embedded graph (only the nodes, which are inthe XML structure
on the top level are examined, if they have not an embedded graph).

The nodes of the setsFathers, Embedded andNot_Embedded are disjunct.
The union of these sets are all nodes of the GXL document. The union of the
setsFathers andNot_Embedded are all nodes, which are shown in a GXL

document, if we call the methodgxl_to_picture/3. The embedded nodes
are only shown in a picture, if we call a corresponding method. Such a method is
described in Section 6.3.4.

Deduced_Nodes
are all nodes, which are referred from an edge. They can be thesource of an edge
(edge attributefrom), or the target of an edge (edge attributeto). It may be the
case that the corresponding node does not exist in the GXL document. The set
Missing_Nodes mentioned in Section 6.2.1 is a subset of this set.

D_Node_Fathers
are the father nodes of the deduced nodesDeduced_Nodes, which are in an em-
bedded graph of a node. These set is always equal to, or it is a subset of the set
Fathers.

Example 6.15 (Node Classification)

?- Gxl =
gxl:[...]:[
graph:[...]:[

node:[id:n1]:[
graph:[...]:[

node:[id:n2]:[...], node:[id:n3]:[...],
edge:[from:n2, id:e2, to:n3]:[...]]],

node:[id:n4]:[...], node:[id:n5]:[...],
edge:[from:n1, id:e1, to:n6]:[...]]],

gxl_to_node_types(Gxl,
Fathers, Embedded, Not_Embedded,
Deduced_Nodes, D_Node_Fathers).

Fathers = [n1],
Embedded = [n2, n3],
Not_Embedded = [n4, n5],
Deduced_Nodes = [n1, n2, n3, n4, n6],
D_Node_Fathers = [n1]

Yes
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Classifying Tree-, Forward-, Back- and Cross-Edges

We can divide edges intotree, forward, backandcross edges. The following description
defines these kinds of edges [32]:

• a tree edge is an edge in a DFS tree,

• a back edge connects a vertex to an ancestor in a DFS tree; a self-loop is a back
edge,

• a forward edge is a non-tree edge that connects a vertex to a descendant in a DFS
tree,

• a cross edge is any other edge in a graph; it connects verticesin two different DFS
trees or two vertices in the same DFS tree neither of which is the ancestor of the
other.

The method

gxl_to_edge_types(+Mode, +Gxl,
-Tree, -Forward, -Back, -Cross)

determines the tree-, forward-, back- and cross-edges of a graph in a GXL document. If
Mode isid or1, each output list contains the edge IDs. IfMode isv_w or2, each output
list contains the elements in the formatsource_id-target_id. The implemented
algorithm only classifies the edges correct, iff there exists at mostoneedge between each
pair of nodes.

Remark: The type of an edge depends on thetree edges. A set of tree edges is not
always well-defined. Depending of the algorithm, which determines the tree edges there
may exist different sets with tree edges.

In Section 6.3.3, we describe a method, which generates a newGXL document with
highlighted tree-, forward-, back-, and cross-edges.

6.2.3 Conversion between Ugraphs and GXL Documents

We are able to visualize graphs in diverse formats, e.g.,Ugraphs, or graphs given as a
list of verticesandedges. We have implemented diverse methods for converting between
different graph formats and to a GXL .

Nodes and Edges to GXL If we just want to display some nodes and edges, we first
have to transform the nodes and edges into corresponding GXL elements and construct a
proper GXL document. The call

vertices_and_edges_to_gxl(+Vertices, +Edges, -Gxl)
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transforms a list of nodes and edges into a GXL document.Vertices is a list of nodes,
Edges is a list of edges, andGxl is the resulting GXL document. An element of the list
Vertices can be an incomplete<node> element, or it can have one of the following
structures:

• (1): Node_ID,

• (2): Node_ID-Color,

• (3): Node_ID-Label-(X, Y),

• (4): Node_ID-Label-Symbol-Color,

• (5): Node_ID-Label-Symbol-Color-Size,

• (6): Node_ID-Label-Symbol-Color-Size-(X, Y).

For each node, these parameters can be merged to a simplified XML node element and
used in the listVertices, too:

<node id=Node_ID color=Color label=Label
x=X y=Y symbol=Symbol size=Size/>

An element of the listEdges can be an incomplete<edge> element or it can have one
of the following structures:

• (2): V_ID-W_ID,

• (3): V_ID-W_ID-Color,

• (5): Edge_ID-V_ID-W_ID-Color-Arrows-Pen,

• (7): Edge_ID-V_ID-W_ID-Color-Arrows-Pen-Second_Arrow.

For each edge, these parameters can be merged to a simplified XML edge element and
used in the listEdges, too:

<edge from=V_ID to=W_ID color=Color id=Edge_ID
arrows=Arrows pen=Pen second_arrow=Second_Arrow/>

The variables have the following meaning:

Node_ID
is the ID of a node.

Color
is the color of a node or an edge. The value of the color is analogous to the back-
ground color (cf. attributebackground, page 147).
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Label
is a list of atoms, defining the label of a node or edge.

(X, Y)
is the position of a node.

Symbol
is the symbol of a node.

Size
is the size of a node.

V_ID
is the ID of source node of an edge.

W_ID
is the ID of target node of an edge.

Arrows
determines the arrows of an edge. It can benone, first, second or both (cf.
DTD of an edge, Section 6.1.1, page 152).

Pen
is thickness of a line.

Second_Arrow
is a reference to the attributealias of the element<arrow> of an XML config-
uration document. There, we define the appearance of an arrow. The value can be
composed of letters and integers.

Example 6.16 (Vertices and Edges to GXL )

?- Vertices = [n1-’node 1’-box-colour(’#FF0000’), n2],
Edges = [n1-n2],
vertices_and_edges_to_gxl(Vertices, Edges, Gxl).

Gxl = gxl:[...]:[prmtr:[label:’Default GXL’, ...]:[],
graph:[id:id_1 ...]:[

node:[id:n1]:[
prmtr:[color:colour(’#FF0000’), ...]:[...] ],

node:[id:n2]:[...],
edge:[from:n1, id:id_2, to:n2]:[

prmtr:[arrows:both, ...]:[]]]]

Yes

Missing elements or attributes of a GXL node or edge will be added from the default GXL

settings (cf. Section 6.1.1). Thereby, the method
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gxl_element_to_element_complete(+E_1, -E_2)

is called to complete a node or an edge element.

GXL to Nodes and Edges In order to convert a GXL document into nodes and edges
we call

gxl_to_vertices_and_edges(
+Mode, +Gxl, -Vertices, -Edges).

The parameterMode determines the format of the nodes and edges. Mode has the format
Mode = Vertex-Edge.

Vertex
can have one of the following values:

• -1
effects that the vertices are merged to the following simplified XML structure

<node id=ID label=Label symbol=Symbol
color=Color size=Size x=X y=Y/>.

The advantage is, that we can extend the attributes or the content of this struc-
ture without changing the methods using this structure already. Using the
following Vertex parameters1, 6, we cannot change the structure without
adapting corresponding methods. The advantage of the parameters1, 6 is,
that the resulting structure is quickly written and easy to handle.

• 0
effects that the nodes will not be extracted from the GXL document. The list
Vertices will be empty. This is useful, if we only want to extract the edges.

• 1
effects that the vertices only consist of theID.

• 6
effects that the vertices have the structure
ID-Label-Symbol-Color-Size-(X, Y).

Edge
can have one of the following values:

• -1
effects that the vertices are merged to the following simplified XML structure

<edge id=ID from=V_ID to=W_ID color=Color
arrows=Arrows pen=Pen weight=Weight/>.
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Analogous above, the advantage is, that we can extend the attributes or the
content of this structure without changing the methods using this structure
already.

• 0
effects that the edges will not be extracted from the GXL document. The list
Edges will be empty. This is useful, if we only want to extract the nodes.

• 1
effects that the edges only consist of theID.

• 2
effects that the edges have the structure
V_ID-W_ID.

• 6
effects that the edges have the structure
ID-V_ID-W_ID-Color-Arrows-Pen.

• 7
effects that the edges have the structure
ID-V_ID-W_ID-Color-Arrows-Pen-Weight.

The variableID is the ID of an edge. The other variables are already explained above.

Ugraph to GXL PROLOG contains the graph libraryugraphs. This library supports
several graph operation, e.g., determining the strong components of a graph. We can
convert a Ugraph into a GXL document calling the method

ugraph_to_gxl(+Ugraph, -Gxl).

Example 6.17 (Ugraph to GXL )

?- Ugraph = [a-[b, c], b-[c], c-[]],
ugraph_to_gxl(Ugraph, Gxl).

Gxl =
gxl:[’xmlns:xlink’:’http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink’]:[
prmtr:[label:’Default GXL’, width:450, height:400,

background:white, mouse_click:picture]:[],
graph:[edgeids:true, edgemode:directed,

hypergraph:false, id:id1_8]:[
node:[id:a]:[

prmtr:[color:grey, handles:default,
mouse_click:node, size:small,
symbol:no_symbol, x_pos:282, y_pos:164]:[

string:[bubble:a,
font_style:(times, roman, 12)]:[a]]],

node:[id:b]:[
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prmtr:[color:grey, handles:default,
mouse_click:node, size:small,
symbol:no_symbol, x_pos:271, y_pos:89]:[

string:[bubble:b,
font_style:(times, roman, 12)]:[b]]],

node:[id:c]:[
prmtr:[color:grey, handles:default,

mouse_click:node, size:small,
symbol:no_symbol, x_pos:57, y_pos:144]:[

string:[bubble:c,
font_style:(times, roman, 12)]:[c]]],

edge:[from:a, id:id1_12, to:b]:[
prmtr:[arrows:both, color:black, pen:1,

mouse_click:edge, first_arrow:first_arrow,
second_arrow:second_arrow, weight:1]:[

string:[font_style: (times, roman, 12),
bubble:’Default Edge’]:[]]],

edge:[from:a, id:id1_13, to:c]:[
prmtr:[arrows:both, color:black, pen:1,

mouse_click:edge, first_arrow:first_arrow,
second_arrow:second_arrow, weight:1]:[

string:[font_style: (times, roman, 12),
bubble:’Default Edge’]:[]]],

edge:[from:b, id:id1_14, to:c]:[
prmtr:[arrows:both, color:black, pen:1,

mouse_click:edge, first_arrow:first_arrow,
second_arrow:second_arrow, weight:1]:[

string:[font_style: (times, roman, 12),
bubble:’Default Edge’]:[]]]]]

Yes

GXL to Ugraph We convert a GXL document into a Ugraph, using the following method

gxl_to_ugraph(+Gxl, -Ugraph).

Gxl
is the GXL document written in field notation.

Ugraph
is the corresponding Ugraph.

6.3 Transformation Methods for GXL Documents

We support different transformations on GXL documents, e.g., methods to validate GXL

documents, to layout graphs, to color nodes and edges, to fade out nodes and edges, to
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determine the strongly connected components, and generally, to transform one GXL doc-
ument into another GXL document. These transformation algorithms have as input argu-
ment a GXL document. After processing this GXL document, we return a new GXL doc-
ument. The transformation can be easily determined in an XML configuration document,
which is always passed as the first argument of the transformation method. Therefore, we
extended the abstract method

gxl_to_gxl(+Actions, +Gxl_1, -Gxl_2),

which we already described in Section 6.1.2 in parts. This method operates on GXL

documents and transforms a GXL document into a new GXL document. This method is
configured by an XML document, or field notation respectively. Using an XML document
makes it easy to configure the method individually. The arityof this method is, except
once, always three. The XML configuration document is passed as the first argument to
the PROLOG method.

Depending on the XML configuration documentActions, a certain transformation
will be applied to the GXL documentGxl_1. Each transformation is specified by the
element<action> of the XML documentActions.

Example 6.18 (The Element <action>)

<actions>
<action name=Action/>

</actions>

The content of the element<action> can contain further attributes, or, respectively, this
element can contain further subelements, which are necessary for the corresponding trans-
formation. It is possible that the XML configuration documentActions contains several
elements<action>, each determining a certain transformation; these transformations
will be executed successively on the GXL document.

Example 6.19 (Iterative Transformations) The following XML configuration docu-
ment determines three transformations, which will be processed iteratively.

<actions>
<action name=Action_A/>
<action name=Action_B/>
<action name=Action_C/>

</actions>

The corresponding field notation looks as follows:

actions:[]:[
action:[name:Action_A]:[],
action:[name:Action_B]:[],
action:[name:Action_C]:[] ].

The DTD of this XML document looks as follows:
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DTD:

<!ELEMENT config action*>

<!ELEMENT action CDATA|EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST action

name validate|
change_ids|
delete|
delete_missing_references|
delete_single_nodes|
delete_prmtr_tags|
layout|
separate_gxl_and_layout|
merge_gxl_and_layout|
set_color|
edge_weight|
call_weight|
delete_light_weighted_edges|
delete_colored_edges|
scc|
highlight_scc|
merge_nodes|
delete_loops|
delete_embedded_graphs|
highlight_tfbc_edges #required>

Depending on the attributename of the element<action>, the element<action> can
have further subelements. We explain these subelements in the corresponding sections,
where we describe the transformation of the GXL document, in detail. The result of the
transformation of the GXL documentGxl_1 is given in the GXL documentGxl_2.

6.3.1 Completing and Correcting GXL Documents

In this section, we describe how to configure the methodgxl_to_gxl/3 in order to
generate a valid GXL document. Missing parts of our GXL extensions are added to the
corresponding elements of GXL document.

Furthermore, we explain how to configure the method, in orderto check if the used
IDs in a GXL document have the correct type, so that the GXL document can be used
by other tools. In both cases, a new GXL document is generated, which contains the
necessary changes.

Creating a valid GXL Document

GXL documents can be retrieved from any source and used in PROLOG, e.g., they can
be imported from another graph processing tool, which uses aGXL document as output
format. After a GXL document has been imported from somewhere, we have the ability
to validate the document. We have implemented a method in order to receive a valid GXL
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document, which we can use together with our implemented PROLOG methods. For this
purpose, we have to add our GXL extensions, which we describe in Section 6.1, to the
original GXL document.

If we want to create a GXL document ourself using only a few attributes and elements,
we can use this method or its sub-method in order to generate acomplete GXL document,
too.

Nevertheless, the rough structure of the original GXL document has to be valid. This
means that the<node> and<edge> elements have to be embedded in the<graph> el-
ements and the<graph> elements have to be embedded in either the<node>, <edge>
or <gxl> elements. We only add missing attributes and our extensions(written in the
element<prmtr>) to the incomplete elements of the original GXL document. The call

gxl_to_gxl(+Actions, +Gxl_1, -Gxl_2)

used with the configuration ofActions

<actions>
<action name="validate"/>

<actions>

transforms an arbitrary, incomplete GXL document to a valid GXL document. Then, it
can be used together with all of our GXL methods. This method checks, if the IDs are
atomic, too (cf. Section 6.2.1). If an ID is not atomic, it transforms the ID to an atomic
ID.

All added default values will be retrieved from the the default GXL settings (cf. Sec-
tion 6.1.1). The methodgxl_to_gxl/3 calls recursively the method

gxl_element_to_element_complete(+E_1, -E_2),

which completes the following elements, if they are not complete, on the basis of the
default GXL settings:

<gxl>, <graph>, <node>, <edge>.

E_1 is in field notation, which begins withnode, edge, graph or gxl. This method
only completes the current XML elementE_1. It will not check further, embedded ele-
ments in the content of the elementE_1.

Example 6.20 (Element Completion)

?- gxl_element_to_element_complete(node:[]:[], Node).

Node = node:[id:id_1]:[
prmtr:[color:grey, handles:default, mouse_click:node,
size:small, symbol:circle, x_pos:224, y_pos:68]:[
string:[bubble:’Default Node’,

font_style: (times, roman, 12)]:[default, node]]]

Yes
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Changing IDs

Some GXL tools cannot treat all of our used IDs, even if they are atomic. In order to
change all node IDs, edge IDs and referenced IDs into IDs, which can be used by other
tools, we call

gxl_to_gxl(+Actions, +Gxl_1, -Gxl_2)

with the configuration ofActions

<actions>
<action name="change_ids"/>

<actions>

This will generate for each ID a new ID, usinggensym(id_, ID). After changing the
node IDs, we change the corresponding references (source- and target-node IDs) of the
edges, too.

6.3.2 Deleting Nodes and Edges

In the following sections, we describe how to delete nodes and edges. We have imple-
mented multiple possibilities to determine the propertiesof nodes and edges, which we
want to delete.

Deleting Nodes or Edges using IDs

In order to delete nodes or edges of a GXL document, we call the method

gxl_to_gxl(+Actions, +Gxl_1, -Gxl_2)

using the configuration ofActions:

<actions>
<action name="delete">

<node id="id_10"/>
...
<edge id="id_20"/>
...

</action>
</actions>

The DTD looks as follows:

DTD:

<!ELEMENT action node* edge*>
<!ATTLIST action

name delete #required>

<!ELEMENT node EMPTY>
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<!ATTLIST node
id CDATA #required>

<!ELEMENT edge EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST edge

id CDATA #required>

Each<node>- or <edge> element with the corresponding ID in the GXL document
will be deleted. The tag namesnode oredge are arbitrary. Only the IDid is important.
Even if the tag name isedge, and the ID is the ID of a node, the corresponding node in
the GXL document will be deleted.

Deleting Edges with Missing References

In the GXL standard, it is not allowed that an edge references a node, which is not con-
tained in the GXL document itself. Even, all referenced nodes must be embedded in the
same element<graph> of the GXL document. Our tool just writes a messages to the
console, if such an edge exists. Some GXL visualization tools cannot handle such GXL

documents. The call

gxl_to_gxl(+Actions, +Gxl_1, -Gxl_2)

together with the configuration

<actions>
<action name="delete_missing_references"/>

</actions>

deletes all edges in a GXL document, which reference a non existing node in this docu-
ment. Additionally, we have implemented the method

gxl_to_gxl(+Actions, +Gxl_1, -Edges, -Gxl_2),

in order to receive the IDs of the edges, which contain not existing node-IDs (cf. Sec-
tion 6.2.1).

Deleting Light Weighted Edges

Using

gxl_to_gxl(+Actions, +Gxl_1, -Gxl_2)

together with

<actions>
<action name="delete_light_weighted_edges" limit=Limit/>

</actions>

deletes all edges representing not more thanLimit calls. The weight of an edge is
readout from the attributeweight of the element<edge> in the GXL document.
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Deleting Colored Edges

If we want to delete the edges that have a certain color, we call

gxl_to_gxl(+Actions, +Gxl_1, -Gxl_2)

together with the configuration

<actions>
<action name="delete_colored_edges" color=Color/>

</actions>

Deleting Single Nodes

The predicate

gxl_to_gxl(+Actions, +Gxl_1, -Gxl_2).

used together with the configuration

<actions>
<action name="delete_single_nodes"/>

</actions>

deletes all nodes in a GXL document, which are not referenced by an edge in this docu-
ment. Additionally, we have implemented the method

gxl_to_gxl(+Actions, +Gxl_1, -Single_Nodes, -Gxl_2),

because sometimes, we need the IDs of the single nodes, e.g.,in order to display these
nodes in a table of single nodes.

Deleting Loops in Graphs

If we want to delete loops in GXL graphs, we call

gxl_to_gxl(+Actions, +Gxl_1, -Gxl_2)

with the configuration

<actions>
<action name="delete_loops"/>

</actions>

A loop in a graph is an edge, which has the same source and target node. This configu-
ration deletes the edges in a GXL document, which causes loops in a graph. Embedded
edges, which cause loops in a picture will be deleted, too.
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Example 6.21 (Deleting) We visualize a graph in a picture (cf. Section 6.4). The graph
contains a node that contains a further, embedded graph. Thenodes of the embedded
graph are not visualized. Only the father node is shown in thepicture. But, if the em-
bedded graph contains an edge, which references two nodes contained in the embedded
graph, an edgefrom the father nodeto the father node is drawn. We delete this loop, if we
apply the transforming method mentioned above.

Deleting Embedded Graphs

If we want to delete all embedded graphs and change corresponding edges, which have
either their source or their target node in an embedded graph, we call the method

gxl_to_gxl(+Actions, +Gxl_1, -Gxl_2).

with the configuration

<actions>
<action name="delete_embedded_graphs"/>

</actions>

The edges, which are outside of an embedded graph and which have either theirsourceor
their target nodein anembedded graphwill be changed. The node ID of the embedded
node will be replaced by the father node ID of the embedded graph. This can cause
multiple edges with thesamesource and target node. Nevertheless, these edges will not
be deleted, because they may be needed for any metric calculation. Multiple edges with
the samesourceandtargetnode are not disturbing, because they have different edge IDs.
Only multiple edges, which have the same ID cause failure, when we visualize a graph.

Edges, which are inside an embedded graph have both – their source and their target
node inside the embedded graph. These edges will be simply deleted.

Deleting the GXL Extensions

In order to export and use a GXL document together with other graph visualization tools,
we have to delete our GXL extensions. The call

gxl_to_gxl(+Actions, +Gxl_1, -Gxl_2)

used with the configuration

<actions>
<action name="delete_prmtr_tags"/>

</actions>

deletes all<prmtr> elements in the GXL document.

6.3.3 Highlighting Nodes and Edges

We have implemented multiple algorithms in order to highlight nodes or edges in de-
pendency of their properties. In the following sections, wefirst introduce some basic
highlighting methods. Later, we explain more complex highlighting methods.
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Coloring Nodes and Edges

In order to color nodes or edges, we call

gxl_to_gxl(+Actions, +Gxl_1, -Gxl_2)

with the configuration

<actions>
<action name="set_color" color=Color mode=Mode>

<node id="id_10"/>
...
<edge id="id_20"/>

</action>
</actions>

Gxl_1 contains the original GXL document, andGxl_2 contains the changed GXL doc-
ument. The configurationActions has the following DTD:

DTD:

<!ELEMENT action node* edge*>
<!ATTLIST action

name set_color #required
color CDATA #required
mode all_edges|

all_nodes|
IDs|
incoming_edges|
outgoing_edges|
transitive_closure #required>

<!ELEMENT node EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST node

id CDATA #required>

<!ELEMENT edge EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST edge

id CDATA #required>

The Element <action> The attributes of the element<action> have the following
meaning:

mode
can be either

• all_edges
in order to color all edge lines,

• all_nodes
in order to color all node symbols,
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• IDs
in order to color the node symbols or edge lines contained in the content list
of the element<action>,

• incoming_edges
in order to color the edge lines, which are directedto one of the nodes con-
tained in the content list of the element<action>,

• outgoing_edges
in order to color the edges, which are directedfromone of the nodes contained
in the content list of the element<action>,

• transitive_closure,
in order to color the edges of the transitive closure, starting with the nodes
contained in the content list of<action>.

color
determines the color of the edge lines or node symbols. The value of color is
analogous to the attributebackground, page 147.

The Elements <node> and <edge> The attributeid of the element<node> and
<edge> contains the ID of GXL node or a GXL edge. If the attributemode has the
valueall_edges or all_nodes, we do not need any<node> or <edge> elements
containing GXL node- or GXL edge IDs.

Highlighting Important Edges

We can highlight the edges of a GXL document in dependency of their weight. In the first
step we determine the weight of each edge, and then, in the second step, we allocate a
color to each edge or we change the thickness of each edge in dependency of the weight.
The following example configuration assigns each edge to aweight class.

Example 6.22 (Highlighting Importing Edges)

<actions>
<action name="edge_weight">

<weight_classes mode="color">
<weight_class alias="few" color="yellow"

min="0" max="5" fade_out="true"/>
<weight_class alias="moderate"

color="orange" min="6" max="25"/>
<weight_class alias="a_lot"

color="red" min="26"/>
</weight_classes>

</action>
</actions>
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The weight of an edge is readout from the attributeweight of the element<edge>
in the GXL document. The value ofweight of each edge in the GXL document has
to be generated before, using a separate algorithm. We have implemented an algorithm
(cf. the end of this section), which determines the weight independency of the amount of
calls, which an edge is representing. This algorithm generates a suitable configuration of
weight classes, too. Each edge gets the color defined in theweight class.

Instead ofcoloring the edges, we can change thethicknessof an edge depending on
its weight. In this case, the edges are only classified into three groups: thin edges, which
represent a small weight, medium edges, which represent an average weight, and thick
edges, which represent a large weight.

The corresponding DTD looks as follows.

DTD:

<!ELEMENT action weight_classes>
<!ATTLIST action

name edge_weight #required>

<!ELEMENT weight_classes weight_class>
<!ATTLIST weight_classes

mode (color|thickness) #required>

<!ELEMENT weight_class EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST weight_class

alias CDATA #required
color fade_out|CDATA #required
fade_out true|false #implied
min CDATA #required
max CDATA #implied>

The Element <weight_classes> This element has the attributemode and contains the
elements<weight_class>. These elements define diverse groups, in which we clas-
sify the edges. The attributemode determines the method of the weighting. It can be

color,
which changes the color of the edges in dependency of their weight and it can be

thickness,
which changes the thickness of the edges in dependency of their weight.

The weight of an edge is specified by the attributeweight of an<edge> element in the
GXL document.

The Element <weight_class> This element defines a group, into which we can classify
the edges.
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alias,
is an alias name for this class.

color,
determines the color of the edges belonging to this class. Possible values are anal-
ogously to the attributebackground, page 147.

fade_out,
can betrue or false and determines, if the edges belonging to this class are
shown or fade out.

min, max
are integers and determine the weight borders. A missing attribute max sets the
value to infinite.

In order to determine the weight in dependency of the amount of calls, which an edge
represents, and to generate a suitable configuration of weight-classes we call

gxl_to_gxl(+Actions_1, +Gxl_1, -Actions_2, -Gxl_2)

together with the configuration

<actions>
<action name="call_weight"/>

</action>

The edges must contain the call information. This information is added to the GXL doc-
umentGxl_1, e.g., when we generate the Rule/Goal graph (cf. Section 7.2.1). The GXL

documentGxl_2 contains the attributeweight, now. The configurationActions_2
can be used as input configuration of the methodgxl_to_gxl/3, in order to generate
a new GXL document, in which the the edges are highlighted.

Highlighting Tree-, Forward-, Back- and Cross-Edges

In Section 6.2.2, we introduced a method to determine thetree, forward, back, andcross
edges. We use this method, in order to mark each edge type with an individual color. The
call

gxl_to_gxl(+Actions, +Gxl_1, -Gxl_2)

used with the following configuration creates a new GXL document in which thetree,
forward, backandcross edgesare highlighted. The colors of the diverse edge types are
defined in the configurationActions.
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Example 6.23 (Configuration)

<actions>
<action name="highlight_tfbc_edges">

<edge_colors>
<edge_color type="tree_edge" color="blue"/>
<edge_color type="cross_edge" color="green"/>
<edge_color type="back_edge" color="yellow"/>
<edge_color type="forward_edge" color="red"/>

</edge_colors>
</action>

</actions>

The corresponding DTD looks as follows:

DTD:

<!ELEMENT action edge_color>
<!ATTLIST action

name highlight_tfbc_edges #required>

<!ELEMENT edge_colors edge_color*>

<!ELEMENT edge_color EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST edge_color

type tree_edge|cross_edge|
back_edge|forward_edge #required>

color CDATA #required>

Example 6.24 (Coloring Tree, Forward, Back, and Cross Edges) In this example,
we first determine the tree (black), forward (red), back (orange), and cross edges (green)
of a given GXL graphGxl_1 and create the new graphGxl_2. Then, we visualize the
graph with the colored edges (cf. Figure 6.5).

?- Gxl_1 = gxl:[...]:[...],
Actions = action:[]:[

action:[name:highlight_tfbc_edges]:[
edge_colors:[]:[

edge_color:[type:tree_edge, color:black]:[],
edge_color:[type:cross_edge, color:green]:[],
edge_color:[type:back_edge, color:orange]:[],
edge_color:[type:forward_edge, color:red]:[] ] ] ],

gxl_to_gxl(Actions, Gxl_1, Gxl_2),
gxl_to_picture(Gxl_2).

Yes
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Figure 6.5: Tree-, Forward-, Back-, and Cross Edges

6.3.4 Merging Nodes

We can merge several nodes of a GXL document toone merged node. We generate a
new node, which represents a chosen set of nodes. All edges, which are connected to
the merged nodes, now are connected to the new node. This compacts a large graph and
improves the visualization of a large graph containing a lotof nodes and edges. It is
possible to configure the representing, merged node so that we can zoom into the node
(cf. Section 6.3.4) in such a way that we can visualize the corresponding merged nodes
and edges contained in the node. Depending on the method, which is called when we click
on the node, a new picture opens and shows the merged nodes andedges. The method

gxl_to_gxl(+Actions, +Gxl_1, -Gxl_2).

merges the nodes, which IDs are listed in the configurationActions, to amerged node.
The appearance of the merged node is defined in the configuration Actions, too. The
corresponding DTD of the configurationActions looks as follows:

DTD:

<!ELEMENT action components>
<!ATTLIST action

name merge_nodes #required>

<!ELEMENT components merged_node+>
<!ATTLIST components

mode keep_uninvolved_edge_ids|
change_uninvolved_edge_ids #required>
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<!ELEMENT merged_node prmtr? nodes>

<!ELEMENT nodes node+>
<!ATTLIST node

id CDATA #required>

Example 6.25 (Configuration)
<actions>

<action name="merge_nodes">
<components mode="keep_uninvolved_edge_ids">

<merged_node>
<prmtr color="red" mouse_click="embedded_node"
size="large" symbol="honeycomb">

<string>Composite Node</string>
</prmtr>
<nodes>
<node id="id_1"/>
<node id="id_2"/>

</nodes>
</merged_node>
...

</components>
</action>

</actions>

The meaning of the elements and attributes is explained in the following.

The Element <components>

The element<components> contains the configuration of all merged nodes. Thereby
mode determines, how to handle the edge IDs. It can be one of the following values:
keep_uninvolved_edge_ids

generates a new GXL document, in which all source IDs and target IDs of all edges
are kept unchanged.

change_uninvolved_edge_ids
generates a new GXL document and changes thefrom andto IDs of the edges,
which are moved into a single node and which refer to a node outside this single
node to the ID of the main nodes.

Example 6.26 (Changing Node IDs) Consider we have six nodes n1, n2, n3, n4, n5, n6
and four edges n1-n2, n2-n3, n2-n5, n6-n1 (cf. Figure 6.6). The nodes n1, n2 are merged
to the merged node m1, and the nodes n3, n4 are merged to the merged node m2. Using
the modechange_uninvolved_edge_ids, the source and target IDs of the edges
are changed into the following way:

n2-n3 -> m1-m2
n2-n5 -> m1-n5
n6-n1 -> n6-m1
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Figure 6.6: Merged Nodes

The Element <merged_node>

This element describes the appearance of the merged node. Itcontains the same elements
and attributes as a normal GXL node. Missing elements or attributes will be added. The
appearance is configured in the element<prmtr>.

The Element <prmtr>

This element is the same element of the GXL nodes, which we describe in the Sec-
tion 6.1.1, page 148. Missing attributes will be added automatically.

The Elements <nodes> and <node>

The element<nodes> contains the IDs of the nodes, which we want to merge to one
merged node. If this element only contains one node in the content, nothing will be done
and the original node will be left unchanged.

Each element<node> contains one ID of a node, which we merge with the other
nodes to a merged node. Thereby the attributeid is a reference to the same ID, which is
used in the original GXL document.

Example 6.27 (Merging Nodes and Changing IDs) Consider the following GXL doc-
ument. We have six nodes and four edges (cf. Figure 6.6). We want to merge noden1,
n2 and noden3, n4.

<gxl xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink">
<graph id="graph_1" edgeids="true"
edgemode="directed" hypergraph="false">
<node id="n1">...</node>
<node id="n2">...</node>
<node id="n3">...</node>
<node id="n4">...</node>
<node id="n5">...</node>
<node id="n6">...</node>
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<edge from="n2" id="e1" to="n3"/>
<edge from="n2" id="e2" to="n5"/>
<edge from="n1" id="e3" to="n2"/>
<edge from="n6" id="e4" to="n1"/>

</graph>
</gxl>

In order to generate a suitable configuration, which merges the nodes, we call
?- generate_merge_configuration(list_2, Gxl_1,

[[n1, n2], [n3, n4], [n5], [n6]], Actions),
gxl_to_gxl(Actions, Gxl_1, Gxl_2).

Yes

We explaingenerate_merge_configuration/4 below. This method generates
the following XML configuration document.

<actions>
<action name="merge_nodes">
<components mode="change_uninvolved_edge_ids">

<merged_node>
<prmtr color="red" ...>...</prmtr>
<nodes>
<node id="n1"/>
<node id="n2"/>

</nodes>
</merged_node>
<merged_node>
<prmtr color="red" ...>...</prmtr>
<nodes>

<node id="n3"/>
<node id="n4"/>

</nodes>
</merged_node>
<merged_node>
<prmtr color="red" ...>...</prmtr>
<nodes>
<node id="n5"/>

</nodes>
</merged_node>
<merged_node>
<prmtr color="red" ...>...</prmtr>
<nodes>
<node id="n6"/>

</nodes>
</merged_node>

</components>
</action>

</actions>

At last, we callgxl_togxl/3 using the new created XML configuration document and
the GXL document as input. Then, we get the following GXL document, which contains
the merged nodes.
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<gxl xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink">
<prmtr .../>
<graph id="graph_1" ...>

<node id="n6">...</node>
<node id="n5">...</prmtr>
<node id="m_1">

<prmtr color="red" ...>...</prmtr>
<graph id="g_1" ...>

<node id="n1">...</node>
<node id="n2">...</node>
<edge from="n1" id="e3" to="n2"/>

</graph>
</node>
<node id="m_2">

<prmtr color="red" ...>...</prmtr>
<graph id="g_2" ...>

<node id="n3">...</node>
<node id="n4">...</node>

</graph>
</node>
<edge id="e1" from="m_1" to="m_2">...</edge>
<edge id="e2" from="m_1" to="n5">...</edge>
<edge id="e4" from="n6" to="m_1">...</edge>

</graph>
</gxl>

Creating a Configuration for Merging Nodes

In order to get a proper configurationActions, containing the node IDs, which we want
to merge, we have implemented the method

generate_merge_configuration(+Mode, +Gxl,
+Components, -Actions).

which transforms a list of lists, each list containing node IDs, to a valid XML configuration
document, which can be used as input of the methodgxl_to_gxl/3. The arguments
have the following meaning:
Mode

In order to change between different configuration possibles, we use the argument
Mode. We can define additional methods, which generate a suitableconfiguration.
Up to now,Mode can have the valuelist, list_2, bubble, orname. Depend-
ing on this value, the merged nodes have different properties. In order to configure
these properties, we edit the file’gxl/generate_merge_config.pl’.

Gxl
is the original GXL document containing the graph.

Components
is a list of lists. Each list represents a merged node and contains the node IDs, which
we want to merge.
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Actions
contains a suitable configuration for the methodgxl_to_gxl/3, if we want to
merge nodes.

Merging nodes is, e.g., used in the method, which contracts the strongly connected
components. First, we determine the IDs of all nodes belonging to a strongly connected
components. After this, the nodes of each strongly connected component are merged to
a merged node, which contains the original nodes and edges asan embedded graph. At
last, the new GXL graph is generated.

Strongly Connected Components (SCC)

Merging nodes is used by the method, which detects the strongly connected components
(scc) of a graph. Thereby, the elements of a scc are merged to one node. The result is
a new GXL graph, in which each node represents a scc. In the following subsections,
we explain how to detect the scc of a graph and how we can highlight the corresponding
nodes, which belong to the same scc.

Determining the Strongly Connected Components In order to determine the scc, we
call

gxl_to_gxl(+Actions, +Gxl_1, -Gxl_2),

using the configuration

<actions>
<action name="scc"/>

</actions>

In the new graph, each scc-node contains anembedded graph. The members of this
embedded graph are the nodes of the original graph, belonging to the same scc. We can
configure the scc-nodes in a way, so that clicking on a scc-node opens a new picture,
showing the embedded graph with the nodes of the scc.

We callgxl_to_picture(Config_P, Gxl_2, Picture) in order to visu-
alize the new graph (cf. Section 6.4). The scc-node containsthe nodes of the original
graph, which belong to this scc. Using the following exampleconfiguration, we can click
on a scc-node. A new picture opens and we see the embedded graph of the scc-node.

Example 6.28 (Configuration for Embedded Graphs) An example of the correspond-
ing configuration for the callgxl_to_picture/3 looks as follows:

<config>
<mouse_clicks>

<mouse_click alias="embedded_node">
<on_click

button="middle"
type="single"
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module="user"
predicate="show_embedded_graph"
prmtrs="[@1, @2]"
message="prolog"/>

</mouse_click>
</mouse_clicks>

</config>

Using this configuration, a single click on a scc-node with the middle mouse button calls
the methodshow_embedded_graph/2. This method is implemented in the following
way:

Implementation:

1 show_embedded_graph(Picture, Node_Address) :-
2 get(Picture, xml, GXL),
3 get(Picture, config, Config_P),
4 xpce_address_to_gxl_id(Node_Address, Node_ID),
5 GXL_Node := GXL/_/node::[@id=Node_ID],
6 Sub_Graph := GXL_Node/graph,
7 gxl_presetting(head, gxl:Attr_1:_),
8 Gxl = gxl:Attr_1:[Embedded_Gxl_Graph],
9 gxl_to_picture(Config_P, Gxl, _Picture_1).

Highlighting the Strongly Connected Components In order just to identify the scc of
a graph, we mark the edges and nodes belonging to the same scc with the same symbol
and the same color. The nodes are not merged together to one node, which represent the
scc. The call

gxl_to_gxl(+Actions, +Gxl_1, -Gxl_2)

with the following configuration changes the symbol and color of each node and the color
of each edge belonging to the same scc, so that all nodes and edges of a scc have the same
symbol and color.

Example 6.29 (Configuration for Coloring SCC)

<actions>
<action name="highlight_scc"/>

<symbols scc_size="medium">
<symbol name="circle"/>
<symbol name="box"/>

</symbols>
<colors>

<color name="black" scc="true"/>
<color name="green" scc="true"/>

</colors>
</action>

</actions>

This is the corresponding DTD of the configuration.
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DTD:

<!ELEMENT symbols symbol*>
<!ATTLIST symbols

scc_size CDATA #required>

<!ELEMENT symbol EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST symbol

name CDATA #required>

<!ELEMENT colors color*>

<!ELEMENT color EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST color

name (black|green|red|orange|CDATA) #required
scc (true|false) #required>

The Elements <symbols> and <symbol> These elements specify the available sym-
bols for the strongly connected components. The attributescc_size of the element
symbols> determines the symbol size of all strongly connected components.

The attributename of the subelement<symbol> is the name of an available symbol,
which is implemented in the PROLOG file gxl/symbols.pl. Only the listed symbols
are used, when we automatically generate strongly connected components. New symbols
can be implemented in the filegxl/symbols.pl, too.

The Elements <colors> and <color> These element contain all available colors for
the strongly connected components. Each subelement<color> specifies a color. The
subelement<color> has the following attributes:

name
is the name of a available color,

scc
can betrue or false and determines, if the color can be used for a symbol of
a strongly connected component. Only the<color> elements with the attribute
valuetrue are used for the symbols of strongly connected components, when we
automatically generate the graph.

The product of the available symbols and the amount of colorshas to be greater than
the existing strongly connected components of a graph, so that each strongly connected
component can be assigned to a distinct pair of color and symbol.

6.4 The Picture Class for GXL Graphs

We have implemented a method, which visualizes a graph contained in a GXL document
in an XPCEpicture and which adds the GXL document as an object to the picture. Addi-
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tionally, we pass an XML configuration document and add this XML configuration doc-
ument as an object to the picture. Using the XML configuration document, we configure
nodes, edges, pop-up menus and mouse click interactions.

Furthermore, we have implemented a method, which extracts agraph, visualized in
an arbitrary picture. We export this graph into a GXL document. Using the conversion
methods of Section 6.2.3, we convert the GXL document into the graph format, which we
prefer, and vice versa.

6.4.1 Visualization of GXL Graphs and Ugraph

The following describes the methods to visualize graphs in apicture. We can even add
further vertices and edges to an existing picture, which already visualizes a graph. To
reuse a picture, we have implemented a method, which deletesthe content of an existing
picture.

Clearing a Picture from Nodes and Edges

If we want to clear a picture and delete all nodes and edges visualized in the picture, we
call the method

xpce_picture_clear(+Picture).

This frees all objects in the picturePicture. It is not sufficient to call the XPCEmethod

send(+Picture, clear).

Unfortunately, this will not free all objects in the picture. The left object-addresses may
cause problems later. For this reason, we propose only to usethe method mentioned above
in order to clear a picture in a clean way.

Visualizing GXL Graphs and Ugraphs

In order to visualize a GXL graph, we call the method

gxl_to_picture(?Conf, +Gxl, ?Pic).

This method visualizes the graph in the picture with the XPCEaddressPic. If the XPCE

addressPic is unbound, then a new XPCEpicture will be created and the XPCEaddress
of the picture will be returned in the variablePic.

Conf is an XML document which defines, e.g., the properties of nodes, edges, arrows,
mouse click events, and pop-up menus. The following cases exists for the configuration
Conf:

• We can use the empty configurationConf = config:[]:[] which specifies
no properties .
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• If we send a GXL graph to an existing picture (the variablePic is bound), and the
passed variableConf is unbound, then we use the existing configuration of the pic-
ture, if there already exists a configuration. Otherwise, weuse a predefined default
configuration. Depending if there exists a configuration of the picture, the variable
Conf will be bound to the existing configuration or the default configuration.

• If we send a GXL graph to an existing picture (the variablePic is bound), and the
passed variableConf is bound to an XML configuration document, then we over-
write the existing configuration of the picture with the new passed configuration.

We describe the configuration possibilities of the XML documentConf in Appendix B.
The variableGxl contains the GXL document, including the GXL graph. This variable

always has to be a GXL document.

Remark: Each XPCEobject in an XPCEpicture has an XPCEaddress. Using this XPCE

address, we have access to an XPCE object. The XPCE address can be chosen randomly
by the system, or we can determine the name of the XPCEaddress ourself.

For the nodes and edges of a GXL document, we determine the name of the XPCE

address ourself. If a GXL graph is send to a picture usinggxl_to_picture/3, the
value of the attributeid of a node or edge is transformed to a valid XPCEaddress of the
node or edge in the picture. To transform an ID to an XPCEaddress, we call

gxl_id_to_xpce_address(+Pic_Addr, +GXL_ID, -XPCE_Addr).

Summarized, the methodgxl_id_to_xpce_address/3 concatenates the address of
the XPCEpicture and the GXL ID of a node or edge to an atom. The inverted method

xpce_address_to_gxl_id(+XPCE_Addr, -GXL_ID)

removes the XPCEaddress of the picture, in order to get the ID, which is used inthe GXL

document.

Example 6.30 (GXL to XPCE Address)

?- gxl_id_to_xpce_address(@1234, id_1, XPCE_Addr).

XPCE_Addr = @’id_1-1234’

Yes

?- XPCE_Addr = @’id_1-1234’,
xpce_address_to_gxl_id(XPCE_Addr, GXL_ID).

GXL_ID = id_1

Yes

The first call concatenates the XPCEaddress of the picture and the ID. In the second call
splits the result of the first call and gets the pure ID.
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Adding Supplementary Nodes and Edges Sometimes, it is necessary to complete a
visualized graph with further nodes and edges. For this reason, we can send an additional
GXL document, containing further nodes and edges to an existingpicture. It is not neces-
sary that the additional GXL document contains the old GXL document of the picture. In
the additional GXL document, we can even reference node IDs of the existing, visualized
GXL document.

If we send an additional GXL document to an existing picture, only the nodes and
edges of the additional GXL document will be added to the graph of the existing GXL

document of the picture. Further arguments, contained in the passed GXL document are
ignored. E.g., the label or the size of the picture will not bereplaced by the arguments
given in the passed GXL document.

Furthermore, it is not possible to add a new node or edge to a GXL document, if the
GXL document already contains a node or edge with the same ID. Such nodes or edges
will be ignored. All IDs of a GXL document have to be unique.

Example 6.31 (GXL to Picture) In this example, we send nodes and edges separately
to a picture (cf. Figure 6.7). All GXL documents are incomplete. This does not matter,
because the incomplete elements are completed automatically by the values of the default
GXL document.

First, we pass the empty XML configuration documentC_1 and one node. The vari-
ablePic is unbound. The method creates a new picture and the address of the picture is
bound to the variablePic.

?- C_1 = config:[]:[],
Gxl_1 = gxl:[]:[graph:[]:[node:[id:a]:[]]],
gxl_to_picture(C_1, Gxl_1, Pic).

Pic = @2702860/picture

Yes

Then we pass the short XML configuration documentC_2 and a second node to the same
picture. The node is added to the GXL document of the picture and the former XML

configuration document is replaced by the new one.

?- C_2 = config:[]:[gxl_layout:[mode:bfs]:[]],
Gxl_2 = gxl:[]:[graph:[]:[node:[id:b]:[]]],
gxl_to_picture(C_2, Gxl_2, @2702860).

Yes

After this, we pass the unbound variableC_3 and a third node to the picture. We retrieve
the current XML configuration document of the picture. Now, the unbound variableC_3
is bound to the current XML configuration document.
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?- Gxl_3 = gxl:[]:[graph:[]:[node:[id:c]:[]]],
gxl_to_picture(C_3, Gxl_3, @2702860).

C_3 = config:[]:[gxl_layout:[mode:bfs]:[]]

Yes

At last, we use the methodgxl_to_picture/3 to send two edges to the picture. This
method passes the default XML configuration document to the picture and replaces the
existing XML configuration document. The two edges are added to the GXL document of
the picture, and they are visualized in the picture (cf. Figure 6.7).

?- Gxl_4 = gxl:[]:[graph:[]:[
edge:[from:a, to:b, id:d]:[],
edge:[from:a, to:c, id:e]:[]]],

gxl_to_picture(_, Gxl_4, @2702860).

Yes

If the label of a GXL node is not specified, then the ID of the node is used as label. If in
addition the ID of a GXL node is not specified, then the label of the default node is used
as label and a random ID is generated. The default GXL configuration is introduced in
Section 6.1.1.

Figure 6.7: Sending Nodes and Edges Separately to a Picture

Shortcuts

In the following, we have combined methods to useful and often used shortcuts.

Vertices and Edges to Picture In order to send a graph which is given by a set of
verticesVs and a set of edgesEs to a picturePic, we combine the two methods

vertices_and_edges_to_gxl/3,
gxl_to_picture/3

to the method
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vertices_and_edges_to_picture(+Mode, +Vs, +Es, ?Pic).

The argumentMode selects between different layout algorithms. The available layout
algorithms are described in Section 6.1.2, page 156.

The listVs contains the nodes and the listEs contains the edges. Each entry of the
node list has to be atomic. It is used as label and as node ID in the GXL document and
in the visualization. In order to define the symbol, size, color, and further arguments of
a node or an edge, each element of these two lists can be a GXL -node or a GXL -edge
element, too.

Pic can be unbound or it can be bound to an XPCEaddress, if we want to add nodes
or edges to an existing picture.

Example 6.32 (Vertices and Edges to Picture) The following call creates a graph with
three vertices and two edges (cf. Figure 6.8). In this case the label and the ID of the
vertices are identical.

?- vertices_and_edges_to_picture(bfs, [a, b, c], [a-b, a-c], Pic).

Pic = @1234567/picture

Yes

Ugraph to Picture In order to layout and visualize aUgraph in a picture, we combine
the two methods

ugraph_to_gxl/2,
gxl_to_picture/3

to the method

ugraph_to_picture(+Mode, +Ugraph, ?Pic).

Analogously above, the argumentMode selects between different layout algorithms. The
available layout algorithms are described in Section 6.1.2, page 156.

Ugraph contains a Ugraph. Each entry of the Ugraph has to be atomic. It is used as a
label and as a node ID in the GXL document and in the visualization. Unlike above, GXL

elements cannot be used instead of atomic elements.
Pic can be unbound or bound to an XPCEaddress, if we want to add nodes or edges

to an existing picture.

Example 6.33 (Ugraph to Picture) In the following example we send a Ugraph to a
XPCEpicture. Then we layout the graph, and at last we send the graph to a picturePic
(cf. Figure 6.8):
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?- ugraph_to_picture(xpce, [a-[b, c], b-[], c-[]], Pic).

Pic = @1234569/picture

Yes

Because of the variablePic is unbound, a new picture is created and the XPCE address
of this picture is returned in the variablePic.

Figure 6.8: A Graph with Three Nodes in an XPCE-Picture

6.4.2 Reconstruction of Graphs from Pictures

Due to the fact that there exist actions, which work directlyon the nodes and edges of an
XPCE picture without using the underlying GXL document (e.g., if we rearrange nodes
with the mouse-pointer), we have implemented a method to obtain a GXL document from
any XPCEpicture containing a graph.

Picture to GXL Graph Using the following method, we retrieve a GXL document and
the corresponding configuration from a picture. If the picture contains already a GXL

document, this GXL document is returned. Otherwise, a GXL document of the visualized
graph in the picture is generated and returned.

picture_to_gxl(+Pic, -Gxl, -Config).

We look, if the picture contains a GXL and an XML configuration document as payload
and adapt the changes made in the picture to the GXL document. If there exists no GXL

document, then we use the default values in order to create a new GXL document. The de-
fault values of a GXL document (cf. Section 6.1.1) are stored in a file, which is associated
to the aliasgxl_presettings. If there exists an XML configuration of the picture, the
XML configuration is returned. Otherwise, the empty configurationconfig:[]:[] is
returned.
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Remark: Using the methodsgxl_to_picture/3, we attach the whole GXL docu-
ment and the XML configuration document as payload to the XPCEobjectpicture. If we
want to obtain this payload, we call

get(+Picture, gxl, -Gxl),
get(+Picture, config, -Config_P).

Normally, there is no need to obtain the payload of a picture.Just, if we want to transform
the nodes and edges of a picture back to a GXL document, (e.g if nodes have been moved)
we look for this payload and use it as presetting. Then we can incorporate the changes
made in the picture into this GXL document.

We have implemented further visualization methods by combining the method

picture_to_gxl/3

with the conversion methods of Section 6.2.3. Now, we introduce two combined methods,
using these conversion methods.

Shortcuts

In the following, we have combined methods to useful and often used shortcuts.

Picture to Vertices and Edges In order to receive only the nodes and edges of the graph
in a picture, we combine the methods

picture_to_gxl/3,
gxl_to_vertices_and_edges/4.

The resulting method

picture_to_vertices_and_edges(+Pic, -Vs, -Es)

returns all visualized nodes and edges of the picturePic. The node listVs contains the
node IDs and the edge listEs contains the source and target node IDs of each edge.

Picture to Ugraphs In order to receive a Ugraph of the visualized nodes and edgesin a
picture, we combine the methods

picture_to_gxl/3,
gxl_to_vertices_and_edges/4
vertices_edges_to_ugraph/3.

The resulting method

picture_to_ugraph(+Pic, -Ugraph)

gives the required Ugraph.
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Chapter 7

The Visualization Tool VISUR

In this chapter, we first explain the GUI of VISUR. Using the GUI, we can execute a lot
of commands without using the command line of SWI-PROLOG. The GUI of VISUR is
an example, which shows, how we can easily configure menus using XML documents and
the XPCEprogramming techniques mentioned in Appendix A.

The case studies show how to visualize DTDs, XML documents, ER diagrams, PRO-
LOG package call dependencies. Using VISUR, we generate cross reference and call
dependency graphs.

7.1 The System VISUR

The GUI combines the methods of the PROSORE database, RAR, VISUR, and GXL and
makes these methods easily accessible for the user. It is an application, which uses the
XPCEprogramming techniques of Appendix A. We start the GUI calling

visur_gui.

This reloads the last used configuration files and the last used PROSORE database. De-
pending on the number of facts of the PROSORE database, this takes few seconds.

The GUI of VISUR has several sections (cf. Figure 7.1). First, we have the menu
bar. Below the menu bar, we have the symbol bar, which containsshortcuts of some
frequently used commands of the menu bar. The area below the symbol bar contains
the hierarchy browser. The hierarchy browser visualizes the hierarchy tree of the actual
loaded PROSORE database and contains pop-up menus, which, among other things, gen-
erate graphs. Each graph will be visualized in an own, new picture. On the right side of
the hierarchy browser, we have a source code viewer, which shows the source code of the
file marked in the hierarchy browser. The status bar is below the hierarchy browser and
the source code viewer. The status bar contains informationabout system failures, e.g., if
a configuration file could not be loaded.
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Figure 7.1: The GUI of VISUR

7.1.1 The Menu Bar

The menu entries are defined in the configuration file, which isassociated to the alias
visur_menu_bar. The menu entries can be changed by editing the configurationfile
or by loading another configuration file. Using the default configuration, the menu bar
contains the 6 main menusFile, Edit, Browser, Database, Visualization, andHelp.

File

The menuFile is divided into the following 6 submenus.

New Project resets all used variables and deletes the content of the PROSORE database.
A new project can be started by choosing the source code files in the menuBrowser.

Load Project. . . displays a file selection window for loading another PROSORE data-
base. Typically, the extension of a PROSORE database is.rar, but the PROSORE data-
base can be saved in XML , too. Then the extension will be.xml. If the PROSORE

database is in the proprietary RAR format, loading and saving the database is faster than
calculating the database new. If we load or save the databasein XML format, loading or
saving takes some time.

Reload Project shows a choice of all PROSORE databases, which have been loaded any
time before. The items are order by the time of the last usage.If a new PROSORE data-
base is saved, the path with name of the file is added on the top of the list. Clicking on
an item clears the actual database without confirming and reloads the clicked PROSORE

database. When we start the GUI, this list will be updated. Theexistence of all items in
the list will be verified and non existing item will be deletedfrom the list.
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Save Project saves the actual used PROSORE database. If the database was loaded from
a file, the file will be overwritten with the PROSORE database without confirmation. If
it is a new generated database which was not saved yet, a file selection windows will be
shown, and we can determine a file name and location.

Save Project as. . . saves the PROSORE database with a new name. A file selection
windows will be shown, and we can determine a file name and location. If the file already
exists, we will be asked if we want to overwrite it.

The PROSORE database can be saved in the proprietary RAR format, or in XML . The
format, in which the database will be saved depends on the fileextension we choose in
the file selection drop-down menu. Saving the database in theproprietary format is much
faster than saving it in XML .

Exit will exit the GUI in a clean way. All facts of the PROSORE database will be
retracted and the content of the used variables will be deleted.

Edit

The menuEdit contains the submenusConfiguration, Used Configuration Files, andAlias
Browser.

Configuration enables the user to load configurations. The configurations are XML

documents with the file extension.xml. Starting the GUI of VISUR next time, the last
used configuration file will be reloaded again. In order to modify the configuration, each
configuration file can be loaded into the emacs editor of SWI-PROLOG.

Figure 7.2: The MenuEdit

Used Configuration Files is called to see a table of the actual used configuration files.
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Alias Browser calls the alias browser (cf. Appendix A.5).

Browser

Using the menuBrowser, we can load a new hierarchy tree, we can generate the hierarchy
tree of an arbitrary directory, or we can generate the hierarchy of DISLOG again. The
hierarchy will be visualized in the browser automatically.

Database

The menuDatabasesupports the handling with the PROSORE database. It contains the
submenusGenerate Database, andUpdate Database.

Generate Database calculates the PROSORE database in dependency of the hierarchy,
which is shown in the hierarchy browser. First, the actual PROSORE database will be
reset. Then all PROLOG files of the hierarchy tree shown in the hierarchy browser on the
left side will be determined. After this, the files will be parsed and the source code will
be transformed into XML and added as facts to the PROSORE database.

Update Database updates the PROSORE database incremental after some changes in
the source code files have been made or new files were added to the hierarchy or deleted
from the hierarchy.

Visualization

Dependency Graph. . . shows a form. We can choose a predicate or a file. We visualize
the call dependency graph of the chosen predicate or file.

System Statistics (Table)shows the table about the number of units, modules, files,
predicates etc.

Unit Statistics (Table) shows a table with a statistics about the predicates, rules and
lines of source code of each unit.

File Statistics (Table) shows a table with a detailed statistics about the directives, out-
going and incoming calls, and the lines of source code of eachfile.

Dead Code (Table) shows a table with the dead code predicates.

Excluded Dead Code (Table)shows the table with the excluded dead code predicates.

Undefined Code (Statisticsshows a table with the undefined predicates.
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Undefined Code (Extendedshows a table with detailed information about the undefined
code.

Strongly Connected Componentsshows a table with a statistics about the strongly con-
nected components.

Prolog Modules to files. . . shows a table with all PROLOGmodules and the correspond-
ing files, which belong to a PROLOG module

Distributed Predicates shows a table with all predicates, which are defined in more than
one file.

Predicates Defined As. . . shows the multifile, distinguished and dynamic defined pred-
icates.

Help

This menu just contains the menuVersion Info.

The Symbol Bar

The symbol bar contains shortcuts for frequently used menusof the menu bar. These
shortcuts are fixed and cannot be changed. The first shortcut loads a new PROSORE data-
base and the second shortcut loads a new configuration file, which will be associated to
the aliasvisur_config. The third shortcut loads a hierarchy in the hierarchy browser
from a file, and the last shortcut exits the GUI.

Figure 7.3: The Shortcuts in the Symbol Bar

7.1.2 The Hierarchy Browser

The hierarchy browser of the GUI displays the hierarchy tree. If we click the submenu
Generate Databaseof the menuDatabase, the files contained in this hierarchy tree will
be parsed.

For each item in the visualization of the hierarchy tree, individual pop-up menus and
mouse click events can be easily configured in the file, which is associated to the alias
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visur_browser. Clicking on an item of the tree executes diverse actions, or shows a
pop-up menu, from which we can choose further commands. In the default configuration,
most menu entries call the methods of the libraries RAR or VISUR. The pop-up menus of
the hierarchy browser offers the possibility to generate diverse graphs, which are restricted
to a sub-hierarchy. The pop-up menus and mouse click events are depending on the type
of an item, e.g., double clicking on a filename opens the file inthe syntax highlighting
SWI-PROLOG editor emacs in an extra window.

The XPCE address of the hierarchy browser is stored in the global SCAVvariable
visur_browser. We retrieve the value of this variable calling

sca_variable_get(visur_browser, -Browser_Address).

A new tree can be loaded using the shortcutLoad hierarchyin the symbol bar or the
corresponding submenu of the menuBrowser.

7.1.3 The Visualization Picture

Each graph will be visualized in a new picture. The graphs aregenerated in GXL format.
We callgxl_to_picture/3, in order to visualize a graph. Each node or edge of the
picture has individual pop-up menus and mouse click events.We can define a pop-up
menu for the picture, too. It appears, if we click with the right mouse button on an empty
place in the picture. In order to reconfigure the pop-up menusor mouse click events, we
have to edit the file, which is associated to the aliasvisur_gxl_config.

Using the GUI

The GUI is adapted to analyze PROLOGsource code, but the menus and executed methods
can be changed by editing the corresponding XML document, which configurates the pull-
down and pop-up menus. Now, we describe the default menus foranalyzing PROLOG

source code.
In order to start the GUI and to reload the last used project, we call

visur_gui.

We can either use the reloaded project, we can load another saved project, or we can create
a new project (menuFile, cf. Figure 7.4). To create a new project, we clickFile→New
Project.

We need to load a hierarchy containing the location of all sources which we want to
examine. To load a hierarchy into the hierarchy browser, we go into the menuBrowser(cf.
Figure 7.5). There, we can either create and store a new source location usingNew Source
Location..., or we can reload a source location. The stored source locations are divided
into the scopes DDK, PROLOG, JAML , PHP. The menuBrowseroffers the possibility to
load an XML file into the hierarchy browser, too. This XML file has to be build up as
described in Subsection 3.1.2. We can import the directory structure of the files system,
too, using the menuSelect Directory....
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Figure 7.4: Menu File

Figure 7.5: Menu Browser

After we have selected the sources, we have to call the menuDatabase→Generate
ProSoRe Database(cf. Figure 7.6). This parses the PROLOG files into the PROSORE

database. If a file has been modified, we update the PROSORE database by calling
Database→Update ProSoRe Database.

Figure 7.6: Menu Database

Now, we can choose one of the tables or graphs offered in the menuVisualization(cf.
Figure 7.7).

The methods of the menuVisualizationconcern the whole sources. To restrict methods
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Figure 7.7: Menu Visualization

to a certain branch, we can choose an item of the hierarchy tree and click the right mouse
button. A pop-up menu opens (cf. Figure 7.8) and we can choosethe corresponding
method.

Figure 7.8: Pop-up Menu of the Hierarchy Browser

7.1.4 Plug-ins – Extending the GUI

The features of the GUI are determined by XML documents. They can be extended –
comparable to plug-ins of other applications – just by adding further entries to the cor-
responding XML document. We can add or delete menu entries to the menu bar, the
browser, the nodes and edges, and the picture. The default configuration of the GUI is
configured for refactoring and visualizing PROLOG source code and for retrieving statis-
tically information about the source code. The configuration is adapted to DISLOG.
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To locate XML documents, the corresponding files are associated to certain aliases.
These associations can be changed in order to use another configuration. Following
aliases are used by the GUI of VISUR:

visur_menu_bar
configures the pull-down menus of the menu bar. How to configure the menu bar in
detail is described in Appendix A.3.

visur_browser
configures the integrated hierarchy browser of VISUR. Here, we define the pop-up
menus, mouse click events and node symbols of the hierarchy browser (cf. Ap-
pendix A.4).

visur_gxl_config
contains the configuration of the GXL graph visualizations and defines beside other
parameters, the pop-up menus and mouse click events of the nodes, the edges and
the picture of a graph (cf. Appendix B).

Example 7.1 (Configuration of the Menu Bar) The following part of an XML docu-
ment configures the menuFile of V ISUR. The first submenu isNew Project, which calls
the predicatenew_project/1 in PROLOG. After this menu item, there will be drawn
a line (end_group="on"). Further menus and calls can be added by adding further
menu elements.

<menus name="Visur Menus">
<menu name="File">
<menu name="New Project"
predicate="new_project"
prmtrs="[@1]" message="prolog" end_group="on"/>

...
</menu>

...
</menus>

7.2 Case Studies

V ISUR can be used in a wide area of source code visualization and reasoning. Having
a suitable XML representation of the source code, e.g., PROLOGML, JAML [12] or PH-
PML [14], and having adapted basic methods, we apply methods for visualization, statis-
tics, code reasoning, and refactoring. In Subsection 7.2.1, we generate cross reference
graphs between different packages. In order to visualize dependency graphs containing
meta calls, we defined the extended Rule/Goal graph. Figure 7.9 shows, e.g., the meta-call
predicatefindall/3, which is called bycalls_uu/2 and bycalls_uu_reduce/3.
Predicates belonging to the group of meta-call predicates are able to call other predicates
in their arguments. The predicate-calls of the meta-call predicates are more interesting
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than the predicates, which are called in the rule of a meta-call predicate, so we extended
the rule/goal graph in order to include such calls. Subsection 7.2.2 shows a visualization

calls_uu_reduce/3

rar_graphs

findall/3

(>)/2

calls_uu/2

rar_graphs

findall/3

calls_uu_pred/2

rar_graphs

calls_fp/3

rar_graphs

defines_or_calls_fp/4

rar_graphs(:=)/2

defines_fp/3

rar_graphs

path_extract/3

(=\=)/2 length/2

unit/1

edges_to_reduced_graph/2

Figure 7.9: Extended Rule/Goal Graph in VISUR

of rule based knowledge represented by XML documents. Finally, in Subsection 7.2.3,
we visualize ER diagrams, a DTD in the hierarchy browser and we show how to visualize
HTML references.

7.2.1 Cross Reference Graphs for Packages

In this section, we describe the method, which creates graphs. We can create cross ref-
erence graphs, and rule/goal graphs. Often, we have to limitthe source code, which we
want to visualize, in order to create a well arranged graph. Otherwise, the graph would
contain too much nodes and edges, so that it would not anymorebe informative. In order
to get informative graphs and to minimize the amount of nodesand edges in the graph,
we restrict the whole source code to the part of the interesting source code, which we then
visualize.

In order not to create too large graphs, we use on the one hand atree in order to choose
branches of interest. Each branch of the tree contains a partof the source code. Usually,
the source code is hierarchically ordered, which complies with the branches of the tree.
The source code of a branch normally belongs to the same programming scope.

On the other hand, we can determine the granularity of the visualization. After we
have chosen a branch of the source code tree, we decide, between which packages we
want to visualize the dependencies. For the DDK, we have, e.g., the possibility to visualize
the dependencies betweenunits, modules, files, or predicates. Thereby, a unit contains
several modules, a module contains several files, and a file contains several predicates.
Figure 7.10 shows the cross references between the units of DISLOG. In order to organize
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units or modules hierarchically, we can query the responsible predicates, which causes a
call from one module to another module. Knowing these predicates, we can consider
moving the predicates into another module.

Figure 7.10: Unit Dependency Graph of DISLOG in V ISUR

In order to create a graph, we call

package_to_gxl(+Config, Predicate_Groups, +Tree,
+Type, +Package, -Gxl),

or just

package_to_gxl(+Type, +Package, -Gxl).

Depending on the value of the passed arguments, this createsa cross reference graph, a
rule/goal graph or an inverse rule/goal graph of the actual parsed system. This method
works closely together with the methods of the PROSORE database, in order to generate
a visualization of the dependencies between packages or predicates. This means that the
corresponding source code has to be parsed and asserted as facts, before calling one of
the graph creation methods.

Using the methodcreate_graph/3 just calls the methodcreate_graph/6.
The missing parameters

Config, Predicate_Groups, Tree

are determined before as default values. We specify the graph and the appearance of the
graph with the parameters, described in the following. After we created the GXL graph
Gxl, we visualize the graph usinggxl_to_picture/3 (cf. Section 6.4.1).

The Configuration of the Node Symbols We use the XML documentConfig in order
to define the appearance of the node symbols. Thereby, the nodes are divided into differ-
ent groups. For each group, we define the symbol, the color andthe size of the nodes,
belonging to the group.
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The predicate groups are defined in the configuration file, which is associated to the
aliaspredicate_groups. There, we define which predicate, respectively method,
belongs to which group. Additionally, we define some furthervisualization settings in
this XML document, too. E.g., we define which nodes are duplicated or hidden in the
visualization of a GXL graph (cf. Section 3.2.6). The DTD of the XML document as like
follows:

DTD:

<!ELEMENT config node_symbols>

<!ELEMENT node_symbols node_symbol+>

<!ELEMENT node_symbol EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST node_symbol

group type CDATA #required
class type CDATA #required
symbol (rhombus|triangle|

circle|box|honeycomb|
no_symbol|text_in_box|
text_in_ellipse|CDATA) #required

size (small|medium|large|CDATA) #required
color (yellow|blue|red|green|

black|white|orange|...) #required>

We saved an XML document containing a default configuration for the method mentioned
above and we associated this file to the aliasvisur_config. We can load the content
of this file easily into a PROLOG variable usingalias_to_fn_triple/2.

Example 7.2 (Configuration of create_graph/6) The following XML document con-
tains a fragment of the configurationConfig of the methodcreate_graph/6.

<?xml version=’1.0’ encoding=’ISO-8859-1’ ?>
<config>
<node_symbols>
<node_symbol group="rule_node" class="rule_node"

symbol="box" size="medium" color="white"/>
<node_symbol group="built_in" class="dislog"

symbol="triangle" size="medium" color="yellow"/>
...
</node_symbols>

</config>

The element<node_symbols> contains the visualization settings for the predicate
groups. The element contains several<node_symbol> elements. The attributes of
the<node_symbol> element contain the settings for the visualization.

group, class
These two attributes are references. They are used to configure the node symbol of
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the predicates belonging to the predicate group with the same attributesgroup and
class of the XML documentPredicate_Groups (cf. Section 3.2.6).

symbol
determines the node symbol, which is shown in a visualization. Possible values are:

no_symbol, text_in_box, text_in_ellipse,
rhombus, triangle, circle, box, honeycomb.

size
determines the size of the node symbol. Possible values are

small, medium, large,

or all other size aliases, which are defined in the XML configuration document of
the visualization methodgxl_to_picture/3.

color
determines the color of the node symbol. Possible values are, e.g.,

green, red, yellow, blue, ...

It can be either an alias name or a RGB value in hexadecimal format. RGB values
have the formatcolour(HEX), e.g.,colour(’#FF0000’) for red.

The Predicate Groups are defined in the XML documentPredicate_Groups. This
document is already described in Section 3.2.6.

The Tree reflects the hierarchical structure of the examined source code. In the DDK,
this matches with the file system structure. Each branch of the tree is equal to a directory
of the file system of the DDK. Thereby, the top level, respectively the root of the tree,
is calledsystem. Further levels aresources, libraries, units, modules, and
files. Often, we just choose a part of the source code to visualize in a graph. These
parts are restricted to the source code, contained in a branch or this tree, respectively, a
subdirectory containing the source code.

The Parameter Type selects the graph, which we want to create. Using the PROSORE

database and the corresponding RAR methods, we retrieve the dependencies between
predicates, files and in general, packages. Thereby, the considered source code is limited
to the selected branch of the tree.
incoming

creates a graph, containing the incoming cross references between the chosen pack-
agePackage and all other packages of the source code. Thereby,
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Package = Level:Path

The granularity of the visualization is the same asLevel. E.g., if Level is
module, we visualize all modules, which contain a method calling a method of
the packagePackage.

Example 7.3 (Graph Creation) In order to show all modules of the DDK, which
call the modulegxl (cf. Figure 7.11), we call

?- Package = module:’sources/source_code_analysis/gxl’,
visur:create_graph(incoming, Package, Gxl),
gxl_to_picture(_, Gxl, _).

Yes

Figure 7.11: Incoming Calls of the Module Gxl

outgoing
analogous above, this creates a graph, containing the outgoing cross references be-
tween the chosen packagePackage and all other packages of the source code.

Example 7.4 (Graph Creation) In order to show all modules of the DDK, which
are called from the modulegxl (cf. Figure 7.12), we call

?- Package = module:’sources/source_code_analysis/gxl’,
visur:create_graph(outgoing, Package, Gxl),
gxl_to_picture(_, Gxl, _).

Yes
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Figure 7.12: Outgoing Calls from the Module

in_out
This combines the first two graphs mentioned above. This means we generate a
graph which contains all calls from outside to the current package and all calls
from the current package to the outside packages.

Example 7.5 (Graph Creation) Figure 7.13 shows all calls between the module
gxl and the other modules of the DDK.

Figure 7.13: Incoming and Outgoing Calls of the Module

The three graphs mentioned above visualize cross references of the whole available source
codefrom andto the packagePackage = Level:Name. Thereby, the granularity is
always the same as it is specified withLevel. The next values ofType create graphs,
which are limited to the source code contained in the packageLevel andPath. Calls
outside this package are ignored.

file
visualizes the cross references of allfilesof the packagePackage.

Example 7.6 (Graph Creation) In order to show the file dependency graph of all
files in the modulegxl (cf. Figure 7.14), we call
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?- Package = module:’sources/source_code_analysis/gxl’,
visur:create_graph(file, Package, Gxl),
gxl_to_picture(_, Gxl, _).

Yes

Figure 7.14: File Dependency Graph of the Module GXL

module
visualizes the cross references of allmodulesof the packagePackage.

unit
visualizes the cross references of allunitsof the packagePackage.

rule_goal
creates arule/goalgraph of the predicates contained in the packagePackage.

goal
creates apredicate dependencygraph of the predicates contained in the package
Package.

Package contains the part of the system, respectively branch of the tree, on which we
want to look at. The package is divided into the level and the path.

Package = Level:Path

The level and the path have to be contained in the hierarchy, which we have passed, or it
has to be a head of a rule in the format

predicate:(Module:Predicate)/Arity.
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Using the DDK, Path contains the path beginning from the root~/Dislog/ of the
tree.

Example 7.7 (Package) Possible values ofPackage of the DDK are, e.g.,
unit:’sources/source_code_analysis’,
module:’sources/source_code_analysis/gxl’,
file:’sources/source_code_analysis/visur/graphs.pl’
predicate:’(visur:rule_goal_graph)/5’.

The Result: GXL The methodcreate_graph/6 creates a graph, containing the
wished dependencies of the examined part of the source code.The output is a graph
which is written in GXL . The methodcreate_graph/6 uses the PROSORE database
and the methods of the PROSORE database in order to create graph.

Example 7.8 (Graph Creation) This example shows the source code of a method,
which parses an arbitrary PROLOG file and creates either a rule/goal graph, or a goal
graph, depending on the value ofType.

Implementation:
1 prolog_file_to_dependency_graph(Type, File_1) :-
2 memberchk(Type, [rule_goal, goal]),
3 tilde_to_home_path(File_1, File_2),
4 rar:parse_file_to_rar_database(File_2),
5 visur:create_graph(Type, file:File_2, Gxl),
6 gxl_to_picture(_, Gxl, _).

First, we check, if the argumentType is eitherrule_goal orgoal (line [2]). Then, if the
Unix shortcut tilde~ occurs in the filename, we replace it with the home path of the current
user (line [3]). After this, we parse the PROLOG source code file and we add the content to
the PROSORE database (line [4]). At last, we create the graph and visualize the graph in an
XPCEpicture (lines [5, 6] ).

We call
?- prolog_file_to_dependency_graph(rule_goal, ’basics.pl’).

Yes

in order to view the rule/goal graph of the filebasics.pl.

Example 7.9 (Graph Creation) Having the method above, we can extend it with some
further GXL actions, using the methodgxl_to_gxl/3. In the following example, we
write a method which additional deletes loops and single nodes. The single nodes are
visualized in an additional table. At last, we add a weighting method and a layouting
method to the method. The weighting method changes the thickness of the edges in
dependency of the weight of an edge. The layouter uses a bfs algorithm to position the
nodes.
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Implementation:

create_graph_visualize_graph(Type, Package) :-
alias_to_fn_triple(visur_config, Conf),
alias_to_fn_triple(predicate_groups, PG),
sca_variable_get(source_tree, Tree),
create_graph(Conf, PG, Tree, Type, Package, Gxl_1),

Actions_1 = actions:[]:[
action:[name:delete_loops]:[] ],

Actions_2 = actions:[]:[
action:[name:delete_single_nodes]:[] ],

Actions_3 = actions:[]:[
action:[name:layout]:[

gxl_layout:[mode:bfs, x_start:10, y_start:10,
x_step:50, y_step:50, y_variance:10]:[]]],

gxl_to_gxl(Actions_1, Gxl_1, Gxl_2),
gxl_to_gxl(Actions_2, Gxl_2, Single_Nodes, Gxl_3),
gxl_to_gxl(Actions_3, Gxl_3, Gxl_4),
gxl_edge_weight(Gxl_4, Gxl_5),
gxl_to_picture(_, Gxl_5, _),
singletons_to_table(’Single Nodes’, Single_Nodes).

We assume that the source code already is contained in the PROSORE Database. This has
to be done before, using the parsing method described in Subsection 3.2.2.

We present statistical information about calls between different modules or units in
tables, too. Figure 7.15 shows the number of calls from one module to another module.

Figure 7.15: Calls across Modules

7.2.2 Visualizing Rule Based Knowledge

[54] introduces a declarative approach for querying and visualizing rule based knowledge
represented by XML documents. The extension and maintenance of large rule-based sys-
tems is a complex task. For instance, the deletion of a redundant or an incorrect rule is
often very difficult to perform, since (transitive) dependencies of this rule are not obvious
at first sight. The visualization of knowledge can be used, e.g., in the following scenarios:
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Restructuring knowledge:If the expert wants to remove or modify an existing rule,
then it is helpful to inspect all depended knowledge objects(e.g., constrained find-
ings and inferred solution objects) and rules, respectively. A visual view of the
dependencies can simplify the inspection of the knowledge base.

Validating knowledge:The visual inspection of knowledge can be also helpful dur-
ing the validation of the knowledge systems’ reasoning behavior. Then, the visual-
ization of the (transitive) derivation graph of a solution object defined by its deriving
rules can assist the expert during a debugging session.

Examination of knowledge design:The rule base is visualized as a graph with
knowledge objects (i.e., findings, solutions) representedas nodes and rules depicted
by corresponding edges. Then, the design of the knowledge base can be simply ana-
lyzed by viewing the graph structure. Results of this analysis are domain dependent.
E.g., a sub-graph connected to the remaining graph structure only by one node is an
indicator for vulnerable knowledge design, since a part of the implemented knowl-
edge depends on a single object.

Besides the examples given above there exist many other applications for the visualiza-
tion of rule bases. Figure 7.16 shows a transitive derivation tree using VISUR. This ex-
ample, shows, e.g., that the diagnosis P181 is directly derived by two rules (i.e., Rfb1831,
Rfb1822).

Figure 7.16: Transitive Derivation Tree of the DiagnosisP181.

7.2.3 Visualizing Other Graphs

Further examples of visualizations are, e.g., ER Diagrams,DTDs and HTML documents.
In the following, we give some ideas how to visualize the dependencies of such document
types.
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ER Diagrams

In [20], we have shown how to visualize ER diagrams (cf. Figure 7.17). Now, the ER
visualization method has been adapted to GXL . Thereby, we changed the data input
format of an ER diagram to XML . It looks like the following example.

Example 7.10 (File “er_diagram.xml”)

<er_diagram>
<entity name="Lieferant">
<attributes>

<attribute name="Lieferantennr" description="VARCHAR(8)"/>
...

</attributes>
<primary_key>

<key name="Lieferantennr"/>
</primary_key>

</entity>

<relationship name="Bestellung_von_Einkaufswaren">
<entities>

<entity name="Lieferant" cardinality="n"/>
...

</entities>
<attributes>

<attribute name="Lieferantennr" description="CHAR(9)"/>
...

</attributes>
</relationship>
...

</er_diagram>

The DTD of the XML document looks as follows:

DTD:

<!ELEMENT er_diagram entity* relationship*>

<!ELEMENT entity attributes primary_key>
<!ATTLIST entity

name type CDATA #required>

<!ELEMENT attributes attribute+>

<!ELEMENT attribute EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST attribute

name type CDATA #required
description type CDATA #required>

<!ELEMENT primary_key key+>
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<!ELEMENT key EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST key

name type CDATA #required>

<!ELEMENT relationship entities attributes>
<!ATTLIST relationship

name type CDATA #required>

<!ELEMENT entities entity+>

<!ELEMENT entity EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST entity

name type CDATA #required
cardinality type CDATA #required>

Calling the method

er_diagram_to_gxl(+Config, +File, -Gxl)

consults the fileFile, which contains the description of the ER diagram. We transform
it into GXL using the parameters defined in the configurationconfig, which define the
symbols and size of entities, attributes, and relationships. Now, having a GXL document,
we visualize the ER diagram, using the callgxl_to_picture/3.

Figure 7.17: Visualization of an ER Diagram by VISUR

DTDs

We visualize DTDs in a graph or a hierarchy browser. In the hierarchy browser, recursive
elements of the DTD are marked with a special symbol. Figure 7.18 shows a part of a
DTD in the hierarchy browser and Figure 7.19 shows a part of a DTD as a graph. We call

visur:dtd_to_tree(+File, -Tree)
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in order to create a suitable treeTree of a DTD file File, which we can visualize with
the hierarchy browser. We call

visur:dtd_to_browser(+File), or
visur:dtd_to_browser(+File, -Frame)

in order to visualize a DTD direct in the DTD browser. We call

visur:dtd_to_gxl(+File, -Gxl)

to create a graph of a DTD, which we can visualize usinggxl_to_picture/3.

Figure 7.18: A DTD visualized in the Hierarchy Browser

Figure 7.19: A DTD visualized in an XPCEPicture

Dependencies of HTML References

To visualize HTML references, we have to replace the basic predicatecalls/2 of the
PROSORE. We do not need a local database of facts storing the dependencies in an XML

representation. We can use the world wide web as database. Calling

calls(+Url_1, ?Url_2),
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the following steps have to be done:

• the HTML document of the URLUrl_1 has to be downloaded

• the HTML document has to be parsed for tags, such as

<a href="...">...</a>

or equivalent tags.

• the result has to be bound to the variableUrl_2.

As there do not exist symmetric links in the world wide web (wedo not know, which
document is linked by another document), we do not need the reverse database which
uses the factsis_called_by/6 of the PROSORE.

Additionally, we can check if the linked websites exist or not and mark not existing
websites in the visualization. To avoid endless searches ofwebsites, which are transitively
linked from one site, the implementation of the transitive closure should be restricted to
a maximal depth of linked websites. This can be done by an additional parameter, which
stopscalls/2 after a certain number of iterations.

The hierarchy browser can be used to list a number of URLs, whose content can be
visualized in an additional window.
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This thesis deals with the management and analysis of sourcecode, which is repre-
sented in XML . Using the elementary methods of the XML repository, we access, change,
update, and save the XML source code representation. We reason about the source code,
refactor source code and we visualize dependency graphs forcall analysis. The visual-
izations and source code analyses are helpful for refactoring. We visualize dependencies
between files, modules, or packages. Using source code visualizations and call spectra,
we try to structure the source code in order to get a system, which is easily to comprehend,
to modify and to complete. We have developed sophisticated methods to slice the source
code in order to obtain a working package of a large system, containing only a specific
functionality.

The basic methods, on which the visualizations and analysesare built on can be
changed like changing a plug-in. The advantage is, that we can reuse the visualization
methods in order to handle arbitrary source code representations, e.g., JAML , PHPML,
PROLOGML. Dependencies of other context can be visualized, too, e.g., ER diagrams, or
website references.

The tool SCAV supports source code visualization and analyzing methods. The de-
sign of SCAV is built up in several layers. Adapting the first layer which contains the
source code representation in an XML repository and the basic query methods, we can
use SCAV to visualize dependencies of arbitrary coherences. The plug-in ability makes
SCAV to an easily and widely usable tool. Using SCAV, we calculate statistics which we
present in tables, and graphs. The library GXL for PROLOGand the picture class for GXL

graphs is used to represent graphs. The library GXL enables us to execute diverse graph
operations, e.g., we can classify, highlight or delete nodes and edges, we can save and
reload graphs or transform graphs into different representations. Using the picture class,
we can visualize GXL graphs. Thereby, we are able to configure diverse pop-up menus
and mouse click events. The SCAV GUI supports nearly all available methods. This GUI
can be configured individually. It can be easily extended by suitable plug-ins.

SCAV can be combined with further tools. We can join the microanalyses tools of
Dian Dochev and Michael Müller with the macro analyses of SCAV. Moreover, we can
extend SCAV with further reasonings on the XML structure of the repository.
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Appendix A

XPCE Programming Techniques

Using SWI-PROLOG, it is complex to define mouse click events and pull-down or pop-
up menus. We have implemented a possibility to define mouse click events, pull-down
and pop-up menus, which can be easily configured by just editing an XML document.
Therefore, we have to apply methods to XPCE objects. Appendix A.1 describes how to
apply a method to an XPCEobject, in Appendix A.2 we describe how to generate mouse
click events and in Appendix A.3, we describe how to generatepull-down and pop-up
menus.

A tool using the XML techiques for defining pop-up menus is the hierarchy browser.
We use the hierarchy browser to visualize hierarchies of thesource code. We configure
the hierarchy browser using XML documents. Menus can be changed easily by changing
the corresponding XML document. The hierarchy browser is explained in Appendix A.4.

We use XML documents to configure methods. It would be tedious to specify the
location of an XML document each time we need the document. Therefore, we use an
alias-file association in order to access files in a fast way without specifying the location
of the file. We describe, how we associate files with aliases inAppendix A.5. The alias
browser is an application of the hierarchy browser and is used to comfortably administrate
the aliases.

A.1 Applying Methods to Objects of a Picture

We can apply a method to XPCE objects. This is needed, e.g., in order to get the new
node positions of a graph, which is modified interactively bythe user. E.g., the method
picture_to_gxl/3 (cf. page 195) generates a new GXL document of a graph vi-
sualized in an XPCE picture. This method retrieves from each node object of the XPCE

picture the coordinates, and saves them into the GXL document. The following lines of
source code show how to apply a method to node or edge objects of a picture.
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Implementation:

apply_method_to_objects_in_pic(Type, Pic, Method) :-
member(Type, [device, connection]),
send(Pic?graphicals, for_all,

if(message(@arg1, instance_of, Type),
message(@prolog, Method, @arg1))).

Type
is eitherdevice or connection. If we want to apply the method on a box,
rhombus, circle or in general acompound object, we usedevice. If we want to
apply the method on an edge, a line or in general aconnectionbetween two node,
we useconnection.

Pic
is the XPCE address of the picture andMethod is the method, which we want to
apply to the objects, e.g.,writeln/1. @arg1 contains the XPCEaddress of the
object, e.g., a node or an edge.

Method
is the method, which will be executed, e.g.,writeln/1 in order to write the XPCE

address of the node or an edge.

If we have the XPCEaddress of an object in the picture, we can receive the properties of
this object using the predicateget/3 (cf. page 201). Further information aboutget/3
can be obtained in the XPCEmanual [63].

Example A.1 (Writing X ML Payload)

write_xml_payload(Address) :-
get(Address, xml, Xml),
fn_to_xml(Xml).

write_payload_of_nodes_and_edges_in_pic(Pic) :-
send(Pic?graphicals, for_all,

if(message(@arg1, instance_of, device),
message(@prolog, write_xml_payload, @arg1))),

send(Pic?graphicals, for_all,
if(message(@arg1, instance_of, connection),

message(@prolog, write_xml_payload, @arg1))).

In this example, we search for each XPCE address contained in the picture. If the cor-
responding class of an XPCE object belongs todevice, which is in our visualizations
equal to a node, we call the methodwrite_xml_payload/1, together with the argu-
ment@arg1. The argument@arg1 contains the XPCEaddress of the object.

The methodwrite_xml_payload/1 queries for the the XML payload of the ob-
ject and pretty prints the XML payload usingfn_to_xml/1 to the PROLOG console.
We do the same with the classconnection, which represents the edges in a graph
picture.
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A.2 Generating Mouse Click Events

We have implemented an easy method to define mouse click events for graphical XPCE

objects. We just call the following method together with theXPCEaddress of the object,
a list of variables, and an XML configuration document in order to make an XPCE ob-
ject accessible for mouse clicks events. Clicking on such a graphical XPCE object, the
corresponding method, which we defined for a certain event inthe XML configuration
document, will be executed. The method

xml_click_action_to_xpce(+Address, +Variables, +XML)

adds the mouse click events, defined in the XML documentXML, to the XPCE object,
which belongs to the XPCEaddressAddress.

Address
is the XPCE address of an existing object to which we want to add one or more
mouse click events with corresponding methods. The mouse click events and meth-
ods are defined in the XML documentXML.

Variables
is a list of variables, which are needed by a method, which is called after a mouse
click event. These variables are usually only available at runtime. It may be a dy-
namic XPCE address of a frame, a browser window, a node, or a menu item. The
process flow looks as follows: first a mouse click event is triggered. Then the corre-
sponding method, which is defined in the XML documentXML is called. The XML

document contains a list of parameters the method needs. This can be a fixed value
or it can be a dynamic variable, which is only available at runtime. In the XML doc-
umentXML, we reference dynamic variables contained in the listVariables by
using the attributeprmtrs and the shortcuts@1, @2, @3 . . . . Thereby, the shortcut
@1 in the XML document references the first variable of the listVariables, @2
references the second variable,@3 references the third variable and so on.

XML
contains the definition of the mouse click events, the corresponding called methods
and the necessary parameters.

The DTD of the XML documentXML, looks as follows:

DTD:

<!ELEMENT on_click EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST on_click

button (left|middle|right) #required
type (single|double|triple) #required
module CDATA "user"
predicate CDATA #required
prmtrs CDATA #required
message (prolog|class) "prolog">
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button
This attribute defines the mouse button. Valid values areleft, middle and
right.

type
This attribute defines, if the button has to be clickedsingle,double, ortriple
times, in order to trigger a certain mouse click event.

module
We can call predicates of PROLOG modules, too. This attribute determines the
PROLOG module of the called predicate. The default value of the module isuser.

predicate
determines the predicate, which is called after we triggered a mouse click event.

prmtrs
The value of the attributeprmtrs is a list, which contains the fixed arguments of
the predicatepredicate and the references to the dynamic variables of the list
Variables, which are only available at runtime. If we want to call a dynamic
argument, we use the aliases@1, @2, . . . , e.g., ifprmtrs has the value[@1], the
first element of the listVariables, which is passed by creating the mouse click
events usingxml_click_action_to_xpce/3, is chosen. In the listprmtrs,
only atomic elements are allowed. The list may not contain unbound elements.

message
determines the namespace, in which the called predicate is executed.message
is eitherprolog or it is class. The default value ofmessage is prolog. If
message has the valueprolog, the call is executed in the normal namespace of
PROLOG.

If message has the valueclass, the call is executed in the namespace of the
class, which is given in the first argument of the listPrmtrs. This means that it
must be a call of a method contained in this class. Using the value class, there
must always exist at least one argument in the listVariables with the XPCE

address of the class, which is referenced in the attributeprmtrs.

Example A.2 (Mouse Click Events)

?- new(Picture, picture),
XML_1 = on_click:[button:left, type:double,

module:prolog, predicate:emacs, prmtrs:[@1],
message:prolog]:[],

XML_2 = on_click:[button:right, type:single,
module:prolog, predicate:writeln, prmtrs:[@2],
message:prolog]:[],

Variables = [’file.txt’, ’Hello, again!’],
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xml_click_action_to_xpce(Picture, Variables, XML_1),
xml_click_action_to_xpce(Picture, Variables, XML_2),
send(Picture, open).

Yes

First, we instantiate a new picturePicture. Then, we define two mouse click events:
in the argumentXML_1, we define that after double clicking the left mouse button on
the picture, the internal PROLOG editor emacs is called with the first argument of the list
Variables. In the argumentXML_2, we define that after clicking the right mouse
button once on the picture,writeln is called with the second argument of the list
Variables. The textHello, again! is written to the PROLOG console. Analo-
gous examples for pop-up menus follow in Appendix A.3.

Remark: In V ISUR, we generate the mouse click events for the picture, the nodes and
the edges passing the following list of runtime variables tothe corresponding XPCE ob-
ject:

Variables = [Picture, Object, Button, Type, XML_Code]

Picture is the address of the visualizing picture,Object is either the address of the
picture, or the address of the node, or the address of the edge. Button andType spec-
ifies the mouse click event andXML_Code contains the corresponding XML part of the
node or picture.

This means, that using a method of visur, we can define in an XML document, that
one or more of the runtime variables above are passed to a method after a click gesture is
triggered. In the XML document, we have to use the shortcuts@1, @2, @3, @4, and@5 in
the listprmtrs.

A.3 Generating Pull-down and Pop-up Menus

Analogous to the mouse click events, we have implemented an easy method to define pull-
down and pop-up menus. These menus can be appended to any graphical XPCE object.
We define the menus in an XML document. This XML document contains the methods,
which we want to be executed, too. Doing so, we have the advantage that we can very
easily change menus and methods, even during runtime.

First of all, we have to create a container for the pop-up menus. We have the choice
between two types of containers. We have either the possibility to create a pull-down
menu for a menu bar, which we can use in an application. Or, we can create a pop-up
menu, which we can append to a graphical XPCEobject, e.g., a node or an edge.

Depending on how we want to use the menus, we generate an instance of one of the
following XPCEclasses as menu container. If we want to create a container for a pop-up
menu, in order to use the menu for a graphical XPCEobject, we call

new(C, popup).
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If we want to create a menu bar for an application, we call

new(C, menu_bar).

Having a proper container instance, our method

xml_menu_to_xpce(+C, +Variables, +XML)

appends the menu entries defined in the XML documentXML to the containerC. Now, we
can append this pop-up to any graphical XPCEobject or we can use it for a menu bar. The
examples below show how to create a menu and how to append the pop-up to a XPCE

object. But first of all, we explain the arguments of the methodabove. These arguments
are equivalent to the arguments of the method, which generates mouse click events.

Popup
is the XPCEaddress of the instance of a pop-up-class or a menu-bar-class.

Variables
is equivalent toVariables of themouse click eventmethod in Appendix A.2. It
is a list of variables, which is needed by the called predicate, and which are only
available at runtime. This can be, e.g., an XPCE address of a frame, a browser
window, a node, or a menu item. We refer to these variables using the attribute
prmtrs in the XML documentXML. There, we determine, which variable of this
list is passed to a called predicate. For further details about the listVariables cf.
Appendix A.2.

XML
contains the menu structure, the corresponding called methods and the necessary
arguments.

The DTD of the XML document, which contains the menu structure, looks as follows:

DTD:

<!ELEMENT popup menu*>

<!ELEMENT menu menu*>
<!ATTLIST menu

name CDATA #required
end_group (on|off) #implied
module CDATA #implied
predicate CDATA #implied
prmtrs CDATA #implied
message (prolog|class) #implied>
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The attributes of the element<menu> mean the following:

name
determines the visible name of a menu item. This name is displayed, when we
open a menu. The name is highlighted, when we move the mouse over the menu
name. If the menu name is highlighted, we can click on the menuname. Either the
corresponding method is called, or if the menu item containsfurther submenus, a
window for the submenu is opened. This window opens automatically, if we rest
on a menu item, too.

end_group
determines, if a separator will be drawn below a menu item. Separators can be used
to group menu items, which belong to the same scope.

module, predicate, prmtrs, message
These attributes have the same meaning as described for the mouse click event
method in Appendix A.2. We can omit these attributes in menus, which contain
further submenus.

Example A.3 (Pull-down and Pop-up Menus) This XML configuration document is
used to generate the menu bar shown in Figure A.1:

<?xml version=’1.0’ encoding=’ISO-8859-1’ ?>
<popup>

<menu name="File">
<menu name="Print to File..."

module="visur" predicate="picture_to_eps_file"
prmtrs="[@3]" message="prolog" end_group="on"/>

<menu name="Exit"
module="user" predicate="destroy"
prmtrs="[@1]" message="class" end_group="off"/>

</menu>
<menu name="Edit">
<menu name="Write"

module="user" predicate="writeln"
prmtrs="[@2]" message="prolog" end_group="on"/>

</menu>
</popup>

We save this XML document in the filemenu.xml. In order to use it in SWI-PROLOG,
we read the XML document into a PROLOG variable, usingdread/3 (cf. Section 6.2).
The XML document is represented in PROLOG using the field notation.

?- new(Frame, frame),
new(Dialog, dialog),
new(Menu_Bar, menu_bar),
new(Pic, picture),
new(Popup, popup),
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send(Dialog, append, Menu_Bar),
send(Dialog, append, Pic),
send(Frame, append, Dialog),
send(Pic, popup, Popup),

dread(xml(dtd:[prmtrs:list]:[]), ’menu.xml’, XML),
xml_menu_to_xpce(Menu_Bar, [Frame, ’Hello!’, Pic], XML),
xml_menu_to_xpce(Popup, [Frame, ’Hello!’, Pic], XML),

send(Frame, open).

Yes

First, we generate a new frame, a dialog, a menu bar, a picture, and a pop-up. Then we
append the menu bar and the picture to the dialog. The dialog is appended to the frame
and the pop-up is added to the picture. After we created the proper container class for the
menu bar and the pop-up, we add the items to the container. Therefore, we read the XML

document usingdread/3. Due to the fact that the attributeprmtr of the xml document
contains a PROLOG list, we give in the DTD the corresponding value. At last, we add the
menu items to the menu bar and the pop-up and open the frame. Now, we have at the top
of the frame a menu bar, and we see a pop-up menu by clicking theleft mouse button on
the picture.

Figure A.1: A Menu Bar Build with xml_menu_to_xpce/3

Note that the variablesFrame andPic have to be bound before we can pass it in the
arguments ofxml_menu_to_xpce/3.

The generated menu contains the menusFile, andEdit. The menuFile contains the
submenusPrint to File... andExit. Now, e.g., if we click on the submenuPrint to File...
the method

picture_to_eps_file(Picture)

will be executed and if we click on the submenuExit the call

send(Frame, destroy)

will be executed.
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Remark: In V ISUR, we create the menu bar, pop-up menus for the picture, the nodes
and the edges passing the following list of runtime variables to the corresponding XPCE

object:

Variables = [Picture, XML_Code, Object]

Picture is the address of the visualizing picture,Object is either the address of the
picture, the address of the node, or the address of the edge.XML_Code contains the
corresponding XML part of the node, edge or picture.

This means we can define an XML document in this way, that the dynamic variables
mentioned above are be passed to a method. We do this in the list prmtrs using the
shortcuts@1, @2, @3.

A.4 The Hierarchy Browser

We have implemented a hierarchy browser to visualize trees.The tree has to be passed
as XML document to the hierarchy browser. Using the configurable menu bar, pop-up
menus, and the mouse click events, we can easily attach methods to the hierarchy browser,
which will be executed after a mouse click event has been triggered. Each node of the
visualized tree is represented by an item in the hierarchy browser. For each item we can
configure two icons (expanded, collapsed), a certain pop-up, which opens when a right
mouse click is done on the item and a method, which is called bya mouse click on the
item. We integrated a hierarchy browser in the VISUR GUI in order to visualize the
hierarchy of the loaded files (cf. Figure A.2), to choose the part of source code, which we
want to visualize, and to execute predefined methods on partsof the chosen source code.
But the hierarchy browser can be used separately, too (cf. Figure A.3). An example of a
stand alone application, e.g., is thealias browser, which we describe in Appendix A.5.

Figure A.2: Hierarchy Browser and File Dependency Graph of the Module basics
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In the following, we describe how to create an instance of thehierarchy browser and
how to integrate the hierarchy browser to an application. Furthermore, we explain the
configuration possibilities of the hierarchy browser, e.g., how to configure pop-ups, menu
bars and mouse click events. At last, we describe the DTD of the input trees of the
hierarchy browser.

Creating the Hierarchy Browser

To create a new instance of the hierarchy browser or to send a tree to an existing hierarchy
browser, we call

hierarchy_to_browser_ddk(+Config, +Tree, ?Browser).
hierarchy_to_browser_ddk(+Tree, ?Browser).

The argumentConfig configures the hierarchy browser. The configuration is written in
an XML document. The argumentTree contains the tree, which we want to visualize.
The argumentBrowser contains the XPCEaddress of the hierarchy browser.

It is not necessary to send a configuration to the browser. If we do not send a con-
figuration, the empty configurationconfig:[]:[] will be used, or, if the hierarchy
browser was instantiated with a configuration document before, the existing configura-
tion document will be used. This may be, e.g., the case, if we send a new tree to an
existing browser, in order to update the visualization.

In some cases, it is not possible to integrate the hierarchy browser into an existing
GUI using the predicatehierarchy_to_browser_ddk. Instead, we can create an
instance of the hierarchy browser, using the following call, too.

new(Browser, hierarchy_browser_ddk(+Config, +Tree)).

This makes it possible, to append the browser to a XPCEclass, e.g.,frame, dialog or
picture.

Example A.4 (Creating the Hierarchy Browser) We arrange a hierarchy browser left
of a picture, and open the picture together with the appendedhierarchy browser.

?- new(Pic, picture),
new(Browser,

hierarchy_browser_ddk(config:[]:[], tree:[]:[])),
send(Browser, left, Pic),
send(Pic, open).

Pic = @2653629/picture,
Browser = @2709331/hierarchy_browser_ddk

Yes

In order to actualize the visualized tree in the hierarchy browser, we just need the XPCE

address of the hierarchy browser. We call
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?- hierarchy_to_browser_ddk(tree:[...]:[...], Browser).

Yes

and the new tree is visualized in the hierarchy browser.

The Configuration of the Hierarchy Browser

We have saved an example of the hierarchy browser configuration in an XML document.
This XML document or file, respectively, is associated to an alias. Weaccess and use the
file without specifying the path and name of the file each time it is used. The file is asso-
ciated to the aliashierarchy_browser_config. The association can be changed at
any time by the user (cf. Appendix A.5). The DTD of the hierarchy browser configuration
as like follows:

DTD:

<!ELEMENT config icons? nodes? mouse_clicks?>

<!ELEMENT icons icon*>

<!ELEMENT icon EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST icon

alias CDATA #required
file CDATA #required>

<!ELEMENT nodes node*>
<!ATTLIST nodes

open CDATA #implied
close CDATA #implied>

<!ELEMENT node EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST node

alias CDATA #required
open CDATA #required
close CDATA #required>

<!ELEMENT mouse_clicks mouse_click*>

<!ELEMENT mouse_click on_click* popup*>
<!ATTLIST mouse_click

alias CDATA #required>

The Elements <icons> and <nodes> These two elements are used for configuring the
visualization of the items, respectively nodes, in the hierarchy browser. The element
<icons> contains several<icon> elements. Each<icon> element contains the at-
tributesalias andfile.
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The attributefile contains the filename and path of an existing picture, or more
precisely, the filename and path of an existing icon. It can bea jpg, bmp, png, or xpmfile.
An icon is referenced from the<node> elements in this configuration via its attribute
alias.

The element<nodes> contains several<node> elements. Each<node> element
has the attributesalias, open, andclose. The tag name of a node in the visualized
tree is a reference of the attributealias of a<node> element.

The attributesopen andclose are references to the attributealias of an<icon>
element. They define the icon of an expanded and collapsed node in the visualization.
The attributeopen defines the icon of a node in the tree, which is expanded, and the
attributeclose defines the icon of a node in the tree, which is collapsed.

The element<nodes> has the attributesopen, andclose, too. The values of these
attributes are on the one hand the default values of<node> elements, with missingopen
or close attributes.

On the other hand, they are the default icons of nodes of a tree, for which a correspond-
ing reference of a<node> element does not exist in the configuration. Corresponding
elements are elements for which the tag name of a node in the tree matches with the
attributealias of a<node> element in the configuration.

Example A.5 (Icons and Nodes)

<config>
<icons>
<icon alias="open_1" file="opendir.xpm"/>
<icon alias="open_2" file="text.xpm"/>
<icon alias="close_1" file="closedir.xpm"/>
<icon alias="close_2" file="edit.xpm"/>

</icons>
<nodes open="opendir.xpm" close="closedir.xpm">
<node alias="system" open="open_1" close="close_1"/>
<node alias="file" open="open_2" close="close_2"/>

</nodes>
</config>

The Element <mouse_clicks> This element defines the entries of a pop-up menu of an
item and the methods, which will be executed by a certain mouse click event. We describe
the complete DTD of this element and the corresponding methods, which generate the
pop-up menus and the mouse click events in Appendix A.2 and A.3.

We append mouse click events and pop-up menus to the items using the following
arguments. These arguments can be retrieved from an application again and can be used
by a called method:

• For methods called out from amenu, the sequence of the available arguments is

[Browser, Item]
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• for methods called out from amouse click event, the sequence of the available
arguments is

[Browser, Item, Button, Type, XML_Code]

Thereby,Browser andItem contain the corresponding XPCEaddresses. The necessary
arguments, which we want to pass to a method can be defined withthe attributeprmtr
in the configuration. We use the alias@Nr, e.g.,[@1, @2, ...] in order to reference
one of these arguments.

Example A.6 (Configuration of Mouse Clicks)

<config>
<icons>
<icon alias="opendir" file="opendir.xpm"/>

</icons>
<nodes open="opendir.xpm" close="closedir.xpm">
<node alias="system" open="opendir" close="closedir"/>

</nodes>
<mouse_clicks>
<mouse_click alias="file">
<on_click button="left" type="double" module="visur"

predicate="emacs" prmtrs="[@2]"/>
<popup>

<menu name="Visualizations" end_group="off">
<menu name="Global Cross References" end_group="on">
<menu name="Incoming and Outgoing References"

module="visur" predicate="visualize_graph"
prmtrs="[@2, in_out]" end_group="off"/>

<menu name="Incoming File References"
module="visur" predicate="visualize_graph"
prmtrs="[@2, incoming]" end_group="off"/>

<menu name="Outgoing File References"
module="visur" predicate="visualize_graph"
prmtrs="[@2, outgoing]" end_group="off"/>

</menu>
</popup>

</mouse_click>
</mouse_clicks>

</config>

The DTD of the Tree

The hierarchy browser visualizes trees, which are written in an XML document. Now, we
explain the DTD of this XML document. In the following DTD, the tag namenode is
arbitrary and can be any other name each time it is used in the tree, too.
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DTD:

<!ELEMENT node node*>
<!ATTLIST node

name CDATA #implied
mouse_click CDATA #implied
open CDATA #implied
close CDATA #implied>

The elements of the hierarchy tree can contain additional attributes, too. E.g., the tree of
the PROSORE database, which is visualized in the hierarchy browser of VISUR, addition-
ally contains the attributesdate andpath.

<!ATTLIST node
...
date CDATA #implied
path CDATA #implied>

Example A.7 (Hierarchy Tree of the DDK ) The following example shows a part of the
file system tree as we use it for the hierarchy of the DDK.

<system name="DisLog">
<unit name="basic_algebra" mouse_click="unit">

<module name="basics" mouse_click="module">
<file name="increment.pl" path="..."/>
<file .../>

...
</system>

Each element of the tree can have further nested elements. The tree can have any depth.
The tag names are arbitrary. It can be any name, e.g., using the hierarchy of the DDK,
the tag names aresystem, sources, unit, module, file, andpredicate. The
attributes of the DTD have the following meaning:
name

The value ofname is displayed in the hierarchy browser. These are the item names
in the visualization. If this attribute is not present, the tag name of the element will
be displayed in the hierarchy browser.

mouse_click
This is an optional attribute of each tree element. Using this attribute, we determine
the predicate, which is called if a mouse click event is triggered. We define the
pop-up menu of an item, too.

This attribute is a reference to the attributealias in the configuration (cf. Ap-
pendix A.4). The XML configuration document specifies among other things, what
action has to be made, if a mouse click event is triggered. Forthe tree of the DDK,
e.g., we configured that a click on the right mouse button shows a pop-up menu with
diverse submenus, and a double click with the left mouse button on a file shows the
content of the file in the PROLOG editoremacs.
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open, close
The attributesopen andclose determine the icons, which are shown in the hier-
archy browser. The values contain complete file-paths to icons. Icons are displayed
beside the label of a node. They can be configured in dependency of the node sta-
tus. If the node is expanded the icon from the attributeopen is displayed and if the
node is collapsed, the icon of the attributeclosed is displayed.

Example A.8 (The Configuration of the Hierarchy Tree) We show an abstract part
of our solar system in the hierarchy browser. The XML configuration document de-
fines the icons for the items in the browser. We use the pictures opendir.xpm and
closedir.xpm as default icons of a node.

For the nodesolar_system, we will use the iconsbinocular andhierarchy.
For the nodessun and planet, we will use the default icons, except for the node
planet with the attributename="Earth". For this node, we define the individual
iconghost in the hierarchy tree.

We define the pop-up menu and the predicate, which we want to becalled by a double
click on the left mouse button on the itemsolar_system, too.

Figure A.3: The Hierarchy Browser

?- Config =
config:[]:[
icons:[]:[

icon:[alias:a, file:’binocular.xpm’]:[],
icon:[alias:b, file:’hierarchy.xpm’]:[] ],

nodes:[open:’opendir.xpm’, close:’closedir.xpm’]:[
node:[alias:solar_system, open:a, close:b]:[] ],

mouse_clicks:[]:[
mouse_click:[alias:solar_system]:[
on_click:[button:left, type:double, call:view_data,
prmtrs:[@1], message:prolog]:[],

popup:[]:[
menu:[name:’Data’, end_group:on]:[

menu:[name:’Population’, call:population,
prmtrs:[@1], message:prolog, end_group:off]:[]

]]]] ],
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Tree =
solar_system:[name:’Solar Systems’]:[
sun:[name:’Sun’, mouse_click:solar_system]:[

planet:[name:’Merkur’, mouse_click:solar_system]:[],
planet:[name:’Venus’, mouse_click:solar_system]:[],
planet:[name:’Earth’, mouse_click:solar_system,

open:’ghost.xpm’, close:’ghost.xpm’]:[]] ],
hierarchy_to_browser_ddk(Config, Tree, _).

Yes

Example A.9 (GXL to Hierarchy-Tree) We convert a GXL document into an XML

hierarchy tree by calling

gxl_to_tree(+Gxl, -Tree).

This method creates an XML document, which only contains the nodes of a GXL docu-
ment. The document is hierarchically structured in the following way: if two nodes of the
GXL document are connected with a directed edge, then we embed the second node as
XML element in the XML element of the first node. Additionally, the<node> elements
of the GXL document are transformed: from each GXL node, only the ID is extracted and
used as tag name in the new XML document.

The GXL document

<gxl>
<graph ...>
<node id="n_1">...</node>
<node id="n_2">...</node>
<edge id="e_1" from="n_1" to="n_2">...</edge>

</graph>
</gxl>

will be transformed into

<tree>
<n_1>
<n_2/>

</n1>
</tree>

The resulting document can be visualized by the hierarchy browser.

?- Gxl = gxl:[...]:[graph:[...]:[
node:[id:n_1]:[...],
node:[id:n_2]:[...],
edge:[id:e_1, from:n_1, to:n_2]:[...] ]],

gxl_to_tree(Gxl, Tree),
hierarchy_to_browser_ddk(Tree, Browser).
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Tree =
tree:[]:[
n_1:[]:[
n_2:[]:[] ] ],

Browser = @2676802/hierarchy_browser_ddk.

Yes

We can visualize this tree using the hierarchy browser (cf. Figure A.4).

Figure A.4: The Hierarchy Browser Visualizing a GXL Document

A.5 The Alias Browser for the File History

In the PROSORE database and the libraries RAR, VISUR and GXL , we use XML doc-
uments as configuration files. In these libraries, each configuration file is not addressed
directly via its path and filename, but each configuration fileis addressed via analias. We
use an alias for the filename instead of using hard links for a filename.

Using an alias, we are much more flexible. In order to change the path of a configura-
tion file, which is used several times in the library, we only need to change the associated
path of the corresponding alias. Doing so, all relevant parts of the whole source code
are changed simultaneously; we need not manually change thepath in the whole library
several times. We can change the path at runtime, too, so thatimmediately a new config-
uration is used.

Using an alias has another advantage, too. We do not only associateonefilename with
an alias. In order to get a history of thelast used files, an alias is associated to alist of
files. This list is organized as a stack. The last file, which weput on the stack will be the
first one, which we retrieve, when we query for thefile historyof an alias. Additionally,
we are able to associate each alias with adefault file. If a changed configuration does not
work, we can access the default file. Often, the default file isqueried, too, if entries in a
configuration file are missing. The default file never should be removed of the file history.

All associated file names and aliases are stored in an XML file. We explain the DTD

and how to retrieve the location of this file in this section. Furthermore, we explain the
command line tools for managing aliases. We have implemented the alias browser, a
graphical user interface, in order to view the existing aliases, and to administrate the
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aliases and the file history in a comfortable way. Using the alias browser, we can execute
the command line methods for managing aliases.

Retrieving Associated Files and Content

All aliases and corresponding files are saved in an XML document. The following com-
mands extract the queried information of this XML document. Each method, which
queries the corresponding files of an alias only shows existing files. We call

alias_to_files(+Alias, -Files)

in order to retrieve the list of corresponding and existing files of an alias. If we just want
to retrieve the last added file of the file history, we call

alias_to_file(+Alias, -File).

To each alias, we can define a default file. This file is used, e.g., if all other files in the file
history are deleted. If we want to retrieve the default file ofan alias, we call

alias_to_default_file(+Alias, -File).

Often, the content of the files we use is written in XML . We can query an associated
file name of an alias, and read it into a PROLOGvariable. The PROLOGvariable represents
the XML document in field notation.

Example A.10 (Retrieving Associated Files)
?- alias_to_file(Alias, File),

dread(xml(dtd:Alias), File, Xml).

Yes

We combined these two steps in one step. In order to read the content of the last associated
file directly into field notation, we call

alias_to_fn_triple(+Alias, -FN_Triple).

This and the next method only work, if the content of the file isXML . If we want to read
thedefaultfile into field notation, we call

alias_to_default_fn_triple(+Alias, -FN_Triple).

In order to read a file into field notation in a correct way, the two methods above check,
if there exists a corresponding DTD for this alias. If there exists a corresponding DTD,
it will be used bydread/3 to read the file into field notation (cf. Section 6.2). If there
does not exist a DTD alias, the XML document is read without any DTD.

In order to retrieve the associated DTD of an alias, we call

alias_to_dtd(+Alias, -DTD).

The DTD definition associated to an alias is used to read a file, which content is XML , in
a proper way into field notation. In order to read an XML document, we calldread/3.
The associated DTDs of the aliases are defined in the filealias_to_dtd.pl. There,
further DTD definitions can be added, too.
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Adding an Alias-File Association

In order to associate a file to an alias, we call

add_file_to_alias(+Alias, +File).

This method associates a file to the alias, including the whole file path. If the file exists in
the file history of this alias, yet, it will be deleted from thefile history and it will be added
to the top of the file history, again. If the alias does not exist, yet, the alias will be new
created, and the file will be added to the file history.

The file will only be added to the associated file history, if the file exists. This will be
proofed before. Adding a file to the file history of an alias deletes all non existing files in
the associated file history of this alias.

Often, we want to add files to the file history of an alias, whichhave a relative path to
the executed system DDK. If we want to add a file to an alias, which has a relative path,
we call

add_file_to_alias(+Alias, +DDK_Var:File).

Thereby,DDK_Var is the name of a variable, which can be queried using

dislog_variable_get/2.

Valid values ofDDK_Var are, e.g.,

home, source_path, sca, configuration.

The prefix and suffix are not concatenated and saved as absolute path in the file history.
The relative variableDDK_Var, containing the prefix of the path, and the suffixFile of
the path are saved separately in the file history. and will be concatenated only at runtime
each time it is needed.

A file can be associated to an alias as default file. A file is marked as default, if it has
the attributetype="default" in its attribute list (cf. the DTD of the file history). In
order to add a default file, we call either

add_default_file_to_alias(+Alias, +File),

or

add_default_file_to_alias(+Alias, +DDK_Var:File).

Each alias can only have one default file. Adding a further default file causes that the
existing default file will be replaced by the new one.
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Deleting an Alias-File Association or an Alias

If we only want to delete one alias-file association, we call

delete_file_from_alias(+Alias, +File).

Files, which are marked as default file, should not be deleted, because these files are
absolute necessary. They can be replaced by another defaultfile, but this is not advisable
for aliases used by the PROSORE database and the libraries RAR, VISUR and GXL .
Deleting a default file causes faults in all methods, which ask for the default file!

In order to delete a complete alias including all associatedfiles, we call

delete_alias(+Alias).

Analogous to the methoddelete_file_from_alias/2, we should not completely
delete an alias, which contains default files of the PROSORE database and the libraries
RAR, VISUR and GXL .

The File History and its DTD

The file history is an XML document. In the file history, all aliases and their corresponding
files and default files of the aliases are written. The filenameof the file history can be
retrieved calling

history_file(-File).

In order to read the file history into a PROLOG variable using field notation, we call

history_file_to_fn_triple(-FN_Triple).

Example A.11 (File History) The following XML document shows an example of a
part of the file history.

<?xml version=’1.0’ encoding=’ISO-8859-1’ ?>
<file_history>

<aliases>
<alias name="gxl_config">
<file name="config.xml" path="config.xml"/>
<file name="config_2.xml type="default"

prefix="home" path="config_2.xml" />
...

</alias>
...

</aliases>
</file_history>

The DTD of the file history looks as follows:
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DTD:

<!ELEMENT file_history aliases>

<!ELEMENT aliases alias*>

<!ELEMENT alias file*>
<!ATTLIST alias

name CDATA #required>

<!ELEMENT file EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST file

type default|normal|not_existing #implied
path CDATA #required
prefix CDATA #implied>

The file history can be visualized using the alias browser, too (cf. next section). In order
to visualize the file history, we have to extend the DTD of the file history.

The Alias Browser

We have implemented a GUI, which simplifies the handling withaliases (cf. Figure A.5).
All methods mentioned above are integrated in the alias browser. The alias browser is
based on the hierarchy browser and on the methods for generating pop-up menus and
mouse click events. The pop-up menus and mouse click events are defined in the file,
which is associated to the aliasalias_browser. In order to execute the alias browser,
we just call

alias_browser.

First, the alias browser retrieves the XML document of the file history by calling the
methodhistory_file/1. The alias browser uses an extended DTD for the element
<file> of this XML document, so in the next step, we add additional attributes to the
elements<file>.

Using an extended DTD for the alias browser allows us to generate an individual name
for the visualization of a file in the browser. And, second, wecan allocate a proper symbol
for default files, normal files and non existing files. The extended information is added to
the XML document during the runtime of the alias browser.

DTD:

<!ATTLIST file
mouse_click CDATA #implied
open CDATA #implied
close CDATA #implied
name CDATA #implied
type default|normal|not_existing #implied
path CDATA #required
prefix CDATA #implied>
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Figure A.5: The Alias Browser

We visualize an element in the alias browser in dependency ofthe element and the
properties of the element. The root element is called<file_history> and it is visu-
alized using the left icon of Figure A.6.

Figure A.6: The Root, Aliases and Alias Icons

The root element contains the element<aliases>. This element contains the aliases
of the PROSORE database and the libraries RAR, VISUR and GXL . It is visualized using
the middle icon of Figure A.6. Each<alias> element contains the files associated to
this alias. This list is a file history. The element<alias> is visualized using the right
icon of Figure A.6.

Each<file> element is visualized using one of the following three iconsof Fig-
ure A.7. If a file is contained in the file history and if the file exists in the file system, we
use the first icon. If the file is additional defined as thedefaultfile of this alias, we use the
second icon. And at last, if the file is contained in the file history, but it does not exists in
file system, we use the third icon.

Each item has its individual pop-up menu. The itemaliasesonly contains a pop-up
menu, with which we can add a new alias to the XML document. Analias-item has
a pop-up menu, with which we can either delete the corresponding alias, including the
corresponding file history, or with which we can add a new file to the alias.
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Figure A.7: The File Icons of the Alias Browser

A file-item has several different pop-up menus: if it is a normal file, we can view it in
the PROLOG emacs editor, or we can delete it from the file history. If it isthe default file,
we only can view the file in the PROLOG emacs editor. And if it is a non existing file, we
can delete it from the file history.
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Appendix B

The XML -Based Configuration of the
Picture Class for GXL Graphs

The visualization methodgxl_to_picture/3 is configured by an XML document. In
the XML configuration document the properties and the behavior of nodes, edges, arrows,
mouse click events, pop-up menus and so on can be easily and individually configured.

We have prepared a default XML configuration document. This default XML config-
uration document is used by the methodgxl_to_picture/3. If the user does not
specify a configuration, then the default XML configuration document is automatically
used. In the following sections, we describe how to obtain the default XML configura-
tion document and we describe the possible entries. We specify the XML configuration
document by a DTD and give some examples.

B.1 The Default Configuration for Graph Pictures

The default XML configuration document is saved in a file. This file is an XML document,
which contains all necessary parameters and configuration possibilities used by the visu-
alization method. The file is associated to an alias, in orderto get the content of this file
quickly into a prolog variable. The alias of this file isgxl_config (cf. Appendix A.5).
We retrieve the system path of this file by calling the method

alias_to_default_file(gxl_config, -File).

Based on this default configuration, we retrieve missing parameters, which are needed in
order to visualize a graph in an XPCEpicture. In Appendix D.4, we present a part of this
default XML configuration document.

The easiest way to get a valid configuration for the visualization method is to load the
defaultXML configuration document into a variable using

alias_to_default_fn_triple(gxl_config, -Config).

On the basis of this configuration, we make changes and adapt the configuration. In the
simplest case, the configurationConfig has the value<config/>. This configuration
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always works. Using this configuration, no pop-ups and mouseclick events are config-
ured. If possible, missing configuration elements of incomplete configurations will be
automatically retrieved from the default XML configuration document mentioned above.
These elements are added to the configuration, if they are needed.

B.2 The DTD of the XML Configuration Document

The XML configuration document contains the elements

<sizes>, <handles>, <arrows>, <mouse_clicks>

for configuring the behavior of mouse clicks, pop-up menus and the visualization of nodes
and edges. The following XML fragment is an example of this configuration:

Example B.1 (XML Default Configuration)

<config>
<sizes>
<size alias="small" points="6"/>
...

</sizes>
<arrows> ... </arrows>
<handles> ... </handles>
<mouse_clicks>
<mouse_click alias="individual">

<menu ...> ... </menu>
<on_click ...> ... </on_click>

</mouse_clicks>
</mouse_clicks>

</config>

First, we just summarize all parts of the configuration DTD and explain the elements and
attributes of the XML configuration document. The DTD consists of the following main
elements, which are explained in detail in the subsections below.

DTD:

<!ELEMENT config sizes? handles? arrows? mouse_clicks?>

<!ELEMENT sizes size*>

<!ELEMENT size EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST size

alias CDATA #required
points CDATA #required>

<!ELEMENT arrows arrow*>
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<!ELEMENT arrow EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST arrow

alias CDATA #required
pen (line|CDATA) #required
width CDATA #required
length CDATA #required
color (line|CDATA) #required
fill_pattern (nil|white_image|black_image) #required
style (open|closed) #required>

<!ELEMENT handles handle_group*>

<!ELEMENT handle_group handle*>
<!ATTLIST handle_group

alias CDATA #required

<!ELEMENT handle EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST handle

direction (in|out) #required>
pos (top|bottom|left|right|

top_left|top_right|
bottom_left|bottom_right) #required

reference (symbol|text) #required
factor CDATA #required>

<!ELEMENT mouse_clicks mouse_click*>

<!ELEMENT mouse_click on_click* popup?>
<!ATTLIST mouse_click

alias CDATA #required>

<!ELEMENT on_click EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST on_click

button (left|middle|right) #required
type (single|double|triple) #required
module CDATA "user"
predicate CDATA #required
prmtrs CDATA #required
message (prolog|class) "prolog">

<!ELEMENT popup menu*>

<!ELEMENT menu menu*>
<!ATTLIST menu

name CDATA #required
end_group (on|off) #implied
module CDATA #implied
predicate CDATA #implied
prmtrs CDATA #implied
message (prolog|class) #implied>
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The Elements <sizes> and <size>

These elements define aliases for the sizes of the node symbols. Each alias is assigned to
an integer. In a GXL document, we can set the size of a node symbol either using an alias,
whose corresponding integer value is defined in the XML configuration document, or we
use directly an integer. The corresponding DTD of the XML configuration document looks
as follows:

DTD:

<!ELEMENT sizes size*>

<!ELEMENT size EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST size

alias CDATA #required
points CDATA #required>

The element<size> contains the following attributes:
alias

This attribute is an alias for the size. The alias is referenced from each element
<node> of a GXL document. We can add further aliases for different sizes, too.
The following aliases are defined in the default XML configuration document:

small, medium, large.

points
A GXL node contains the attributesize, which refers to the attributealias men-
tioned above. The value of the attributepoints is an integer, which determines
the size of a node symbol in a picture.

Example B.2 (The Element Sizes)

<sizes>
<size alias="small" points="6"/>
<size alias="medium" points="18"/>
<size alias="large" points="36"/>

</sizes>

The Elements <arrows> and <arrow>

The element<arrows> specifies the appearance of the arrows of an edge. If we visualize
edges in an XPCE picture, there are several possibilities to draw arrows at the beginning
and at the end of an edge. Figure B.1 shows several examples. Wedraw open or closed,
filled or blank arrows. In the XML configuration document, the attributealias of an
<arrow> element is referenced from the attributesfirst_arrow orsecond_arrow
of a GXL edge, which is defined in a GXL document.
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Example B.3 (The Element Arrows)

<arrows>
<arrow alias="arrow_1"

width="15" length="20"
fill_pattern="nil" color="black"
style="open" pen="1"/>

</arrows>

Figure B.1: Different Arrow Types and their Parameters

The corresponding part of the DTD looks as follows:

DTD:

<!ELEMENT arrows arrow*>

<!ELEMENT arrow EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST arrow

alias CDATA #required
pen (line|CDATA) #required
width CDATA #required
length CDATA #required
color (line|CDATA) #required
fill_pattern (nil|white_image|black_image) #required
style (open|closed) #required>

alias
This alias is referenced by the attributefirst_arrow, andsecond_arrow of
an edge in a GXL document. The arrows of the referencing edge are configured,as
it is defined in the element<arrow> of the XML configuration document.
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pen
is an integer which determines the thickness of the arrow lines in pixel. pen can
also have the valueline. Then, the arrow lines will have the same thickness as the
underlying line between the two connected nodes.

width
is an integer which determines the width of the arrow in pixel.

length
is an integer and determines the length of the arrow in pixel.Together with the
attributewidth, we determine if an arrow is large, small, wide or slight. Theratio
betweenwidth andlength determines, if the arrow is wide or slight.

color
This attribute determines the color of the arrow. The value of the color is analogous
to the background color (cf. attributebackground, page 147).color can also
have the valueline. Then, the arrow will have the same color as the underlying
line between the two connected nodes.

fill_pattern
The value offill_pattern can benil, white_image or black_image
(for an example, cf. Figure B.1).

• nil:
the triangle of the arrow is not filled with anything. The edgeline goes into
the triangle and is complete visible.

• white_image:
the edge line just goes to the beginning of the triangle.

• black_image:
the triangle of the arrows is filled with the color of the triangle lines.

style
The value ofstyle can beopen or closed (for an example, cf. Figure B.1).

• open:
the triangle of the arrow is open, the third line of the triangle is missing.

• closed:
the triangle of the arrow is closed, the triangle has three lines. This means that
the two endings of the arrow lines are connected with each other.

The Element <handles>, <handle_group> and <handle>

In a visualization, an edge can only be connected to certain,predefined points of a node.
Such a predefined point is calledhandle. A node can have many handles. The handles
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of a node can be anywhere in or outside the node symbol. They are user-defined. The
element<handles> defines the individual anchor points of a node, to which an edge
is connected. Each subelement<handle_group> of the element<handles> de-
fines multiple anchors. The attributealias of the subelement<handle_group> is
referenced by the attributehandles of a node in a GXL document (cf. Section 6.1.1,
page 148). The node will be visualized using this anchor settings.

Example B.4 (Handles)

<handles>
<handle_group alias="default">

<handle pos="left" reference="text"
direction="in" factor="100"/>

<handle pos="top" reference="symbol"
direction="in" factor="100"/>

<handle pos="left" reference="text"
direction="out" factor="100"/>

...
</handle_group>
<handle_group alias="node"

<handle pos="left" reference="text"
direction="out" factor="100"/>

</handles>

This part of the DTD looks as follows.

DTD:

<!ELEMENT handles handle_group*>

<!ELEMENT handle_group handle*>
<!ATTLIST handle_group

alias CDATA #required

<!ELEMENT handle EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST handle

direction (in|out) #required>
pos (top|bottom|left|right|

top_left|top_right|
bottom_left|bottom_right) #required

reference (symbol|text) #required
factor CDATA #required>

In our visualization, a node is composed of asymbol partand below the symbol part, a
text part. The anchor points can be in the middle or at the border of the symbol part, or
at the border of the text part. We can configure the anchors forincoming and outgoing
edges (cf. Figure B.2).

If there is no handle referenced in a GXL node element, then the settings of thedefault
handle group are used. Each handle group consists of multiple handles. Each handle
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defines an anchor point of the node, to which an edge can be connected. The attributes of
the element<handle> have the following meaning:
pos

Each<handle> element configures one anchor point. There exist eight anchor
points. We can set an anchor in the middle of theleft, right, top and bottom
side, or at thetop and left, top and right, bottomand left, bottomand right cor-
ner. We use the valuesleft, right, top, bottom, top_left, top_right,
bottom_left, andbottom_right for this attribute.

reference
can betext, or symbol. If it is text, the anchor points are arranged around
the text field of a node. If it issymbol, the anchor points are arranged around the
symbol of a node.

factor
determines the percentage distance to the point zero of of the coordinate system.
The point zero of the coordinate system is in the middle of thesymbol. If the
attributefactor has the value100, and the attributereference has the value
symbol, the anchor for the edge will be at the border of the symbol. Iffactor
has the value0, the anchor will be in the middle of the symbol.

direction
determines, if we configure the anchor for outgoing or incoming edges. The value
can beout or in.

Figure B.2: Different Handles

The Element <mouse_clicks>

The element<mouse_clicks> determines, which action will be executed by a mouse
click on a node, an edge or the background of the picture. It also determines the pop-up
menu of a node, an edge or a picture. Each action or pop-up menucan be individually
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defined, e.g., we can determine which mouse button we have to click and if we have to
click once, or double.

The corresponding part of the DTD looks as follows:

DTD:

<!ELEMENT mouse_clicks mouse_click*>

<!ELEMENT mouse_click on_click* popup?>
<!ATTLIST mouse_click

alias CDATA #required>

The attributealias is referenced by the attributemouse_click of a node, or an edge
of a GXL document or by the XML configuration document itself. The pop-up menus
and on click events defined in the element<mouse_click> will be attached to the
corresponding XPCEnode object, edge object or picture.

As the element<mouse_clicks> is used in the configuration of other applications,
e.g., thehierarchy browser, too, we describe the rest of the DTD and the possible use in
Appendix A.2.

Remark: It is important to know that the methodgxl_to_picture/3 passes mul-
tiple information to an XPCE object (node object, edge object or picture). Each XPCE

object stores this information as payload in an internal structure. The following informa-
tion is passed to an XPCEobject:

• the XPCEaddress of the picture,

• depending on whether it is about an XPCEnode- or an edge-object, the correspond-
ing GXL part of the node or edge, and the XPCEaddress of the node or edge.

This information can be retrieved again in a corresponding method, which is called by a
mouse clickor chosen from apop-up menu. For more precise information about pop-up
menus and mouse click events see Appendix A.2.
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Appendix C

Writing Plug-ins

We can write additional plug-ins for SCAV, with which we can analyze and visualize ad-
ditional dependencies. To query dependencies, we can either use the PROSORE database
and fill the database with corresponding constraints. Or, wecan adapt the basic interface
methodselect/4. This method connects the PROSORE database and the analysis and
visualization methods of SCAV.select/4 is the basic method and all other methods
of SCAV are built on this method. We do not necessarily have touse the PROSORE

database. Additionally, we can adapt the methods for analysis and visualization, too, in
order to retrieve specific results. The calls to these methods can be configured in the
configuration of the browser.

The following examples show, how to create a plug-in to manage the ancestor rela-
tions (cf. Appendix C.1), and how to create a plug-in to manageJAVA dependencies (cf.
Appendix C.2).

C.1 Ancestor Relations Plug-in

This example shows two alternatives to create a plug-in for the ancestor relations. The
ancestor relations, and the call dependencies, respectively, are based on PROLOG facts.
Both alternatives use the browser to select a subset of the persons. This offers the possi-
bility to choose only the relations of a certain city and to visualize them, or to visualize
the relations between the cities, regions, countries. Therefore, we need to built a hierarchy
tree and a configuration file for the browser of SCAV. The hierarchy tree and the pop-
up menus of the browser can be adapted. In the examples, we generate a corresponding
XML document for the browser (cf. Appendix C.1.3), which defines the hierarchy tree. A
second XML document defines the pop-up menus of the browser.

C.1.1 The Ancestor Facts

We want to write a plug-in to visualize the family circumstances (cf. Figure C.1), which
are represented in the following facts:
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ancestor(’Birgit’, ’Werner’).
ancestor(’Jochen’, ’Werner’).
ancestor(’Werner’, ’Anna’).
ancestor(’Elke’, ’Anna’).
ancestor(’Anna’, ’Gutrun’).
ancestor(’Anna’, ’Anke’).
ancestor(’Hans’, ’Gutrun’).
ancestor(’Hans’, ’Anke’).

To be able to select only parts of the family, we assign each person to a city by the
following facts:

living_in(’Kitzingen’, ’Birgit’).
living_in(’Kitzingen’, ’Jochen’).
living_in(’Kitzingen’, ’Werner’).
living_in(’Kitzingen’, ’Elke’).
living_in(’Hollywood’, ’Anna’).
living_in(’Frankfurt’, ’Hans’).
living_in(’Frankfurt’, ’Gutrun’).
living_in(’Frankfurt’, ’Anke’).

For the hierarchy browser, we need a hierarchical structure(cf. Figure C.3). The examples
use the location of the cities on the earth:

belongs_to(planet:’Earth’, continent:’Amerika’).
belongs_to(planet:’Earth’, continent:’Europe’).
belongs_to(continent:’Amerika’, country:’USA’).
belongs_to(country:’USA’, region:’Florida’).
belongs_to(region:’Florida’, city:’Hollywood’).
belongs_to(continent:’Europe’, country:’Deutschland’).
belongs_to(country:’Deutschland’, region:’Bayern’).
belongs_to(country:’Deutschland’, region:’Hessen’).
belongs_to(region:’Hessen’, city:’Frankfurt’).
belongs_to(region:’Bayern’, city:’Kitzingen’).

These facts can be written into a separate file. There, we can consult these facts into the
PROLOG system. If these facts are written within the plug-in file, they should be defined
dynamic, so that the plug-in file can be reloaded.

:- dynamic
ancestor/2,
living_in/2,
belongs_to/2.

:- retractall( ancestor(_, _) ).
:- retractall( belongs_to(_, _) ).
:- retractall( living_in(_, _) ).

The following plug-ins show, how to adapt SCAV to visualize the dependencies above.
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Figure C.1: The Continent, Region, City and Ancestor Relations

C.1.2 Plug-ins for SCAV

Both alternatives use the same hierarchy tree generated in Appendix C.1.3. The first alter-
native stores the facts statically in the PROSORE database. Plug-ins doing so are easier to
implement. The second alternative changes the basic interface methodselect/4. The
advantage is, that the database can be dynamically programmed. We can query a changed
database without updating the PROSORE database of SCAV.

A plug-in is loaded either by the menu

File -> Load Plug-in ...

of SCAV, or by the PROLOG command line

load_plugin(+Plugin_File).

To be able to load another plug-in, each predicate of the plug-in file has to be defined
dynamic in the plug-in file. Further on, we first have to retract all predicates in the
file. The default plug-in of the PROSORE database looks like the following and is written
in the fileplugin_select_prosore_db.pl. It is loaded automatically during the
loading of the DDK.

:- dynamic select/4.

:- retractall( rar:select(_, _, _, _) ).
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select(Type, V1, V2, Object) :-
sca_namespace_get(DB),
hash_term(V1, H1),
hash_term(V2, H2),
Structure =.. [Type, H1, H2, V1, V2, Object, DB],
call(rar:Structure).

Methods, which callselect/4, use theType values

rule, is_called_by, leaf_to_path.

Depending on the part of the PROSORE database, which should be queried, another value
of Type is used. A new definition of the methodselect/4 must contain a definition
for each value of this parameter.

C.1.2.1 Filling the PROSORE Database

This plug-in inserts an adapted version of the ancestor relations to the PROSORE data-
base. The source code analysis and the visualization methods work on the PROSORE

database in the same way as for PROLOG source code.

Implementation:

1 :- dynamic plugin_rule/2.
2
3 :- retractall( plugin_rule(_, _) ).
4
5 plugin_rule(City, Rule) :-
6 ( ancestor(P, _)
7 ; ancestor(_, P) ),
8 living_in(City, P),
9 findall( atom:[module:user, predicate:Anc, arity:0]:[],
10 ancestor(P, Anc),
11 Ancestors ),
12 Rule =
13 rule:[]:[
14 head:[]:[
15 atom:[module:user, predicate:P, arity:0]:[] ],
16 body:[]:Ancestors ].

Line [1] defines the methodplugin_rule/2 asdynamic, and line [3] retracts former
editions of this method. Lines [5-16] transform theancestor/2 andliving_in/2 facts
to the PROLOGML syntax used by the PROSORE database.

Loading this plug-in by calling the methodload_plugin/1 insertsrule facts to the
PROSORE database. Thereby, the methodplugin_rule/2 is called and backtracking
is used. The database sources are theancestor/2, andliving_in/2 facts. All
other necessary facts of the PROSORE database, e.g., theis_called_by facts and the
leaf_to_path facts are automatically generated by the methodload_plugin/1.
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Example C.1 (Facts for the Ancestor Relations) The following PROSORE database
facts are created. The example only shows the correspondingfacts forBirgit.

rar:rule(A, B, C, D, E, F).

A = 4977515,
B = 4252908,
C = (user:’Birgit’)/0,
D = ’Kitzingen’,
E = rule:[]:[

head:[]:[
atom:[arity:0, module:user, predicate:’Birgit’]:[]],

body:[]:[
atom:[arity:0, module:user, predicate:’Werner’]:[]]]

F = standard

Yes

rar:is_called_by(A, B, C, D, E, F).
A = 8671375,
B = 4252908,
C = (user:’Werner’)/0,
D = ’Kitzingen’,
E = (user:’Birgit’)/0,
F = standard

Yes

rar:leaf_to_path(A, B, C, D, E, F).

A = 4252908,
B = 5433036,
C = ’Kitzingen’,
D = nv,
E = leaf_to_path:[level:city, name:’Kitzingen’]:[

leaf_to_path:[level:region, name:’Bayern’]:[
leaf_to_path:[level:country, name:’Deutschland’]:[
leaf_to_path:[level:continent, name:’Europe’]:[
leaf_to_path:[level:planet, name:’Earth’]:[]]]]]

F = standard

Example C.2 (The Pop-up Menus of the Hierarchy Browser) In order to create the
continent, region, city, or ancestordependency graphs (cf. Figure C.1), we created a
corresponding XML document (cf. Appendix C.1.3), defining the pop-up menus (cf.Fig-
ure C.2). Choosing an item of the pop-up menu calls the method defined in the XML

document.
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Figure C.2: The Hierarchy Browser and the Pop-up Menu

C.1.2.2 Changing the Interface Method of the Database

This example retracts the standard methodselect/4 of the PROSORE database and
adds an adapted method to SCAV. The adapted method has to simulate the behavior of
select/4. In particular, we have to simulateselect/4 for the parameters

rule, is_called_by, leaf_to_path.

The following plug-in adapts the basic interface methodselect/4 to the ancestor rela-
tion facts.

Implementation:

1 :- dynamic
2 select/4,
3 select_rule/3,
4 create_path/2.
5
6 :- retractall( rar:select(_, _, _, _) ).
7 :- retractall( rar:select_rule(_, _, _) ).
8 :- retractall( rar:create_path(_, _) ).
9
10 select(rule, (user:I_A)/0, I_B, Object) :-
11 setof( (I_A, I_B, Object),
12 select_rule(I_A, I_B, Object),
13 Rs ),
14 member( (I_A, I_B, Object), Rs ).
15
16 select(is_called_by, (user:I_B)/0, I_A_2, (user:I_A_1)/0) :-
17 ancestor(I_A_1, I_B),
18 living_in(I_A_2, I_A_1).
19
20 select(leaf_to_path, I, nv, Object) :-
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21 findall( I,
22 living_in(I, _),
23 Is_1 ),
24 list_to_ord_set(Is_1, Is_2),
25 member(I, Is_2),
26 create_path(city:I, Object).
27
28 select_rule(I_1, I_2, Object) :-
29 ( ancestor(I_1, _)
30 ; ancestor(_, I_1) ),
31 living_in(I_2, I_1),
32 findall( atom:[module:user, predicate:Anc, arity:0]:[],
33 ancestor(I_1, Anc),
34 Ancs ),
35 Object = rule:[]:[head:[]:[
36 atom:[arity:0, module:user, predicate:I_1]:[]],
37 body:[]:Ancs ].
38
39 create_path(L_2:N_2, XML_2) :-
40 belongs_to(L_1:N_1, L_2:N_2),
41 create_path(L_1:N_1, XML_1),
42 XML_2 = leaf_to_path:[level:L_2, name:N_2]:[XML_1].
43 create_path(planet:N_1, XML) :-
44 XML = leaf_to_path:[level:planet, name:N_1]:[].

Lines [1-4] define the used methods dynamic, so that they can be retracted. Lines [6-8] re-
tract the used methods of this plug-in. This is necessary to clean the memory, so that the
same plug-in can be reloaded a second time again. Lines [10-14] and lines [28-37] define
the methodselect/4 for the parameterrule. Thereby, the methodselect_rule/3
queries theancestor/2, andliving_in/2 facts and transform them into a suitable
PROLOGML syntax. In lines [16-18], we define the methodselect/4 for the parame-
ter is_called_by. Theancestor/2 andliving_in/2 facts are transformed into
the suitable PROSORE database syntax. At last, in lines [20-26] and lines [39-44], we de-
fine the methodselect/4 for the parameterleaf_to_path. Theliving_in/2 and
belongs_to/2 facts are adapted to the syntax of the PROSORE database.

C.1.3 Generating the Hierarchy Tree

The hierarchy tree assigns the persons to diverse continents, countries, regions and cities
(cf. Figure C.3). The attribute list of the root element contains the name of the lowest
level, in this casecity.

The hierarchy tree has to be defined by the methodtree_for_browser/1. Load-
ing a plug-in, this method is called and the retrieved hierarchy is shown in the browser.

Implementation:

1 :- dynamic
2 xml_browser_config/1,
3 tree_for_browser/1,
4 tree_for_browser/2.
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5
6 :- retractall( xml_browser_config(_) ).
7 :- retractall( tree_for_browser(_) ).
8 :- retractall( tree_for_browser(_, _) ).
9
10 tree_for_browser(XML_2) :-
11 findall( A,
12 ( belongs_to(A, _),
13 not( belongs_to(_, A) ) ),
14 Roots ),
15 list_to_ord_set(Roots, [Level:Name]),
16 tree_for_browser(Level:Name, XML_1),
17 XML_2 =
18 Level:[name:Name, path:Name, lowest_level:city]:XML_1.
19
20
21 tree_for_browser(L_1:Elt, XML_List) :-
22 findall( L_2:[name:D_2, path:D_2]:Sub_XML,
23 ( belongs_to(L_1:Elt, L_2:D_2),
24 tree_for_browser(L_2:D_2, Sub_XML) ),
25 XML_List_A ),
26 findall( person:[name:P, path:P]:[],
27 living_in(Elt, P),
28 XML_List_B ),
29 append(XML_List_A, XML_List_B, XML_List).
30
31 xml_browser_config(’browser_cfg.xml’).

Lines [1-4] define the predicatesdynamic. This is necessary to be able to load another
plug-in. Lines [6-8] retract former predicates, which are not necessary anymore. Lines [10-
18] generate the hierarchy tree for the browser. In lines [11-15], we retrieve the root element
of the tree. Therefore, the factsbelongs_to are queried. Lines [16-29] generate the
corresponding hierarchy for the browser, using the factsbelongs_to. Line [31] contains
the location of the configuration file of the browser. This configuration defines the pop-up
menu of the hierarchy and the methods called by selecting a pop-up menu. The configuration
is described in the following.

The following XML document contains the configuration of the browser. It can be
extended by further pop-up menus, called methods, and othericons for nodes.

<?xml version=’1.0’ encoding=’ISO-8859-1’ ?>

<config>
<icons>
<icon alias="opendir" file="16x16/opendir.xpm"/>
<icon alias="closedir" file="16x16/closedir.xpm"/>
<icon alias="person" file="16x16/forward.xpm"/>

</icons>
<nodes open="16x16/opendir.xpm" close="16x16/closedir.xpm">
<node alias="person" open="person" close="person"/>

</nodes>
<mouse_clicks>
<mouse_click alias="planet">
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Figure C.3: The Hierarchy Tree of the Ancestor Relations

<popup>
<menu name="Dependency Graphs" end_group="on">
<menu name="Continent" predicate="visualize_graph"

module="visur" prmtrs="[@2, continent]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

<menu name="Country" predicate="visualize_graph"
module="visur" prmtrs="[@2, country]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

<menu name="Region" predicate="visualize_graph"
prmtrs="[@2, region]" message="prolog"
module="visur" end_group="off"/>

<menu name="City" predicate="visualize_graph"
prmtrs="[@2, city]" message="prolog"
module="visur" end_group="on"/>

<menu name="Ancestor" predicate="visualize_graph"
prmtrs="[@2, goal]" message="prolog"
module="visur" end_group="off"/>

</menu>
</popup>

</mouse_click>
<mouse_click alias="continent">...</mouse_click>
...

</mouse_clicks>
</config>

We can define an individual pop-up menu for each browser node.The firstmenu ele-
ment of this XML document adds the pop-up menuDependency Graphscontaining the
submenusContinent, Country, Region, City, andAncestorto the browser node beginning
with the tagplanet. Further menus, e.g., for nodes beginning with the tagcontinent
are equivalent.
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C.2 JAVA Plug-in

We want to insert several JAVA source code files into the PROSORE database. Therefore,
this plug-in uses the JAVA XML representation JAML [12]. We assume, that each JAVA

source code file is represented by a corresponding JAML file and we assume that we know
the path to each JAML file. The JAML sources are parsed and transformed into a suitable
syntax, which can be inserted into the PROSORE database. We can use the given directory
structure of the file system for the hierarchy tree.

The following plug-in uses the equivalent technique of the example described in Ap-
pendix C.1.2.1. This means, instead of redefining the methodselect/4, we insert the
transformed JAML sources into the PROSORE database. The advantage is, that we can
quickly access the data. After we inserted the content into the PROSORE database, we do
not need to access the JAML files on the hard disk any more.

Implementation:

1 :- dynamic
2 plugin_rule/2,
3 tree_for_browser/1,
4 jaml_source_code_files/1,
5 xml_browser_config/1.
6
7 :- retractall( plugin_rule(_, _) ).
8 :- retractall( tree_for_browser(_) ).
9 :- retractall( jaml_source_code_files(_) ).
10 :- retractall( xml_browser_config(_) ).
11
12 xml_browser_config(’browser_cfg_jaml.xml’).
13
14 plugin_rule(File, Rule) :-
15 jaml_source_code_files(Files),
16 member(File, Files),
17 dread_(xml, File, [XML|_]),
18 calls_cmcm(XML, C1:M1, _),
19 findall( atom:[module:C2, predicate:M2, arity:’’]:[],
20 calls_cmcm(XML, C1:M1, C2:M2),
21 Calls ),
22 Rule =
23 rule:[module:C1]:[
24 head:[]:[
25 atom:[module:C1, predicate:M1, arity:’’]:[]],
26 body:[]:Calls ].
27
28 calls_cmcm(Jaml, C1:M1, C2:M2) :-
29 calls_mm(Jaml, M1, M2),
30 owns_cm(Jaml, C1, M1),
31 owns_cm(Jaml, C2, M2).
32
33 tree_for_browser(T:A2:C) :-
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34 Dir = ’Jaml/Javasrc_Jaml/xml/’,
35 file_system_to_xml(Dir, T:A1:C),
36 A2 = [root:’’, lowest_level:file, source_code:java|A1].
37
38 jaml_source_code_files(Files) :-
39 tree_for_browser(XML_Tree),
40 tree_to_files(XML_Tree, Files).

Lines [1-5] define the predicates of this plug-indynamic. This is necessary to be able to
load another plug-in. Lines [7-10] retract former predicates of this plug-in, which are not
necessary anymore. Line [12] defines the location of the XML document for the browser
configuration. Lines [14-25] define the methodplugin_rule/2, which is called by the
plug-in loading methodload_plugin/1 of SCAV. Line [15] retrieves the location of the
JAML sources. Line [16] chooses a file of this list and line [17] reads the XML context into
a PROLOG variable. Line [18] queries the call dependencies. Thereby, calls_cmcm/3
(lines [28-31]) uses the methods defined in Section 4.1.3. Lines [33-36] generate the hi-
erarchy tree for the browser. In this case, the hierarchy tree is based on the file system.
Line [36] adds necessary attributes to the root element of the hierarchy tree. The method
tree_for_browser/1 is called by the methodload_plugin/1 of SCAV to add
the hierarchy tree to the browser. The pop-up menu configuration defined by the method
xml_browser_config/1 (line [12]) is used. Lines [38-40] extract the filenames found
in the hierarchy tree.

In order to configure the pop-up menus of the browser, we use the following XML

documentbrowser_cfg_jaml.xml.

<?xml version=’1.0’ encoding=’ISO-8859-1’ ?>
<config>

<icons>
<icon alias="opendir" file="16x16/opendir.xpm"/>
<icon alias="closedir" file="16x16/closedir.xpm"/>
<icon alias="file" file="16x16/doc.xpm"/>
<icon alias="predicate" file="16x16/forward.xpm"/>

</icons>
<nodes open="16x16/opendir.xpm" close="16x16/closedir.xpm">
<node alias="dir" open="opendir" close="closedir"/>
<node alias="file" open="file" close="file"/>
<node alias="person" open="predicate" close="predicate"/>

</nodes>
<mouse_clicks>
<mouse_click alias="dir">
<popup>

<menu name="Dependency Graphs" end_group="on">
<menu name="Directory"

predicate="xia_create_graph_visualize_graph"
module="visur" prmtrs="[@2, dir]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

<menu name="Ancestor"
predicate="xia_create_graph_visualize_graph"
module="visur" prmtrs="[@2, goal]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

</menu>
</popup>
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</mouse_click>
<mouse_click alias="file">

<on_click button="left" type="double" module="visur"
predicate="view_with_emacs" prmtrs="[@1, @2]"/>

<popup>
<menu name="Dependency Graphs" end_group="on">
<menu name="Goal"

predicate="xia_create_graph_visualize_graph"
module="visur" prmtrs="[@2, goal]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

</menu>
</popup>

</mouse_click>
</mouse_clicks>

</config>
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Examples, Default Settings and
Configurations

D.1 XML Document in Field Notation

The PROLOG rule

increment(X, Y) :-
Goal = add(1, X, Y),
call(Goal).

is represented in an XML document in the following way
<?xml version=’1.0’ encoding=’ISO-8859-1’ ?>
<rule module="user" operator=":-">

<head>
<atom module="user" predicate="increment" arity="2">
<var name="X"/>
<var name="Y"/>

</atom>
</head>
<body>

<atom module="user" predicate="=" arity="2">
<var name="Goal"/>
<term functor="add">

<term functor="1"/>
<var name="X"/>
<var name="Y"/>

</term>
</atom>
<atom module="user" predicate="call" arity="1">
<var name="Goal"/>

</atom>
</body>

</rule>

The corresponding representation in PROLOG using field notation looks as follows:
rule:[module:user, operator:’:-’]:[

head:[]:[
atom:[module:user, predicate:increment,

arity:2]:[
var:[name:’X’]:[],
var:[name:’Y’]:[] ] ],

body:[]:[
atom:[module:user, predicate:’=’,

arity:2]:[
var:[name:’Goal’]:[],
term:[functor:add]:[

term:[functor:1]:[],
var:[name:’X’]:[],
var:[name:’Y’]:[] ] ],

atom:[module:user, predicate:call,
arity:1]:[
var:[name:’Goal’]:[] ] ] ]
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D.2 XML Configuration Special Predicates

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1" ?>
<predicate_groups>

<predicates group="meta" class="skip" type="hide_node">
<atom predicate="," arity="2"

module="user" calls="[0, 0]"/>
</predicates>
<predicates group="meta" class="a" type="duplicate_node">

<atom predicate="if_then" arity="2"
module="user" calls="[0, 0]"/>

</predicates>
<predicates group="meta" class="a" type="duplicate_node">

<atom predicate="or" arity="2"
module="user" calls="[0, 0]"/>

</predicates>
<predicates group="meta" class="test" type="duplicate_node">
<atom predicate="my_meta" arity="3"

module="rar_test_1" calls="[n, 1, n]"/>
</predicates>
<predicates group="meta" class="b" type="duplicate_node">
<atom predicate="jaml_apply_method" arity="4"

module="user" calls="[2, n, n, n]"/>
<atom predicate="stock_goal_to_stock_file" arity="2"

module="user" calls="[0, n]"/>
<atom predicate="dsa_output_list" arity="2"

module="user" calls="[1, n]"/>
<atom predicate="dislog_dialog_variable" arity="2"

module="user" calls="[3, n]"/>
<atom predicate="dspy" arity="1"

module="user" calls="[0]"/>
<atom predicate="viewer" arity="3"

module="visur" calls="[1, n, n]"/>
<atom predicate="determine_runtime" arity="1"

module="user" calls="[0]"/>
<atom predicate="determine_runtime" arity="2"

module="user" calls="[n, 0]"/>
<atom predicate="transitive_closure" arity="3"

module="rar" calls="[2, n, n]"/>
<atom predicate="measure_runtime" arity="1"

module="user" calls="[0]"/>
<atom predicate="measure" arity="1"

module="user" calls="[0]"/>
<atom predicate="measure" arity="2"

module="user" calls="[0, n]"/>
<atom predicate="measure" arity="3"

module="user" calls="[n, 0, n]"/>
<atom predicate="measure_runtime" arity="2"

module="user" calls="[n, 0]"/>
<atom predicate="select" arity="3"

module="rar_dml" calls="[4, n, n]"/>
<atom predicate="select" arity="4"

module="rar_dml" calls="[6, n, n, n]"/>
<atom predicate="do" arity="2"

module="user" calls="[n, 0]"/>
<atom predicate="hidden" arity="1"

module="user" calls="[0]"/>
<atom predicate="hidden" arity="2"

module="user" calls="[0, 0]"/>
<atom predicate="call" arity="1"

module="user" calls="[0]"/>
<atom predicate="catch" arity="3"

module="user" calls="[0, n, n]"/>
<atom predicate="predicate_to_file" arity="2"

module="user" calls="[n, 0]"/>
<atom predicate="checklist" arity="2"

module="user" calls="[1, n]"/>
<atom predicate="checklist_with_status_bar" arity="3"

module="user" calls="[n, 1, n]"/>
<atom predicate="findall" arity="3"

module="user" calls="[n, 0, n]"/>
<atom predicate="forall" arity="2"

module="user" calls="[0, 0]"/>
<atom predicate="iterate_list" arity="4"

module="user" calls="[3, n, n, n]"/>
<atom predicate="maplist" arity="3"

module="user" calls="[2, n, n]"/>
<atom predicate="maplist" arity="2"

module="user" calls="[2, n]"/>
<atom predicate="maplist_with_status_bar" arity="4"

module="user" calls="[n, 2, n, n]"/>
<atom predicate="not" arity="1"

module="user" calls="[0]"/>
</predicates>
<predicates group="meta" class="c" type="duplicate_node">

<atom predicate="select" arity="3"
module="rar" calls="[4, n, n]"/>
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<atom predicate="select" arity="4"
module="rar" calls="[6, n, n, n]"/>

</predicates>
<predicates group="built_in" class="rar_2" type="duplicate_node">

<atom predicate="called_predicates" arity="2"
module="slice"/>

<atom predicate="rar_transitive_closure" arity="2"
module="slice"/>

</predicates>
<predicates group="library" class="ordsets" type="duplicate_node">

<atom predicate="list_to_ord_set" arity="2" module="ordsets"/>
</predicates>
<predicates group="built_in" class="rar" type="duplicate_node">
<atom predicate="writelq" arity="1" module="user"/>
<atom predicate="special_predicate_attributes" arity="5"

module="rar"/>
<atom predicate="rar_variable_get" arity="2"

module="user"/>
<atom predicate="maplist_with_status_bar" arity="4"

module="user"/>
<atom predicate="c" arity="1"

module="module_b"/>
<atom predicate="rar_variable" arity="2"

module="user"/>
<atom predicate="rar_variable_set" arity="2"

module="user"/>
</predicates>
<predicates group="built_in" class="xpce" type="duplicate_node">
<atom predicate="get" arity="3" module="user"/>
<atom predicate="get" arity="4" module="user"/>

</predicates>
<predicates group="built_in" class="dislog" type="duplicate_node">

<atom predicate=":=" arity="2" module="user"/>
<atom predicate="append" arity="2" module="user"/>
<atom predicate="concat" arity="2" module="user"/>
<atom predicate="concat" arity="3" module="user"/>
<atom predicate="dislog_variable_get" arity="2" module="user"/>
<atom predicate="dislog_variable_set" arity="2" module="user"/>
<atom predicate="dislog_variable" arity="2" module="user"/>
<atom predicate="dislog_variable" arity="3" module="user"/>
<atom predicate="dread" arity="2" module="user"/>
<atom predicate="dwrite" arity="2" module="user"/>
<atom predicate="fn_to_xml" arity="1" module="user"/>
<atom predicate="list_to_ord_set" arity="2" module="user"/>
<atom predicate="name_append" arity="2" module="user"/>
<atom predicate="name_append" arity="3" module="user"/>
<atom predicate="ord_union" arity="3" module="user"/>
<atom predicate="resolve" arity="3" module="user"/>
<atom predicate="send" arity="4" module="user"/>
<atom predicate="send_list" arity="3" module="user"/>
<atom predicate="start_timer" arity="1" module="user"/>
<atom predicate="substitute" arity="3" module="user"/>
<atom predicate="union" arity="3" module="user"/>
<atom predicate="write_list" arity="1" module="user"/>

</predicates>
<predicates group="irrelevant" class="nv" type="hide_node_hide_subtree">

<atom predicate="e" arity="1" module="rar_test_1"/>
</predicates>
<predicates group="hide_nodes" class="nv" type="hide_node">
<atom predicate="no_head" arity="0" module="user"/>
<atom predicate="no_head" arity="0" module="module_b"/>

</predicates>
<predicates group="virtual_nodes" class="nv" type="hide_sub_tree">
<atom predicate="virtual_node_for_outgoing_calls"

arity="0" module="user"/>
</predicates>
<predicates group="built_in" class="prolog" type="duplicate_node"/>
<predicates group="default" class="default" type="single"/>
<predicates group="predicate" class="predicate" type="single"/>

</predicate_groups>

D.3 Default GXL Settings

The current default GXL document containing the presettings looks as follows:
<?xml version=’1.0’ encoding=’ISO-8859-1’ ?>
<gxl xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink">

<prmtr label="Default GXL"
width="450"
height="400"
background="white"
mouse_click="picture"/>
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<graph id="default_graph"
edgeids="true"
edgemode="directed"
hypergraph="false">

<node id="default_id_1">
<prmtr mouse_click="node"

color="grey"
size="small"
symbol="circle"
x_pos="205"
y_pos="169"
handles="default">

<string font_style="times, roman, 12"
bubble="Default Node">

default
node

</string>
</prmtr>

</node>
<edge from="default_id_1"

id="default_id_2"
to="default_id_1">

<prmtr arrows="both"
color="black"
pen="1"
mouse_click="edge"
first_arrow="first_arrow"
second_arrow="second_arrow"
weight="1">

<string font_style="times, roman, 12"
bubble="Default Edge">

</string>
</prmtr>

</edge>
</graph>

</gxl>

D.4 Default Visualization Configuration

The current default configuration for visualizing graph looks as follows:
<?xml version=’1.0’ encoding=’ISO-8859-1’ ?>
<config>

<gxl_layout
x_start="90" y_start="90"
x_step="140" y_step="70" y_variance="10"/>

<symbols scc_size="medium">
<symbol name="circle"/>
<symbol name="box"/>
<symbol name="rhombus"/>
<symbol name="honeycomb"/>
<symbol name="triangle"/>

</symbols>
<node_colors>

<color name="grey" scc="true"/>
<color name="red" scc="true"/>
<color name="blue" scc="true"/>
<color name="yellow" scc="true"/>
<color name="orange" scc="true"/>
<color name="green" scc="true"/>
<color name="black" scc="true"/>
<color name="white" scc="false"/>

</node_colors>
<sizes>

<size alias="small" points="6"/>
<size alias="medium" points="18"/>
<size alias="large" points="36"/>

</sizes>
<edge_colors>

<edge type="tree_edge" color="blue"/>
<edge type="cross_edge" color="green"/>
<edge type="back_edge" color="red"/>
<edge type="forward_edge" color="green"/>
<edge type="default" color="black"/>

</edge_colors>
<arrows>

<arrow alias="first_arrow" pen="line" width="0"
length="0" fill_pattern="white_image" color="line" style="open"/>

<arrow alias="second_arrow" pen="line" width="5"
length="6" fill_pattern="black_image" color="line" style="open"/>

</arrows>
<handles>

<handle_group alias="default">
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<handle pos="top_left" reference="symbol" factor="100" direction="in"/>
<handle pos="top_left" reference="symbol" factor="100" direction="out"/>
<handle pos="top_right" reference="symbol" factor="100" direction="in"/>
<handle pos="top_right" reference="symbol" factor="100" direction="out"/>
<handle pos="bottom_left" reference="symbol" factor="100" direction="in"/>
<handle pos="bottom_left" reference="symbol" factor="100" direction="out"/>
<handle pos="bottom_right" reference="symbol" factor="100" direction="in"/>
<handle pos="bottom_right" reference="symbol" factor="100" direction="out"/>
<handle pos="left" reference="symbol" factor="100" direction="in"/>
<handle pos="right" reference="symbol" factor="100" direction="in"/>
<handle pos="bottom" reference="text" factor="100" direction="in"/>
<handle pos="top" reference="symbol" factor="100" direction="in"/>
<handle pos="left" reference="symbol" factor="100" direction="out"/>
<handle pos="right" reference="symbol" factor="100" direction="out"/>
<handle pos="bottom" reference="symbol" factor="100" direction="out"/>
<handle pos="top" reference="symbol" factor="100" direction="out"/>

</handle_group>
<handle_group alias="text">
<handle pos="top_left" reference="symbol" factor="100" direction="in"/>
<handle pos="top_left" reference="symbol" factor="100" direction="out"/>
<handle pos="top_right" reference="symbol" factor="100" direction="in"/>
<handle pos="top_right" reference="symbol" factor="100" direction="out"/>
<handle pos="bottom_left" reference="symbol" factor="100" direction="in"/>
<handle pos="bottom_left" reference="symbol" factor="100" direction="out"/>
<handle pos="bottom_right" reference="symbol" factor="100" direction="in"/>
<handle pos="bottom_right" reference="symbol" factor="100" direction="out"/>
<handle pos="left" reference="symbol" factor="100" direction="in"/>
<handle pos="right" reference="symbol" factor="100" direction="in"/>
<handle pos="bottom" reference="symbol" factor="100" direction="in"/>
<handle pos="top" reference="symbol" factor="100" direction="in"/>
<handle pos="left" reference="text" factor="100" direction="out"/>
<handle pos="right" reference="text" factor="100" direction="out"/>
<handle pos="bottom" reference="text" factor="100" direction="out"/>
<handle pos="top" reference="text" factor="100" direction="out"/>

</handle_group>
<handle_group alias="node">
<handle pos="left" reference="text" direction="out" factor="100"/>

</handle_group>
</handles>

<mouse_clicks>
<mouse_click alias="unit-unit">
<popup>

<menu name="Menu Unit:" predicate="writeln" prmtrs="[’Menu Unit’]"
end_group="on"/>

<menu name="Cross References" end_group="off">
<menu name="Incoming and Outgoing Unit References" module="visur"

predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, unit, in_out]" end_group="off"/>
<menu name="Incoming Unit References" module="visur"

predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, unit, incoming]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

<menu name="Outgoing Unit References" module="visur"
predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, unit, outgoing]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

</menu>
<menu name="View Node" module="visur" predicate="view_xml"

prmtrs="[@2]" message="prolog" end_group="off"/>
</popup>

</mouse_click>
<mouse_click alias="incoming-unit">
<popup>

<menu name="Menu Unit:" predicate="writeln" prmtrs="[’Menu Unit’]"
end_group="on"/>

<menu name="Cross References" end_group="off">
<menu name="Incoming and Outgoing Unit References" module="visur"

predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, unit, in_out]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

<menu name="Incoming Unit References" module="visur"
predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, unit, incoming]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

<menu name="Outgoing Unit References" module="visur"
predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, unit, outgoing]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

</menu>
<menu name="View Node" module="visur" predicate="view_xml"

prmtrs="[@2]" message="prolog" end_group="off"/>
</popup>

</mouse_click>
<mouse_click alias="outgoing-unit">
<popup>

<menu name="Menu Unit:" predicate="writeln" prmtrs="[’Menu Unit’]" end_group="on"/>
<menu name="Cross References" end_group="off">

<menu name="Incoming and Outgoing Unit References" module="visur"
predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, unit, in_out]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

<menu name="Incoming Unit References" module="visur"
predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, unit, incoming]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>
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<menu name="Outgoing Unit References" module="visur"
predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, unit, outgoing]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

</menu>
<menu name="View Node" module="visur" predicate="view_xml"

prmtrs="[@2]" message="prolog" end_group="off"/>
</popup>

</mouse_click>
<mouse_click alias="in_out-unit">

<popup>
<menu name="Menu Unit:" predicate="writeln" prmtrs="[’Menu Unit’]" end_group="on"/>
<menu name="Cross References" end_group="off">

<menu name="Incoming and Outgoing Unit References" module="visur"
predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, unit, in_out]" message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

<menu name="Incoming Unit References" module="visur"
predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, unit, incoming]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

<menu name="Outgoing Unit References" module="visur"
predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, unit, outgoing]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

</menu>
<menu name="View Node" module="visur" predicate="view_xml"

prmtrs="[@2]" message="prolog" end_group="off"/>
</popup>

</mouse_click>
<mouse_click alias="module-module">

<popup>
<menu name="Menu Module:" predicate="writeln" prmtrs="[’Menu Module’]"

message="prolog" end_group="on"/>
<menu name="Cross References" end_group="off">

<menu name="Incoming and Outgoing Module References"
module="visur" predicate="visualize_calls"
prmtrs="[@2, module, in_out]" message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

<menu name="Incoming Module References" module="visur"
predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, module, incoming]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

<menu name="Outgoing Module References" module="visur"
predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, module, outgoing]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

</menu>
<menu name="View Node" module="visur" predicate="view_xml"
prmtrs="[@2]" message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

</popup>
</mouse_click>

<mouse_click alias="incoming-module">
<popup>

<menu name="Menu Module:" predicate="writeln" prmtrs="[’Menu Module’]"
message="prolog" end_group="on"/>

<menu name="Cross References" end_group="off">
<menu name="Incoming and Outgoing Module References"

module="visur" predicate="visualize_calls"
prmtrs="[@2, module, in_out]" message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

<menu name="Incoming Module References" module="visur"
predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, module, incoming]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

<menu name="Outgoing Module References" module="visur"
predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, module, outgoing]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

</menu>
<menu name="View Node" module="visur" predicate="view_xml"
prmtrs="[@2]" message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

</popup>
</mouse_click>
<mouse_click alias="outgoing-module">

<popup>
<menu name="Menu Module:" predicate="writeln"

prmtrs="[’Menu Module’]" message="prolog" end_group="on"/>
<menu name="Cross References" end_group="off">

<menu name="Incoming and Outgoing Module References"
module="visur" predicate="visualize_calls"
prmtrs="[@2, module, in_out]" message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

<menu name="Incoming Module References" module="visur"
predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, module, incoming]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

<menu name="Outgoing Module References" module="visur"
predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, module, outgoing]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

</menu>
<menu name="View Node" module="visur" predicate="view_xml"
prmtrs="[@2]" message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

</popup>
</mouse_click>
<mouse_click alias="in_out-module">

<popup>
<menu name="Menu Module:" predicate="writeln"

prmtrs="[’Menu Module’]" message="prolog" end_group="on"/>
<menu name="Cross References" end_group="off">

<menu name="Incoming and Outgoing Module References"
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module="visur" predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, module, in_out]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

<menu name="Incoming Module References" module="visur"
predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, module, incoming]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

<menu name="Outgoing Module References" module="visur"
predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, module, outgoing]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

</menu>
<menu name="View Node" module="visur" predicate="view_xml"

prmtrs="[@2]" message="prolog" end_group="off"/>
</popup>

</mouse_click>
<mouse_click alias="file-file">

<on_click button="left" type="double" module="visur"
predicate="view_with_emacs_double_click" prmtrs="[@2]"
message="prolog"/>

<popup>
<menu name="Menu File:" predicate="writeln" prmtrs="[’Menu File’]" end_group="on"/>
<menu name="Cross References" end_group="off">

<menu name="Incoming and Outgoing File References"
module="visur" predicate="visualize_calls"
prmtrs="[@2, file, in_out]" message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

<menu name="Incoming File References" module="visur"
predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, file, incoming]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

<menu name="Outgoing File References" module="visur"
predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, file, outgoing]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

</menu>
<menu name="Visualize Rule/Goal Graph in new Picture" module="visur"

predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

<menu name="Edit File with XPCE emacs" module="visur"
predicate="view_with_emacs_popup" prmtrs="[@2]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

<menu name="View Node" module="visur"
predicate="view_xml" prmtrs="[@2]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

</popup>
</mouse_click>
<mouse_click alias="outgoing-file">

<on_click button="left" type="double" module="visur"
predicate="view_with_emacs_double_click"
prmtrs="[@2]" message="prolog"/>

<popup>
<menu name="Menu File:" predicate="writeln"

prmtrs="[’Menu File’]" end_group="on"/>
<menu name="Cross References" end_group="off">

<menu name="Incoming and Outgoing File References"
module="visur" predicate="visualize_calls"
prmtrs="[@2, file, in_out]" message="prolog"
end_group="off"/>

<menu name="Incoming File References" module="visur"
predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, file, incoming]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

<menu name="Outgoing File References" module="visur"
predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, file, outgoing]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

</menu>
<menu name="Visualize Rule/Goal Graph in new Picture"

module="visur" predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

<menu name="Edit File with XPCE emacs" module="visur"
predicate="view_with_emacs_popup" prmtrs="[@2]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

<menu name="View Node" module="visur"
predicate="view_xml" prmtrs="[@2]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

</popup>
</mouse_click>
<mouse_click alias="incoming-file">

<on_click button="left" type="double" module="visur"
predicate="view_with_emacs_double_click" prmtrs="[@2]"
message="prolog"/>

<popup>
<menu name="Menu File:" predicate="writeln" prmtrs="[’Menu File’]" end_group="on"/>
<menu name="Cross References" end_group="off">

<menu name="Incoming and Outgoing File References" module="visur"
predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, file, in_out]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>
<menu name="Incoming File References" module="visur"
predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, file, incoming]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>
<menu name="Outgoing File References" module="visur"
predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, file, outgoing]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

</menu>
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<menu name="Visualize Rule/Goal Graph in new Picture"
module="visur" predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>
<menu name="Edit File with XPCE emacs" module="visur"
predicate="view_with_emacs_popup" prmtrs="[@2]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>
<menu name="View Node" module="visur" predicate="view_xml"
prmtrs="[@2]" message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

</popup>
</mouse_click>
<mouse_click alias="in_out-file">

<on_click button="left" type="double" module="visur"
predicate="view_with_emacs_double_click" prmtrs="[@2]"
message="prolog"/>
<popup>

<menu name="Menu File:" predicate="writeln"
prmtrs="[’Menu File’]" end_group="on"/>
<menu name="Cross References" end_group="off">

<menu name="Incoming and Outgoing File References"
module="visur" predicate="visualize_calls"
prmtrs="[@2, file, in_out]" message="prolog" end_group="off"/>
<menu name="Incoming File References" module="visur"
predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, file, incoming]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>
<menu name="Outgoing File References" module="visur"
predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, file, outgoing]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

</menu>
<menu name="Visualize Rule/Goal Graph in new Picture"
module="visur" predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>
<menu name="Edit File with XPCE emacs" module="visur"
predicate="view_with_emacs_popup" prmtrs="[@2]" message="prolog" end_group="off"/>
<menu name="View Node" module="visur" predicate="view_xml"
prmtrs="[@2]" message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

</popup>
</mouse_click>
<mouse_click alias="rule_node-rule_node">

<popup>
<menu name="Menu Rule Node:" predicate="writeln"
prmtrs="[’Menu Rule Node’]" end_group="on"/>
<menu name="View XML Source Code" module="visur"
predicate="view_rule" prmtrs="[@2]" message="prolog" end_group="off"/>
<menu name="View Node" module="visur" predicate="view_xml"
prmtrs="[@2]" message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

</popup>
</mouse_click>
<mouse_click alias="xpce-built_in">

<popup>
<menu name="Menu XPCE Built_In Node:" predicate="writeln"
prmtrs="[’Menu XPCE Built_In Node’]" end_group="on"/>
<menu name="View Listing" module="visur" predicate="view_listing"
prmtrs="[@2]" message="prolog" end_group="off"/>
<menu name="View Node" module="visur" predicate="view_xml"
prmtrs="[@2]" message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

</popup>
</mouse_click>
<mouse_click alias="predicate-predicate">

<on_click button="left" type="double" module="visur"
predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@5, rule_goal]" message="prolog"/>
<popup>

<menu name="Menu Predicate Node:" predicate="writeln"
prmtrs="[’Menu Predicate Built_In Node’]" end_group="on"/>
<menu name="Visualizations" end_group="off">

<menu name="Visualize Rule/Goal Graph in new Picture"
module="visur" predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, rule_goal]"
message="prolog" end_group="on"/>
<menu name="Visualize Predicates calling this Predicate (detailed)"
module="visur" predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, inv_calls_detailed]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>
<menu name="Visualize Predicates calling this Predicate (normal)"
module="visur" predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, inv_calls_normal]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

</menu>
<menu name="Views" end_group="on">

<menu name="View XML Source Code" module="visur"
predicate="view_xml_source_code" prmtrs="[@2]" message="prolog" end_group="off"/>
<menu name="View Listing" module="visur" predicate="view_listing"
prmtrs="[@2]" message="prolog" end_group="on"/>
<menu name="View Predicates calling this Predicate" module="visur"
predicate="view_inverse_calls" prmtrs="[@2]" message="prolog" end_group="on"/>
<menu name="View Node" module="visur" predicate="view_xml" prmtrs="[@2]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

</menu>
</popup>

</mouse_click>
<mouse_click alias="rar-built_in">

<on_click button="left" type="double" module="visur"
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predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@5, rule_goal]" message="prolog"/>
<popup>
<menu name="Menu RAR Built_In Node:" predicate="writeln"
prmtrs="[’Menu RAR Built_In Node’]" end_group="on"/>
<menu name="Visualizations" end_group="off">

<menu name="Visualize Rule/Goal Graph in new Picture"
module="visur" predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, rule_goal]"
message="prolog" end_group="on"/>
<menu name="Visualize Predicates calling this Predicate (detailed)"
module="visur" predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, inv_calls_detailed]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>
<menu name="Visualize Predicates calling this Predicate (normal)"
module="visur" predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, inv_calls_normal]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

</menu>
<menu name="Views" end_group="on">

<menu name="View XML Source Code" module="visur"
predicate="view_xml_source_code" prmtrs="[@2]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>
<menu name="View Listing" module="visur"
predicate="view_listing" prmtrs="[@2]"
message="prolog" end_group="on"/>
<menu name="View Predicates calling this Predicate"
module="visur" predicate="view_inverse_calls"
prmtrs="[@2]" message="prolog" end_group="on"/>

<menu name="View Node" module="visur"
predicate="view_xml" prmtrs="[@2]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

</menu>
</popup>

</mouse_click>
<mouse_click alias="ordsets-library">

<on_click button="left" type="double" module="visur"
predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@5, rule_goal]"
message="prolog"/>
<popup>
<menu name="Menu library ordsets Node:" predicate="writeln"
prmtrs="[’Menu library ordsets Node’]" end_group="on"/>
<menu name="Visualizations" end_group="off">

<menu name="Visualize Rule/Goal Graph in new Picture"
module="visur" predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, rule_goal]"
message="prolog" end_group="on"/>
<menu name="Visualize Predicates calling this Predicate (detailed)"
module="visur" predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, inv_calls_detailed]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>
<menu name="Visualize Predicates calling this Predicate (normal)"
module="visur" predicate="visualize_calls" prmtrs="[@2, inv_calls_normal]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

</menu>
<menu name="Views" end_group="on">

<menu name="View XML Source Code" module="visur"
predicate="view_xml_source_code" prmtrs="[@2]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>
<menu name="View Listing" module="visur"
predicate="view_listing" prmtrs="[@2]"
message="prolog" end_group="on"/>
<menu name="View Predicates calling this Predicate"
module="visur" predicate="view_inverse_calls" prmtrs="[@2]"
message="prolog" end_group="on"/>
<menu name="View Node" module="visur" predicate="view_xml"
prmtrs="[@2]" message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

</menu>
</popup>

</mouse_click>
<mouse_click alias="test-meta">

<popup>
<menu name="Menu Meta Node:" predicate="writeln"
prmtrs="[’Menu Meta Node’]" end_group="on"/>
<menu name="View XML Source Code" module="visur"
predicate="view_rule" prmtrs="[@2]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>
<menu name="View Listing / XML Definition" module="visur"
predicate="view_listing" prmtrs="[@2]" message="prolog"
end_group="off"/>
<menu name="View Node" module="visur" predicate="view_xml"
prmtrs="[@2]" message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

</popup>
</mouse_click>
<mouse_click alias="a-meta">

<popup>
<menu name="Menu Meta Node:" predicate="writeln"
prmtrs="[’Menu Meta Node’]" end_group="on"/>
<menu name="View XML Source Code" module="visur"
predicate="view_rule" prmtrs="[@2]" message="prolog" end_group="off"/>
<menu name="View Listing / XML Definition" module="visur"
predicate="view_listing" prmtrs="[@2]" message="prolog" end_group="off"/>
<menu name="View Node" module="visur" predicate="view_xml"
prmtrs="[@2]" message="prolog" end_group="off"/>
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</popup>
</mouse_click>
<mouse_click alias="b-meta">

<popup>
<menu name="Menu Meta Node:" predicate="writeln"
prmtrs="[’Menu Meta Node’]" end_group="on"/>
<menu name="View XML Source Code" module="visur"
predicate="view_rule" prmtrs="[@2]" message="prolog" end_group="off"/>
<menu name="View Listing / XML Definition" module="visur"
predicate="view_listing" prmtrs="[@2]" message="prolog"
end_group="off"/>
<menu name="View Node" module="visur" predicate="view_xml"
prmtrs="[@2]" message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

</popup>
</mouse_click>
<mouse_click alias="node">

<on_click button="left" type="double" predicate="node_click"
prmtrs="[@1, @2, @3, @4]" message="prolog"/>
<on_click button="middle" type="single" predicate="node_click"
prmtrs="[@1, @2, @3, @4]" message="prolog"/>
<on_click button="right" type="double" predicate="node_click"
prmtrs="[@1, @2, @3, @4]" message="prolog"/>
<popup>

<menu name="Node 1" predicate="writelq" prmtrs="[@2]"
message="prolog" end_group="on"/>
<menu name="Node 2" predicate="writelq" prmtrs="[@1]"
message="prolog" end_group="off"/>
<menu name="Node 3" predicate="writelq" prmtrs="[test]"
end_group="on"/>

</popup>
</mouse_click>

<mouse_click alias="file_file_edge">
<on_click button="left" type="double" predicate="edge_click"
prmtrs="[@1, @2, @3, @4]" message="prolog"/>
<popup>

<menu name="Menu Edge:" predicate="writeln" prmtrs="[’Menu Edge’]"
end_group="on"/>
<menu name="View Calls" module="visur" predicate="view_calls"
prmtrs="[@2]" message="prolog" end_group="off"/>
<menu name="View Edge" module="visur" predicate="view_xml"
prmtrs="[@2]" message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

</popup>
</mouse_click>
<mouse_click alias="module_module_edge">

<on_click button="left" type="double" predicate="edge_click"
prmtrs="[@1, @2, @3, @4]" message="prolog"/>
<popup>

<menu name="Menu Edge:" predicate="writeln" prmtrs="[’Menu Edge’]"
end_group="on"/>
<menu name="Visualize" end_group="on">

<menu name="Visualize Cross Called Files in new Picture"
module="visur" predicate="visualize_edge_calls" prmtrs="[@2]"
message="prolog" end_group="on"/>

</menu>
<menu name="View">

<menu name="View Calls" module="visur" predicate="view_calls"
prmtrs="[@2]" message="prolog" end_group="off"/>
<menu name="View Edge" module="visur" predicate="view_xml"
prmtrs="[@2]" message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

</menu>
</popup>

</mouse_click>
<mouse_click alias="unit_unit_edge">

<on_click button="left" type="double" predicate="edge_click"
prmtrs="[@1, @2, @3, @4]" message="prolog"/>
<popup>

<menu name="Menu Edge:" predicate="writeln" prmtrs="[’Menu Edge’]"
end_group="on"/>
<menu name="View Calls" module="visur" predicate="view_calls"
prmtrs="[@2]" message="prolog" end_group="off"/>
<menu name="View Edge" module="visur" predicate="view_xml"
prmtrs="[@2]" message="prolog" end_group="off"/>

</popup>
</mouse_click>
<mouse_click ref="../common/menu_picture.xml"/>
<mouse_click ref="../common/menu_embedded_node.xml"/>

</mouse_clicks>
</config>
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